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Abstract 

This study examines the systemicΝfunctionΝandΝpublicΝroleΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces” within the 

context of the nineteenth-century revival of monarchy. It explores how, between 1850 and 

1914, the reigning families of Britain, Denmark, Germany and Greece chose to educate 

their younger sons in the navy and thereby created powerful links with a mythically 

invested symbol of national identity and modernity, of bourgeois virtue, imperial 

integration and exotic adventure. All four countries perceived themselves as maritime 

powers defined by their long seafaring traditions and/or great hopes for a naval future, by 

their possession of (in)formal seaborne colonial empires and/or by their substantial 

imperial ambitions. By latching onto the prominent trend of the nineteenth-century lure of 

the sea and of naval enthusiasm, the dynasties of Saxe-Coburg, Glücksborg and 

Hohenzollern were able to adapt these mental geographies for their own purposes and thus 

to generate an appealing brand image for the emerging political mass market. Prince 

Alfred of Britain (1844-1900), Prince Heinrich of Prussia (1862-1929), Prince Valdemar 

of Denmark (1858-1939) and Prince Georgios of Greece (1869-1957) all became 

powerful personality brands of their respective monarchies. This study investigates the 

mechanisms and the agents responsible for their success. It examines the role of the sea 

and of maritime imageries in nineteenth-century national identities; the myths and realities 

of naval education and naval professionalism; the processes by which seaborne colonial 

empires and diaspora communities were integrated into larger imperial units and 

represented to each other via interimperial diplomacy; as well as the public reception, 

appropriationΝandΝrecreationΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝbrandΝinΝvariousΝpopularΝmedia,ΝeέgέΝ

family magazines, adventure fiction and consumer goods. 
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Segelschiffe 

Sie haben das mächtige Meer unterm Bauch 

Und über sich Wolken und Sterne. 

Sie lassen sich fahren vom himmlischen Hauch 

mit Herrenblick in die Ferne. 

 

Sie schaukeln kokett in des Schicksals Hand 

Wie trunkene Schmetterlinge. 

Aber sie tragen von Land zu Land 

Fürsorglich wertvolle Dinge. 

  

Wie das im Wind liegt und sich wiegt, 

Tauwebüberspannt durch die Wogen, 

Da ist eine Kunst, die friedlich siegt, 

Und ihr Fleiß ist nicht verlogen. 

  

Es rauscht wie Freiheit. Es riecht wie Welt. – 

Natur gewordene Planken 

Sind Segelschiffe. – Ihr Anblick erhellt 

Und weitet unsre Gedanken. 

  

Joachim Ringelnatz 
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Some notes on translations 

If not indicated otherwise, all passages in this thesis which were not originally in English 

have been translated by me. Apart from the obvious candidates, the sources which were 

also written mainly in English include: 

- The correspondence between Prince Heinrich of Prussia and his mother, Crown 

Princess Victoria of Prussia, the later Empress Frederick; 

- The correspondence between Prince George of Greece and his grandparents, 

Queen Louise and King Christian IX of Denmark. 

 

 

Explanation of abbreviated names in the footnotes 

In the footnotes, the principal protagonists are abbreviated as follows: 

 

PA Prince Alfred of Britain 

PG Prince Georgios of Greece 

PH Prince Heinrich of Prussia 

PV Prince Valdemar of Denmark 

 

CPFW Crown Prince Frederick William of Prussia 

CPV Crown Princess Victoria of Prussia 

DE Duke Ernst of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha 

KCIX King Christian IX of Denmark 

KG King George I of Greece 

PAl Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha 

QL Queen Louise of Denmark 

QV / QVJ QueenΝVictoriaΝήΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝJournals 
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Introduction: A royal Prince who is also a Sailor 

τnΝSaturdayΝ4ΝJulyΝ1κθκ,Νδondon’sΝωrystalΝPalace,ΝthatΝgiantΝglass-and-iron edifice which 

had hosted the Great Exhibition of 1851, was brimming with life. A staggering 30,496 

peopleΝ hadΝ gatheredΝ toΝ welcomeΝ backΝ QueenΝ Victoria’sΝ secondΝ sonέΝ PrinceΝ χlfred,Ν a 

captain in the Royal Navy, had just returned from the initial part of what was effectively 

the first royal tour of the British Empire. His cruise aboard HMS Galatea had been cut 

short by an assassination attempt. At Clontarf, Australia Alfred had been shot in the back 

byΝώenryΝτ’όarrell,ΝaΝmentallyΝunstableΝIrishmanΝharbouringΝanti-monarchical and anti-

British beliefs. As a result, the festivities, comprising the delights of an opera concert, a 

fountain display and magnificent fireworks, were characterized by more than simple 

rejoicing. The enthusiasm was extraordinary and reached its climax when a popular song 

wasΝperformedμΝ“ύodΝblessΝourΝSailorΝPrince”έΝχtΝtheΝfirstΝbar,ΝtheΝaudienceΝroseΝtoΝtheirΝ

feet, and when the final chorus was sung, the entire giant hall was alive with cheers, with 

the clapping of hands, the stamping of feet and the waving of hats and handkerchiefs.1 

Such a scene of mass rejoicing might come as a surprise to the reader well-acquainted with 

the mid-Victorian period. The 1860s have, after all, been associated with a general decline 

inΝtheΝpublicΝapprovalΝofΝtheΝmonarchyέΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝextendedΝseclusion following 

the death of her husband Prince Albert in 1861, the scandal-ridden behaviour of the Prince 

ofΝWalesΝandΝtheΝQueen’sΝeffortsΝtoΝsecureΝlargeΝallowancesΝforΝherΝyoungerΝchildrenΝhaveΝ

all been said to have strengthened anti-monarchical sentiment in the period. Only after 

1871, so the accepted view, did the near-death of the Prince of Wales from typhoid fever, 

the re-inventionΝofΝpublicΝroyalΝritualΝduringΝVictoria’sΝύoldenΝandΝDiamondΝJubilees,ΝandΝ

theΝωrown’sΝ associationΝwithΝ reawakenedΝ interestΝ inΝ theΝψritishΝEmpireΝbringΝabout a 

revival of popular enthusiasm for the monarchy.2 Yet, here was Prince Alfred in 1868, 

hailed in a public mass festival, in popular songs and newspaper articles. Where did all 

that enthusiasm come from? 

Some might argue that the prince, just like the Prince of Wales would three years later, 

hadΝwonΝtheΝpublic’sΝsympathiesΝbyΝnarrowlyΝavoidingΝdeathέΝInΝearlyΝ1κθλ,Νhowever,ΝtheΝ

Dublin University Magazine, in a review article assessing the media hype surrounding 

Prince Alfred, provided a broader explanation of his success. “[χ]ΝroyalΝPrince,ΝwhoΝisΝ

                                                 
1 ‘TheΝωrystalΝPalaceΝόestival’,ΝIllustratedΝδondonΝσewsΝ(11έιέ1κθκ)νΝ‘Welcome at the Crystal Palace’,Ν
Penny Illustrated Paper (11.7.1868). 
2 Prochaska, Frank, The republic of Britain, 1760-2000 (London, 2000), 99-114, 121-41. 
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alsoΝaΝSailor”,ΝitΝremarked,Ν“[…]ΝisΝsureΝtoΝcommandΝtheΝsympathiesΝofΝhisΝcountrymen”έ3 

όarΝfromΝbeingΝaΝmereΝluckyΝcoincidence,ΝtheΝprince’sΝsurvivalΝwasΝinterpretedΝbyΝmanyΝ

observers as part of his generally excitingΝlifeΝasΝaΝprofessionalΝnavalΝofficerέΝ“Young,Ν

brave,Ν andΝ trueήheΝ wearsΝ theΝ blueήhisΝ courageΝ toΝ evince,ήtheΝ pride,Ν theΝ ‘darlingΝ ofΝ hisΝ

crew’ήύodΝ blessΝ ourΝ SailorΝ Prince!”Ν wentΝ oneΝ stanzaΝ ofΝ theΝ popularΝ songΝ whichΝ sentΝ

δondon’sΝcitizensΝintoΝraptures. The Crystal Palace Festival thus merely provided a stage 

for a dazzling, multi-faceted public persona of widespread appeal which Alfred had 

adopted some time ago and which arguably contributed to the revival of the British 

monarchy long before 1871. 

ThisΝstudyΝprobesΝdeeperΝintoΝtheΝpopularΝphenomenonΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝandΝintoΝtheΝ

role it playedΝwithinΝEurope’sΝmonarchies in the nineteenth century. Not just in Britain, 

but all across Europe the Age of Empire witnessed the emergence of a very specific public 

persona which, by combining the aura exuded by a prince of the blood with the cultural 

mystique of the sailor, became what one might call a powerful monarchical brand. In the 

fourΝdecadesΝfollowingΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝgrandioseΝwelcome,ΝaΝwideΝrange of princes would 

follow in his footsteps. Their popular choice of profession would turn them into darlings 

of the public and the media. And they would all enjoy their own moments of fame. In 

December 1898, to mention just one event, the Greeks enthusiastically cheered Prince 

Georgios of Greece as he set sail for the Island of Crete. Thousands of spectators lined the 

shores,ΝasΝtheΝyoungΝadmiralΝarrivedΝatΝSoudaΝψay,ΝwithΝtheirΝ“όlagsΝandΝbranchesΝofΝlaurel,Ν

myrtle,ΝandΝlemon”ΝformingΝoneΝ“greenΝforestΝatΝtheΝwater’sΝedge”έ4 On 22 July 1901, to 

cite another example, the famous Copenhagen promenades of Langelinje and Toldboden 

were thronged with an unheard-of number of thousands of onlookers as Prince Valdemar 

of Denmark returned from a two-year cruise to the Far East aboard HMS Valkyrie. The 

majority of the crowd were ladies who, in their light dresses, hats and parasols, gave the 

impression of a vast field of lilies dotting the waterside.5 On 15 February 1900, finally, the 

inhabitants of the German harbour city Kiel staged a festive procession consisting of 

1κ,ίίίΝparticipantsΝinΝhonourΝofΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝofΝPrussia’sΝreturnΝfromΝtheΝEastΝχsiaΝ

Station. Tens of thousands of spectators formed a giant ceremonial pathway as the parade 

movedΝtowardsΝtheirΝ“Prince-χdmiral’s”ΝcityΝpalaceέ6 

                                                 
3 The cruise of the Galatea’,ΝDublin University Magazine, 73 (January 1869). 
4 Prevelakis, Pandelis, The Cretan (Minneapolis, 1991), 308-11. 
5 ωavling,Νώenrik,Ν’Valkyriens ώjemkomst’,ΝPolitikenΝ(ββέιέ1λί1)έ 
6 StdtA Kiel, Akten der Stadverwaltung Nr.1534. 
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Though very specific in their contexts and meanings, all of these events illustrate the 

strikingΝpopularityΝofΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝinΝtheΝlongΝnineteenthΝcenturyέΝ

This study aims to unravel, on the one hand, the various myths and ideas on which this 

concept was constructed on and from which it took its popularity. On the other hand, it 

examinesΝtheΝmechanismsΝbyΝwhichΝthisΝpopularityΝhelpedΝaΝnumberΝofΝEurope’sΝroyalΝ

houses to stabilize their positions within various contexts of institutional contestation, 

national conflict and international challenges. 

In doing so, this study contributes to a wider scholarly discourse on the curious survival 

or even revival of monarchy across the long nineteenth century. Over the last thirty years, 

historians have been struck by the fact that, despite the overarching narratives of this 

century as an age of revolution and popular sovereignty, the overwhelming majority of 

European countries were still ruled by dynastically legitimated monarchs. Confronted by 

a variety of serious challenges to its authority (such as increasing democratization, 

secularization, nationalism or the rise of the middle classes to socioeconomic, political and 

normative power) the institution of monarchy remained remarkably intact. Not only did 

most ancient monarchies (for example those of Denmark and Britain) emerge surprisingly 

unscathed or even reinvigorated from the challenges posed by the French Revolution, the 

liberal-national movements of the 1830s-1840s, as well as a series of other armed and 

constitutional conflicts. Almost all the newly independent or unified states created as a 

result of the national movements of the age (for instance Greece or Germany) similarly 

and lastingly adopted monarchical forms of government.7 Moreover, even though 

monarchs such as Queen Victoria, King Christian IX of Denmark, King George I of 

Greece, or Emperor William II all at some point committed serious mistakes in their 

political judgement or public self-representation, republican movements did not take root 

before 1918. Rather, the last decades before the outbreak of the First World War were 

characterized by a succession of major royal events which, judging from the popular 

attendance and media attention they received, were able to garner widespread support for 

the monarchy in an age when the media and mass politics dramatically changed the public 

sphere.8 όarΝ fromΝ headingΝ toΝ theirΝ naturalΝ demise,Ν Europe’sΝ monarchiesΝ seemedΝ

remarkably alive by 1914. 

                                                 
7 Mayer, Arno, The persistence of the Old Régime (New York, 1981); Osterhammel, Jürgen, Die 
Verwandlung der Welt: Eine Geschichte des 19. Jahrhunderts (Munich, 2009), 828-848. 
8 EέgέΝχrnstein,ΝWalter,Ν‘QueenΝVictoria’sΝDiamondΝJubilee’,ΝTheΝχmericanΝScholar, 66 (1997), 591-
λινΝ Vikelas,Ν Dimitrios,Ν ‘Vingt-cinqΝ annéesΝ deΝ règneΝ constitutionnelΝ enΝ ύrèce’,Ν δaΝ σouvelleΝ Revue 
(1889), 492-519. 
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There has been a growing body of original research aiming to resolve the conundrum of 

howΝthisΝwasΝpossibleέΝεostΝscholarsΝhaveΝtendedΝtoΝsubscribeΝtoΝaΝmodelΝofΝ“institutionalΝ

modernization”Ν orΝ “re-invention”έΝ TheyΝ eitherΝ explicitlyΝ orΝ implicitlyΝ referΝ to the 

monarchy as an institution challenged to position itself in what has been termed the 

emergingΝ“politicalΝmassΝmarket”9. As electorates expanded and the powerful mass media 

reached ever wider circles of readers, as political parties evolved and new political creeds 

gainedΝground,ΝEurope’sΝgoverningΝelitesΝandΝrulingΝhousesΝincreasinglyΝhadΝtoΝcompeteΝ

with all sorts of contenders for the once taken-for-granted attention and loyalty of their 

critical subjects-turned-consumers. To sell themselves to their audience in a political 

system which very much resembled the competitive economic market, they resorted to the 

newΝmarketingΝtechniquesΝofΝtheΝ“χgeΝofΝχdvertising”έ10 

Scholars have pointed to a range of strategies through which sovereigns adapted to change, 

re-invented their brand images and thus, by winning the affection and “brandΝloyalty” of 

their people as a new form of legitimacy, actively contributed to the stabilization of the 

monarchical system. These strategies included the acceptance of constitutional 

frameworks restricting the governing power of single monarchs; the representation of 

royal families as symbols of the nation and as allies of the middle-classes living bourgeois 

lives; the performance of welfare work in accordance with the prevalent spirit of Christian 

virtue and social reform; the re-invention of splendid royal ritual as an attraction unifying 

the nation; or the adoption of all kinds of proactive attitudes towards modern media and 

consumer culture.11 

                                                 
9 A term originally coined by: Rosenberg, Hans, Große Depression und Bismarckzeit: Wirtschaftsab-
lauf, Gesellschaft und Politik in Mitteleuropa (Berlin, 1967), chapter 4. 
10 Hobsbawm, Eric, The Age of Empire, 1875-1914, 3d ed. (London, 1994), 105-107. 
11 For a summmary: Kroll, Frank-Lothar, Zwischen europäischem Bewusstsein und nationaler Identität: 
Legitimationsstrategien monarchischer Eliten im Europa des 19. und frühen 20. Jahrhunderts, His-
torische Zeitschrift, Beiheft 44 (2007), 353-374; Sellin, Volker, Gewalt und Legitimität: Die europä-
ische Monarchie im Zeitalter der Revolutionen (Munich, 2011). For individual examples: Kirsch, 
Martin, ‘WieΝ derΝ konstitutionelleΝ εonarchΝ zumΝ europäischenΝ PhänomenΝ wurde’,Ν in: Jussen, BerndΝ
(edέ),ΝDieΝεachtΝdesΝKönigsμΝώerrschaftΝinΝEuropaΝvomΝόrühmittelalterΝbisΝinΝdieΝσeuzeitΝ(εünchen,Ν
2005), 350-65; Colley,Νδinda,Ν‘TheΝapotheosisΝofΝύeorgeΝIIIμΝδoyalty,ΝroyaltyΝandΝtheΝψritishΝnationΝ
1760-1κβί’,ΝPastΝandΝPresentΝ(1λκ4),Νλ4-129; Dollinger, Heinz, ‘DasΝδeitbildΝdesΝ“ψürgerkönigtums”Ν
inΝderΝeuropäischenΝεonarchieΝdesΝ1λέΝJahrhunderts’,ΝinΝWerner, Karl (ed.), Hof, Kultur und Politik im 
19. JahrhundertΝ(ψonn,Ν1λκη)νΝωannadine,Ν‘TheΝcontext,ΝperformingΝandΝmeaningΝofΝritualμΝTheΝψritishΝ
monarchy c. 1820-1λιι’,ΝinμΝώobsbawm,ΝEricήRanger,ΝTerenceΝ(eds),ΝTheΝInventionΝofΝtradition (New 
York, 2010), 101-64; Kroll, Frank-L. et al. (eds), Inszenierung oder Legitimation?/ Monarchy and the 
art of representation (Berlin, 2015); Prochaska, Frank, Royal bounty: The making of a welfare monarchy 
(New Haven, 1995); Plunkett, John, Queen Victoria: First media monarch (Oxford, 2003); Kohlrausch, 
Martin, Der Monarch im Skandal: Die Logik der Massenmedien und die Transformation der 
wilhelminischen Monarchie (Berlin, 2005); Giloi, Eva, Monarchy, myth and material culture in 
Germany, 1750-1950 (Cambridge, 2011). 
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While this study builds and expands on all of the mentioned themes, it chooses a new 

prism through which it examines theΝmonarchy’sΝremarkableΝrevivalΝinΝtheΝpoliticalΝmassΝ

market. Rather than examining the entire corporate brand or its principal CEOs, it focuses 

on one particular personality brand fashioned by the monarchy and the brand messages it 

conveyed to its consumers.12 InΝexaminingΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝitΝcombines two categories 

of analysis which have been largely neglected in the study of modern monarchy: the 

dynasty and the sea. 

First, this investigation offers a more comprehensive approach to the institution of 

monarchy by enquiring not only into the agency of single monarchs, but by exploring the 

functions of the dynastic personnel that surrounded them. While it has been recognized 

that the concept of dynasty could be part of the challenge that many monarchies faced in 

the nineteenth century – in the shape, for example, of the highly un-meritocratic, 

undemocratic and widely criticized principle of hereditary rule or of costly allowances for 

useless younger princes – few scholars have acknowledged that this seeming relic from 

pre-modern times could also be part of the solution. Only recently, Frank Lorenz Müller 

and Heidi Mehrkens have edited a number of insightful investigations into the political 

roles and soft-powerΝstrategiesΝofΝaΝvarietyΝofΝEurope’sΝheirsΝtoΝtheΝthroneέ13 Few other 

research projects have so far systematically studied the public functions of non-reigning 

members of a dynasty, particularly those who were not first-in-line. 

Yet, this study argues that these dynasts, diverse in outlook, age and training, but bound 

by family law and loyalty, provided their sovereign relations with a unique supporting 

castέΝόocusingΝonΝfourΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝfromΝ four different countries, the investigation 

demonstrates howΝtheΝflexiblyΝdeployableΝsecondΝandΝthirdΝsonsΝofΝEurope’sΝsovereignsΝ

were able to take on a range of popular roles from the royal book of re-invention which 

the main characters of their dynasties could never have performed themselves. At a time 

when sovereigns like Queen Victoria were mainly static residents of baroque royal 

palaces, were sometimes of foreign dynastic origin and often caught up in daily routine, 

these princes were presented as middle-class professionals and global empire roamers with 

an aura of romantic adventure and national momentum. Thus, they represented an 

                                                 
12 Balmer, John/Geyser,ΝStephenήUrde,Νεats,Ν ‘TheΝmonarchyΝ asΝ aΝ corporateΝ brandμΝSomeΝ corporateΝ
communicationsΝdimensions’,ΝEuropeanΝJournalΝofΝεarketing,Ν4ίέιήκΝ(βίίθ),Νλίβ-8. 
13 Müller, Frank Lorenz/Mehrkens, Heidi (eds): Sons and Heirs: Succession and political culture in 
nineteenth-century Europe (Basingstoke, 2015); Id. (eds), Royal heirs and the uses of soft power in 
nineteenth-century Europe (Basingstoke, 2016). 
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important product brand of the corporate brand monarchy, epitomizing a range of 

appealing ideas that their dynasties stood for. 

The one magic connection which enabled the princes to embody all of these different ideas 

was their naval profession. Today we would probably expect a royal football player, a 

royal rocket scientist or Medicin sans Frontières to be a more popular choice. In the 

nineteenth century, however, so the second main argument of this study, the naval officer 

was a myth-invested public persona which aligned the monarchy with a complex of vital 

– though as yet underexplored – contemporary trends: popular naval-imperial enthusiasm 

and whatΝχlainΝωorbinΝhasΝtermedΝtheΝ“lureΝofΝtheΝsea”έ14 

Maybe somewhat surprising to our twenty-first-century sky- and space-bound,Ν “sea-

blind”15 eyes, the period between approximately 1780 and 1914 has been characterized as 

“theΝgrandΝculminatingΝpointΝofΝtheΝEuropeanΝmaritimeΝexperience”έ16 It was the last era 

inΝwhichΝtheΝseaΝwasΝstillΝconsideredΝ“oneΝofΝmodernity’sΝmostΝdynamicΝfrontiers”έΝόorΝ

centuries, shipbuilders and explorers, merchants and governments had exerted themselves 

in their quest to master the elements, to map the unknown, span trading networks across 

the globe and gain dominion of overseas territories.17 In the course of the nineteenth 

century,ΝnavalΝtechnologyΝwasΝcompletelyΝtransformedΝandΝEurope’sΝscientific, mercantile 

and colonial expansion was accelerated. Yet, while the world would soon be heading 

towards new frontiers, this was also an era in which the maritime sphere, both as a physical 

and as an imagined space, gained as universal and captivated an audience in Europe as it 

had never done before and would never do again. 

A fundamental shift in perceptions of beauty and health during the Romantic period, as 

well as the spread of the railways, the expansion of the tourism industry and the printing 

revolution in the industrial age meant that the sea and its inhabitants (ships and sailors) 

becameΝ almostΝubiquitousΝ “culturalΝpresences”18 in popular culture. On the one hand, 

Europe’sΝ urbanΝ middle-classes were increasingly able to stream to the coast to enjoy 

seaside holidays, sea bathing and idyllic sea views. On the other hand, maritime imageries 

suchΝasΝ“sublime”ΝscenesΝofΝwindsweptΝseas,ΝshipsΝinΝdistress and shipwrecked sailors, 

                                                 
14 Corbin, Alain, The lure of the sea: The discovery of the seaside in the western world, 1750-1840, 
trans. by Jocelyn Phelps, 2nd ed. (London, 1995). 
15 Redford,ΝDuncan,Ν‘TheΝRoyalΝσavy,ΝseaΝblindnessΝandΝψritishΝnationalΝidentity’,ΝinμΝId. (ed.), Maritime 
history and identity: The sea and culture in the modern world (London, 2014), 61-78. 
16 Kirby, David G./Hinkkanen-Lievonen, Merja L., The Baltic and the North Seas (London, 2000), 2. 
17 Cohen, Margaret, The novel and the sea (Princeton/NJ, 2010), 3. 
18 Lincoln, Margarette, Representing the Royal Navy: British sea power, 1750-1815 (Aldershot, 2002), 
ix. 
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grandiose naval paintings, exotic islands or the image of the romantic naval hero invaded 

popular print markets, bourgeois homes andΝ theΝ “imaginativeΝ landscapes”Ν thatΝ wereΝ

attached to them.19 

At the same time, the ocean also rose to new prominence in political discourse. Spurred 

by romantic ideas of national origin, seafaring nations like Britain, Denmark or Greece 

rallied around their re-discovered or re-invented naval pasts. The most compelling motive 

to turn towards the sea, though, was the close connection made between the maritime 

sphere and the Empire as the one most characteristic political and cultural value of the 

time that gave the age its name. From the 1830s onwards, and then, with a particular verve, 

from the 1880s, many governments perceived the ability to build and maintain state-of-

the-art navies capable of securing global trade or facilitating colonial expansion as a vital 

prerequisite for great-power status and, thus, ultimately, for national survival in a fierce 

global power struggle. The new schools of economic and strategic thought, combined with 

the ideologies of imperialism and sea power, turned even such classic land powers as 

Germany into avid participants of a veritable naval craze. Massive fleet-building 

programmesΝandΝaΝtrueΝ“cultΝofΝtheΝnavy”Νensued,Νwhich,Νagain,ΝmanifestedΝthemselvesΝinΝ

various aspects of popular culture.20 

All of these romantic imageries and power-political fantasies of the Age of Empire, that 

last maritime age, were encapsulated in the public persona of the sailor or naval officer – 

a myth-invested figure which itself underwent a major metamorphosis between 1780 and 

1914: from dangerous outsider of society to modern professional, beloved adventure hero, 

national idol and empire-builder.21 In adapting this popular character for their sons, the 

dynasties examinedΝ inΝ thisΝ studyΝcreatedΝaΝnewΝcompositeΝmythΝorΝbrandΝ (theΝ“SailorΝ

Prince”)ΝwhichΝspokeΝinΝaΝveryΝdirectΝlanguageΝtoΝbothΝtheirΝcontemporaries’ΝintellectsΝandΝ

emotions. The people of London, Crete, Copenhagen or Kiel cheered the princes because 

every facet of their persona reflected the major ideas and dreams that they entertained for 

                                                 
19 Corbin, 137-45, 228-44; Sternberger,Ν Dolf,Ν ‘ώoheΝ SeeΝ undΝ Schiffbruch,Ν ZurΝ ύeschichteΝ einerΝ
χllegorie’,Νin: Vexierbilder des Menschen: Gesammelte Schriften, 6 (1981), 229-45; Kirby, 45-49, 220-
21; Mack, John, The Sea: A cultural history (London, 2011), 95-99, 101-103. 
20 Hobson, Rolf, Imperialism at sea: Naval strategic thought, the ideology of sea power and the Tirpitz 
Plan, 1875-1λ14Ν(δeiden,Νβίίβ)νΝRüger,ΝJan,Ν‘“InΝtheΝimaginativeΝfashionΝofΝTeutons”μΝχnglo-German 
history and the naval theatre’,Νin: Geppert, Dominik et al. (eds), Wilhelmine Germany and Edwardian 
Britain (Oxford, 2008), 411-1κνΝEpkenhans,Νεichael,Ν‘“εundΝhaltenΝundΝSchiffeΝbauen”ςΝStapelläufeμΝ
εonarchischeΝRepräsentation,ΝpolitischeΝδegitimationΝundΝöffentlichesΝόest’,ΝinμΝψiefang,Νχndreas 
(ed.), Das politische Zeremoniell im Deutschen Kaiserreich (Düsseldorf, 2008), 189-203. 
21 Conley, Mary, From Jack Tar to Union Jack: Representing naval manhood in the British Empire, 
1870-1918 (Manchester, 2009); Heimerdinger, Timo, Der Seemann: Ein Berufsstand und seine 
kulturelle Inszenierung, 1844-2003 (Köln, 2005). 
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their age as well as a powerful promise to realize them on the part of the monarchy. Partly, 

this happened intuitively, because the royal families and their advisors shared the cultural 

beliefsΝ andΝ practicesΝ ofΝ theirΝ ageέΝ Partly,Ν however,ΝEurope’sΝ dynasts also consciously 

adopted and encouraged popular naval enthusiasm and imperialism to enhance their own 

public profile. TheΝ “navalization”ΝofΝmonarchy,Ν asΝoneΝmightΝ callΝ it,Ν canΝ thereforeΝbeΝ

classified as yet another strategy of monarchical re-invention among the many that 

scholars have identified so far. 

In his studyΝ ofΝ “The great naval game”Ν JanΝ RügerΝ hasΝ alreadyΝ examinedΝ howΝ aΝ

monarchical alliance with the maritime sphere could be spelled out. Rüger examined how, 

between 1888 and 1914, EmperorΝWilliamΝIIΝandΝKingΝύeorgeΝVΝusedΝtheΝ“navalΝtheatre”Ν

with its magnificent ship launches and fleet reviews to align themselves with an important 

source of national identity, imperial power and international prestige.22 This study aims to 

address three further important aspects. 

First, although theΝ “Flottenkaiser”Ν andΝ theΝ “Sailor King”Ν stagedΝ themselvesΝ asΝ navalΝ

monarchs, there existed much more personal and authentic links with the navy than sporadic 

visits, the donning of uniforms or the titular assumption of supreme command positions. It 

was by educating their younger sons as professional naval officers rather than by mere 

grandiose ritual thatΝsomeΝofΝEurope’sΝleadingΝdynastiesΝbuiltΝanΝenduringΝbridgeΝtoΝtheΝnavyΝ

as a symbol of national-imperial greatness, bourgeois values and adventurous dreams. One 

ofΝtheΝcoreΝassumptionsΝwhichΝmadeΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝsoΝwidelyΝpopularΝinΝtheΝnineteenthΝ

century – and one of the main criteria by which their success was measured – was that 

they did not only slip into the role of the naval officer symbolically, temporarily and 

superficially, but that they actually dedicated their lives to what was perceived as a 

demanding career profession in the service of national interest. 

TheΝdeeperΝ“navalization”ΝofΝmonarchyΝbyΝway of educational programmes, secondly, 

was also a much older phenomenon than the maritime stagings described by Rüger as part 

of the Age of New Imperialism. Scholars of early modern history would probably refer to 

King Christian IV of Denmark who was legendarily wounded while commanding his fleet 

during the Battle of Colberger Heide (1644) or to King James II who started his career as 

a royal admiral. This study, however, focuses on the period between the Romantic Age 

and the First World War; and it argues thatΝitΝwasΝinΝthisΝ“longΝχgeΝofΝEmpire”,ΝasΝoneΝ

                                                 
22 Rueger, Jan, The great naval game: Britain and Germany in the Age of Empire (Cambridge, 2007). 
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mightΝcallΝit,ΝthatΝaΝfundamentalΝshiftΝoccurredΝinΝtheΝmonarchy’sΝeducationalΝpracticesΝ

with regard to the navy. 

Prior to the nineteenth century, royal commanders had essentially been amateurs. After 

1780, however,Ν Europe’sΝ royalΝ familiesΝ wouldΝ increasinglyΝ chooseΝ toΝ educateΝ theirΝ

younger sons according to the new professional standards of their time. The naval 

educationΝofΝtheΝlaterΝ“Sailor King”ΝWilliamΝIVΝ– the first prince to be semi-professionally 

trained in the navy, but who did not yet continue to become a proper officer – still 

represented a transition period. From the 1830s onwards, a new public persona would 

emerge which distinguished itself from its predecessors by four essential facts: (i) All 

“SailorΝPrinces”ΝofΝtheΝlongΝχgeΝofΝEmpireΝwereΝprofessionally trained naval officers; (ii) 

TheyΝpursuedΝactiveΝcareersΝinΝtheΝnavyΝevenΝbeyondΝtheirΝlieutenant’sΝcommissionνΝ(iii)Ν

They received a broad public recognition for this in the beginning mass media society 

whichΝwasΝevenΝreflectedΝinΝtheΝcoinageΝofΝaΝnewΝcompoundΝinΝsomeΝlanguagesμΝ“SailorΝ

Prince”,Ν “Sømandsprins”,Ν “εatrosenprinz”; (iv) Their professionalism and the global 

reach of the media enabled both the princes and their personae to travel huge distances 

and thus to be truly at home in the globalizing world of the Age of Empire. 

TheΝthirdΝaspectΝtoΝcomplementΝJanΝRüger’sΝstudy,Νfinally,ΝisΝthatΝtheΝconditionsΝwhichΝledΝ

to the navalization of monarchy by way of maritime stagings or education were not unique 

to Britain and Germany. In fact, there were numerous nations which, due to their coastlines 

as well as their subscription to navalist assumptions defined themselves as maritime 

powers with formal or informal seaborne colonial empires or imperial ambitions 

embodied by their naval presence: France, Italy, Spain and the Netherlands, but also 

Russia or Austria-Hungary, to name but a few. Most of the reigning dynasties of these 

countries would also produce princes destined to lead their naval forces, ranging from the 

Prince de Joinville in France to Archduke Maximilian in Austria-Hungary or the Duke of 

the Abruzzi in Italy.23 

ThisΝstudyΝfocusesΝonΝfourΝexemplaryΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝfromΝψritain,ΝDenmark, Germany 

and Greece in order to get to the heart of the phenomenon. Prince Alfred, Prince Valdemar, 

PrinceΝώeinrichΝandΝPrinceΝύeorgiosΝwereΝallΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝparΝexcellenceΝwhoΝlendΝ

themselves to a comparative approach. Their training and careers, despite a time span of 

thirty years between the years when the first and the last of them entered naval service, 

fell into the heyday of navalist and imperialist thought. This was the case both on a Europe-

                                                 
23 E.g. Lacaze, Admiral et al. (eds), Le Prince de Joinville et la marine de son temps (Paris, 1953). 
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wide level (1858-1914) and individually, with each prince starting his career at the start of 

a new phase of public debate and/or private initiative in his respective country. The 

geographical situation of their nations, moreover – three archipelagic kingdoms and one 

land empire located between the Atlantic, the Baltic and the Mediterranean Sea – were 

both similar enough to justify the application of a comparative frame and diverse enough 

to promise a nuanced and colourful end result. 

At the same time, these four princes also allow for the comparison to be complemented 

by a transnational approach that investigates the movement of popular trends like the lure 

ofΝtheΝseaΝorΝofΝconceptsΝlikeΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝacrossΝnationalΝbordersέΝTheyΝallΝbelongedΝ

to a network of intimately interrelated dynasties within the wider European family of kings 

– the Saxe-Coburgs, Glücksborgs and Hohenzollerns – which all closely interacted with 

each other as well as exchanged their strategies and ideas. Prince Alfred was Prince 

ώeinrich’sΝuncleΝandΝPrinceΝValdemarΝwasΝPrinceΝύeorgios’sνΝValdemarΝwasΝχlfred’sΝandΝ

Heinrich was Georgios’s brother-in-law. This makes it easy to assume that the public 

personae represented by these princes were the products of multi-directional, intra-familial 

transfer processes just as much as they emerged from peculiar national settings. Dynastic 

relations were, moreover, accompanied by other imagined forms of kinship between the 

British, the Danes, the Germans and the Greeks, as well as by all sorts of cultural and 

political contacts connecting these coastal states, which allow for them to be assembled in 

one study. 

What this investigation hopes to achieve by blending elements of comparative and 

transnational analysis is neither a simple comparison nor a history of relations, though. 

The study will neither sift its case studies through the filter of a comparative grid nor will 

it dissolve national borders as a category of analysis. Rather, it could be seen as a 

“panopticon”Ν orΝ “panorama”Ν studyingΝ fourΝ interwovenΝ primeΝ examplesΝ ofΝ aΝ widerΝ

phenomenon of the Age of Empire which can best be illustrated through its specific 

instantiationsέΝ TheΝ “SailorΝ Prince”Ν isΝ treatedΝ asΝ aΝ Europe-wide phenomenon which 

emerged from a variety of converging trends and as a dynastic response to a variety of 

contexts and challenges. Some of these were universal or indicating wider developments, 

others were more nation-specific,ΝyetΝstillΝoftenΝ‘comparable’έΝItΝisΝbyΝtakingΝaΝpanoramic,Ν

birds’-eye view of these trends and themes, incorporating comparative, transnational and 

biographical nosedives, but ultimately paying tribute to the more chaotic, kaleidoscopic 

ways in which life and history present themselves, that this study hopes to do justice to its 

subject. It aims to examine a public persona which ultimately only existed as the sum of 
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many faces and thus also to the heart of some of the basic assumptions of an age which 

these many faces stood for.24 

To this end, the investigation will be divided into four thematically structured chapters 

centred on the ideas of (1) the national, (2) the middle-class, (3) the imperial and (4) the 

celebrityΝdimensionΝthatΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝaddedΝtoΝtheΝpublicΝportfolioΝofΝtheΝmonarchyέ 

The first chapter introducesΝallΝfourΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwithinΝtheΝcontextΝofΝtheirΝpeculiarΝ

national and dynastic environments. In four miniature studies paying tribute to the 

individualityΝofΝeachΝcaseΝstudy,ΝitΝmapsΝoutΝtheΝ“imaginativeΝlandscapes”ΝthatΝnineteenth-

century Britons, Danes, Germans and Greeks associated with their respective maritime 

spheres; and it examines how, by locating themselves on mental timelines between great 

navalΝpastsΝandΝfutureΝnavalΝgreatness,ΝtheΝprinces’ΝparentsΝmanagedΝtoΝanchorΝtheirΝoftenΝ

contested dynasties in national identity. 

Following this introduction to the cultural-political setting, the second chapter probes more 

deeplyΝintoΝtheΝmythΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝasΝaΝmiddle-class professional. It traces the 

princes’ΝinnerΝjourneysΝofΝinitiation into the masculine, meritocratic world of the navy as 

well as their career path through the ranks; and it queries whether the princes were actually 

able to transcend the barriers of class, adopt the standards of modern professionalism and 

become true representatives of royal embourgeoisement as popular myth would have it. 

όromΝthisΝratherΝintimateΝfocus,ΝtheΝthirdΝchapterΝzoomsΝoutΝtoΝfollowΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrinces”Ν

on their travels through the wider world of oceanic empires. On the one hand, it conceives 

of them as mobile royal empire roamers and empire-builders who systematically visited 

the various provinces, colonies and diaspora communities that belonged to their respective 

nations and thus integrated them into tightly-knit imperial units. On the other hand, it 

examines their role as mobile royal diplomats in a globalizing world, querying whether 

they were cosmopolitan bridge-builders or rather chauvinist, racist representatives of their 

nations’ΝinterestsΝinΝaΝfierceΝinternationalΝpowerΝstruggleέ 

The fourth chapter, finally, brings us back to the metropolitan centre, enquiring into the 

publicΝ imagesΝ thatΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝenjoyedΝ inΝ theΝnineteenth-century mass media and 

consumer market. It examines how the princes, staged as a kind of modern adventure 

heroesΝbyΝaΝrangeΝofΝ“brand-designers”,ΝprovidedΝanΝintriguingΝprismΝforΝtheΝrepresentationΝ

of naval, imperial and monarchical themes. As such they contributed to the dissemination 

                                                 
24 Cf. Flacke, Monika (ed.), Mythen der Nationen: Ein europäisches Panorama (Munich, 1998); 
Campbell, Joseph, The hero with a thousand faces, 3d ed. (Novato/Calif., 2008). 
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of the navalist and imperialist ideologies as well as to the stabilization of the political order 

and monarchical system. 

When the people of London cheered Prince Alfred during the Crystal Palace Festival, the 

prince merely sat in his royal box and bowed to the crowds. Prince Valdemar, in 1901, 

actuallyΝdisappointedΝωopenhagen’sΝcitizens and humbly chose not to land before their 

eyes. Prince Heinrich, in 1900, merely featured at the very end of the Kiel procession when 

he received his well-wishers. One final question which pervades the whole study, but is 

particularly pronounced in the last chapter, therefore is that of agency. Who exactly 

createdΝtheΝmonarchicalΝbrandΝ“SailorΝPrince”ςΝWasΝitΝaΝstart-finish-victory on the part of 

monarchies remarkably apt at spotting and bundling the trends of the age in one iconic 

persona? Or was this persona rather the result of the creative agency and self-confident 

projections of its audiences and consumers? While this study aims to answer this question, 

theΝultimateΝgenesisΝandΝsuccessΝofΝtheΝmonarchicalΝbrandΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝmayΝwellΝproveΝ

as elusive and difficult to grasp as the magnificent fireworks that the pyrotechnicians of 

the Crystal Palace Company conjured onto the night sky of London on 4 July 1868. 
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1 Monarchy at sea: The maritime dimension of nationalization 

In 1902, the Danish journalist Alexander Svedstrup published a lavishly illustrated 

travelΝaccountΝwhichΝopenedΝwithΝtheΝfollowingΝlinesμΝ“Denmark is small, but the sea 

isΝ vast,Ν andΝ theΝ seaΝ hasΝ beenΝDenmark’sΝ friendΝ fromΝearliestΝ ages”έΝThe book was 

entitledΝ“Path of the Dane”Ν(De Danskes Vej) and its main subject was the cruise of 

the corvette Valkyrie to East Asia, famously undertaken by Prince Valdemar of 

Denmark in 1899-1901 to support Danish business interests abroad. By referring to 

theΝcountry’s ancient royal/naval anthem in the title and by summarizing Denmark’sΝ

seafaring past in his introduction, Svedstrup attempted to convince his readers that the 

Valkyrie represented a revival of theΝkingdom’sΝnavalΝgloryΝandΝaΝ“goodΝomenΝforΝtheΝ

future”έΝAs he argued, the “seaΝrace” had almost forgotten the naval successes of their 

forefathers extolled in their anthem, resigning themselves instead to a status as a minor 

power. Yet, the sight of the Valkyrie “underΝtheΝoldΝsplitΝflagΝwithΝtheΝKing’sΝsonΝon-

board”Ν wasΝ toΝ remindΝ themΝ thatΝ DenmarkΝ couldΝ beΝ greatΝ again,Ν outΝ onΝ the 

“rediscoveredΝsea”έ25 

What Svedstrup formulated here was a programme of national mission derived from a 

perceived national heritage which was common to many seafaring nations in the long 

nineteenth century. As they transformed from pre-modern political units to national 

communities bound together by common pasts, landscapes andΝmythscapes,ΝEurope’sΝ

seafaring countries attached an increasing symbolic importance to their seas and naval 

traditions asΝ“emotionalΝfoundations”ΝofΝtheΝnationέ 26 Seen as a source of livelihood, 

a gateway to the world or a natural defence, the sea was believed to have shaped their 

coastlines, histories and culture and, therefore, formed an integral part of their national 

identities.27 ThisΝwasΝtheΝgistΝofΝSvedstrup’sΝinvocation of the “seaΝrace”έΝAt the same 

time, nineteenth-century nations also defined themselves by the goals that they derived 

fromΝtheirΝheritageέΝδongΝbeforeΝχlfredΝThayerΝεahan’sΝ“InfluenceΝofΝSea Power upon 

ώistory”Ν (1890) turned naval might into an irrational ideology, nationalist thinkers, 

political economists and military strategists across Europe were already inferring from 

the naval histories of their own countries – or from the history of other thalassocracies 

                                                 
25 Svedstrup, Alexander, De Danskes vej: Valkyrien’sΝtogtΝtilΝØstasienΝ(Copenhagen, 1902), 1-7. 
26 Francois, Etienne/Schulze, Hagen, ‘DasΝ emotionaleΝ όundamentΝ derΝ σationen’,Ν in: Flacke (ed.), 
Mythen der Nationen, 17-32; Germer, Stefan, Retrovision: Die rückblickende Erfindung der Nationen 
durch die Kunst, in: Ibd., 33-52. 
27 Kirby/Hinkkanen, 1; Quilley, Geoff, Empire to nation: Art, history and the visualization of maritime 
Britain, 1768-1829 (New Haven/London, 2011), 7; Peck, John, Maritime fiction: Sailors and the sea in 
British and American novels, 1719-1917 (Basingstoke/New York, 2001), 27. 
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– that the progress of a nation somehow depended on global or regional naval might.28 

Svedstrup therefore wanted to encourage his countrymen to build on their naval 

heritage and become a great trading nation again. 

What is most intriguing about Svedstrup’sΝaccount,Νthough,Νis the way in which he put 

Prince Valdemar,Ν theΝ “King’sΝ son”,Ν atΝ the centre of his programme. It suggests an 

intimate involvement of the Danish royal family in the discourse on national identity 

and national mission, which could only be beneficial to the monarchy. The emergence 

of nationalism as the predominant state ideology of the nineteenth century meant that 

Europe’sΝroyal houses had to reconfigure themselves: Formerly a-national networks 

of monarchs that used to rule over more or less disconnected territories by divine right 

had to transform into nationalized first families closely identified with their countries, 

loved by their people and perceived as relevant to their national goals. By educating 

their younger sons in their respective navies and thus forging a close personal alliance 

with some of the most culturally pervasive institutions of the century, dynasties like 

the Danish and Greek Glücksborgs, the British Saxe-Coburgs and the German 

Hohenzollerns were able to build and sustain images of themselves as deep-rooted, 

popular and relevant national institutions. Through theΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”,Ν

they appropriated a series of distinct national myths to create a new, composite myth 

whichΝcapturedΝtheirΝpeople’sΝintellectsΝandΝemotionsέ29 

This chapter details how this emotive brand helped the monarchy to connect with the 

nation as a community of both common origin and common future.30 For on the one 

hand, dynasties which were traditionally a-national or had been transplanted to foreign 

countries because of power-political considerations, could dock onto the notion of the 

ancientness of the sea and thus align themselves with their nations’ΝsenseΝofΝidentityΝ

and national feeling. On the other hand, the association with the navy as an agent of 

modernity and projection space for future visions could contribute to the revitalization 

of the institution of monarchy, linking ancien regimes with a range of future projects 

of nation- and empire-building. 

                                                 
28 E.g. Semmel, Bernard, Liberalism and naval strategy: Ideology, interest and sea power during the 
‘Pax Britannica’ (Boston, 1986) 2-4. 
29 ψecker,Νόrank,Ν‘ψegriffΝundΝψedeutungΝdesΝpolitischenΝεythos’,Νin: Stollberg-Rilinger, Barbara (ed.), 
Was heißt Kulturgeschichte des Politischen? (Berlin, 2005), 129-48, 135-36. 
30 Nipperdey, Thomas, ‘In search of identity: Romantic nationalism, its intellectual, political and social 
background’,ΝinμΝEade,ΝJέωέΝ(edέ),ΝRomanticΝσationalismΝinΝEuropeΝ(ωanberra, 1983), 1-15. 
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This chapter examines how four dynasties – intuitively or consciously – learned to 

utilizeΝtheΝculturalΝphenomenonΝofΝtheΝ“lureΝofΝtheΝsea”ΝandΝtheirΝpersonalΝconnectionΝ

with the navy to stabilize their positions within various contexts of institutional 

contestation and national conflict. By tracing the role of the ocean and the navy in the 

national histories and mythscapes, debates on national defence and future projects of 

Britain, Denmark, Germany and Greece it breaks new ground. Especially where 

countries other than Britain are concerned, Duncan Redford recently observed, the role 

ofΝ“theΝmaritimeΝdimension”ΝinΝshapingΝnationalΝidentityΝhasΝhardlyΝ“beenΝgivenΝtheΝ

prominenceΝitΝdeserves”έ31 

To arrive at a comprehensive assessment of this role, each section of this chapter is 

dedicated to one case study, highlighting the national peculiarities of the myths, 

dreams and hopes projected onto each prince. The individual sea views add up to 

suggest a pan-European, transnational maritime culture. As the overarching 

investigation into the royal reasoning behind the formation of the brand reveals, the 

“SailorΝPrince”ΝwasΝaΝ trademarkΝ that was used by various interconnected dynasties 

towards one, largely identical goal: to anchor themselves in national identity. As such, 

it travelled along the channels of dynastic relations from one corner of Europe to the 

other. It adapted to different water levels like in a system of locks, but ultimately it 

retained its core quality: the combination of ancient and modern, humble and noble, 

Sailor and Prince. 

Prince Alfred and the “Island nation” 

When Prince Alfred, one of the first fully-fledgedΝ“SailorΝPrinces” of the nineteenth 

century,Ν optedΝ forΝ theΝ navalΝ serviceΝ inΝ 1κηκ,Ν ψritainΝ hadΝ beenΝ theΝworld’sΝ leadingΝ

power for half a century. As most Britons wereΝwellΝaware,ΝtheΝcountry’sΝeconomicΝ

and world-political success had been facilitated by its unrivalled mastery of the sea. 

The maritime sphere, therefore, occupied a central place in British national history and 

identity. In the mid-Victorian era, memories of a glorious naval past, sentimental 

feelings about life on-board and a self-righteous belief in the morality of British sea 

power merged into a national mythology which pervaded popular culture. It provided 

a unique canvas for the monarchy to project on some vital messages about its national 

identity and commitment. 
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These agendas were hardly ever explicitly put down in writing. Surviving records 

ascribeΝtheΝmotivationΝbehindΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝnavalΝcareerΝalmostΝentirelyΝtoΝtheΝboy’sΝ

own wishes. In 1855, Queen Victoria recorded in her journal that she and Prince Albert 

had decidedΝ toΝeducateΝ theirΝsecondΝsonΝ inΝ theΝRoyalΝσavyΝ“contrary to our original 

intention”έ TheyΝwereΝgivingΝinΝtoΝ“theΝspontaneousΝwishΝofΝaΝyoungΝspirit”,ΝasΝχlbertΝ

assured his brother Duke Ernst of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha in 1857.32 But although these 

assertions should be regarded as more than a pretext or common trope, there are also 

seriousΝreasonsΝtoΝbelieveΝthatΝχlfred’sΝstepΝwasΝnotΝjustΝaΝwhimέΝRather,ΝitΝfittedΝneatlyΝ

into a wider programme of re-invention that his parents were implementing; and it was 

approved of because the prince had been raised in a royal household which was just as 

steeped in the maritime culture of the age as the audience that it was addressing. Intuitive 

attraction, calculating strategy and the interpreting gaze of the public worked together to 

create, within a few short years, the curious phenomenonΝ“SailorΝPrince”έ 

To date there have only been few examinations of theΝ “culturalΝ presence”Ν ofΝ theΝ

maritime sphere in the public realm of mid-nineteenth-century Britain. Available 

studies mainly treat the period as the appendix, pre-history or contrasting foil of the 

era of the Napoleonic Wars or of New Imperialism, when public enthusiasm ran 

particularly high.33 But even though its subdued coverage between 1820 and 1880 

seems to signal a loss of importance of the Royal Navy, quite the opposite was the 

case. Scholars agree that, throughout the century, it was an established, if taken-for-

granted national institution; and they argue that, while the enthusiasm of the French 

Wars or of the fin-de-siècle was a response to (perceived) crises, the public neglect of 

the mid-Victorian era was really a sign of a self-satisfied, sentimental complacency 

aboutΝψritain’sΝuncontestedΝnavalΝsupremacy.34 Prince Alfred linked the monarchy to 

some of the most reassuringly British and romantically valued institutions of his time. 

As the Dublin University Magazine elaborated in 1869, he tapped into “theΝinstinctiveΝ

enthusiasmΝwhichΝallΝEnglishmenΝfeelΝforΝsailorsέΝ[…]ΝweΝloveΝtheΝsea,ΝandΝcherish,Ν

aboveΝallΝthings,ΝtheΝremembranceΝofΝourΝnavalΝheroesέ”35 

                                                 
32 QueenΝVictoria’sΝJournalsΝ(QVJ),Νβιέγέ1855; Prince Albert (PAl) to Duke Ernst (DE), early 1857, in: 
Bolitho, Hector (ed.), The Prince Consort and his brother (London, 1933), 169f. 
33 E.g. Land, Isaac, War, nationalism and the British sailor, 1750-1850 (Basingstoke, 2009); Rodger, 
N.A.M., ‘TheΝdarkΝages of the Admiralty, 1869-1885’,Νεariner’sΝεirror, 61-62 (1975-76). 
34 Lincoln, 189-202; Redford, 63-64; cf. Hamilton, Mark, The nation and the navy: Methods and 
organization of British navalist propaganda, 1889-1914 (London, 1986), 355. 
35 Dublin University Magazine (1869). 
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The sea, the navy and the sailors were arguably at the core of British national identity. 

For one, the sea shapedΝtheΝcountry’sΝgeographyΝandΝcultureΝand,Νtherefore,ΝwasΝoneΝ

of the defining features of nineteenth-century concepts of Britishness.36 Located off 

the north-western coast of mainland Europe and surrounded by the rough waters of the 

Atlantic Ocean, the North Sea and the English Channel, Britain – a conglomerate of 

two large and many small islands – wasΝ commonlyΝ conceptualizedΝ asΝ anΝ “islandΝ

nation”ΝinhabitedΝbyΝanΝ“islandΝrace”έ37 This notion united the competing identities of 

theΝ“fourΝnations”Ν(theΝχnglo-Saxon English and the Celtic Irish, Scots and Welsh) 

into one communal, maritime identity. The sea contributed to a sense of isolation, 

liberty and uniqueness. Simultaneously, it fostered fears of enemy invasion and served 

as a high road to the wider world of commercial and colonial enterprise, creating 

common challenges and common projects.38 In Victorian poetry and prose, the British 

and their various ancestors wereΝ perceivedΝ asΝ “natural-bornΝ sailors”Ν whoseΝ innateΝ

nauticalΝskillsΝmadeΝtheΝseaΝtheirΝ“secondΝhome”ΝandΝnaval supremacy their natural 

birth-right.39 

The Royal Navy, actually founded in the sixteenth century, but often thought to be as 

old as the country itself, was the central facilitator and symbol of this dominant 

position.40 ItsΝ “woodenΝwalls”Ν representedΝ theΝprotectionΝofΝψritain’sΝ constitutionalΝ

liberty, maritime trade and financial prosperity; and they played a pivotal role in the 

establishment, defence and integration of Britain’sΝvastΝandΝsteadilyΝexpandingΝempire, 

itselfΝaΝconglomerateΝofΝ“islands”ΝconnectedΝbyΝaΝnetworkΝofΝseaΝroutesέ41 From the 

early eighteenth century onward, therefore, the navy became the centre of an emerging 

British nationalism.42 From 1815,Νmoreover,Ν itΝwasΝ believedΝ toΝ beΝ aΝ “moralΝ force”Ν

deployed to establish and protect British liberal values across Europe and the world. 

TheΝ“PaxΝψritannica”Νinvolved the idea that Britain, a naval hegemon in possession of 

                                                 
36 Rüger, Jan, Nation, empire and navy: Identity politics in the United Kingdom, 1887-1914, Past and 
Present, 185 (2004), 159-87,183-86. 
37 Behrman, Cynthia, Victorian myths of the sea (Athens/Oh., 1977), 11-31, 38-45. 
38 Behrman, 38-45; Rüger, Nation, 159-172, 183-86; Quilley, 7-8. 
39 Behrman, 25-31. 
40 Behrman, 31; Parker, Joanne, ‘Ruling the waves: Saxons, Vikings and the sea in the formation of an 
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Middle Ages (Woodbridge, 2011), 19-206. 
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42 Lincoln, 18. 
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countless naval stations, was using her dominant position like an impartial arbiter, to 

secure the freedom of the seas, international political stability and what one might call 

“human rights”. While standing armies were distrusted as instruments of absolutist 

power, the navy was regarded as a benign authority: It helped the self-declared 

policemanΝofΝtheΝworldΝtoΝfightΝpiracyΝandΝtheΝslaveΝtradeνΝandΝitsΝ“cruiserΝdiplomacy”Ν

protected liberal-national movements across Europe just as much as it furthered the 

country’sΝownΝcommercial-colonial interests.43 

The men who had mastered the sea, built the navy, defended the nation and established 

the empire formed the principal themes of a national historiography which the 

Victorians were busily recycling and expanding. King Alfred the Great, who had built 

a couple of ships to fight the Vikings in 897, was re-invented as a prophet of naval 

might.44 The defeat of the Spanish Armada by the numerically inferior English fleet in 

1588 was commemorated as the starting point of God-sent British greatness. 

Elizabethan privateers such as Francis Drake or Walter Raleigh were romanticized as 

reckless patriots and pioneers of British maritime expansion.45 The victorious 

commanders and intrepid explorers of the eighteenth century, men like Edward 

Vernon, George Anson orΝJamesΝωook,ΝwhoΝhadΝestablishedΝandΝdefendedΝψritain’sΝ

leading position against French and Spanish ambitions, were celebrated as true 

representativesΝofΝnationalΝcharacterΝandΝsuperiorityέΝTheΝ“sharedΝculture”ΝofΝmaritimeΝ

(consumer) patriotism created around these new-style naval heroes peaked during the 

Napoleonic Wars.46 Through the multiplying, unifying power of cheap prints, popular 

ballads and commemorative pottery, admirals like Edward Pellew, Cuthbert 

Collingwood and the iconic Horatio Nelson achieved a mythical status which informed 

maritime imageries for years to come.47 In the Victorian period, their pantheon was 

joined by the explorers of the Northwest Passage, John Ross, William Parry and the 

tragic John Franklin, who were all celebrated as examples of moral strength enduring 

the hardships of the cold to advance human knowledge.48 

The individual bravery of these commanders was complemented by the collective 

heroism of the naval officer and “JackΝ Tar”,Ν theΝ commonΝ sailor, who were both 

                                                 
43 Behrman, 33; Hamilton, 355. 
44 Parker, 198-200. 
45 Behrman, 77-87. 
46 Davey, 21-32. 
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increasingly thought to embody the best qualities of the nation at large.49 Especially in 

the post-Napoleonic period, when ψritain’sΝaristocraticΝmilitaryΝelitesΝwereΝembroiledΝ

in scandals and the middle classes worried that the immorality and incompetence of 

theirΝrulingΝclassesΝmightΝbeΝtheΝcountry’sΝdownfall, these two groups of professionals 

were re-evaluated. While the army was seen as a stronghold of the aristocracy where 

officers’ commissions had to be purchased, the navy was conceptualized as a profession 

for the bourgeoisie governed by ideas of meritocracy. The young genre of naval 

romance, pioneered by authors such as Robert Southey and Captain Frederick Marryat, 

shone a new halo of heroism around the senior service by relocating chivalric ideals 

fromΝtheΝdegenerateΝaristocracyΝtoΝtheΝnavy’sΝmiddle-class officers. Tapping into the cult 

ofΝ σelson’sΝ navy, it celebrated the comradeship, resourcefulness and bravery of the 

gentleman hero at sea.50 The adventure novels that took their rise from this shift also 

contributed to the slow rehabilitation and reintegration of the common sailor into 

mainstream culture. Up until the 1800s,Ν“JackΝTar”ΝhadΝbeenΝnotoriousΝforΝbeing a drunk, 

dumb or vicious trouble-maker. The war effort, however, transformed his image into 

that of a simple, but brave fellow. Any remaining negative connotations vanished during 

Victoria’sΝreign, when children’sΝbooks,Νcomic operas and advertisements all interlinked 

toΝidealizeΝtheΝ“ψritishΝblue-jacket”ΝasΝaΝmodel of domesticated manliness.51 

PrinceΝχlfred’sΝdecisionΝtoΝenterΝtheΝseniorΝserviceΝenabledΝtheΝVictorianΝmonarchyΝtoΝ

partake in these myths. Haunted by an un-English ancestry which was increasingly 

problematic in the age of nationalism, Queen Victoria and Prince Albert were 

determined to distance themselves from the German heritage of their dynasty. Since 

their accession in 1714, the kings of the House of Hanover had repeatedly failed to 

ingratiate themselves with their British subjects by retaining their foreign mores, 

international lifestyles and unclear loyalties. Particularly King George IV and his 

brothers had been castigated for their licentious, corrupt lifestyles. In the first two years 

of her reign, young Victoria had herself managed to squander much of her initial 

popularity by becoming involved in several scandals. When she had decided to marry 

her cousin, Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg, in 1839 to improve her spoiled image, 

suspicions about his religious-political inclinations and clan-thinking had been rife 

                                                 
49 Land, 9, 80. 
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once more. Following the advice of their confidant Baron Stockmar and paying heed 

to critical media voices, the royal couple therefore set to work on the reinvention of 

their public image according to the new, Europe-wide trend of the nationalized and 

bourgeois monarchy. PrinceΝ χlfred’sΝ careerΝ plansΝ tiedΝ inΝ withΝ theirΝ intentionΝ ofΝ

providingΝ theirΝoffspringΝwithΝaΝ“trulyΝmoralΝandΝ trulyΝEnglishΝeducation”Ν toΝavoidΝ

“nationalΝprejudice”έ 52 

Dynastic law would have it that the boy was destined to succeed his childless German 

uncle,ΝPrinceΝχlbert’sΝelderΝbrotherΝErnst,ΝasΝDukeΝofΝSaxe-Coburg. By giving in to 

hisΝ“spontaneousΝwish”,ΝhisΝparentsΝwereΝkilling two birds with one stone. On the one 

hand, this provided a convenient excuse not to send their son abroad for his education, 

aΝstepΝwhich,ΝasΝPrinceΝχlbertΝknewΝfromΝhisΝownΝexperience,Ν“wouldΝ[…]ΝhaveΝhadΝ

the worst construction put upon it in the public mind”.53 On the other hand, they were 

actively aligning themselves with a national institution par excellence which also 

enjoyed a decidedly middle-class reputation. 

The national-identity politics that they pursued had a precursor in the cultural 

engagement of Frederick Prince of Wales, the ill-fated eldest son of King George II. 

In August 1740, this visionary prince had staged a shadow play featuring the heroic 

exploits of King Alfred against the Vikings, which, by establishing a connection with 

the Anglo-Spanish War of 1739-1748, was meant to display the patriotic spirit of the 

ώanoverianΝ monarchyέΝ ItΝ wouldΝ bestΝ beΝ rememberedΝ byΝ itsΝ closingΝ hymn,Ν “RuleΝ

ψritannia”,ΝsoonΝtoΝbecomeΝψritain’sΝsecondΝnationalΝanthemΝcelebratingΝherΝnavyΝandΝ

all that it stood for.54 When they sent a son named Alfred to sea, Victoria and Albert 

were following in the footsteps of Frederick and his son, George (III), who had been 

educatedΝtoΝbecomeΝaΝ“patriotΝking”έ 

Both the English-born queen and the foreign prince knew about and shared the feelings 

of pride and enthusiasm that would overcome their subjects when they heard the line 

“Rule,Νψritannia!ΝψritanniaΝruleΝtheΝwaves!ΝψritonsΝneverΝwillΝbeΝslavesέ” Victoria had 

first soaked up the sea air and the romantic emotions that her contemporaries attached 

to the “lureΝofΝtheΝsea” during the few and carefree seaside holidays of her otherwise 
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unhappy childhood.55 DrivenΝbyΝnostalgiaΝandΝbyΝPrinceΝχlbert’sΝdesireΝforΝaΝfamilyΝ

retreat, the royal couple built Osborne House on the Isle of Wight as their seaside 

paradise, thereby popularizing the island and the yachting grounds of Cowes among 

the wider public.56 Their sea cruises aboardΝ theΝ royalΝ yachtΝ “VictoriaΝ andΝ χlbert”Ν

fosteredΝaΝfondnessΝforΝ“handy”,Ν“well-conducted”ΝsailorsΝinΝtheΝqueenέ57 She shared 

the sentimental hero-worshipΝofΝherΝtime,ΝgreatlyΝenjoyingΝSouthey’sΝ“δifeΝofΝσelson”,Ν

visiting the museum ship Victory and collecting Nelson souvenirs;58 and she 

participated in the romantic fascination with the pleasant horrors of the trivialized 

sublime, taking both a humanitarian interest and a voyeuristic pleasure in the 

increasingly sensationalized news stories about tragic shipwrecks, noble rescues and 

the triumphs and disasters of Arctic exploration.59 PrinceΝ χlbert’sΝ curiosity,Ν

meanwhile, was directed towards developments in naval technology. 

Together, the royal couple would reinvigorate the tradition of the naval review at 

Spithead near Portsmouth, turning the events into regular, increasingly public and 

publicized spectacles.60 This was the result of both an instinctive and a conscious 

patriotism. Especially Prince Albert, the foreigner, who had been carefully briefed 

about his adopted home by the spin doctors of his clan, was aware of the central 

positionΝthatΝtheΝnavyΝoccupiedΝinΝψritishΝnationalΝidentityέΝWhileΝtheΝcountry’sΝelites,Ν

complacent about their maritime supremacy, increased their efforts at naval 

commemoration only in response to the Anglo-French rivalry of the 1840s-1850s, the 

Prince Consort, anxious to identify with the national past, marched ahead of his time. 

In addition to insisting on attending naval events, in 1845 he purchased the coat that 

Nelson had worn at the battle of Trafalgar as a present to the Greenwich Hospital – a 

publicly acclaimed gesture. As Chair of the Fine Arts Commission for the interior 

decorations of the new Houses of Parliament he ordered two large paintings of the 

battles of Trafalgar and Waterloo.61 
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IfΝweΝtrustΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝbiographers,ΝhisΝparentsΝpassedΝonΝtheirΝnavalΝenthusiasmΝ– 

and programme – to their second son by encouraging his predilection for practical 

handicrafts, geography and books about maritime history. TheyΝgaveΝhimΝship’sΝclocksΝ

andΝbarometersΝasΝpresents,ΝandΝonΝhisΝpartingΝinΝ1κηκΝhandedΝhimΝSouthey’sΝ“δifeΝofΝ

σelson”,ΝaΝclearΝstatementΝofΝtheΝnationalΝroleΝtheyΝhadΝinΝmindΝforΝhimέ62 In 1846, the 

couple’sΝfamousΝideaΝofΝdressingΝtheΝlittleΝPrinceΝofΝWales – and subsequently also 

Alfred – in a sailor suit met with wide applause, the sartorial innovation becoming an 

iconicΝtrendΝinΝchildren’sΝfashionέ63 Success was therefore guaranteed for the uniform 

the prince donned in 1858. As the Times assessed,Ν“The strong heart of England warms 

toΝtheΝseaman’sΝblueΝjacketέ”64 Just like the Spithead reviews, χlfred’sΝnavalΝritesΝofΝ

passageΝenabledΝhisΝparentsΝtoΝstageΝaΝ“navalΝmonarchy”έΝTheirΝobservers,ΝperceivingΝ

this to be a naturalΝ responseΝ toΝψritain’sΝ relianceΝ on her seaborne forces, willingly 

insertedΝtheΝprinceΝintoΝtheirΝlineΝofΝnavalΝheroesέΝ“τf Nelson, Hood, and Collingwood/ 

ourΝgrandsiresΝusedΝtoΝsing”,ΝwentΝoneΝsongΝinΝ1κθλ, “τurΝfathersΝhadΝaΝtoastΝasΝgood,/ 

theyΝgaveΝ‘TheΝSailorΝKing!’/ Now royal Alfred treads the deck/ his courage to evince;/ 

he braves the storm, nor fears the wreck./ ύodΝblessΝourΝSailorΝPrince!”65 

While the Nelson connection was vital for the national image of the monarchy, though, 

the royal tradition referred to in this popular ditty was more problematic. The queen’sΝ

uncle,Ν“SailorΝKing”ΝWilliamΝIV,ΝandΝotherΝroyalsΝwhoΝhadΝheldΝmilitary posts before, 

were essentially subject to the national discourse on the debauchery of the Hanoverian 

monarchyΝandΝtheΝreviledΝsystemΝofΝ“oldΝcorruption” from which Albert and Victoria 

wanted to distance themselves. Castigated for their aristocratic amateurism and alleged 

inability, they did not fit into the image of a modern, future-oriented bourgeois 

monarchy that the royal couple crafted in response to the emergence of the middle 

classes as a new socio-cultural and political force.66 PrinceΝχlfred’sΝnaval career, on the 

other hand, did. For the prince entered an institution which, following the modernization 

of naval education in 1837-1857, was regarded as a thoroughly meritocratic profession, 

where intellectual and physical abilities rather than purely financial criteria governed 

admission and advancement, and where all cadets, be they sons of aristocrats or 
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tradesmen, received the same treatment. By subjecting their son to such a democratic 

training, Victoria and Albert demonstrated their determination to break with the 

ancien-regime past and embrace middle-class ideals like thrift, charitability, self-

improvement and merit-based assessment.67 

More than a simple sign of royal embourgeoisement, though,ΝVictoria’sΝandΝχlbert’sΝ

approvalΝofΝtheirΝson’s career also highlighted their – andΝtheirΝnation’sΝ– fascination 

with the armed forces and their determination to influence current debates about 

national defence and imperial expansion.68 Walter Arnstein has convincingly argued 

thatΝ Victoria,Ν despiteΝ herΝ civilianΝ appearance,Ν conceivedΝ ofΝ herselfΝ asΝ aΝ “WarriorΝ

Queen”έΝSheΝproudlyΝdisplayedΝherΝpositionΝasΝaΝfemaleΝωommander-in-Chief, taking 

a keen interest in her soldiers. And she pursued an active political agenda of 

strengtheningΝ theΝ (military)Ν authorityΝ ofΝ theΝ crownΝ asΝ wellΝ asΝ ψritain’sΝ (military)Ν

prestige in the world by regularly attending reviews and advocating national-defence 

issues.69 Her military patriotism also extended to the navy. During her frequent visits 

toΝSpithead,ΝVictoriaΝwouldΝbeΝthrilledΝwithΝnavalΝmanoeuvresέΝ“IΝthinkΝitΝisΝinΝtheseΝ

immenseΝwoodenΝwallsΝthatΝourΝrealΝgreatnessΝexists”,ΝsheΝconfidedΝtoΝherΝuncle,ΝKingΝ

Leopold of the Belgians, in 1842. And in 1856, having seen the fleet off to the 

ωrimean,ΝsheΝravedΝ“IΝmayΝclaimΝtoΝbeΝQueenΝofΝtheΝSeas”.70 

The maintenance of the command of the ocean was by no means a self-runner, though. 

Throughout the 1840s-1850s, France was challenging British naval supremacy by 

rebuilding its fleet to the latest technological standards. The Crimean War would soon 

reveal the technological backwardness, manning problems and incompetent high 

command of a Royal Navy still stuck in the past.71 Victoria and Albert were therefore 

also taking active part in the ensuing debate about national-defence policy. They urged 

actionΝtoΝpreventΝψritainΝfromΝ“laps[ing]ΝintoΝaΝβnd-rateΝpower”ΝandΝadvocatedΝaΝlarger,Ν

more independent naval budget.72 
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Prince Alfred’sΝ entryΝ intoΝ theΝ navy,Ν occurringΝ exactlyΝ atΝ thisΝ moment,Ν hadΝ toΝ beΝ

understood as a declaration of faith supporting theΝ royalΝ couple’s policy. Their 

relationship with the navy was one of give-and-take. On the one hand, they gained the 

opportunity to extend their influence on the military apparatus and to display their 

military commitment. On the other hand, they lent their prestige to the Admiralty in a 

time of transition, helping budget claims and reform measures. A Punch cartoon from 

1κηλ,ΝdepictingΝPrinceΝχlfredΝinΝsailor’sΝuniformΝandΝbearingΝtheΝcaptionΝ“εenΝforΝtheΝ

όleet!ΝThere,Νboys!ΝThere’sΝanΝexampleΝforΝyou”ΝsummedΝupΝtheΝhoped-for effect that 

a royal sailor might have on recruitment numbers.73 For the next two decades, the 

prince would be hisΝmother’sΝdeputyΝforΝmaritimeΝpatronageΝactivitiesΝandΝaΝpopularΝ

president of reform commissions. In an era when Europe’s publics and dynasties 

becameΝincreasinglyΝ“militarized”ΝbothΝinΝtheirΝmentalitiesΝandΝoutwardΝtrappings,ΝheΝ

thus provided his mother with a navy-blue billboard. 

TheΝprince’sΝnavalΝcruises,ΝmostΝimportantlyΝtheΝcruiseΝofΝtheΝGalatea, would equally 

helpΝtheΝmonarchyΝtoΝtakeΝanΝactiveΝstanceΝinΝanotherΝdebateΝaboutΝψritain’sΝfutureέΝAs 

will be detailed later, many liberals, following the Indian Mutiny of 1857, regarded 

the empire as a costly and dangerous enterprise. Albert and Victoria, however, 

according to Miles Taylor, were eager to give it a new constitution and thereby to 

“imperialize”ΝtheΝmonarchyέΝψyΝsendingΝtheirΝsonΝtoΝvisitΝψritain’sΝdisparateΝcolonies,Ν

they united them behind the crown.74 

Other studies examining the roleΝofΝtheΝroyalΝfamilyΝasΝaΝ“catalyst”Νand beneficiary of 

popular navalism or imperialism have largely neglected the period before 1870.75 One 

could argue, however, that inΝ theΝcreationΝofΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”Ν the 

monarchy was cultivating a proto-navalist and proto-imperialist programme as early 

as 1858. In their quest for re-invention, Queen Victoria and Prince Albert showed a 

remarkable knack for selecting symbols of national identity and strength to align with. 

They picked institutions which were widely present in British culture, but also could 

do with some media-effective royal promotion. In a self-reinforcing process, these 

institutions would then become vital stabilizers of monarchy. 
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Prince Valdemar and the “Sea folk” 

Nineteenth-century Britons were convinced that their relationship with the sea was 

unique. There was probably only one other state which, in the public imagination, was 

readily conceded a comparable status as a maritime nation: Denmark (and with it 

Iceland and Norway). Inspired by Romantic medievalism some Victorian scholars and 

poets dug up their national past and discovered a racial heritage which they shared 

with their neighbours across the North Sea. Enthusiasm for everything Viking and the 

idea that Britain mightΝoweΝherΝnavalΝsupremacyΝ“toΝ theΝseafaringΝ instincts”ΝofΝherΝ

Norse rather than Saxon forbears led to a new appreciation of the alleged closeness 

between Britons andΝDanesΝasΝ“childrenΝofΝtheΝsea”έ76 

This perceived bond was cemented by a royal union in 1863, when Prince Alfred’sΝ

elder brother, Albert Edward, married Princess Alexandra, the daughter of Denmark’sΝ

future King Christian IX. An ode penned by the poet laureate Alfred Tennyson was 

symptomatic: referring to the old Viking chieftains, he welcomed Alexandra as a “Sea-

king’sΝdaughterΝfromΝoverΝtheΝsea”. The ocean was represented as a bridge between 

the two countries; andΝtheΝψritishΝwereΝproclaimedΝtoΝbeΝ“eachΝallΝDane”ΝforΝtheΝday,Ν

happily acknowledging the Norse part of their racial identity. This was easily done 

since Denmark no longer posed a threat to British naval interests. In fact, the implicit 

idea of the poem wasΝthatΝtheΝcountry’sΝgloriousΝnavalΝtraditionΝhadΝbeenΝpassedΝonΝtoΝ

aΝyoungerΝbranchΝofΝtheΝracialΝfamilyΝtree,ΝasΝχlexandraΝbecameΝtheΝ“ψrideΝofΝtheΝheirΝ

ofΝtheΝkingsΝofΝtheΝsea”έ77 

WhileΝ ψritain’sΝ navalΝ dominanceΝ hadΝ grown during the Napoleonic Wars, 1860s 

Denmark had to grapple with having been reduced to a second-rate power. A series of 

major military and diplomatic defeats between 1801 and 1864 had left the once-famed 

Oldenburg monarchy a truncated state robbed of considerable parts of its naval force, 

manpower and financial resources. In the ensuing debates about defence policy, the 

navy, an institution that used to be taken for granted, was no longer as unchallenged 

as its British counterpart. As the national identity of the Danish core state was 

renegotiated,Νhowever,ΝDenmark’sΝclosenessΝtoΝtheΝsea,ΝherΝ‘goldenΝperiods’ΝofΝnaval 

warfare and maritime trade and her aspirations to continued regional influence and 

global commerce emerged as increasingly central points of reference. As late as 1956 
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King Frederik IX coined the famous termΝ “seaΝ folk”Ν (“søens folk”)Ν toΝ addressΝ theΝ

nation.78 The belief that the Danes had been shaped by their special relationship with 

the sea was just as old as the British conviction. It also informed the representation and 

perceptionΝofΝDenmark’sΝfirstΝ“SailorΝPrinces”,Νχlexandra’sΝyoungerΝbrothersΝVilhelmΝ

and Valdemar, who joined the navy in 1860 and 1875, respectively. 

Just as in the British case, the evidence suggests that these princes freely chose the 

navalΝ professionέΝ χsΝ VilhelmΝ confidedΝ inΝ hisΝ journalΝ inΝ 1κηλ,Ν hisΝ “[l]oveΝ ofΝ theΝ

fatherlandΝandΝpassionΝforΝtheΝsea”Νhad “awakenedΝwithinΝ[him] the desire to enlist 

withΝtheΝnavy”έ79 In 1873, when Valdemar embarked on his first preparatory cruise, 

his father Christian wrote of his hope thatΝ“theΝpathΝyouΝhaveΝchosenΝforΝyourselfΝwillΝ

makeΝyouΝhappy”έ80 We do not have reason to doubt the sincerity of these avowals. It 

would be naïve to believe, though, that there was only one set of motives behind such 

a significant step. For the myths surrounding the sea and the navy in the Danish popular 

imagination provided an important repository for the Glücksborg dynasty in its task of 

representing a nation which had yet to be redefined. 

Surprisingly, the sea is largely absent from the rich scholarship on the formation of 

Danish national identity and the nineteenth-century re-invention of the Danish nation. 

Historians have been “landlocked”, focusing on the exchanges of political ideas and 

cultural trends which took place between Denmark and central Europe via the 

country’sΝnarrowΝ land-border with Germany.81 Assertions of the importance of the 

maritime sphere have been left to scholars of naval or economic history.82 Yet, 

Denmark’sΝ geography,Ν history and culture were obviously shaped by the ocean. 

Located at the northernmost end of mainland Europe and surrounded by the diverse 

waters of the North Sea, the Skagerrak, the Kattegat and the Baltic, the kingdom 

formed an archipelago consisting of one peninsula (Jutland) and countless islands 

(among them Zealand, Funen, Lolland and Falster as well as Iceland, Greenland and 

the Faroes). The sea connected these different provinces. TheΝkingdom’s position at 

the juncture of the Danish Straits, moreover, gave it control of the gateway between 

the North and the Baltic Seas, a geostrategic advantage which it jealously guarded 
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against its contestants throughout the centuries. The element which united the country, 

provided a livelihood for its large fishing communities andΝlentΝitΝ“importanceΝfarΝinΝ

excessΝofΝitsΝsize”ΝwasΝnaturallyΝcherishedέ83 

The Danes’ self-conception as a seafaring nation and their increasingly romantically 

charged identification with a landscape characterized by long stretches of coast was 

echoed in the distinctive national literature.84 In the civil national anthem, written by 

Adam Oehlenschläger (1818), DenmarkΝ wasΝ representedΝ asΝ “aΝ lovelyΝ landήΝ with 

spreading, shady beeches/ nearΝψaltic’sΝsaltyΝstrand”έ85 In H.C. χndersen’sΝlandmarkΝ

fairy-tale “The littleΝεermaid”Ν(1837), an entire parallel kingdom was dipped into the 

sea. And in 1877, Holger Drachmann, the country’sΝmarineΝpoet,Ν inΝaΝcollectionΝofΝ

“SongsΝbyΝtheΝSea”ΝprofessedΝhisΝprofoundΝloveΝforΝ“thatΝland/ that island encircled by 

the ocean/ where every working manήΝconstantlyΝhasΝaΝviewΝofΝtheΝseaέ”86 He was one 

of several artists who, from the 1870s, became attracted to the seaside and settled in 

such archetypical fishing villages as Skagen. Following the Europe-wide trend of spa 

tourism, they popularized images of beach strolls and realistic fishermen scenes among 

the general Danish public.87 

For a country so intimately connected to the ocean, both the merchant marine and the 

navy enjoyed a high symbolic importance. In the nineteenth century, the Danes could 

look back on a long and glorious seafaring history. It had started in the eighth century 

when the Vikings conquered and colonized large territories in northern Europe. Even 

earlier than in Britain, Danish Romantics rediscovered these seaborne warriors in a 

culturalΝmovementΝcalledΝtheΝ“σorseΝrevival”έΝIn order to recover and renew a purer 

Danish cultural identity, the representatives of this movement – Adam Oehlenschläger, 

N.F.S. Grundtvig – turned to Norse mythology as well as to Nordic pre-history and 

medieval history as their main sources of inspiration. Their works were particularly 

concerned with a period of coastal and seaborne warfare in the Baltic Sea: the Age of 

the Valdemars, which was explored most prominently in B.S. Ingemann’s popular epic 
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poems and historical novels. His eponymous heroes, King Valdemar the Great and 

Valdemar the Victorious, had defended thirteenth-century-Denmark against Wendic 

invasions, conquered parts of northern Germany and Estonia and achieved the 

kingdom’s first golden age of Baltic dominance.88 

Throughout the following centuries, it had been the task of Denmark’s Royal Navy, 

first founded by King Hans in the early 1400s, to defend, regain and expand this 

regional hegemony (“dominium maris Baltici”)Νagainst the Hanseatic League, Sweden 

or the Netherlands. The naval force therefore became an important symbol of the 

country’sΝaspirations to power and of the emerging nation-state.89 This crucial status 

is reflectedΝinΝDenmark’sΝsecondΝnationalΝ(or royal) anthem – “KingΝωhristianΝstoodΝ

byΝtheΝloftyΝmast”Ν– which was first performed in a vaudeville play in 1780 and which 

celebrated the naval heroes who ushered in the kingdom’sΝ naval heyday in the 

seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries: the legendary King Christian IV, Denmark’sΝ

most popular and myth-invested monarch, who had turned the country into a major sea 

power, as well as Niels Juel and Peter Wessel Tordenskjold, two naval reformers and 

legendary admirals of the Nordic Wars.90 

When the hymn invited theatre audiences to follow the example of this triumvirate of 

heroes onΝtheΝ“Path of the Dane toΝfameΝandΝmight”,ΝDenmark’sΝnavalΝpowerΝhadΝlongΝ

faded. Her merchant marine, however, was just experiencing a golden age which 

would be nostalgically remembered for a long time to come. During the “florissante 

Handelsperiode” (c.1770-1800), Danish shipping and trade flourished and national 

prosperity grew as the country exploited its position as a neutral power amidst the 

French Wars. Only once Britain ordered a pre-emptive strike against the Danish fleet 

in 1801, did this glory fade. Together with the bombardment of Copenhagen (1807) 

and the loss of Norway and Heligoland in the Treaty of Kiel (1814), the catastrophe 

marked the end of the impressive seaborne colonial empire that had been the 

Oldenburg monarchy.91 It ushered in a period of international decline which 
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thoroughly transformed Denmark’s political culture and popular mentality. The 

country would gradually be degraded from a powerful composite monarchy to a 

humiliated, small nation-state. When attempts to integrate the North-German duchies 

Schleswig, Holstein and Lauenburg into the core state were thwarted by Austria and 

Prussia in 1864, this process was complete. In the following decades, public discourse 

revolved around the re-definition of a more introspective Danish national identity. It 

wasΝcentredΝonΝaΝveritableΝ“cultΝofΝdefeat”ΝwhichΝcelebratedΝtheΝresistanceΝofΝtheΝsmallΝ

nation against its German neighbour, on the concept of the cultural nation united by 

language and custom and on the kingdom’s archipelagian character.92 

Reflecting, as it did, the competing strands of Danish nationalism, the navy played a 

double-edged role in this scenario. On the one hand, it stood at the centre of decade-

long debates about a national-defence policy designed to keep Germany at bay. As the 

country recovered from defeat and felt the shadow of the Wilhelmine Empire grow at 

its southern border, the question arose whether the reduced military budget should 

primarily be spent on the upkeep of a strong land force or a modernized navy. Debates 

became increasingly politicized in the 1880s-1890s, as the governing conservative 

(Højre) party favoured an aggressively nationalist, army-strategic solution focused on 

the costly fortification of Copenhagen, while the liberal opposition (Venstre) 

advocated a naval-strategic approach centred on a strong fleet able to bolster the 

nation’sΝpreferredΝpolicyΝofΝneutrality. Since the Højre government was backed by the 

king and the Venstre opposition were using their power to block legal initiatives as a 

form of protest against this unconstitutional practice, a stalemate ensued.93 

More than a contested instrument of military strategy, though, the navy also emerged 

as a symbol of peaceful prosperity and prestige as Denmark began to re-define herself 

as a proudly neutral country. WhileΝtheΝ“σorseΝrevival”Νwas linking back to Denmark’sΝ

periods of Baltic supremacy94, a complex of liberal entrepreneurs and opinion-makers 

towards the fin-de-siècle took another route: they tapped into the merchant tradition of 

theΝ“florissante periode”έΝSince it asserted Denmark’sΝauthorityΝinΝherΝhome waters, 
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connected the archipelago with its remaining colonial possessions and safeguarded 

innovative commercial enterprises, the navy was hailed by them as a modern promise 

of future success.95 

By aligning themselves with this ideologically and emotionally charged institution, 

Princes Vilhelm and Valdemar helped the young Glücksborg dynasty to become 

rooted in the maimed nation into which dynastic politics had transplanted it. Their 

parents, Christian of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderborg-Glücksborg and Louise of 

Hesse-Kassel had been selected as heirs to the childless King Frederick VII in 1853 

because they combined the claims of two distant branches of the Danish royal house 

and thus appeared best equipped to secure the territorial integrity of the composite 

Oldenburg monarchy.96 From the moment they succeeded to the throne, however, the 

couple, in the eyes of their fervently nationalist subjects, had been tainted byΝaΝ“lackΝ

of Danishness”97 manifest in their German accents and cosmopolitan habits. When, 

only months after his accession in 1863, Christian IX was forced to sign a new, 

nationalist constitution aiming to integrate the duchy of Schleswig into the Danish 

state, he sparked a nationalist counter-reaction in the North German provinces. The 

war that ensued was devastating, robbed the Danish kingdom of the very parts that had 

beenΝωhristian’s special responsibility and created a poisonous atmosphere in which 

he was reviled asΝaΝ“ύermanΝ traitor”έ98 Inexperienced and reticent, he was initially 

unable to garner the kind of popularity that had bolstered the reign of his proto-Danish 

predecessor. Moreover, by stubbornly supporting a succession of Højre governments 

which only enjoyed the backing of the upper chamber of parliament he incurred the 

animosity of the growing liberal majority of the elected lower chamber in a 

constitutional crisis lasting until 1901.99 

The explanations for why the Glücksborg monarchy nevertheless eventually achieved 

a position of surprisingly unequivocal national esteem point to embourgeoisement and 

dynastic expansion. In Jes-όabriciusΝεøller’sΝviewΝtheΝa-political representation of the 

Glücksborgs as a closely-knit family gradually ingratiated them with their bourgeois 
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subjects. Meanwhile, Sebastian Olden-Jørgensen has argued that the Danes, after a 

chain of misfortunes, were happy to identify with the old-fashioned dynastic successes 

of their royal family whose offspring came to occupy the thrones of many European 

countriesέΝPrincessΝχlexandra’sΝmarriage to the Prince of Wales in 1863 started this 

policyνΝduringΝtheΝfestivities,ΝPrinceΝVilhelm’sΝselectionΝasΝKingΝofΝtheΝώellenesΝwas 

negotiated; and in 1866, QueenΝδouise’sΝmatchmakingΝskills culminated in Princess 

Dagmar’sΝbetrothalΝtoΝtheΝRussianΝTsarevichΝχlexanderΝ(III).100 

The seafaring career of Prince Valdemar was part of the bourgeois and dynastic 

strategies adopted by the Glücksborgs. It projected yet another powerful middle-class 

image onto the monarchy – that of the naval officer. Besides, it equipped Danish 

citizens with one of the most straightforward means of accessing the world of 

international high politics that had been re-opened to them through their royal great-

power connections – overseas naval activities. Most importantly, however, the concept 

ofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝwasΝcloselyΝlinkedΝwithΝaΝthirdΝroyalΝstrategyΝwhose seeming 

absence inspired scholars like Møller and Olden-Jørgensen to develop their intricate 

explanations in the first place: the nationalization of dynasty. So far, no one has taken 

a closer look at how the Glücksborgs adapted to Danish nationalism and to 

contemporary ideas of what it meant to be Danish. Yet, one could argue that it was 

Prince Valdemar, who, by training for the navy, provided his father, the German 

successorΝtoΝtheΝ“sea-king’s”Νthrone,ΝwithΝaΝnationalΝanchorageέ 

InΝSeptemberΝ1κκη,ΝanΝarticleΝinΝtheΝfamilyΝmagazineΝ“Illustreret Tidende”ΝdeclaredΝ

that this prince hadΝ“joinedΝaΝunionΝwithΝthe people which the Danish navy has a lot to 

tell about”έ101 Even before his momentous decision Valdemar had already been a truly 

national prince. In 1858, he had been the first baby in half a century to be born a Prince 

of Denmark.102 Elected heir presumptive in 1853, his father, moreover, had conferred 

an auspicious name upon his sonέΝWhileΝωhristian’sΝfirst three children bore common 

German names (Frederick, Alexandra, Vilhelm), his three younger ones were 

christened according to the nationalist fashion of the Norse revival: theΝ daughters’Ν

names, Dagmar and Thyra, linked back to two of the most popular medieval Danish 

queens, Dagmar and Thyra Dannebrod; the youngest son was named Valdemar after 

the great thirteenth-century kings who meant so much to the Danish romantics.103 
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The national promise encapsulated in this unusual choice came true when the prince 

joined the naval forces. Both the navy and the naval academy were revered national 

institutions whose physical presence in the centre of Copenhagen made them an 

integral part of everyday life.104 The gist of Illustreret Tidende’s eulogy in 1885 was 

that by entering this service, by going through his training together with all the other 

cadets recruited from the middle-class heart of Danish society, Prince Valdemar had 

connected with the Danish people.105 From the 1860s, continuous political efforts had 

been made to democratize the naval officer corps by making it accessible to talented 

boys from wider parts of society through reduced training periods and free boarding 

for first-years.106 Consequently, the navy acquired the image of an institution not only 

rooted in national tradition, but in the nation as such. Even though he would travel the 

world as a naval officer, by doing so under the Danish flag Prince Valdemar conveyed 

a message about his dynasty which was unavailable to most of his siblings: an 

unqualified loyalty to Denmark. While the Danes could take pride in their family of 

kings spreading all over Europe,ΝtheyΝsoonΝdevelopedΝaΝspecialΝfondnessΝforΝtheirΝ‘stay-

at-home’Ν prince. As one anonymous author remarked when Valdemar rejected the 

Bulgarian crown in 1886: he “preferredΝ aΝ goodΝ DanishΝ pancakeΝ toΝ theΝ tastiestΝ

delicacies”ΝandΝ“hisΝownΝship’sΝdeckΝtoΝtheΝmostΝgorgeousΝhalls”έ107 

Valdemar’s love of the seafaring life had developed quite early and independently, if 

we are to trust his correspondence with his father.108 Life in Copenhagen with its many 

harbours and canals leading out to the Sound seemed almost designed to give the boy 

the travel bugέΝχmalienborgΝPalace,ΝtheΝroyalΝfamily’sΝmainΝresidence,ΝwasΝpractically 

facing the water and only a few minutes away from Langelinie, the famous pier walk 

where throughout the nineteenth century, Denmark’s kings would mingle with their 

promenading subjects. Royal guests usually arrived in the well-known white barques 

(chalupper)ΝandΝValdemar’sΝfamilyΝfrequentlyΝtravelledΝinΝtheΝroyal yachts Slesvig or 

Dannebrog.109 As a young prince, Christian had himselfΝfeltΝtheΝ“lureΝofΝtheΝsea”ΝandΝ

wished to become a naval officer, but his guardian Frederick VII had made him take 
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the more traditional path of an army education.110 When his sons, first Vilhelm and 

then Valdemar, also displayed a naval predilection, Christian did not dissuade them, 

although it meant that the doting father would often be worried about his travelling 

sons. 

After the loss of the German duchies and in the context of the national-defence debate, 

this parental decision amounted to a clear manifesto of identification with Denmark’sΝ

maritime self-conception. It also showed that the monarchy had clear visions for the 

future. On the one hand, King Christian, in keeping with his original mission and 

compensating for early failures, was dedicated to holding together the remaining parts 

of the commonwealth. As will be detailed later, he acquired a charismatic imperial 

envoy in his sailor son. On the other hand, Valdemar’s choice of profession could be 

read as an active participation in the defence debate which highlighted the continued 

relevance of the navy and shed a new, more favourable light on the king’sΝcontroversialΝ

role in the constitutional conflict. 

Throughout the 1850s-1890s, Christian backed the conservative government of J.B.S. 

Estrup, which was generally associated with the army camp and favoured the reduction 

of the naval budget. The navy and its personnel, meanwhile, were counted as belonging 

to the liberal camp, which linked its fight for constitutional reform and the principle 

of majority government with a naval-strategic defence policy. In this situation, 

Valdemar, by associating with the liberal force of the sea, built a bridge which eased 

his father’sΝcommitment to an entrenched position. Particularly once he had married 

the mesmerizing Marie of Orléans in 1885, he would become the centre of a more 

liberal court faction surrounded by a network of entrepreneurs, journalists and 

politicians with close Venstre tiesέΝ ThisΝ “YellowΝ Palace” clique (named after the 

couple’sΝCopenhagen residence) formed a think tank which envisioned a new role for 

the Danish navy, for the merchant marine and for Denmark as a small power taking 

advantage of friendly niches in a globalizing world of trade. The foundation of the 

East Asiatic Company (EAC)ΝinΝ1κλιΝandΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝfamousΝValkyrie cruise 

in 1898-1901 formed the culmination of their endeavours.111 
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The initiative was interpreted by contemporaries such as Alexander Svedstrup as a 

modern take on the seaborne “PathΝofΝtheΝDane”Νfamously extolled in the last stanza 

of Denmark’sΝroyalΝanthemέ112 Christian IX, the defeated king of 1864, participated in 

this counter-narrative of economic modernization. τnΝ theΝ occasionΝ ofΝ hisΝ son’s 

successful return from Siam, the usually taciturn king even gave one of his longest and 

most momentous speeches which pointed to a significant change in his policy. He 

spoke of his conviction that the cruise hadΝdemonstratedΝthatΝ“theΝnavy, under peaceful 

conditions,Ν canΝ carryΝ outΝ tasksΝ fromΝ whichΝ theΝ entireΝ όatherlandΝ willΝ benefitέ”Ν

Therefore, he hoped thatΝ “Parliament will grant the necessary funding for this 

developmentέ”113 The very year in which this speech was given also witnessed the 

famousΝ“systemΝshift”,Νwhen the king entrusted J.H. Deunzter, a professor connected 

to both the EAC and the Venstre party, with the formation of government and thus 

ushered in a new phase in the political modernization of the country. Within the next 

six years, a defence policy was negotiated which strengthened the Royal Navy.114 As 

their adopted country rose from the humiliation of defeat to a new self-awareness, the 

Danish Glücksborgs had also left the stigma of being an un-Danish dynasty. One of 

the reasons for their success was that they had kept a close eye on the process by which 

national identity was redefined, had taken an active part in it and had focused on a 

somewhat contested, though ultimately redeemed national symbol: the navy. 

Prince Heinrich and the “Window out to the sea” 

Both Britain and Denmark were essentially surrounded by water. Early nineteenth-

century Britons or Danes who travelled to Germany were therefore often surprised by 

the landlocked character of the country. In 1863, the journalist Harriet Martineau 

bemoanedΝ PrinceΝ χlfred’sΝ fateμΝ destinedΝ toΝ becomeΝ theΝ “sovereignΝ ofΝ aΝ countryΝ

[ωoburg]ΝwhichΝhasΝneverΝsmeltΝtheΝsea”έ115 Yet, although Germany was a land power 

rooted in central Europe, growing sections of German society would literally and 

figuratively speaking look out to sea in the course of the century. By the 1890s, the 

unified German Empire would be perceived as a growing threat by its Danish 

neighbours and British competitors since it had spread to the coast and developed a 

naval presence of its own. 
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Denmark’sΝ loss in this wasΝ ύermany’sΝ gainέΝ όorΝ theΝ ύermanΝ EmpireΝ reachedΝ theΝ

seaside via the stepping stones Schleswig, Holstein and Lauenburg. The idea that the 

annexationΝofΝJutlandΝmightΝremedyΝtheΝcountry’sΝgeostrategicΝweaknessΝby providing 

a strong naval base in the Baltic dated back to theΝThirtyΝYears’ΝWarέ116 In the 1830s-

1840s, it became an additional driving force for ύermany’s liberal-national movement. 

German nationalists in South Jutland fighting for their freedom from Danish 

centralism joined forces with their southern compatriots, who regarded the region as 

ύermany’s northernmost outpost and a possible “windowΝoutΝtoΝtheΝsea”έΝThe second 

Schleswig War (1864) eventually extracted Schleswig-Holstein from Denmark and 

made it a Prussian province.117 The creation of the Imperial German Navy, the 

establishment of the North-Sea port of Wilhelmshaven and the Baltic port of Kiel and 

the construction of the Emperor-William-Canal connecting both finally laid the 

foundations for a powerful naval presence. 

As a result, the Imperial House of Hohenzollern was naturally disliked by the Danish 

Glücksborgs. Its ties with the British royal family, however, were strong despite 

nascent rivalries. The love-matchΝ andΝ “dynastic project”118 between Crown Prince 

Frederick William of Prussia, only son of Emperor William I, and Victoria, Princess 

Royal, eldest daughter of Queen Victoria, hasΝevenΝbeenΝcharacterizedΝasΝaΝ“franchise”Ν

of the British monarchy. InΝKarinaΝUrbach’sΝview, the princely couple, in their quest 

to fashion a pan-German, bourgeois, popular image for their dynasty, adopted many 

of the innovative strategies applied by theΝprincess’s inventive parents.119 The naval 

career of their second son Heinrich could be regarded as an example of this franchising 

strategy. The evidence, again, suggestsΝthatΝtheΝboyΝfollowedΝhisΝownΝ“passionΝforΝtheΝ

seaman’sΝprofession”.120 There was also a distinct hope perceivable, though, that the 

brand import from Britain, if cleverly localized in the German political market, might 

provide the Prussian Hohenzollerns with a myth transcending the cultural-political 

divides of a young empire that was by then only incompletely integrated. 
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That a nation-state where most people lived far away from the sea and had little benefit 

from the navy should be united by a maritime project was by no means a matter of 

course. The question of how naval enthusiasm nevertheless became a major force in 

Wilhelmine Germany has occupied many researchers. The German Empire was 

essentially a continental power. Its federal states, first among them the Kingdom of 

Prussia, looked back on an impressive military history, but not to a naval tradition 

worth mentioning. Prussia covered a considerable stretch of coastal territory, but it 

remained bottled into the Baltic until the acquisition of Schleswig-Holstein and 

Hanover (1864-1866). The coastal regions of North and East Frisia and the Hanseatic 

ports of Bremen, Hamburg etc. were undoubtedly steeped in an old seafaring culture 

of fishermen and merchants. For more than two thirds of the German population, 

however, the only purpose of a ship they could witness in person prior to 1871 was 

inland navigation. Some members of the Frankfurt Parliament had suggested the 

creation of a pan-German fleet in 1848 to counter Danish assaults against the German 

coast. The plans were soon abandoned, though, and in the wars of unification not even 

the Prussian navy as the last remnant of the idea played a significant role. The Imperial 

German Navy practically had to be built from scratch.121 

In the interpretation of Eckart Kehr and Volker Berghahn, the spread of navalist feeling 

across the entire Empire particularly after 1888 was therefore the fabricated result of 

a massive propaganda initiative. Within a few short years, an autocratic regime rallied 

the Germans behind a fleet-building programme designed to distract them from a 

delayed political modernization process.122 Recent research suggests a more complex 

picture, though. It relocates the growing fascination with the maritime sphere and with 

related colonial projects to the Vormärz and Gründerzeit and, far from being 

engineered from above, sees it as the result of the activity of various agents, among 

them both the crown and the national-liberal middle classes.123 

As a cultural and political force,Ν theΝ“lureΝofΝ theΝ sea”ΝneededΝ littleΝ factualΝbasisΝ toΝ

unfold its full effect on nineteenth-centuryΝ imaginationsέΝ TheΝ furtherΝ people’sΝ
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everyday lives were removed from it, and the later they became acquainted with it, the 

stronger was their fascination and their belief in the prestige that a navy could buy. 

Thus, the poetry and prose of 1820s-to-1860s-Germany was already filled with 

maritime imageries and expressions of seaborne wanderlust. The regional dialect and 

mystic sea stories of authors such as Klaus Groth from Schleswig-Holstein or the 

North-Sea poet Theodor Storm were popular across the entire country. Romantic and 

Vormärz writers from across Germany discovered the ocean as a metaphor for their 

inner feelings and political dreams. In 1826/7, Heinrich Heine penned a cycle of poems 

about the North Sea in which visions of the sublime vastness of the ocean merged with 

memories of ancient Greek and Norse myth. In the 1840s, liberal-national bards such 

as Ferdinand Freiligrath or Georg Herwegh celebrated the “seaΝ ofΝ liberty”. Many 

contemporaries were enthusiastic about the idea of creating a German navy as the 

foundation on which a powerful united nation could be built and as a power-political 

tool in global politics.124 The popular renderings of the works of Daniel Defoe, James 

Fennimore Cooper or Jules Verne and the adventure fiction of their German imitators 

Friedrich Gerstäcker or Charles Sealesfield acquainted wide sections of society with 

naval and colonial fantasies long before these became viable options. It was within this 

imaginative landscape that the Imperial Navy was created. 

As an idea which had fired imaginations before, butΝwasΝ‘pastless’Νas an institution, 

the navy posed an ideal symbol for a young nation and a welcome partner for a dynasty 

‘withΝaΝpast’έΝIn the first few years of its existence, the German Empire lacked unifying 

institutions which could represent the nation as a whole and which were not 

compromised by their pre-history. While the army was split into federal contingents 

representing the independent traditions and particularistic identities of 25 constituent 

states, the navy, officially founded in 1871, was one such genuinely national 

institution. It operated under the supreme command of the Emperor; the Imperial 

Admiralty and its successor institutions were all Reich-ministries; and, unlike the 

army, which was identified with Prussian Junkertum, it was meant to draw men from 

every part of Germany and every stratum of society.125 χsΝoneΝpopularΝchildren’sΝbookΝ

about Prince Heinrich described it, sailors on home-leaveΝwouldΝstreamΝoutΝ“oneΝtoΝ
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Prussia, the other to Bavaria, one to the East, the other to the West. For the entire 

German Fatherland provides homes for the German bluejackets atΝseaέ”126 This image 

ofΝ theΝ navyΝ asΝ aΝ “floatingΝ symbolΝ ofΝ unityΝ andΝ nationalΝ identification”127 was 

consciously used by the monarchy, another would-be national institution. 

Following the foundation of the German Empire in 1871, the newly-created Emperor 

William I and his dynasty needed to develop a new profile for themselves as a national-

minded imperial family appealing to the entire nation. This was a balancing act. On 

the one hand, they had to create integrative myths which could foster a sense of loyalty 

and love for dynasty and fatherland in their subjects without infringing on their 

regional identities. On the other hand, the Hohenzollern legacy was problematic as it 

was one-sidedly Prussian, Protestant and associated with both ruthless power politics 

and authoritarianism. Studies examining the integrative effect of the myths employed 

by William I and William II (the Queen-Louise and William-the-Great myths, the 

official cult of the nation propagated through monuments, public holidays and 

memorabilia) have attested that the Hohenzollerns were not particularly inventive in 

their attempts at winning support outside core Prussia.128 

What has often been overlooked was the role of Crown Prince Frederick William as a 

dynastic myth-maker – and the naval dimension. As Frank Lorenz Müller has 

demonstrated, the later Emperor Frederick III,ΝbyΝfashioningΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“τurΝ

όritz” (a combination of the halo of the military hero with the ordinary folksiness of a 

bourgeois family father) became himself a popular national icon in Gründerzeit-

Germany. Unlike his staunchly Prussian father, he was a strong believer in the imperial 

idea. His romantically motivated support of a centralized, integrated state overcoming 

petty particularisms and his conviction of the central authority of the imperial crown 

even resulted in several dynastic nation-building projects. Museal and architectural 

schemes such as the Hohenzollern crypt were meant to inform the broader public and 

inspire love for a dynasty represented as inextricably intertwined with the history and 

future of the Reich.129 By educating his second son in the navy instead of the army, 

Frederick took another important step stressing the national outlook of the 

Hohenzollerns and their integrative potential. 
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A product of unification and a projection space for national dreams ever since 1848, 

the Imperial Navy was “aΝcentral siteΝforΝtheΝdisplayΝofΝύermanΝunity”. As Jan Rüger 

has outlined, turn-of-the-century ship launches and fleet reviews would be used to 

evoke a sense of national belonging in fascinated audiences. Cruisers named after 

national or regional royalties, federal states and cities would embody theΝ“imperialΝ

mosaic” in steel.130 Long before William II and his navalist advisors sought to 

popularize a grandiose fleet-building project, his father had already prepared the way. 

Media-savvy and obsessive about ceremonial details, he staged PrinceΝ ώeinrich’s 

embarkations as popular giving-away ceremonies where the imperial boat would sail 

close to promenades lined with spectators and the imperial ensign would be 

meaningfully hoisted aboard hisΝson’sΝshipsέΝThe imagery would then be replicated in 

official paintings and semi-official newspaper articles. 

WhileΝtheΝώohenzollernΝmonarchyΝprofitedΝfromΝtheΝ‘pastlessness’ΝofΝtheΝnavy,ΝitΝalsoΝ

contributed to the invention of a Prussian-German naval tradition, though, which could 

legitimize both the young navy and the young dynasty. From 1871 onwards, the 

German Admiralty and its staff of naval writers compiled a continuous narrative going 

back as far as the Germanic tribes and the Hanseatic League. Unencumbered as they 

were by the existence of real naval heroes, the myth-makers fell back on a succession 

of Hohenzollern visionaries, happily weaving together dynastic, Prussian and national 

history.131 The Great Elector of Brandenburg-Prussia was celebrated as the father of 

all fleet dreams, as he had built a short-lived fleet to assist him in his conflicts with 

Sweden.132 PrinceΝχdalbertΝofΝPrussiaΝwasΝstyledΝ“founding father of the German naval 

tradition”, since the infantry general had been put in charge of the commission for building 

a German navy in 1848. TheΝ dynasty’sΝmottoΝ “όromΝ rockΝ toΝ sea”,Ν finally,Ν originally 

coined in reference to their journey from southern-German nobility to Prussian kings, 

was reinterpreted asΝaΝprophecyΝofΝtheΝnation’sΝnavalΝdestinyέ133 

PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝcareer choice was generally represented as the culminating point of 

this tradition and as the starting point of something new. Books about German naval 
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historyΝwouldΝusuallyΝconcludeΝwithΝaΝreferenceΝtoΝ“theΝώohenzollernΝprinceΝatΝsea”έ134 

PopularΝsongsΝdepictedΝhimΝasΝaΝ“scionΝofΝtheΝZollerns”ΝwhoΝ“venturedΝtoΝsea”ΝunderΝ

his “forefathers’Ν blessingΝ gazeΝ fromΝ heaven”έ135 And when he went on a two-year 

world cruise in 1878, the frigate Sedan was tellingly rechristened Prinz Adalbert.136 In 

official speeches given by his father and the Chief of the Admiralty, the conspicuous fact 

that Heinrich was actually the first Prussian prince to be trained in the navy was brushed 

over with a continuity of a different kind: by proving true to the Zollern virtue of doing 

one’sΝduty,Νhe would contribute to the glory of his fatherland, strengthening the young 

navy just as other princes before him had served the army.137 

The alliance between the dynasty and the Imperial German Navy was thus a mutually 

supportive relationship. While the monarchy profited from the link with an unsullied 

national symbol, the navy benefited from dynastic promotion. In the first few years of its 

existence, it lacked social status and prestige. Without a glorious tradition and without 

establishedΝeducationalΝcourses,ΝitΝwasΝunableΝtoΝattractΝtheΝsonsΝofΝύermany’sΝelitesέΝItsΝ

personnel was mainly recruited from merchant families and its command positions were 

held by army officers. όrederickΝWilliam’sΝdecision to educate his son in the navy instead 

of choosing the traditional path of the Prussian aristocracy had to be understood as an act 

of support. 138 It was meant to inspire other well-off youths to follow his example and form 

a new naval elite. Moreover, it amounted to a vote of confidence for the controversial 

Chief of the Admiralty, Albrecht von Stosch. 

When, in 1872, the ten-year-old Prince Heinrich was appointed premier lieutenant, his 

father wrote to Stosch: “TheΝσavyΝrightfullyΝseesΝinΝ[…this]ΝaΝproofΝofΝmyΝactiveΝdevotionΝ

to our naval service; itΝ isΝ […]Ν but a new proof, though, for I do not doubt that my 

sentiments have long been known.”139 The two men shared a political friendship and 

ώeinrich’sΝnavalΝcareerΝwasΝtheirΝcommonΝprojectέ Both were Prussian army officers to 

the core and veterans of the wars of unification. What they also had in common, though, 

was that some of the most decisive features of their political creeds and hopes for 

Germany’sΝfuture pointed towards the sea. For both Frederick William and Stosch were 
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considered liberals by their contemporaries. Stosch, intimately acquainted with a range of 

important figures from the national-liberal and progress party, was even whispered about 

as a possible successor to Chancellor Otto von Bismarck for a while. Frederick and his 

left-liberal English wife were also associated with this opposition camp. A single act of 

rebellion against Bismarck’sΝ reactionaryΝ politicsΝ inΝ 1κθγΝ hadΝ condemnedΝ theΝ crown-

princely couple to a life on the political side-lines. Thereafter, Stosch, whose nomination 

as the first Chief of the Admiralty had been supported by the crown prince, was one of the 

few men in powerΝwhoΝcontinuedΝtoΝupdateΝhimΝonΝcurrentΝaffairsέΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝentryΝ

intoΝtheΝnavyΝrepresentedΝaΝrareΝpoliticalΝstatementΝagainstΝψismarck’sΝattemptsΝtoΝoustΝ

Stosch from power.140 And it subtly promoted the liberal programme. 

Ever since 1848, the navy had been associated with the liberal-national movement and its 

twin aims of liberal reform and national unity.141 This image remained even when German 

unificationΝwasΝachievedΝbyΝmeansΝofΝ“bloodΝandΝiron”ΝinsteadΝofΝpolitical fusion. In the 

eyes of many liberals, the army – thoughΝ narratedΝ asΝ theΝ “nationΝ inΝ arms”Ν afterΝ theΝ

successes of 1864-1871 – was also indelibly linked with the bloody suppression of 

political protest in 1848/9. The naval forces, on the other hand, though they had hardly 

featured in the unification process, would forever hark back to the vigorous national spirit 

of the Frankfurt Parliament and its forward-thinking dreams: maritime commerce, 

overseas colonies and naval armament as vital sources of prosperity and power.142 

This image was reinforced by recruitment patterns. While the army-officer corps, after 

1871, returned to becoming an exclusive stronghold of the aristocracy steeped in 

conservative traditions, the navy drew its men from the middle classes and thus became a 

reservoir of liberal ideologies. Bourgeois families chose the naval profession for their sons 

because it promised equal career opportunities and required, above all, a high standard of 

formal education, the mainstay of bourgeois upward mobility.143 Right until the 1900s, 

German naval officers would thus be disassociated from the negative image of their army 

colleagues, embodying military expertise, social skills and cosmopolitanism instead of the 

narrow-minded Pickelhauben militarism often featured in political satire.144 By educating 
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their son in the navy, PrinceΝώeinrich’s parents provided a proof of their bourgeois, liberal 

attitude in a manner nicely aligned with their general representation as an approachable 

‘middle-class’Νfamily. 

As several scholars have recently stressed, though, the middle classes of nineteenth-

century Germany, the navy and Frederick William were not just liberal in that they 

advocated liberty, equality, democracy and the free market. They were also liberal in the 

aggressively nationalistic, chauvinistic sense encapsulated in the term “liberalΝ

imperialism”. While the Frankfurt Parliament campaigned for domestic reform, its foreign 

policy and fleet-buildingΝ projectΝ wereΝ guidedΝ byΝ “nationalΝ hubris”Ν andΝ anΝ aggressiveΝ

imperial expansionism.145 This imperialist spirit was still alive in the 1870s-1890s, when, 

asΝJonathanΝSteinbergΝargued,ΝitΝwasΝtheΝ“expansiveΝideologyΝofΝthe Bürgertum”Νrather 

thanΝ“PrussianΝmilitarism”ΝwhichΝturnedΝtheΝύermanΝnavy into a symbol of meritocratic 

advancement opportunities as well as Social Darwinist power struggles.146 

InΝthisΝscenario,ΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝnavalΝeducation,ΝmoreΝthanΝshiningΝaΝliberalΝrayΝofΝhopeΝ

onΝ ύermanΝ politicalΝ culture,Ν wasΝ alsoΝ anΝ expressionΝ ofΝ hisΝ father’sΝ wishΝ forΝ aΝ strongΝ

monarchical executive controlling all military branches.147 And it reflected Frederick 

William’s role as one of the most prominent adherents of Gründerzeit colonial fantasies. 

As Hermann Hiery noted, the crown prince’sΝromanticΝnostalgiaΝforΝtheΝOld Empire and 

his belief in the new imperial idea went hand in hand with a commitment to furthering the 

nation’sΝ internationalΝ prestige and a yearning for colonial expansion.148 As Queen 

Victoria’sΝson-in-law, he always had before his eyes the glorious example of the British 

EmpireέΝώisΝson’sΝnavalΝeducationΝandΝworldΝtoursΝenabledΝtheΝ“landlubberΝofΝaΝfather”149 

– and with him many other German landlubbers with a penchant for the sea – to participate 

vicariously in the adventure of maritime travel and to project their visions of future 

imperial greatness onto a suitable canvas. In 1884, the retired Stosch told Prince Heinrich 

that his journeys allowed him, the armchair sailor, toΝ “constructΝ ever-increasing 

achievements [for the navy] in [his] mind, to build castles in the air which adorn 

ύermany’sΝ possessionsΝ inΝ farawayΝ seas”έ150 As will be addressed later,Ν ώeinrich’sΝ
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publicized service cruises would indeed help to visualize and expand a competitive virtual 

empireΝcalledΝtheΝ“widerΝόatherland”. 

Heinrich and his elder brother William were products and heirs of allΝtheirΝparents’ΝinterestΝ

in naval matters, just as their generation inherited the fleet dreams and colonial fantasies 

of the Vormärz and Gründerzeit. During their holidays in England, particularly on the Isle 

of Wight, the princes frequently visited sea ports. In their early youth, a boatswain was 

engaged to instruct them in practical seamanship in Potsdam. Later, they would enjoy 

rowing on the Jungfernsee close to their family farm Bornstedt or sailing on the frigate 

Royal Louise. This early acquaintance with the “lure of the sea” laid the foundations of a 

life-long passion in both boys.151 While the younger was destined for the navy, though, 

and every part of his training directed towards the requirements of his future profession, 

the older had to undergo the exacting education of a Prussian heir to the throne and 

eventually could act out his maritime passion only as an increasingly politicized hobby. 

Once Emperor, William would use his brother asΝhisΝ“operatingΝhandΝatΝsea”ΝandΝasΝtheΝ

public face of his naval policy.152 Conveniently stationed at the sea port Kiel in Schleswig-

Holstein, Heinrich becameΝtheΝdynasticΝembodimentΝofΝImperialΝύermany’sΝfirm position 

atΝ theΝonceΝ contestedΝ “windowΝoutΝ toΝ theΝ sea”έ ώisΝpublicΝmarketingΝasΝ “theΝKaiser’sΝ

χdmiral”Ν andΝ theΝ diplomaticΝ missionsΝ heΝ carriedΝ outΝ aroundΝ 1λίί,Ν demonstrate how 

William, who is generally regarded as the complete opposite of his father, actually took 

upΝ όrederickΝ William’sΝ dynasticΝ nation-building project.153 The late Wilhelmine 

obsession with sea power as a prerequisite of world power, though more extreme and 

irrational in the assumptions it made about the survival of states, was not far removed from 

the liberal-national logics of commercial and territorial expansion.154 It was arguably this 

alignment with the dreams, fantasies and possible futures of their time, all encapsulated in 

the navy that accounts for the astonishing approval that the Hohenzollerns achieved with 

at least their middle-class subjects in the years preceding 1914. 
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Prince Georgios and the “Greeks of the sea” 

Britain, Denmark and Germany were all united in their fascination for the sublime 

seascapes of the Atlantic Ocean characterized by heavy swells and the mystical aura of 

the North. However, throughout the nineteenth century, the ancient lore surrounding the 

calm blue Mediterranean and the Black Sea, the maritime imagery, marine Olympus and 

Odyssean plots of Greek and Roman literature provided an equally potent imaginative 

prism through which oceans were perceivedέΝ“Thalatta!ΝThalatta!ΝώailΝtoΝthee,ΝthouΝeternal 

sea!”ΝwasΝhowΝtheΝύermanΝbardΝώeinrichΝώeine,ΝreferringΝtoΝXenophon’sΝancientΝύreekΝ

novel Anabasis, addressed the North Sea in 1826/7.155 In an act of both physical invasion 

(through cultural tourism) and mental appropriation (through classical education) the elites 

of Western Europe took possession of the classical heritage, the landscapes and 

mythscapes of Italy and Greece, which they regarded as the cradles of European 

civilization.156 Poseidon’sΝrealm, in this scenario, was turned into a common good. All 

across Europe, ships bore the names of ancient mythical figures. Liberals reaching out for 

theΝ “seaΝ ofΝ liberty” ultimately referred to the Gulf of Aegina famously described by 

Thucydides as the marine gateway which had turned the Athenian city-state into an open, 

democratic society. States aspiring to naval dominance, meanwhile, claimed the 

legitimizing heritage of the famed thalassocracy of the Athenian Empire.157 

As a young and aspiring nation-state amidst the political turmoil of the Balkans, modern 

Greece profited from this popularity. It was the attractive idea that the nineteenth-century 

Greeks struggling to throw off the yoke of Ottoman rule were the direct descendants of 

the forefathers of European civilization which inspired first individual Philhellenes and 

then the great powers to intervene in the Greek War of Independence (1821-1832). For 

decades,ΝtheΝcountry’sΝepicΝpast,ΝitsΝpicturesqueΝruinsΝandΝlandscapesΝwouldΝbeΝitsΝbestΝ

assets in the fight for international recognition.158 As they built their nation, though, the 

Hellenes were also eager to emancipate themselves from the political-cultural tutelage of 

the West, to reclaim their past and pursue their own agendas. While ruins had to be 
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excavated and traditions re-invented, one source of national pride, which could also be 

traced back to the ancients, but had remained central to the Greeks’ self-conception 

throughout the ages, was their belief in their special relationship with the ocean. As late as 

2014, a panoramic documentaryΝentitledΝ“ύreeksΝofΝtheΝsea”ΝcelebratedΝ“theΝworld’sΝmostΝ

acclaimedΝmariners”έ159 In the nineteenth century, this proud maritime identity and the 

wish to re-establish the seaborne empires of Athens/Byzantium served as mainsprings of 

the Megali ideaέΝTheΝnation’sΝgreatΝgoalΝwasΝtoΝincorporateΝall Greek-inhabited areas of 

the Ottoman Empire and the Balkans peninsula into their state. Disappointed by the lack 

of support from the European concert, the Hellenes would come to rely on military 

expansion. The assertion of naval dominance in their home waters was one of the central 

strategies through which they meant to achieve their goal. 

Elected to succeed ύreece’sΝfirstΝking,ΝτttoΝI,ΝinΝ1κθγ,ΝKingΝύeorgeΝI of the Hellenes had 

no choice but to align himself with hisΝ adoptedΝcountry’sΝnational identity and future 

project. A harmless princeling from Denmark, he followed a Bavarian would-be autocrat 

on the throne who had come to Greece full of philhellenic passion. Having failed to 

ingratiate himself with his subjects, though, Otto was eventually ousted. Eager to anchor 

his dynasty more securely in Greek national waters, George, himselfΝaΝ“SailorΝPrince”, 

resorted to a strategic tool of the Danish Glücksborgs and sent his second son Georgios to 

Denmark to be trained in the navy. 

As in all other case studies, this decision was retrospectively interpreted as a natural 

choice. According to one loyal biographer Georgios was not yet fifteen when in April 

1884, his father askedΝhimμΝ“WouldΝyouΝlikeΝtoΝbecomeΝaΝseamanς”Ν“Indeed,ΝIΝwould”,Ν

the prince replied,ΝthrilledΝbyΝtheΝthoughtΝofΝaΝlifeΝatΝseaέΝ“WellΝthen”,ΝGeorge said, 

“youΝwillΝhaveΝtoΝgetΝreadyΝwithinΝtheΝweekΝtoΝgoΝtoΝDenmarkΝforΝyourΝeducationέ”160 

More than in any other case study, though, we can assume, that, far from being a 

childhoodΝdream,Νύeorgios’s career was part of a carefully devised agenda. As George 

wrote to his father, King Christian, in April 1889, when the boy was due to return from 

theΝDanishΝ navalΝ academyμΝ “ώere,Ν theΝwholeΝ navy waits for him with indescribable 

impatienceέ”161 Georgios had a mission: it was to help create a powerful naval force 

which would bolster the Greek claim to regional power and thus save the Glücksborgs 

from the fate of Otto I. 
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Studies examining Greek maritime history rightly note that the country always has been 

inseparably associated with the ocean.162 Located at the southernmost end of the Balkans 

and nestled between the Aegean and the Ionian Seas, the Greek state, even at its smallest 

extent in 1832, encompassed two peninsulas (the Peloponnese and the Chalcidice) and 

countless small islands (among them the Cyclades and the Dodecanese). In pursuit of 

the Megali Idea, it would expand further along the Aegean coast as well as acquire the 

Ionian Islands and Crete. The scattered nature of these realms meant that from earliest 

times the Greeks had been forced to travel by boat. They made a living from fishing, 

diving and maritime trade.163 Their relationship with the sea was therefore perceived as 

so intimate and pervasive that according to mythΝtheyΝwereΝ“bornΝwithΝsaltyΝblood”έ164 

The long seafaring tradition that the modern Hellenes could look back to or re-invented 

started in antiquity. The ancient Greek city-states had been maritime societies averse to 

settling far from the coast. Their mythology was pervaded by marine deities and sea 

creatures. Their literature was steeped in maritimeΝimageriesΝsuchΝasΝthoseΝofΝώomer’sΝ

seminal epic Odyssee. Their histories, most of all the works of Herodotus and 

Thucydides, were fundamentally concerned with themes such as the build-up of the 

Athenian navy under Themistocles, the land and sea encounters of the Persian Wars, the 

zenith of the seaborne Athenian Empire under Pericles or its subsequent demise in the 

Peloponnesian War.165 This was the legitimizing heritage on which the independence 

fighters of 1821-32 and later the political leaders of the independent Greek state could 

capitalize. Eager to build a modern, secular nation and keen to win the support of the 

great powers for their national aspirations, they projected a cultural link with classical 

antiquity. Parallels were drawn between, on the one hand, the Greek fight against the 

Ottoman Empire and, on the other, the Persian Wars – when the Greek city-states, 

embodying Western liberty, had warded off the Persian forces, representing oriental 

despotism. Taking the analogy further, the independence fighters would adopt ancient 

names for themselves and their war ships as well as use the countenances of great 

warriors such as Themistocles or Leonidas as their figureheads.166 
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The success of their merchant marine emerged as a second source of national identity 

and pride for the modern Hellenes. In a pamphlet published in 1905, Admiral Perikles 

Argyropulos remarked that it was not only the memory of the heroic exploits of the 

ancientsΝwhichΝinspiredΝtheΝ“justifiedΝloveΝofΝtheΝGreeks for their valued element, the 

sea”,Ν butΝ theΝ factΝ thatΝ theirΝ ancestorsΝ hadΝ becomeΝ richΝ inΝ shippingΝ andΝ tradeέΝ TheΝ

“enrichingΝocean”167 had produced a prosperous class of merchants, ship-owners and 

captains operating within the Ottoman Empire. Wealthy, confident and often settled in 

the important commercial and intellectual centres of the West, this mercantile diaspora 

served as the financial and ideological backbone of the nascent Greek state.168 The 

proudest moment of the merchant marine came when, in the absence of anything 

resembling a regular navy, it successfully engaged in naval warfare during the 

independence fight. Particularly the wealthy ship-ownersΝandΝsailorsΝfromΝtheΝ“σauticalΝ

Islands”ΝofΝtheΝχegeanΝ(ώydra,ΝPsaraΝandΝSpetsai)ΝwouldΝmakeΝaΝdecisive contribution 

to the war effort.169 

Although it was the combined intervention of the great powers in the Battle of Navarino 

(1827) which saved their revolt in the end, the Hellenes celebrated their navy as the main 

source of their independence.170 A vigorous mythscape emerged around the heroes of 

1821-1832 which greatly contributed to the nation-building process. While the 

illiterate mass of Greek people had little connection with the classical heritage 

embraced by the Western-oriented intelligentsia, they were receptive to the emotional 

appeal of the revolution. Greek popular literature was filled with heroic war scenes.171 

Though ambivalent in their treatment of the veteran warlords, the political elites also 

utilized theseΝsoldiers’ larger-than-life myths to create a sense of nationhood among 

the people. In history lessons andΝ children’sΝ books Greek children read detailed 

portraitsΝ ofΝ theΝ revolutionaryΝ “fathers”Ν andΝ “mothers”Ν ofΝ theΝ nationέ172 Just as the 

freedom fighters had given their ships ancient Greek names, so the modern Hellenic 
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Navy would pay tribute to a row of adored naval commanders: Between 1879 and 

1890, one sail cruiser, one torpedo boat and one steamer would be named after Admiral 

Constantine Kanaris from Psara, Admiral Andreas Miaoulis from Hydra, and 

Laskarina Bouboulina from Spetsai, respectively, while three ironclads paid tribute to 

the three nautical islands.173 

The commission of all these vessels fell into a period when Greek politicians began to 

resort to naval power as a possible means to achieve the Megali Idea. Dissatisfied with 

the extent of their independent kingdom, the Greeks increasingly pursued an irredentist 

foreignΝ policyΝ aimedΝ atΝ reclaimingΝ “ύreaterΝύreece” from the Ottomans and other 

emerging Balkans nations.174 As the hope for the support of Europe’sΝgreatΝpowersΝ

faded, war became a more likely option. Just as in Denmark, the role of the Royal 

Hellenic Navy within this was contested. Periods when the build-up of a land-army 

operating in the North against the Ottomans and the Bulgarians stood in the foreground 

alternated with periods when most hope was placed on the water. Following the Russo-

Turkish War (1876-78), the moderate Prime Minister Charilaos Trikoupis ushered in 

a programme of naval build-up and reform which aimed at the command of the Aegean 

Sea against the declining Ottoman fleet. In response to opposition calls for a stronger 

naval presence, he invited a French mission. It resulted in the reorganization of officer 

education, the technological modernization of theΝ country’sΝ naval bases and the 

procurement of new warships.175 

TheΝhighΝexpectationsΝ thatΝ“ever-excitableΝύreekΝpublicΝopinion”176, fuelled by the 

nationalistΝrhetoricΝofΝTrikoupis’ΝopponentΝTheodorosΝDeligiannis,Νset on the promises 

of naval power, were soon thwarted. The Greco-Turkish War of 1897 ended in disaster, 

despite the achievement of naval dominance in the Aegean Sea. After a period of 

debate about their role in Greek defence policy, the naval forces resumed their central 

placeΝinΝtheΝpublic’sΝimaginationΝandΝnationalΝconsciousness,Νthough.177 From 1904, 

the building of the fleet would even be financed by the national lottery, which so far 

had solely benefitted the Archaeological Society of Greece – a sign of how the naval 
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future of the country was increasingly considered as central to Greek national 

consciousness as the ancient past.178 The partial withdrawal of Britain’s Royal Navy 

from the Mediterranean finally meant that Greece, suddenly the valued and supported 

partner of the allied forces in the region, would indeed become an Aegean naval power 

of consequence in the 1910s.179 

KingΝύeorge’sΝdecisionΝtoΝeducateΝhisΝsonΝύeorgiosΝinΝtheΝnavyΝwas a direct response 

to the discourse on national identity and the Megali idea. Transplanted to the radically 

democraticΝ“crownedΝrepublic”ΝofΝGreece at the tender age of seventeen, his fate and 

that of his dynasty rested to a large extent on their ability openly to identify with the 

ύreeks’Νself-image and national cause. While George proved a shrewd advocate of 

Greek interests on the international stage and thereby earned the respect of his 

notoriously critical people, he was not particularly adept at winning their affection. 

Accused of unconstitutional practices early in his reign, he would later be criticized 

for his prolonged absences from Athens, his cosmopolitan lifestyle and his passivity 

in domestic politics.180 What the father lacked in charisma, ‘ύreekness’ and national 

fervour, though, was compensated for by the second generation of his dynasty: a 

phalanx of five athletic sons and three beautiful daughters who were reared in the 

Orthodox faith and Greek language. They formed exactly the naturalized dynasty that 

the childless Otto I would have needed to stay in power.181 “SailorΝPrince”ΝύeorgiosΝ

contributed to their success by connecting the monarchy to a strong emblem of national 

identity intimately involved in the future project of the Megali Idea. 

In May 1891, the newspaper Asty wrote that the tall and brave Prince Georgios spoke 

“directlyΝtoΝtheΝimaginationΝandΝtoΝtheΝheartsΝofΝtheΝpeople”έ182 By choosing to embody 

the Greek sailor type, Georgios had become a popular figure. That the concept of the 

“SailorΝ Prince”Ν hadΝ aΝ specialΝ appealΝ forΝ theΝ “ύreeksΝ ofΝ theΝ sea”Ν hadΝ alreadyΝ beenΝ

demonstrated before. Following KingΝτtto’s departure, Prince Alfred had been the first 
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choice for the Hellenic throne.183 As one Athenian remarked,ΝthisΝ“EnglishΝprince,ΝwhoΝ

has styled himself theΝεarinerΝofΝEngland”ΝwouldΝhaveΝmadeΝaΝperfectΝ“SailorΝKing”Ν

for the merchant nation Greece.184 Obviously, nothing came of the idea. When the lot 

finally fell to Prince Vilhelm of Denmark, though, the Greeks, in the words of a British 

diplomat,ΝhadΝagainΝpickedΝaΝmanΝwhoΝ“isΝlikeΝPrinceΝχlfredΝaΝSailor”έ185 Only months 

afterΝhisΝaccession,ΝtheΝ“crownedΝmiddy”ΝprovedΝhowΝhisΝsailor’sΝidentityΝmatchedΝtheΝ

maritime nature of this archipelagian kingdom by undertaking a lengthy tour of his 

realm. It culminated in a sea journey during which he formally took possession of the 

Ionian Islands (Paxos, Ithaca and Corfu) – a dowry conceded to him from Britain.186 

Unfortunately, George would only once and rather late in his life repeat the success of 

this initial royal progress. He continued to visit Corfu each year during Eastertide, 

though.187 Enamoured with the beauty of the Ionian Sea, which also fascinated other 

European royals, he chose the palace of Mon Repos as his holiday residence. It was 

here, close by the waters which one χmericanΝnovelistΝdescribedΝasΝofΝ“theΝbluestΝblueΝ

youΝknow”ΝthatΝPrinceΝύeorgiosΝwasΝbornΝinΝJuneΝ1κθλέ188 This young boy took up 

whereΝhisΝfatherΝhadΝleftΝoffΝandΝbecameΝaΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝcloseΝtoΝtheΝύreekΝheartέΝ

According to his biographer, he “feltΝdrawnΝtoΝtheΝseaΝratherΝthanΝtheΝmainland” from 

the earliest age, enjoying playing with his boat at the beach of Phaleron Bay. As Athens 

grew in size, this bathing resort outside the city attracted increasing parts of 

fashionable society. Of an ordinary summer afternoon, the royal couple would be seen 

driving along their favourite carriage promenade, while most Athenians arrived by 

tram or later by steam railway. All would then mingle at the beach, with King George 

frequently walking his dogs among his subjects.189 From the bustling, steadily growing 

port of Piraeus nearby, the royal yacht Amphitrite would leave for summer cruises. 

On-board,ΝlittleΝ“ύeorgy”,Ν“electrified” by the lure of the sea, would soak up the stories 

of the naval officers or pester the helmsman with nautical questions.190 
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Once the boy had completed his training in Denmark and subsequently joined the 

Hellenic Navy, he was adopted by the Greeks as one of their own, a mariner with “saltyΝ

blood”έΝTheΝ1891 article from Asty celebratedΝhimΝasΝanΝ“ephebe”ΝtoughenedΝupΝbyΝtheΝ

“loomingΝdangersΝofΝtheΝocean”. Tall as a tower,Ν“withΝtheΝarmΝofΝώeracles […] and a 

bodyΝevokingΝaΝraceΝofΝύiants”ΝheΝallegedly took his descent directly from the “treeΝofΝ

theΝpeople”έ191 ThroughoutΝhisΝlife,ΝaΝmythΝwouldΝsurroundΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝthatΝbyΝ

his acquaintance with Greek seamen he had learned to love the ordinary life of the 

Greeks from which his cosmopolitan dynasty was rather removed. He was said to 

frequent the taverns of Athens, drinking retsina and eating sardines.192 As a result, the 

prince, for much of his tumultuous life, was far more popular than the other members 

of his family. In August 1890, the newspaper Ephimeris, contrasting him with his elder 

brother,ΝremarkedΝhowΝheΝhadΝwonΝ“theΝgeneralΝadmirationΝandΝloveΝofΝtheΝnation”ΝbyΝ

his diligent work. Shortly after, he was made honorary citizen of the islands of Hydra 

and Spetsai, because he was a sailor like the islanders.193 

One reason why Georgios enjoyed such popularity was because high hopes were set 

on him as a future leader of the Hellenic Navy in the struggle for expansion.194 In 

response to the news of his naval training in Denmark, the newspaper Asty predicted 

as early as 1885 that, on his return, theΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝwouldΝ“raiseΝtheΝmoraleΝofΝourΝ

braveΝseamen”έ195 King George was aware of these hopes and had even reckoned with 

them. A momentous speech which he gave at the old harbour of Ermoupolis on the 

island of Syros on 24 April 1888 can be read in direct relation to the national mission 

he envisioned for his son. Unveiling a statue of Admiral Andreas Miaoulis in the city 

square, the king invokedΝtheΝmemoryΝofΝύreece’sΝ“heroicΝnavalΝwarriors”ΝtoΝinspireΝ

hisΝcompatriotsΝwithΝsimilarΝfeelingsΝofΝ“loveΝforΝtheΝfatherland”ΝandΝwithΝthe readiness 

to repeat their “deeds”έΝAddressing his sailors, he exclaimedμΝ“Strive,Νtoil,ΝdoΝyourΝdutyΝ

at every moment; everything is easy if the goal is the wellbeing of the fatherland and 

the progress of our Hellenic Navy,ΝtheΝguardianΝandΝgloryΝofΝtheΝfatherlandέ”196 
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These words were enthusiastically received. AlthoughΝtheyΝ“electrifiedΝeveryΝheart”,Ν

the newspaper Asty ironically remarked a few days later that a mild reprimand could 

be madeμΝ“TheΝimpressionΝmadeΝbyΝtheΝspeechΝandΝtheΝenthusiasmΝthatΝitΝengenderedΝ

would have been infinitely greater, if [the king] had used the first instead of the second 

personΝpluralέ”197 This rebuke referred to a frequent reproach flung at George: that he 

did not care enough about his royal duties and only rarely inspected the navy. Once 

the constitutional conflict that had characterized his early reign had been resolved in 

favour of the government-by-majority principle in 1875, George became too much of 

a model constitutional monarch for Greek tastes. There were frequent calls for a more 

involved king who would fight corruption within and the enemy without.198 

Prince Georgios’s re-appearance as a Danish-trained naval officer less than one year 

after the king’sΝspeechΝthus filled a void: It represented the first-person-plural devotion 

of the Glücksborg dynasty to the naval build-up. King George used all of his sons as 

his deputies in the armed forces to strengthen his remaining prerogatives and create a 

strong support base in Greece. Although often criticized as a form of clientelism, their 

employment in a force whose ultimate goal was the establishment of Greater Greece 

also frequently caused upsurges in the dynasty’sΝ popularityέΝ As the newspaper 

Ephimeris remarked in 1890, theΝnation,Ν“monarchicallyΝminded”ΝandΝ“feelingΝasΝoneΝ

withΝtheΝdynasty”ΝdemandedΝ“that the royal family live amongst the people, serve their 

interests, keep up their traditions andΝ takeΝ partΝ inΝ theirΝ aspirationsΝ andΝ struggles”έ 

Georgios, in the opinion of the author, fulfilled this ideal.199 

From the moment he returned to Greece as a lieutenant in December 1889, the prince 

was directly involved in the naval build-up. Trained in the cutting-edge science of 

torpedo ballistics, he was almost immediately charged with the command of the mobile 

defence and thus with the establishment of a torpedo school.200 His contribution to the 

irredentist cause was even more striking. At the beginning of the Greco-Turkish War 

of 1897 he was dispatched to the conflict-stricken island of Crete as the commander 

of an entire torpedo-boat flotilla to support an insurrection against the Ottoman Sultan. 

Following the humiliating defeat by the Ottoman forces and the semi-autonomy of 
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Crete in 1898, the prince was elected High Commissioner of the Cretan state, hailed 

“asΝtheΝ“εessianicΝangelΝofΝύod’sΝgreatΝwill” by the Cretans.201 The mission would 

fail in 1906. Georgios, however, though temporarily seeking exile in Denmark and 

France, would continue to play a role in the defence debate and remained a 

comparative darling of the Greeks.202 InΝtheΝconceptΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”,ΝappealingΝ

toΝtheΝ“saltyΝblood”Νand great dreams of the Hellenes, the Glücksborgs had probably 

found the most stable and popular token of their devotion to Greek national identity 

and the Greater Greek cause. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has explored how, between 1850 and 1914, several major dynasties 

entered the maritime sphere to close ranks with the imagined community of the nation. 

The sea and all the institutions attached to it exerted a strong fascination on European 

societies in the Age of Empire. Through the publicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince” monarchies 

could profit from this “lureΝofΝtheΝsea” in both its general and nation-specific forms. 

So how exactly did this lure spell out? Considered alongside each other, the four case 

studies reveal that what has been said about national myths in general, also applies to 

the role of the maritime dimension in national identity: claims of exceptionality and 

peculiarity were accompanied by striking structural similarities.203 Thus, nations as 

diverse as Britain, Denmark or Greece all defined themselves by their geographical 

positionΝ (theΝ “islandΝ race”),Ν byΝ theirΝ specialΝ relationshipΝ withΝ theΝ seaΝ (theirΝ “saltyΝ

blood”) andΝ byΝ theirΝ longΝ seafaringΝ traditionsΝ (“pathΝ ofΝ theΝDane”)έΝ Deriving their 

national missions and future projects from their ‘heroic ages’ of naval dominance (the 

Athenian Empire, the Age of the Valdemars, the Napoleonic Wars), these countries 

also placed great importance on the navy and the command of the sea in debates about 

national defence or foreign policy. The all-pervasive nature of nineteenth-century 

maritime culture, moreover, its assumptions about geostrategy, political economy and 

the evolving ideology of sea power meant that even traditional land powers such as 

Germany could join the ranks of the sea-loving nations. In various contexts of 

international decline (Denmark), power preservation (Britain) or aspiration (Germany, 
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Greece), the future was seenΝ“lyingΝonΝtheΝwater”έ On closer inspection, the invention 

of tradition which followed from this in post-1871 Germany (applying the regional 

history of the North to the entire nation) was only gradually different from the re-

invention of tradition discernible in Denmark and Britain (where the Vikings were 

rediscovered) or Greece (where a link with antiquity was projected). The idea of the 

chronological succession of thalassocracies virulent in the period even meant that any 

nation with sea access could potentially tap into the mythologies of naval might. 

A myth as powerful as this was a vital tool forΝEurope’s monarchies in their quest to 

nationalize their public image and thus gain new legitimacy. By aligning themselves 

withΝtheirΝcountries’ΝmaritimeΝidentitiesΝandΝsendingΝtheirΝsonsΝtoΝjoinΝtheΝprestigiousΝ

naval forces, dynasties originating from outside the nation or criticized for their 

unclear loyalties (the German Saxe-Coburgs and Glücksborgs in Britain and Denmark, 

the Danish Glücksborgs in Greece, the Prussian Hohenzollerns in the German Empire) 

inserted themselves into a timeline of national descent and destiny. They showed their 

commitment to theΝnation’s perceived traditions, tapped into a pool of national myths 

or became themselves symbols of national unity. Simultaneously, they presented 

themselves as integrally connected to theΝnation’sΝ future by accessing the sea as a 

“frontierΝofΝmodernity”ΝandΝtheΝnavyΝasΝanΝinstrumentΝofΝfuture (imperial) greatness. 

In doing so, the dynasties not only gained symbolic relevance and influence. They also 

managed to take an active stance in a variety of public debates. Public gestures, naval 

rituals, speeches etc. combined to create a platform for monarchical involvement in 

currentΝ affairsΝ inΝ countriesΝ asΝ radicallyΝ ‘democratic’Ν asΝ ύreeceΝ orΝ ψritainΝ orΝ asΝ

ambivalentlyΝ ‘autocratic’Ν asΝύermanyΝorΝDenmarkέΝ Naval build-ups, budget claims 

and imperial expansion programmes were supported in all four countries; naval 

recruitment was enhanced in Britain, Germany and Greece; the liberal chief of the 

Admiralty was defended in Germany; and in Denmark, a semi-private business 

corporation was successfully launched. 

Given the lack of explicit ego-documents, it would be presumptuous to project too 

much intentionality onto these developments. The functions performedΝ byΝ “SailorΝ

Princes”,ΝandΝtheΝsuccessΝtheyΝmetΝwith,ΝcouldΝhardly have been anticipated. What has 

been demonstrated, though, is that their naval careers were more than the result of 

youthful whims. All royal parents shared in the rich maritime cultures of their age. 

They had at least an intuitive grasp of what might be popular among their countrymen. 
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Being initially foreigners to their nations, dynasts such as Prince Albert or King 

Christian even had a heightened sense of awareness concerning the defining 

characteristics of their compatriots. Combining their insights with the models they 

knew from the transnational network of kings, they devised a remarkably adaptive 

approach. As the phenomenon spread via dynastic channels and across generations, 

moreover, the motivations increasingly shifted from intuition to strategy. Whether 

precursors like Christian IV or William IV were decisive role models for Prince Alfred 

and Prince Valdemar, can only be a matter of speculation. PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝandΝPrinceΝ

ύeorgios’s careers, however, were without doubt moulded upon those of their British 

and Danish uncles. 

As the princes were trained in the navy and enhanced the nationalized image of the 

monarchy, though, they increasingly left the very context of dynastic internationalism 

from which their brand originated.204 Their popular attraction, to a large extent, rested 

on the assumption that they became national (rather than international) princes in their 

own self-understanding as well as that of others. TheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝbrandΝconnected 

the monarchy with the nation by symbolically locating it on a horizontal timeline 

between naval past and naval future, tradition and modernity. But it also repositioned 

it on a vertical, social scale: Instead of being above the nation, the monarchy had to 

become of the nation. How this was achieved – if at all – will be the subject of the next 

chapter. 
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2 Princes in disguise: The myths of equality and professionalism 

DisguiseΝstoriesΝwereΝaΝrecurringΝthemeΝinΝtheΝpublicΝrepresentationΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”έΝ

An anecdote from oneΝofΝPrinceΝValdemar’ΝfirstΝseaΝcruises focused on the notables of the 

Danish town Assens, who were dumbfounded when they were welcomed by the prince 

whoΝhadΝfreshlyΝemergedΝfromΝtheΝboilerΝroomΝwithΝaΝfaceΝ“blackΝasΝaΝchimneyΝsweep”έ205 

In another episode, thisΝ timeΝ drawnΝ fromΝ PrinceΝ ώeinrich’sΝ secondΝ worldΝ tour,Ν twoΝ

dignitaries from the Brazilian province of Pernambuco asked to meet the prince only to 

discover that he was the very same officer who had escorted them on-board.206 During 

PrinceΝχlfred’sΝjourneyΝ to the Cape in 1860, finally, an African tribal chief reportedly 

observed the prince scrub the deck of his ship, barefooted amidst his comrades. Wondering 

howΝ“theΝsonΝofΝEngland’sΝgreatΝQueen”ΝandΝ“theΝsonsΝofΝEngland’sΝchiefs”ΝcouldΝstoopΝ

soΝ lowΝ andΝ “endureΝ hardshipsΝ andΝ sufferings”,Ν heΝ eventuallyΝ concluded that this very 

readinessΝ toΝ serveΝ andΝ learnΝwasΝ theΝ reasonΝ“whyΝ theΝEnglishΝ areΝ aΝ greatΝ andΝmightyΝ

nationέ”207 

What were the myths and assumptions at the heart of these disguise stories? This is one of 

the two principal questions of this chapter. As will be seen, there were three interconnected 

myths encapsulated in the above narratives. On a first level, all stories revolved around the 

ideaΝthatΝbyΝjoiningΝtheΝnavyΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝnotΝonlyΝconnectedΝthe monarchy with an 

emotive symbol that stood for (the past and future of) the nation, thus taking on a new 

national identity. They also came to embody the norms and values of contemporary 

society, adopting a second social identity. In the popular imagination, the navy was 

associated with notions of equality and regarded as a levelling institution. In view of the 

dangers of the deep, every cadet had to undergo the same exacting training. Midshipman, 

boatswain or captain: all had to live within the same narrow confines of the ship. By 

entering this microcosm with itsΝhardΝlivingΝconditions,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝenactedΝaΝpopularΝ

prince-and-pauper story. They were supposed to transcend the barriers between crown and 

people, aristocrat and commoner. More than that: They were incorporated into larger 

military bodies sometimes even regarded as model nuclear nations.208 
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In 1885, the Danish weekly Illustreret Tidende conceptualized Prince Valdemar as a 

modern Prince Charming with his uniform working as a sort of invisibilityΝcloakέΝ“TheΝ

King’sΝ son”,Ν itΝ declared,Ν “wandersΝ amongstΝ usΝ inΝ disguise,Ν sharingΝ people’sΝ fateΝ andΝ

circumstances”έ209 No longer recognizable as royals, with their faces tanned by the 

weatherΝorΝblackenedΝbyΝcoalΝdust,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝsupposedlyΝbecameΝoneΝwith their 

people. In the age of the social question and of mass democratization, they thus formed 

part of a wider monarchical narrative which projected a class-transcending link or direct 

conduit of communication between crown and people or even ascribed a class-integrating 

role to the monarchy.210 In 1891, the Greek journal Asty remarked that Prince Georgios, 

thoughΝ“bornΝinΝcrimson”,ΝwasΝpartΝofΝtheΝ“treeΝofΝtheΝpeople”ΝandΝthatΝhisΝ“blueΝblood”Ν

hadΝbeenΝ“transubstantiated”ΝintoΝtheΝ“presenceΝofΝtheΝpeople’sΝspirit”έ211 

On closer inspection, though, the myths surrounding the navy did not connect the 

monarchy equally with all social classes. Rather, they favoured one particular class. Naval 

service was considered a middle-class profession requiring solid educational backgrounds, 

demanding, discipline-specific training and adherence to ordered career paths. It embodied 

the middle-class values of individual achievement, self-improvement and meritocracy. In 

the popular imagination, promotions in the service were based on skill and talent rather 

than social status.212 ψyΝenteringΝthisΝmeritocraticΝarena,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝbecameΝlivingΝ

embodimentsΝofΝtheirΝmonarchies’ΝprojectedΝ“embourgeoisement”έ213 They became go-

betweens of their dynasties forging a mutually supportive union with the socio-

economically dominant middle classes. In 1885, Illustretet Tidende, a mouthpiece of the 

Danish bourgeoisie, praised the way in which Prince Valdemar had foughtΝ“hisΝwayΝupΝ

theΝ ranks”,Ν completed “theΝ roughestΝ sailor’sΝ work”Ν andΝ “endure[d]Ν theΝ tormentsΝ ofΝ

examination”,ΝthusΝ“gain[ing]ΝexperienceΝandΝacquir[ing]ΝskillsΝwhichΝotherwiseΝwouldΝ

neverΝhaveΝcrossedΝhisΝhorizon”έ214 What the paper was really celebrating, though, were 

the values that had been adopted by the monarchy and thus ultimately its own middle-

class creed. 
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Self-congratulation was also at the heart of the third and final level of meaning of royal 

disguise stories. For the narratives of deck-scrubbing princes implied clear statements 

about the nature of Western European constitutional monarchy in general and about the 

political cultures within which it operated. As societies modernized and politics was 

democratized, royal families increasingly had to revise their representation strategies and 

demonstrateΝ“civicΝpublicness”έΝTheyΝwereΝmeantΝtoΝbeΝvisibleΝamongΝtheirΝsubjects,ΝbutΝ

abandoning ostentatious ceremony in favour of more intimate encounters where their 

citizens could freely express their approval.215 “SailorΝ Princes”Ν embodiedΝ thisΝ newΝ

simplicity. TheirΝ “civicΝ publicness”,Ν moreover, shone a favourable light on the 

democratic societies they lived in. In public discourse, the monarchies of civilized 

WesternΝEurope,ΝwhichΝcouldΝ“affordΝtoΝdispenseΝwithΝtheΝparadeΝofΝState”216, were often 

contrasted with the presumed backwardness of the pomp and circumstance of autocratic 

or oriental rule. An anecdote about Prince Valdemar recorded that his cousin, the 

RussianΝTsarevichΝσicholas,ΝonΝvisitingΝtheΝofficer’s mess of his ship in 1875, offended 

theΝproudΝyoungΝmidshipmanΝbyΝproclaimingΝ“WhatΝaΝnastyΝstinkingΝhole!”217 Prince 

Alfred, in 1859, was likewise contrasted with Touson Pasha, the six-year-old son of the 

Egyptian Viceroy, who strutted about the deck of HMS Euryalus expressing feelings of 

disgust at the “middies’Νcabin”.218 In the middle-class discourse of countries such as 

Denmark or Britain, the willingness of royal families to adopt their values and 

professions was ultimately interpreted as a potent dramatization of the benign power of 

Western civilization and democracy. 

So much for the myths; but were the disguise stories true? Or, more precisely, were the 

common, bourgeois andΝcivicΝidentitiesΝthatΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝsupposedΝtoΝembodyΝ

anything more than a pleasing mask which antiquated institutions adopted to play at being 

modern? To address this second question, the curricula and careers of royal princes as well 

as their (self-)perception need to be explored. How professional were their education, 

training and careers compared to the standards of their time? How equal was their 

treatment on-board? Did their careers follow the regular career path of the middle-class 
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professional or were they accelerated as a result of pre-modern forms of royal patronage? 

And what was their eventual role in the military apparatus? 

ψyΝexaminingΝtheΝprofessionalismΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”,ΝthisΝchapterΝcontributesΝtoΝdebatesΝ

about the modernization of monarchy in the nineteenth century. In the past decades, the 

projectedΝ “embourgeoisement”Ν ofΝ monarchyΝ hasΝ beenΝ challenged by a variety of 

historians: It was called a personal, a-political lifestyle at best or an empty representative 

strategy at worst.219 Some even argued that proto-bourgeois monarchs such as Queen 

VictoriaΝ wereΝ reallyΝ “snobbish”Ν atΝ heart,Ν opposedΝ theΝ riseΝ ofΝ theΝ middleΝ classesΝ or 

contributedΝ toΝ theΝ “aristocratization”Ν ofΝ theΝ bourgeoisieέ220 Investigations into the 

educational concepts behind naval careers and into the everyday practices of royal life at 

sea can illuminate the question of how ready Europe’sΝroyal families really were to adopt 

and enact middle-class values. 

Examining the role of monarchs within the promotion process also allows for conclusions 

toΝbeΝdrawnΝaboutΝtheΝextentΝofΝtheΝ“constitutionalization”ΝofΝmonarchyέΝWasΝtheΝentryΝofΝ

royal princes into the navy really anΝexpressionΝofΝ“civicΝpublicness”ΝandΝaΝtributeΝtoΝtheΝ

democratic values of Western civilization? Or was it rather a strategic tool used by 

essentially ancien regimes to tighten the grip on royal privilege? Over recent years, the 

narrativeΝthatΝEurope’sΝmonarchies gradually gave up their political power in return for a 

newΝandΝemotionalΝholdΝonΝtheirΝpeople’sΝloyaltiesΝhasΝbeenΝbalancedΝbyΝaΝmoreΝnuancedΝ

approach: It investigates whether monarchs gave up their power to go with the times – or 

whether they went with the times to retain or increase their power, albeit in a somewhat 

transformed shape.221 TheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”,Ν locatedΝbetweenΝ theΝancientΝ

warrior tradition of the prince and the modern middle-class professionalism of the sailor, 

embedded into the myths of naval meritocracy and invested with the aura of the aristocrat, 

providesΝ anΝ intriguingΝ prismΝ forΝ theΝ investigationΝ ofΝ theΝ “constitutionalΝ role,Ν politicalΝ

powerΝandΝsocialΝcharacter”222 of nineteenth-century monarchies. 
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Educations in transition  

ώoweverΝprofessionalΝtheΝeventualΝeducationΝandΝcareersΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝmayΝhaveΝ

been, one thing seems certain: They were never originally or primarily intended to become 

middle-class professionals in the modern sense. As has already been demonstrated, the 

veryΝconceptΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝdidΝnotΝemergeΝasΝaΝcarefullyΝplannedΝstrategy,ΝbutΝasΝ

the result of personal inclinations, dynastic considerations and public preferences. This 

was even more the case with respect to the royal absorption of middle-class and 

professional values. David Cannadine has long warned historians not to overestimate the 

“prematureΝmodernity”ΝofΝnineteenth-century monarchy. As he outlined for the British 

case,ΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝandΝPrinceΝχlbert’sΝrejectionΝofΝtheΝsocial, cultural and political 

mores and convictions of their Hanoverian predecessors was far from complete. Even 

where they subscribed to the middle-class ideals of domesticity, meritocracy and 

constitutionalism, they did so with a view to increasing the reputation and ultimately the 

governing power of the sovereign.223 All royal houses, the logics of hereditary rule 

dictated that, saw much more in the raising of their offspring than a middle-class avenue 

for advancement through education and performance. Ambitious royal parents such as 

Prince Albert felt that it was the status of the dynasty, the future of monarchy and the 

“well-beingΝofΝ theΝworld”Ν thatΝwasΝ atΝ stakeέ224 Royal education was meant to prepare 

princes for their arduous tasks. 

This was where naval training fitted into the substantial princely curriculum. Apart from 

providing a quintessentially national field of activity, it could toughen up royal bodies, 

acquaint princes with the armed forces or introduce them to less privileged lives. The toil 

of a seafarer was a temporary school where highborn children could prove to themselves 

and to their critical middle-class observers that they were able to justify through merit the 

exalted positions that they held by birth.225 Once they had slipped on their new identity, 

though, it was hard to remove it again, as both the princes and their audience grew 

accustomed to it. 

Middle-class as it might seem, a basic naval training could be comfortably integrated 

into traditional concepts of aristocratic education. It was entirely along these lines that 
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Prince Albert argued in 1857, when he tried to explain to his brother, Duke Ernst of 

Saxe-ωoburg,ΝwhyΝtheΝlatter’sΝpotentialΝheir,ΝPrinceΝχlfred,ΝshouldΝjoinΝtheΝseeminglyΝ

un-aristocratic and decidedly British profession of theΝnavalΝofficerέΝ“InΝthisΝservice”,Ν

theΝPrinceΝωonsortΝassuredΝhisΝbrother,Ν“heΝwillΝbecomeΝacquaintedΝwithΝallΝtheΝpartsΝofΝ

the world, and he will have become more generally competent than in a life here or in 

Germany. The service, with its strict discipline, and the early responsibility he will have 

asΝ anΝ officer,Ν willΝ beΝ aΝ veryΝ goodΝ schoolΝ forΝ himέ”226 Albert focused on typically 

aristocratic educational goals: the acquisition of leadership skills and a thorough 

knowledge of the world, discipline and character formation.227 In a similar vein, Crown 

Prince Frederick William justified the decision to have Prince Heinrich join the navy to 

his sceptical father, William I, by pointing to the Prussian military paradigm: he was to 

acquire “aΝseriousΝconsciousnessΝof his duties, strictly military views, self-reliance”ΝandΝ

“aΝfullΝunderstandingΝofΝdisciplineΝandΝobedience”έ228 

Apart from the general idea that helmsmanship might be an attractive accomplishment for 

princes, it was especially the physical toughening-up entailed by the rough life at sea that 

suggested aristocratic forays into naval training. Though usually associated with the 

middle-class ideals of the gymnastic movement, the sports-focused public-school ethos or 

the belief in the sanative effect of sea air, the exposure to the weather and the strengthening 

training on-board also appealed to noble parents. There was an anti-intellectualΝ“cultΝofΝ

characterΝandΝbody”,ΝofΝdashΝandΝdareΝprevailingΝinΝaristocraticΝeducationΝwhichΝmadeΝtheΝ

navy with its simple life and exacting open-air exercises appear an attractive school for 

princes.229 “TheΝbodyΝwearyΝofΝ[…]ΝmentalΝworkΝlivesΝinΝvigourΝandΝhealthΝhere”,ΝPrinceΝ

ώeinrich’sΝgovernorΝreportedΝhomeΝfromΝtheΝcadetΝshipΝNiobe in 1877.230 

Even irrespective of its educational aspects, the navy, as an increasingly important branch 

of the armed forces, was not an unlikely career choice for princes. Throughout the 

nineteenth century, the military remained a traditional avenue for the sons of the higher 

nobility because it provided them with the attire and habitus deemed worthy of their 

station. It enabled them to live up to the chivalric ideal, which experienced a revival in the 

romantic period. And it associated the monarchy with a waning, though still symbolically 

relevant source of legitimacy: the defence of the nation. Royal heirs and spares were 
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educated and strategically positioned in the armed forces because this represented the 

direct exercise of executive power by the sovereign and tied their dynasties to the core of 

the state.231 

Throughout the early modern period, it had been custom for the kings and princes of 

seaborne countries, like Christian IV of Denmark or James II of England, to command 

their fleets in battle or to occupy leading administrativeΝpostsέΝTheΝnavalΝcareersΝofΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”ΝformedΝpartΝofΝaΝwiderΝroyalΝstrategyΝaimedΝatΝretainingΝthisΝcontrolΝofΝtheΝarmedΝ

forces as a last bulwark of relatively untrammelled monarchical power in constitutional 

monarchies. The practice of half-heartedly introducing listless pleasure-seekers to a 

superficial knowledge of naval matters or of transferring authority to unexperienced, 

army-trained aristocratic amateurs, however, had always met with the resentment of 

professionally trained naval officers.232 By the mid-nineteenth century, it was completely 

unthinkable. “IsΝitΝdesirableΝtoΝhaveΝprincesΝinΝtheΝnavyς” asked Lieutenant Carl Irminger, 

the naval tutor of the later Frederik VII of Denmark, in a memorandum in 1836. The 

answer was a frustratedΝ“σo!”ΝώisΝpupilΝwas probably the last amateur prince let loose on 

Europe’sΝwaterwaysΝwithoutΝtheΝnecessaryΝknow-how or even enthusiasm.233 Already in 

1780, the British King George III had broken new educational ground by subjecting his 

son, the later William IV, to the then standard educational system of “pitchforking”Ν

unexperienced youths to sea.234 After 1850, naval education was entirely reserved for 

younger sons who could be thoroughly introduced to the profession and would remain 

career officers for life. 

This fundamental change occurred because royal parents chose – or were forced – to 

incorporate middle-class components into their educational concepts. Arno Mayer was 

one of the first historians to point to the remarkable ability of nineteenth-century 

monarchies to renew themselves in response to the revolutionary challenges of 1789-1848. 

InΝ hisΝ view,ΝEurope’sΝ ancien regimes “excelledΝ inΝ selectively ingesting, adapting and 

assimilatingΝ newΝ ideasΝ andΝ practices”Ν toΝ secureΝ theirΝ survivalέ235 As ideas of popular 

sovereignty and constitutional movements spread and national electorates expanded, the 
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continuity of monarchical rule became increasingly conditional onΝitsΝ“functionality”,ΝthatΝ

is on pragmatic aspects rather than show.236 Sovereigns like Queen Victoria, King 

Christian or Crown Prince Frederick William, though all aristocrats at heart, responded to 

these changes by adapting to the values and pragmatic demands of their most powerful 

potential critics and their best allies in stabilizing the status quo: the bourgeoisie. 

Royal education provided a testing ground for this alliance where princes could acquire 

all the qualifications necessary for holding on to power. From 1789 onwards, many 

EuropeanΝmonarchiesΝperformedΝunprecedentedΝ“educationalΝexperiments”Νwhich took 

account of public voices and were designed to balance the flaws of aristocratic upbringing 

by introducing modern, practical subjects, meritocratic standards, a focus on personal 

achievement and peer-group learning.237 As younger brothers of royal heirs such as Albert 

EdwardΝPrinceΝofΝWalesΝorΝPrinceΝWilliamΝofΝPrussia,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝoftenΝparticipatedΝ

in these innovative educational courses. Their subsequent training as naval officers went 

even one step further in that it put the new practice of acquainting royal princes with 

ordinary lives and middle-classΝ“Bildung”Ν(throughΝfarm or factory visits or public-school 

and university education) on a more permanent basis. The boys had to meet the substantial 

admission criteria of the navy (in Germany, for example, the equivalent of a 

Realgymnasium qualification), and apart from the hard physical conditions on-board they 

also had to master the intellectual challenges of the naval sciences in competition with 

other cadets. 

Naval education demonstrated the readiness of royal families to find useful occupations 

for their younger offspring. In the High Middle Ages, the surplus of second- or third-in-

line noblemen without means or marriage prospects had been remedied by the emergence 

ofΝ theΝ “knightΝ errand”έ238 In the bourgeois nineteenth century, however,Ν “usefulΝ

occupations” were tantamount to middle-class professions. Thus, Prince Albert spoke of 

“competence”ΝasΝearlyΝasΝ1κηιΝwhenΝdescribingΝtheΝobjectivesΝofΝhisΝson’sΝtrainingέΝWhileΝ

his brother, Duke Ernst, advocated the old concept of aristocratic dilettantism in the 

discussionsΝaboutΝhisΝnephew’sΝeducationΝ– be a Jack of all trades but a master of none – 
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Albert demanded a thorough level of professional knowledge, which, unlike noble 

character, had to be acquired through exacting theoretical and practical exercise rather than 

birth.239 

This new insistence on professional standards became even more pronounced as time 

progressed. Thus, when, in 1862, Duke Ernst thought that Alfred was ready to end his 

temporary career in order to start his university studies, he was surprised to find the 

prince’sΝmilitaryΝgovernor,ΝδieutenantΝωowell,ΝdefendingΝχlfred’sΝprofessionalΝinterestsέΝ

Cowell insisted that his charge should not forget his difficult craft and that he needed more 

practiceΝtoΝ“acquireΝaΝdegreeΝofΝskill,ΝandΝconfidenceΝinΝhimself,ΝwhichΝwouldΝrenderΝhimΝ

at ease upon all futureΝoccasionsΝatΝsea”έΝTherefore,ΝheΝarrangedΝforΝhimΝtoΝcontinueΝon-

board after the end of his formal training and in-betweenΝhisΝ studiesέΝThisΝ“wouldΝbeΝ

satisfactory to the officer of his profession […] andΝwouldΝ[…]Νinspire”ΝhisΝinferiorsΝ“withΝ

a degree ofΝ confidenceΝ inΝ hisΝ abilityέ”240 Similar adjustments towards middle-class 

professionalism were also made in Prussia, Denmark and Greece. How come? 

τnΝtheΝoneΝhand,ΝchangingΝexternalΝdiscoursesΝdemandedΝprofessionalΝcontinuityέΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”Ν soonΝ provedΝ too popular to be lost. Especially in countries like Britain and 

Greece, with their democratic constitutions and lively political press, their conduct and 

professionalism were also closely monitored – as will be detailed below. Keen to generate 

public approvalΝtoΝprovideΝaΝnewΝsourceΝofΝlegitimacy,ΝEurope’sΝmonarchsΝlearnedΝtoΝkeepΝ

an eye on expressions of public opinion. Therefore, they followed through with what was 

maybe never intended as a professional career. 

On the other hand, there was a mechanism intrinsic to naval education itself which led to 

professionalΝ continuityέΝ InΝ joiningΝ theΝ navy,Ν “SailorΝ Princes” were entering venerable 

institutions which at the same time were all undergoing substantial processes of 

professionalization to meet the technological requirements of the age. If they wanted to 

profit from the reputation of these time-honoured and trendsetting institutions, they had to 

keep to their rules and go along with change. All of the princes began their naval training 

at a time of transition, andΝtheirΝparents’ΝreadinessΝtoΝfollowΝcurrentΝprofessionalΝstandardsΝ

meant that they became a new, more rigorous type of royal sailors. In Britain and 

Denmark, reform processes aimed at standardizing naval education and thus creating a 
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unified, competent and efficient naval officer corps were drawing to a close in the 1850s-

1860s. In Germany and particularly Greece, they were still underway in the 1870s-1890s. 

TheΝRoyalΝDanishΝσavalΝχcademy,ΝrenamedΝSeaΝτfficers’ΝSchoolΝinΝ1κθκ,ΝpridedΝitselfΝ

to be the oldest institution of its kind. Naval education had been centralized remarkably 

early, with virtually every naval officer since 1701 having graduated from the academy. 

The resulting homogeneity of the cadet corps was expressed in the early use of a 

standardized uniform, which was well-respectedΝamongΝωopenhagen’sΝcitizens,ΝespeciallyΝ

inΝtheΝinstitute’sΝgoldenΝperiod,ΝtheΝχgeΝofΝEnlightenmentέ241 After the establishment of 

the Danish parliament in 1849 and particularly after the traumatic defeat of 1864, however, 

the course of naval education came under fire. The liberal Venstre party wished to 

democratize entry to the institution by reducing the training period from six to four years, 

introducing free boarding for first- and second-yearΝ“pupils”ΝandΝaΝsmallΝstipend for third- 

and fourth-yearΝ“cadets”έ242 

Prince Valdemar, who enlisted in 1875, was among the quickly increasing number of 

“aspirants”ΝapplyingΝforΝtheΝentranceΝexaminationΝafterΝtheΝchangesΝhadΝbeenΝinstitutedέΝ

The Danish royal house had learned to respect the academy as the exclusive avenue of 

naval-officer education and thus the 16-year-old prince, apart from boarding at home, 

adhered to all its regulations.243 He documented that he had served several months as a 

“voluntaryΝapprentice”Νaboard different vessels, a necessary stipulation compensating for 

the reduced training period. He proved that his extensive preparatory studies had been 

worthwhile by successfully passing the entrance exam. And he followed the four-year 

course of instructions at the academy, taking part in five summer training cruises and 

passing all his annual exams until, aged 20, he emerged as a second lieutenant in 1879.244 

InΝψritain,ΝpriorΝtoΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝreign,ΝnavalΝtrainingΝhadΝbeenΝmoreΝdiverseΝandΝlessΝ

respected than in Denmark. Some entrants had been instructed at the Royal Naval 

Academy in Portsmouth, others by naval schoolmasters on-board seagoing ships and for 

aΝwhileΝallΝboysΝhadΝbeenΝ“pitchforked”ΝtoΝseaΝwithoutΝpreparationέΝχfterΝ1κγι,Νhowever,Ν

officer education was restructured and entrance procedures, once infamous for their 

absurdity, became regulated and more selective. In 1854, the first harbour training ship 

was commissioned, which, by replicating on-board living conditions, enabled naval 
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entrants to prepare for the practical challenges of seafaring life. An Admiralty Circular 

from February 1857, responding to the inefficiencies revealed during the Crimean War, 

stipulated the new rules for naval education.245 

Prince Alfred, who entered the navy in 1858 at the comparatively old age of 14, was to 

follow them rigorously. Like most boys opting for the entrance examination, he settled 

near Portsmouth six months earlier to prepare for the arduous test and receive the 

mandatory three months of instructions aboard HMS Illustrious. He studied privately, 

though, and did not live on the training ship. In August 1858, he passed the theoretical and 

practical tests and embarkedΝuponΝhisΝ“fleetΝtime”Νon-board several operational war ships. 

After two years of primarily practical training as a naval cadet and another two years as a 

midshipmanΝheΝpassedΝhisΝlieutenant’sΝexaminationΝinΝόebruaryΝ1κθγΝatΝtheΝearliestΝregularΝ

age of eighteen.246 

The Imperial German Navy was still struggling to enhance the standards and hence social 

status of the naval officer corps when Prince Heinrich joined it in 1877. The new 

curriculum which had been drawn up to this end in 1864/1871 emphasized civilian 

educationέΝTrueΝtoΝtheΝprimarilyΝintellectualΝideaΝofΝ“Bildung”ΝentertainedΝbyΝtheΝύermanΝ

bourgeoisie, candidates for naval examination were required to have graduated from a 

(Real)Gymnasium and would thus usually be 16-17 years on entry.247 Prince Heinrich met 

these requirements, but at an unusually young entry age of 14έΝSinceΝ“[t]heΝgeneralΝplanΝ

forΝhisΝfutureΝcareer”ΝmadeΝitΝ“necessaryΝforΝhimΝtoΝpassΝ[his]ΝexaminationΝatΝanΝearlierΝageΝ

thanΝotherΝboysΝusuallyΝdo”,ΝheΝwasΝinitiallyΝtrainedΝprivatelyΝinΝallΝrelevantΝsubjectsέΝτnlyΝ

in September 1876 did he enter the Realschule in Kassel to obtain his school certificate.248 

His subsequent education conformed to common standards: Following six months on the 

training ship Niobe and another six months at the Marineschule in Kiel, he passed his 

exam in April 1878 and spent two years on-board HMS Prinz Adalbert as a sea cadet. 

After another year at the Marineschule, he was promoted lieutenant in October 1881 aged 

19.249 

The Greek navy, meanwhile, though living on the memory of the War of Independence, 

was considered in dire need of both reform and a professionally trained elite in the 1870s-
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1880s. It was only the French naval mission led by Admiral Lejeune which effected a push 

for modernization. In 1884, the Naval Cadet School was established. It was closely 

modelled on the Naval College at Brest with Greek textbooks being translated from the 

French.250 The institute was created too late to be relevant for Prince Georgios, though. 

He therefore made use of the channels of dynastic relations and enrolled at the Danish Sea 

τfficer’sΝSchool in May 1885 aged 16. Greek naval officers were often dispatched to 

French naval schools or men-of-war to increase their knowledge. The royal family seemed 

to prefer the small, neutral Denmark, though, where their son could be taken under the 

wings of his grandparents and uncle. Despite one year of preparatory language training, 

Georgios would be hampered by his imperfect Danish during his four years at the 

renowned school. He went through all the required lessons and training cruises, however, 

passed his final exam in autumn 1889 aged 20, and returned to Greece as a second 

lieutenant.251 

It is in these four to six years within which the princes received their basic training that the 

most decisive change towards professionalism most likely occurred. All royal parents had 

their sons educated in the navy because they deemed it a worthy school for the higher 

nobility of seafaring countries and/or because they expected the princes to assume 

important command positions in a prestigious and future-oriented service. Within the 

context of the crisis of legitimacy, the rise of middle-class public opinion and the 

professionalization of the military branches, they were willing to incorporate new 

professional standards into their educational concepts. As David Cannadine and Arno 

Mayer have pointed out, this adoption of modern ideas did not mean that monarchies 

modernized; survival was the main goal.252 By training their offspring according to the 

requirements of reformed naval education, however, the royal families nevertheless 

stepped on a slippery slope towards professional continuity and thus ultimately the 

“professionalization”ΝandΝ“modernization”ΝofΝmonarchyέ 

Lasting for an average of more than four years, requiring substantial additional preparation 

and involving theirΝphysicalΝremovalΝfromΝtheΝroyalΝhome,ΝtheΝnavalΝeducationΝofΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”ΝwasΝsoΝextensiveΝthatΝitΝwouldΝhaveΝbeenΝaΝwasteΝofΝtimeΝnotΝtoΝletΝtheseΝnewly-

qualified naval officers continue in their chosen profession. The plans that royal parents 

kept inΝtheirΝdrawersΝforΝtheΝperiodsΝafterΝtheirΝsons’ΝinitialΝtrainingΝwereΝoftenΝvagueΝorΝ
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aiming for swift careers pursued on the side. Once they had subjected the princes to 

professional educational standards, however, their careers were also bound by the primacy 

ofΝprofessionalismέΝχndΝthisΝwasΝmostΝprofoundlyΝtheΝcaseΝbecauseΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrinces”Ν

themselves would develop a remarkable allegiance to the navy. 

Sailors in the making 

In January 1864, Queen Victoria and Duke Ernst were shocked by a sudden revelation 

made by Prince Alfred. A comfortable compromise had been reached which allowed the 

20-year-oldΝprinceΝtoΝcontinueΝhisΝnavalΝcareerΝafterΝhisΝlieutenant’sΝexaminationΝwhileΝatΝ

the same time spending a couple of terms at the Universities of Edinburgh and Bonn to 

complete his training for his dynastic destiny as a future Duke of Coburg. In view of his 

imminent transfer to Germany, however, Alfred confessed to his mother that he 

considered himself “notΝcutΝoutΝforΝtheΝωoburgΝposition”,ΝthatΝheΝ“wishedΝtoΝstay in the 

navy”ΝandΝthatΝheΝ“didΝnotΝwantΝtoΝmakeΝuseΝofΝhisΝrightΝofΝsuccession”έ253
 

What had happened? For the queen, it was obvious that this change of heart was due to 

hisΝ“beingΝtogetherΝwithΝEnglishΝseamen”,ΝwhichΝhadΝmadeΝhimΝ“one-sidedlyΝEnglish”έ254 

Alfred, however, argued that there was also a vocational dimension in addition to the 

national one. In a letter to his uncle he explained that he could not satisfactorilyΝ“undertakeΝ

a task in which my whole heart and mind were not engaged and which I did not feel able 

toΝdoΝwell”έ255 WhateverΝtheΝoriginalΝconsiderationsΝbehindΝhisΝparents’Νdecision-making, 

byΝtheΝtimeΝtheΝprinceΝhadΝobtainedΝhisΝofficer’sΝcommission,ΝheΝhadΝapparentlyΝmadeΝupΝ

his mind to spend the rest of his life at sea. 

Similarly pivotal moments also occurred in the lives of other princes. Four years into his 

active career, in 1885, Prince Heinrich was ordered by his old-school grandfather to take 

over the regency of the Duchy of Brunswick – not an uncommon practice for the minor 

members of a dynasty. Only after having submitted some fervent petitions did he escape 

a task which would have invariably ended his naval career.256 In 1886, Prince Valdemar 

was publicly rumoured to be the successor to the unfortunate Prince Alexander of Bulgaria 

– a post which would have added another throne to the expanding Glücksborg portfolio. 

ώeΝpolitelyΝdeclinedΝtheΝoffer,Νthough,ΝandΝlaterΝexplainedΝthatΝheΝwasΝ“contentΝwithΝbeingΝ
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aΝPrinceΝofΝDenmarkΝandΝaΝsailor”έ257 Only Prince Georgios would eventually assume the 

High Commissionership of Crete – a break which he would regret for the rest of his life. 

During the first few years of their training and careers, all four princes had become so 

unusually detached from their original dynastic contexts and so closely identified with 

their naval professions that it was impossible for them to return completely. Earlier royal 

sailors had usually entered the navy at a considerably higher age or been sent on yachting 

spreesΝ ratherΝ thanΝproperΝ serviceΝmissionsέΝTheΝ“SailorΝPrinces’”Ν lives,Νhowever,ΝwereΝ

largely transferred to the sea when they were aged fourteen to sixteen years and they spent 

their entire adolescence in the educational establishments and war ships of their respective 

navies. It was here that they were socialized, came of age and grew into men. Their mixed 

experiences, the challenges they faced, the role models they encountered and the 

relationships they formed, combined to create a deep allegiance to the navy which 

resembled that of many ordinary naval officers. 

Autobiographical memoirs and sea novels alike describe naval education and the first 

couple of sea voyages as a journey of maturation which ends in the complete initiation of 

the now deep-sea sailor into the naval life and into naval comradeship.258 “Sailor Princes”Ν

went through exactly this rite of passage. And not only did it shape their personal outlook, 

but also their public persona. For as they grew up together with other naval cadets, the 

princes became intimately acquainted with non-royal lives, equipped with a certain social 

ease as well as a class-transcending message. They were integrated into the national 

communityΝ becauseΝ theirΝ “beingΝ togetherΝ with English [or Danish, German, Greek] 

seamen”Ν setΝ themΝ apartΝ fromΝ theΝ dynasticΝ transnationalismΝ ofΝ their royal homes and 

because their varying national publics appropriated them as figures of emotional 

identification. Both their physical journeys and their private journey of adolescence were 

closely monitored by the popular media. As they thus grew up from child sailors to 

youthful naval officers, the abandonment of either their profession or their national 

allegiance became a public and private impossibility. 

The journey of maturation and initiation into the navy and the nation started with the 

embarkations ofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝonΝtheirΝfirstΝserviceΝshipsέΝSometimesΝtheseΝpreceded,Ν

at other times they followed periods of theoretical and practical training, but they all, for 

the first time, fully removed royal children from their privileged habitats. This introduction 
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of princes to the foreign environment of a ship-of-the-line was negotiated on a variety of 

public and private levels. For the public eye, the ceremonies were often staged as dignified, 

even festive giving-away ceremonies: the boys were handed over to the elite factory of the 

navyΝandΝitsΝ‘shareholder’,ΝtheΝnationέΝSinceΝthisΝwasΝusuallyΝtheirΝfirstΝfullΝappearanceΝasΝ

“SailorΝ Princes”Ν onΝ theΝ publicΝ stage,Ν theΝ eventsΝ wereΝ carefullyΝ stage-crafted. Royal 

families would issue carte-de-visite photographs of their offspring in naval uniform or 

design the ceremonies to make a statement about the seriousness and momentousness of 

the step. The pictures and messages would then be reverberated in the (illustrated) press. 

Thus, when Prince Alfred first embarked on HMS Euryalus in October 1858, the 

ceremony and its (pictorial) representations in the Times and Illustrated London News 

stressedΝtheΝ“civicΝpublicness”ΝofΝtheΝoccasionέΝTheΝprince,ΝdressedΝinΝcivilianΝclothesΝandΝ

accompanied by his father and eldest brother, was received by the captain and officers 

withΝ“allΝtheΝhonoursΝdueΝtoΝroyalty”,ΝbutΝnoΝmoreέΝχnΝengravingΝdepictingΝtheΝroyalΝpartyΝ

aboard the imposing ship surrounded by sailors and marines standing at attention provided 

a quietly impressive allegory of the nation. Pictures and texts stressed how the young 

prince, despite the radical difference between his royal and his new home, easily integrated 

into the both majestic and humble new surroundings. This also threw a favourable light 

on the British monarchyέΝThereΝwereΝ“noΝsuperfluities”ΝinΝhisΝoutfit,ΝchestΝandΝsailor’sΝkit,Ν

and his lodgings were to be as humble as those of everyone else.259 

PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝembarkationΝonΝώεSΝPrinz Adalbert in October 1878, meanwhile, was 

arranged more pompously. Hundreds of spectators lined the festively decorated 

promenades of Kiel harbour, cheering while the imperial boat with its crimson canopy 

passed by close to the shore. Welcomed by the salute of all the ships present, the imperial 

party entered the corvette as the imperial standard was hoisted. Popular depictions of the 

occasion published in the family magazine Über Land und Meer focused close-up on 

Prince Heinrich and his parents, particularly the crown prince dressed in full uniform. This 

was also a giving-awayΝceremony,ΝbutΝoneΝthatΝaddressedΝtheΝ“nationΝinΝarms”ΝratherΝthanΝ

theΝcivicΝnationέΝτnΝώeinrich’sΝreturnΝinΝ1κκί,ΝtheΝsemi-official Provincial-Correspondenz 

wouldΝexplainΝhowΝ theΝώohenzollernsΝhadΝacknowledgedΝ theΝ “newΝ tasks”ΝentailedΝbyΝ

ύermany’sΝchangingΝ roleΝ inΝ theΝworld”ΝandΝ“theΝpresentΝ importanceΝofΝ theΝnavy”ΝandΝ
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thereforeΝhadΝ“consideredΝitΝtheirΝdutyΝtoΝ[…]ΝsendΝ[PrinceΝώeinrich]ΝforthΝintoΝtheΝworldΝ

withΝhisΝpeersΝandΝcomrades”έ260 

One of the attractions of embarkation scenes was the striking youth and freshness, if not 

innocence of their royal protagonists, who could be inscribed with all sorts of hopes. Also, 

the occasions provided rare glimpses on the intimate interaction of royal parents and 

children during a strangely public family farewell. The English papers were remarkably 

discreet in this respect, leaving it to the bourgeois reader to imagine all the tender pains 

evokedΝbyΝanΝ“affectionateΝleave”έΝύermanΝobservers,ΝonΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝsentimentalizedΝ

the farewell scenes between child princes and their families. Thus, Über Land und Meer 

sawΝ“aΝyoungΝύermanΝprince”ΝdepartΝ“escortedΝbyΝtheΝlovingΝcareΝofΝtheΝmotherΝandΝtheΝ

blessingsΝofΝtheΝfather”έ261 And a poem penned by the North German dialect poet Klaus 

Groth investigating the depths of princely emotion on leaving the harbour was printed in 

all the big papers of the country: 

“σow,Νstraight’nΝup,ΝroyalΝchild! 

It’sΝtimeΝforΝputtin’ΝtoΝseaέ 

The sails are swelling in the wind, 

Quickly, raise your hand once more; 

For the last time: Adieu! 

[…] 

And whileΝyou’reΝstandingΝlookingΝback 

To where land and shore recede, 

Wipe the tears off your face, 

Do not think of the sad goodbye, 

You are of royal race!”262 

Sentimental as they were, these lines actually came closer to the truth than most public 

representationsέΝόor,Νprivately,ΝtheΝembarkationsΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝoftenΝtraumaticΝ

events. Eventually, their first sea voyages would indeed accustom them to naval life and 

ultimately to the nation at large; but the process was a longer and more painful one. 

Although all princes had been brought up in comparatively frugal royal households and 

under the strict discipline of governesses and tutors, their lives had still been more 
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privileged and sheltered than those of most of their peers, for whom the transition to the 

Spartan conditions on-boardΝwasΝalreadyΝaΝchallengeέΝεoreover,ΝtheΝboys’ΝchildhoodsΝhadΝ

been spent within tight-knit families including personal servants. On-board, they largely 

had to fend for themselves. Only by going through a hard time did the princes therefore 

grow into full-blown seamen. 

InΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝview,ΝtheΝradicalismΝofΝtheΝbreakΝinΝherΝsecondΝson’sΝbiographyΝwasΝ

symbolized by his sleeping accommodation. τnΝinspectingΝtheΝquarterdeckΝofΝχlfred’sΝ

future service ship “whereΝχffie’sΝhumbleΝhammockΝwasΝslung,ΝaboveΝhisΝchest,ΝjustΝlikeΝ

all the other boys, the middy having no cabin for himself”ΝsheΝrealizedΝwhatΝ“aΝhardΝlife”Ν

hisΝwouldΝbeμΝ“as Captain Tarleton said, no one knows the boon of becoming a Lieutenant 

and having a cabinΝofΝone’sΝown,ΝwhoΝhasΝnotΝgoneΝthroughΝtheΝhardshipΝofΝmidshipman’sΝ

lifeέ”263 Feeling that she lost her child to an alien environment, Victoria, on parting, 

“claspedΝ[her] precious child again and again in [her] armsΝandΝheΝsobbedΝbitterly”.264 The 

emotional tyranny the queen exercised over her family had induced her 13-year-old son 

to imagine months in advance howΝ“veryΝsad”ΝtheΝ“partingΝwhenΝIΝgoΝtoΝseaΝwillΝbeΝ[…]Ν

toΝyouΝ[…]ΝstillΝmoreΝsoΝthanΝforΝme”ΝandΝtoΝpromiseΝthatΝ“theΝfirstΝthingΝIΝshallΝthinkΝofΝ

wherever I may be, and however I may be placed, shall be to write homeέ”265 

WhileΝ noΝ lettersΝ fromΝ χlfred’sΝ journeyΝ onΝ theΝ Euryalus survive, the correspondence 

between Prince Valdemar and his father, King Christian, affords an even more intimate 

insight into theΝheartrendingΝgoodbyesΝofΝoneΝofΝEurope’sΝmostΝemotionallyΝcloseΝroyalΝ

families. When the nearly 15-year old boy left for his third cruise as a voluntary apprentice 

on the frigate Sjælland in October 1873, the king, as he confessed in a letter, had a bad 

nightΝthinkingΝ“alwaysΝofΝmyΝangelΝWaldemar”έΝInΝtheΝmorning,ΝheΝwasΝableΝtoΝspotΝtheΝ

departing vessel from Bernstorff Palace and hoisted a flag hoping for a response. The king 

and queen watched the ship through their spyglasses, and then Christian rode after it along 

the beach until he lost sight of it.266 ThisΝtime,ΝValdemarΝovercameΝtheΝ“terribleΝparting”Ν

by going straight into bed after coming on-board. 267 On the two previous occasions, 

though,ΝheΝhadΝ“almostΝburstΝintoΝtears”ΝduringΝlunchΝinΝtheΝofficer’sΝmessέΝωomingΝfromΝ

the relatively poor Glücksborg family, his predicament was a social rather than material 

oneέΝ“TheΝhardestΝthingΝforΝmeΝwas”,ΝheΝexplainedΝtoΝhisΝparents,Ν“thatΝwhereverΝIΝturnedΝ
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IΝ onlyΝ sawΝ strangeΝ facesνΝ IΝ didn’tΝ knowΝ anyΝ ofΝ theΝ other boys and they behaved so 

curiously,Ν talkingΝ toΝ meΝ asΝ ifΝ IΝ wasΝ theirΝ superiorέ”Ν τnlyΝ whenΝ heΝ summonedΝ allΝ hisΝ

courage,ΝreturnedΝonΝdeckΝandΝ“finallyΝfoundΝsomeΝcheerfulΝboys”ΝwithΝwhomΝheΝchattedΝ

about lunch, he brightened up and regained his appetite.268 

Despite the relatively close supervision from home, all princes suffered from loneliness 

and homesickness, feelings which were exaggerated by their exalted station. Gradually, 

however, they learned to cope by bonding with their new companions. In one way or the 

other,ΝallΝ“SailorΝPrinces”,ΝnotΝunlikeΝmanyΝordinaryΝsailorsΝinΝfactΝandΝfiction,ΝwouldΝcomeΝ

to find a substitute family in the navy – and it was here that one of the mainsprings of their 

subsequent allegiance would lie.269 The family replacements could take on the shape of 

father figures, friends or homoerotic relationships. 

The most obvious confidants for Prince Alfred, Prince Heinrich or Prince Valdemar during 

much of their teenage years were their military governors, Lieutenants John Cowell, 

Albert von Seckendorff and H. Koch, respectively. These comparatively young men, 

carefully selected by their parents, supervised their entire military education and early 

careers, accompanied them on their journeys and, in the case of Seckendorff, even 

commanded some of their ships. While Cowell was not originally a naval officer, the other 

two always held actual posts in the shipboard hierarchy and thus could act as 

intermediaries and role models for their charges beyond their official responsibility. The 

role of a father figureΝcouldΝalsoΝbeΝadoptedΝbyΝtheΝprinces’ΝcommandingΝcaptainsΝorΝotherΝ

superiors,ΝwhoΝwereΝoftenΝpersonallyΝentrustedΝwithΝtheirΝcharges’ΝwellbeingέΝThus,ΝPrinceΝ

Valdemar, following the above-mentioned dramatic goodbye, developed a fond 

attachmentΝtoΝωaptainΝJakobsenΝwhoΝensuredΝhimΝthatΝheΝcouldΝalwaysΝcomeΝtoΝhimΝ“ifΝIΝ

hadΝsomethingΝonΝmyΝmind”έ270 Prince Heinrich greatly admired Albrecht von Stosch, the 

mastermindΝbehindΝhisΝnavalΝeducation,ΝwhoΝtookΝaΝkeenΝinterestΝinΝhisΝcareerέΝτnΝStosch’sΝ

retirement,ΝheΝtoldΝhimΝthatΝhisΝ“drivingΝidea”ΝduringΝhisΝjourneys,ΝspurringΝhimΝ“onΝtoΝ

freshΝzealΝandΝenthusiasm”ΝhadΝbeenΝ“toΝcomeΝbackΝworthyΝofΝYourΝExcellency’sΝattentionΝ

andΝtoΝcontributeΝmyΝshareΝtoΝaΝsplendidΝinspection”έ271 

Even more important than understanding superiors were the peers with whom the princes 

shared their experiences. Their relationships with their fellow-midshipmen could take the 
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shape of more generalized comradeship. Thus, Prince Heinrich always kept at a distance 

from the other youths on-board the training ship Niobe. But, according to 

Korvettenkapitän ώansΝώirschberg,ΝheΝneverthelessΝ“live[d]ΝandΝ[ate]ΝtogetherΝwithΝtheΝ

cadets”νΝandΝinΝhisΝownΝlettersΝhome,ΝtheΝprinceΝsoonΝusedΝtheΝpluralΝofΝsharedΝhardshipΝ

andΝrecompenseμΝ“IΝamΝalways very tired when I turn in to my hammock as we have a lot 

toΝ do,Ν andΝ weΝ areΝ alsoΝ dreadfullyΝ hungryΝ soΝ thatΝ nothingΝ staysΝ onΝ theΝ tableέ”272 He 

continuedΝtoΝfeelΝattachedΝenoughΝtoΝ“ωrewΝιι”ΝtoΝinviteΝitsΝsurvivingΝmembersΝforΝtheΝ

celebration of the 50th anniversary of their entry into the navy in 1927.273 Prince Valdemar 

even made lifelong friends with some of his fellow-cadets. He was particularly close with 

Anton Evers, a brilliant student one year his senior who graduated first of his class in 1878. 

Their friendship was cemented when the two boys were serving on the training ship 

Hejmdal inΝJuneΝ1κιιΝwhileΝEvers’sΝmotherΝlayΝdyingΝatΝhomeέΝValdemarΝconsoledΝtheΝ

grieving child when he found him crying in his hammock, and ever since then the two 

wereΝ“nearlyΝalwaysΝtogether”έ274 EversΝwouldΝbeΝValdemar’sΝaide-de-camp from 1886 to 

1905 and accompany him on several major cruises. 

That the emotional assistance provided by a fellow-sufferer could lead to an even deeper 

attachment was proven by Prince Georgios, who was dispatched to Copenhagen in autumn 

1884. Away from home the first time, unable to speak Danish and only accompanied for 

a short while by a Greek naval officer, the fourteen-year-old felt lost. Then he was taken 

care of by his uncle Valdemar, who proved very understanding. From this initial 

sympathy, a homoerotic relationship developed which lasted for the rest of their lives. Cast 

intoΝtheΝSpartanΝenvironmentΝofΝtheΝSeaΝτfficer’sΝSchool,Νύeorgios,ΝaccordingΝtoΝhisΝlaterΝ

wife, Princess Marie Bonaparte, soonΝbecameΝ“devotedΝtoΝaΝman,ΝchastelyΝbutΝardentlyΝ

fixedΝonΝtheΝoneΝόriend”Ν– “tenΝyearsΝhisΝseniorΝandΝdevotedΝlikeΝhimΝtoΝtheΝsea”έ275 

This intensity of feeling, observable in various guises in the biographies of allΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”, can be explained by the fact that the traumatic initiation into the navy coincided 

with the most formative years of their lives: their adolescence. Cadets were growing into 

men in the relatively secluded environment of the ship/the academy, they adopted the 

“codesΝofΝmasculineΝbehaviour”ΝofΝthisΝ“floatingΝmaleΝsociety” and they bonded even more 
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because they shared the experience.276 Particularly the Glücksborg princes started out as 

comparatively boyish cadets; Prince Georgios, though of tall stature and muscular 

physique, was characterizedΝ asΝ “stillΝ veryΝ childlikeΝ andΝ withoutΝ stamina”Ν inΝ hisΝ firstΝ

assessment.277 This immaturity was often one of the reasons why royal parents sent their 

sons to sea in the first place. The life on-board was supposed to help them grow in body 

and mind. And indeed, the princes underwent a succession of rites of passage in the 

company of their peers. Among other initiatory trials they experienced the ordeals of sea-

sickness and the dangers of rough weather lurking in different parts of the world.278 

The closed community of the ship and the anonymity of foreign places, however, also 

provided a space for the experience of the more shadowy side of naval adulthood: tobacco, 

alcohol and promiscuity. όromΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝletters,ΝweΝknowΝthatΝtheΝcadetsΝatΝthe 

naval school were allowed to smoke in their final year: “It is very comfortable” he told his 

parents in 1879, “oneΝfeelsΝasΝifΝtheΝtobaccoΝsmokeΝspreadΝaΝcertainΝdignityΝaboutΝone’sΝ

personέ”279 Another ritual of male bonding was alcohol consumption. In March 1890, 

Prince Georgios reported to his grandmother that he had accidentally drunk two of his 

lieutenants under the table aboard a Russian frigate.280 Prince Alfred, finally, not only 

acquired a heavy drinking and smoking habit, but he was also an infamous ladies’ΝmenέΝ

As early as 1862, his military governor Cowell was severely reprimanded because his 

charge had succumbed to the fairer sex in Malta. Together with his aristocratic fellow-

officers, Francis Newry and Elliott Yorke, he had so many amorous antics on his tour 

through Australia in 1867/68 that the group were criticized by the press for their 

scandalousΝ“fastness”έ281 

The male companionship that had eased the initial parting would eventually even provide 

Alfred with a complete substitute for his increasingly dysfunctional family. He was 

probablyΝ theΝ onlyΝ childΝ ofΝQueenΝ Victoria’sΝ whoΝ survivedΝ theΝ deathΝ of Prince Albert 

comparatively unscathed because he could escape to a parallel worldέΝχllΝ“SailorΝPrinces”Ν

were, in fact, so reluctant to abandon the freedom of the life they found in the navy that 

they married considerably later than most of their siblings (Heinrich aged 26, Valdemar 

27, Alfred 29 and Georgios 37). As they grew up in the naval environment and formed 
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personal attachments to father figures, comrades and lovers, they learned to love the naval 

life. They came to identify with their profession on an individual, emotional level. From 

thisΝsprangΝaΝdeeperΝloyaltyΝtoΝtheΝwider,Ν“imaginedΝcommunity”ΝofΝtheΝnavyΝandΝtoΝitsΝ

corporate values – a desire to continue their professional careers without dynastic 

interruptions. 

Moreover, since the ship was often considered a miniature nation or social microcosm, 

andΝsinceΝtheirΝship’sΝcrewsΝindeedΝoftenΝrepresentedΝaΝcross-section of their societies, the 

princes also came closer toΝtheΝ“imaginedΝcommunity”ΝofΝtheΝnation. The records of the 

Danish Defence Archives give a detailed account of the social composition of both Prince 

Valdemar’sΝandΝPrinceΝύeorgios’sΝclassesΝatΝtheΝSeaΝτfficer’sΝSchoolέΝTheyΝrevealΝthat 

Valdemar, for example, grew up with the sons of an office clerk, a senior teacher, a 

forester, a farmer, a master baker and aΝlawyerέΝώisΝbestΝfriend,ΝEvers,ΝwasΝaΝmerchant’sΝ

son.282 During their time at the academy, the comrades would visit each other and each 

other’sΝfamilies,ΝtakeΝmealsΝtogetherΝorΝattendΝannualΝballsΝatΝtheΝpalaceέΝThus,ΝValdemarΝ

indeed came in close contact with the middle-class heart of Danish society. The British 

and German sea cadet corps were less close-knit, but they nevertheless acquainted royal 

princes with boys and men from social and regional backgrounds usually out of their 

reach, and with a national pride which complemented their dynastic internationalism. All 

“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwouldΝtherefore later be famed for their approachability as well as their 

national feeling.283 

As the princes became acquainted with the nation, the nation also became acquainted with 

them. On their return home from their multi-faceted journeys of initiation, the popular 

media would be unaware of their private coming-of-age stories, but infatuated with the 

publicΝonesέΝEspeciallyΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝdisembarkations after his first two world tours 

were a favourite topic with the press. There were numerous depictions of the youthful 

prince being embraced by his august parents on platforms and gangways. The spectators 

andΝreadersΝwhoΝwitnessedΝtheseΝprivateΝmomentsΝbeforeΝroyalΝfamiliesΝwithdrewΝ“toΝtheΝ

interiorΝchambers”ΝwouldΝparticipateΝemotionallyΝinΝtheΝfamiliarΝscene,ΝunitingΝasΝaΝlargerΝ

national family around the royal core family.284 

All representations paid particular attention to the attractive features of grown-up naval 

manhood,ΝstressingΝhowΝtheΝprincesΝhadΝbecomeΝtrueΝsailorsΝandΝrealΝmenέΝTheirΝ“youthfulΝ
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face[s]”Ν wereΝ “tannedΝ byΝ theΝ tropicalΝ sun”285, theyΝ wereΝ “tanned,Ν grown and more 

handsome”286, there were “theΝ firstΝ hintsΝ ofΝ aΝ moustache”287,Ν theirΝ “personalityΝ hadΝ

unfolded”288 andΝ“theΝschoolΝofΝ[their]ΝstrictΝlonelinessΝandΝarduousΝtasksΝhadΝtoughenedΝ

theirΝpsyche”ΝmakingΝthemΝ“indefatigableΝinΝtheΝfaceΝofΝexertionsΝandΝfearlessΝinΝtheΝfaceΝ

ofΝdanger”έ289 Underlying all these observations was the idea that by sharing the manly 

virtues of the seaman, the princes had also become paragons of national virtue. This was 

best summed up by the Illustrated London News inΝ1κθ4,ΝwhichΝcommentedΝonΝ“aΝmostΝ

charmingΝphotograph”ΝamongΝaΝseriesΝofΝcarte-de-visite photographs of the royal family 

showingΝ“PrinceΝχlfredΝinΝtheΝelegantΝuniformΝofΝaΝδieutenantΝinΝtheΝσavyΝ– the Prince 

who left us a boy and returned a man. And just such a handsome young sailor as Britannia 

herselfΝmightΝsetΝupΝasΝherΝidealέ”290 

ώavingΝ grownΝ upΝ inΝ theΝ navy,Ν allΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν wereΝ consideredΝ toΝ beΝ belongingΝ

especially to the nation. This active engagement in their young biographies and careers 

even induced the British journalist Harriet Martineau to interfere publicly in Prince 

χlfred’sΝ professional-dynastic dilemma of 1863/4 regarding the Coburg throne. 

EmpathizingΝwithΝaΝyouthΝ“atΝtheΝveryΝageΝofΝenthusiasmΝandΝconfidence”,ΝsheΝadvocatedΝ

aΝprofessionalismΝandΝnationalΝprideΝwhichΝ cameΝ surprisinglyΝ closeΝ toΝχlfred’sΝ actualΝ

feelingsέΝ“ώe,ΝwhoΝisΝeveryΝinchΝaΝsailorΝnow”ΝwasΝnotΝsupposedΝtoΝbecomeΝ“theΝsovereignΝ

ofΝaΝcountryΝwhichΝhasΝneverΝsmeltΝtheΝsea”,ΝsheΝdeclaredΝandΝfurtherΝrecommendedμΝ“ώisΝ

chief ambition, we may hope, is professional. If he is as fond of his profession as we hear 

he is, he need not look beyond professionalΝaims”έ291 The question, of course, was whether 

things were really that simple, whether honest love for the naval profession was enough 

to make professionals out of royal sailors and acquaintance with common friends enough 

to make commoners out of princes. 

The limits of equality  

τneΝofΝtheΝmessagesΝofΝtheΝdisguiseΝstoriesΝaboutΝ“SailorΝPrinces”,ΝandΝoneΝofΝtheΝprincipalΝ

attractions of popular embarkation and return scenes, was the idea that in stepping on the 

planks of a ship and joining ranks with other cadets these privileged youths became 
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transformed into something new. They left behind their attitudes of noble entitlement, 

chose a humble life of unusual equality, merged into a socially diverse group of peers, 

imbibedΝtheΝnavy’sΝprofessionalism and became real men and sailors instead of feeble 

aristocrats and amateurs. Put briefly, by entering the levelling institution of the navy and 

facingΝtheΝdwarfingΝforceΝofΝtheΝsea,ΝtheyΝsymbolizedΝtheirΝmonarchies’ΝbreakΝwithΝtheΝ

ancien regime. This fairy-tale storyline appealed to public audiences because it essentially 

paraphrased the value systems of the bourgeoisies and intelligentsias dominating 

nineteenth-century societies: the belief in meritocracy, democracy and equal career 

opportunities, the possibility of change and improvement through education, robust 

manliness and professionalism. Most public voices therefore followed the narrative 

comparatively blindly. 

When Prince Alfred embarked on HMS Euryalus in October 1858, the Times observed 

that he enjoyedΝ“noΝimmunityΝfromΝhisΝRoyalΝrank”,ΝbutΝ“slingsΝhisΝhammockΝonΝtheΝlowerΝ

deckΝandΝberthsΝhimselfΝthereinΝtheΝsameΝasΝtheΝotherΝcadets”έ292 “TheΝsprayΝofΝoldΝόatherΝ

τcean”,ΝtheΝLondon Journal poeticallyΝdescribedΝχlfred’sΝfeatures inΝ1κθ4,Ν“hasΝwashedΝ

from [hisΝface]ΝeveryΝtraceΝofΝroyalΝluxurianceΝinΝeaseΝandΝindulgence”έ293 And the Cape 

Monthly Magazine notedΝ theΝpoliticalΝ implicationsΝofΝ suchΝ royalΝ condescensionμΝ “TheΝ

princeΝ isΝaΝsubjectΝ likeΝourselves”,Ν itΝ remarkedΝ inΝ1κθί,Ν“simplyΝaΝmidshipman,ΝunderΝ

tutors and guardians, lieutenants and captains.”294 τtherΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝassessedΝinΝ

a similar vein. Thus, one late-nineteenth-century portrait of Prince Valdemar stressed that 

“noΝheed was taken of his princely status; on the contrary, he learned the hard way just as 

his fellow-cadets that life and service on-board are not just for fun”έ295 “χΝlifeΝ fullΝofΝ

grievances and self-denial”ΝawaitedΝPrince Heinrich on the training ship in the words of 

another author,Ν“withoutΝanyΝpreferredΝtreatmentΝinΝservice”.296 According to Asty, finally, 

Prince Georgios wasΝnotΝ“aΝdaintyΝaristocrat”,ΝbutΝ“somethingΝmore – ‘aΝrealΝman’,ΝasΝtheyΝ

callΝhimΝonΝtheΝstreets”έ297 

EvenΝtheΝprinces’Νparents largely believed, and revelled in these transformation stories. 

Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, for example, adherents of a new kind of royal work 

ethos, took tremendous pride in the way Prince Alfred kept up with standards of 
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meritocracyέΝτnΝreceivingΝtheΝ“delightfulΝnewsΝthatΝdearΝAffie had passed an excellent 

[entrance]Νexamination”,ΝtheyΝ“feltΝveryΝproudΝasΝitΝisΝaΝparticularlyΝstiffΝexamination”έ298 

Victoria’s pride in the intellectual abilities of her son combined with a certain admiration 

for his physical appearance once he grew into a young man. Following his first cruises, 

sheΝfeltΝ“so proud of the hardship he has endured, the way he has worked [...] His hands 

areΝ[έέέ]ΝsoΝroughΝandΝhardΝfromΝworkingέ’299 WhenΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝhadΝ“show[n]ΝgreatΝ

courage and held his post undauntedly”ΝduringΝaΝ typhoon on-board the corvette Prinz 

Adalbert, his father, Frederick William, likewise feltΝ“pleasedΝbyΝnewsΝsuchΝasΝtheseέ”300 

For hisΝbrother,ΝEmperorΝWilliamΝII,ΝώeinrichΝhadΝbeenΝ“[a]ΝtrueΝseaman,ΝύermanΝtoΝtheΝ

core”έ301 

But was this true or at all possible? Some public commentators had serious doubts as to 

whetherΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν didΝ orΝ evenΝ couldΝ leaveΝ theirΝ royalΝ identities behind when 

stepping on-board. In Britain, in particular, several radical and liberal newspapers 

questioned the narratives of professionalism, equality and meritocracy. The republican 

Reynold’s Newspaper was convinced from the start that there was an insurmountable 

contradictionΝ inΝ theΝveryΝpromiseΝofΝequalΝ treatmentΝ forΝ royaltyέΝ“SomeΝofΝourΝservileΝ

sycophantic contemporaries”,ΝitΝremarkedΝinΝσovemberΝ1κηκ,ΝshortlyΝafterΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝ

firstΝ embarkation,Ν “pretendΝ thatΝ now-a-days there is no royal road to favour and 

preferment, and that the scions of royalty, if they enter the army or navy, must rough it 

with their more plebeianΝcomradesέ”ΝReynold’s predictionsΝdiffered,ΝthoughμΝ“τfΝcourseΝ

theΝyoungΝprinceΝwillΝbeΝpamperedΝandΝpettedΝtoΝhisΝheart’sΝcontentνΝheΝwillΝbeΝsparedΝallΝ

theΝhardshipsΝattendantΝuponΝaΝnavalΝcareer”έ302 

Criticisms such as these arose because, no matter how well-intentioned their parents were 

and no matter how much they themselves identified with the naval service, there were 

instancesΝ inΝ theΝ biographiesΝ ofΝ allΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν whichΝ greatlyΝ differedΝ fromΝ theΝ

ordinary experience of naval life. The internal discussions about the topic and the 

regulations issued for the information of military governors and senior officers generally 

prescribedΝequalΝtreatmentέΝThus,ΝPrinceΝχlfredΝwasΝtoΝbeΝtreatedΝ“inΝallΝrespectsΝinΝtheΝ

same manner as the other young gentlemen or officers of his own rank, with whom he 
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mayΝ beΝ serving”Ν onΝ theΝ Euryalus.303 PrinceΝ ώeinrichΝ likewiseΝ shouldΝ experienceΝ “theΝ

effects of military force on himself as well as others”Νon-board the Prinz Adalbert. 304. 

These regulations were often quickly suspended, though. For despite their adoption of 

certain sets of middle-class values or the military ethos, royal personalities like Queen 

Victoria or Crown Prince Frederick William were so far removed from being middle-

class, so obsessed with the ceremonial distinctions of their exalted status, with concerns 

of safety, hygiene and social propriety that they sometimes did not even recognize how 

difficultΝitΝwasΝtoΝreconcileΝtheirΝsons’ΝprofessionalΝandΝroyalΝidentitiesέΝχΝcloserΝanalysisΝ

of selected themes will reveal to what extent the princes really were treated as equals. 

The subjection to the standardized examination procedures and objective assessment 

criteria of the navy was undoubtedly one of the most innovative aspects in the training of 

“SailorΝPrinces”έΝχpartΝ fromΝtheΝlaterΝEmperorΝWilliamΝII,ΝwhoΝ tookΝhisΝexams at the 

public grammar school in Kassel – an unheard-of experiment – they were the first royals 

to be examined in a wide range of set subjects and ranked according to their performance 

among a number of not purposely selected peers. The entrance, annual and final 

examinations of the various navies concerned were usually strenuous events where the 

princes’ΝknowledgeΝofΝmodernΝlanguagesΝandΝδatin,Νthe mathematical and general subjects 

as well as their theoretical and practical expertise in the nautical sciences (navigation, 

shipbuilding,ΝmachineΝtechnologyΝetcέ)ΝwereΝtestedΝoverΝseveralΝdaysέΝ“ItΝisΝaΝtough battle 

andΝanΝuncomfortableΝtimeΝtoΝgoΝthrough”,ΝPrinceΝύeorgiosΝlaterΝrememberedΝtheΝfinal 

examinationsΝatΝtheΝSeaΝτfficer’sΝSchoolέ305 

Even more humbling than the experience of examination were the subsequent assessments 

andΝrankings,ΝwhichΝputΝtheΝprinces’ΝperformanceΝintoΝtheΝperspectiveΝofΝtheirΝageΝcohortέΝ

In his entrance exam, Prince Alfred achieved between 70 and 100% in all mathematical 

subjectsΝandΝpassedΝallΝothersΝwithΝtheΝgradeΝ“veryΝsatisfactory”έ306 Prince Heinrich, on 

theΝotherΝhand,ΝonlyΝpassedΝhisΝseaΝcadetΝexamΝwithΝtheΝgradeΝ“good”ΝandΝheΝhardlyΝeverΝ

achieved more than a grade 6 or 7 (quite good or good) in any of the subjects tested in the 

quarterly examinations on-board the Prinz Adalbert.307 As Commander McLean reported 

to the Admiralty, this meant that he ranked fifteenth to twenty-second out of 39 cadets.308 
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In the intimate environmentΝofΝtheΝDanishΝSeaΝτfficer’sΝSchool,ΝPrinceΝValdemarΝusuallyΝ

came second or third out of seven to ten peers in the annual examinations, graduating third 

out of seven. His grades usually varied between 5 (very good) and 6 or 7 (excellent). Like 

Prince Alfred, he was initially especially advanced in modern languages – though this was 

“ratherΝbecauseΝofΝhisΝbetterΝpreviousΝknowledgeΝthanΝbecauseΝofΝhisΝgreaterΝdiligence”,Ν

as one examiner remarked in November 1877.309 Prince Georgios also usually ranked 

between third and fourth out of seven. He showed good practical skills and military 

bearing,Ν butΝ wasΝ hamperedΝ byΝ “hisΝ relativelyΝ weakΝ startingΝ positionΝ onΝ entry,Ν theΝ

difficulties he had with the foreign language andΝhisΝfrequentΝabsences”έ310 

The matter-of-fact language of these evaluations and the very idea that the princes were 

directly compared to commoners were a striking novelty. What looked like unusually 

egalitarian standard procedures, however, was often only followed through half-heartedly. 

Thus Prince Alfred indeed sat through an exacting entrance exam at the Royal Naval 

College from 27 to 31 August 1858 – but he did so alone, being examined in the presence 

of the Commander-in-chief, Portsmouth and answering questions which had been 

approved before by his father.311 Prince Valdemar was appointed pupil “without number”, 

meaning that he was not formally ranked with his comrades. Prince Georgios apparently 

did not even take part in all the necessary exams due to his frequent absences. When he 

wasΝawardedΝ“the King’sΝswordΝofΝhonour”ΝonΝhisΝgraduation,ΝitΝwasΝnotΝbecauseΝheΝhadΝ

achieved the highest results in the practical examinations (he only came second); rather, 

heΝwasΝgivenΝitΝasΝtheΝsonΝofΝaΝforeignΝpotentateΝ“outsideΝtheΝcompetition”έ312 

If there was no royal road to knowledge, there was certainly one to distinction. And even 

theΝ princes’Ν knowledgeΝ wasΝ supportedΝ byΝ specialΝ helpέΝ χwareΝ thatΝ theirΝ sonsΝ wereΝ

particularly scrutinized and had to perform doubly well to justify their exalted status in the 

meritocratic system, all royal parents ensured that they received the best possible 

preparation, including private lessons. Thus, Prince Heinrich, during his year in Kassel, 

was mainly taught privately, only attending a few revision sessions with his class at the 

Realgymnasium, becauseΝ theΝ navalΝ examinationΝ “require[d]Ν aΝ greaterΝ knowledgeΝ [ofΝ

several subjects]ΝthanΝanyΝpublicΝschoolΝwouldΝsupplyΝforΝanΝordinaryΝexaminationέ”313. 
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Once on-board the Prinz Adalbert,Νώeinrich’sΝquarterlyΝexaminationsΝrevealed that he still 

hadΝ severeΝ problemsΝ “applyingΝ theΝ practicalΝ rulesΝ toΝ solveΝ nauticalΝ equations”Ν inΝ

navigationέΝ “ToΝ remedyΝ thisΝ deficitΝ throughΝ greaterΝ exercise”,Ν heΝ wasΝ attachedΝ toΝ theΝ

navigation officer as a so-calledΝ“observationΝcadet”,ΝaΝmeasureΝwhich quickly brought 

progressΝ despiteΝ theΝ verdictΝ thatΝ heΝ hadΝ “noΝ specialΝ talent”Ν forΝ mathematicsΝ andΝ

navigation.314 

TheΝpersonsΝprimarilyΝentrustedΝwithΝoverseeingΝtheΝprinces’ΝprofessionalΝprogressΝwereΝ

their military governors. These men (Lieutenants Cowell, Koch, Seckendorff and 

Garoufalias) were another anomaly distinguishing the experience of royal princes from 

that of their comrades. On the one hand, they helped their royal charges to fit the 

requirements of the naval environment by encouraging them to work hard. As Crown 

PrinceΝ όrederickΝ WilliamΝ remarkedΝ inΝ 1κιλ,Ν PrinceΝ “ώeinrich’sΝ slowlyΝ developing,Ν

sluggishΝnature”ΝneededΝSeckendorff’sΝ“educating,ΝassistingΝinfluence”έ315 During his time 

at the Marineschule,Ν heΝ hadΝ “nowΝ andΝ thenΝ lackedΝ theΝ powersΝ ofΝ concentration and 

perseverance”έΝWithΝSeckendorff’sΝhelp,Νhowever,ΝheΝwasΝableΝtoΝbenefitΝfromΝtheΝ“lastingΝ

awarenessΝofΝhavingΝmetΝhisΝdutiesΝtheΝsameΝasΝhisΝcomrades”έ316 

τnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝtheΝgovernors’ΝtasksΝbyΝfarΝexceededΝthe educational supervision of the 

princes. By taking on their “generalΝguidance”317,ΝtheirΝ“upbringingΝandΝeducationΝoff-

duty”,Ν theirΝ “privateΝ relationsΝ withΝ theΝ otherΝ cadets” etc. they significantly eased the 

transition for their charges.318 This provoked criticism even beyond naval or court circles. 

In December 1858, the Morning Chronicle thusΝcastigatedΝtheΝpracticeΝofΝattachingΝ“navalΝ

wetΝ orΝ dryΝ nurses”Ν toΝ royalΝ princesΝ asΝ anΝ effeminateΝ influenceΝ preventingΝ themΝ fromΝ

gaining true impressions of naval lifeΝandΝbecomingΝ“good,Νpractical and experienced”Ν

seamen.319 Solely Lieutenant Garoufalias, who was meant to be trained further in the 

Danish navy and returned home when war with Turkey seemed imminent in 1886, was 

considered a worthy delegate of the Greek navy and thus an adequate mentor for a Greek 

prince in Denmark.320 

The discrepancies between the princely and the common experience of life at sea were 

even more pronounced in the material details of lodgings and the daily life on-board. 
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Compared to palace luxuries, the living conditions on any given nineteenth-century vessel 

were naturally harsh: crammed spaces, little comfort andΝhardlyΝanyΝprivacyέΝσoΝ“SailorΝ

Prince”ΝcouldΝescapeΝtheseΝfundamentalΝtruthsέΝPrinceΝχlfredΝsleptΝonΝtheΝquarterdeckΝwithΝ

all the other midshipmen, his personal space being confined to his hammock and his chest. 

Prince Valdemar likewise apologized for his bad handwriting in August 1873 because he 

was sitting inΝtheΝcrowdedΝofficer’sΝmessέ321 

While they generally shared the fate of their fellow-cadets, though, the lives ofΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”ΝwereΝcushionedΝinΝmanyΝimportantΝdetailsέΝInΝ1κικ,ΝduringΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝ

final class, a then new pupil, the future adventure book writer Walter Christmas, noted the 

subtle differences on-board. σextΝtoΝtheΝcadet’sΝmess,ΝheΝexplained,Ν thereΝwasΝ“aΝlittleΝ

shack containing a standing berth, a wash basin and other splendours of this kind. This 

luxuryΝ cabinetΝ distinguishedΝ PrinceΝ Valdemar’sΝ presenceΝ onΝ theΝ corvette”έ322 Prince 

ώeinrich’sΝspecialΝtreatmentΝwentΝstillΝfurtherμΝTheΝshipsΝonΝwhich he served were often 

carefully selected according to criteria of amenity, the Prinz Adalbert for example being 

one of the biggest, fastest and best-equipped vessels available. Moreover, Heinrich 

enjoyed the advantage of two separate rooms and an individual bathroom. He also shared 

theΝcommander’sΝcookΝandΝwasΝaccompaniedΝbyΝaΝvalet – as were Alfred and Valdemar.323 

StoriesΝwhichΝcontrastedΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwithΝlittleΝEasternΝpotentatesΝsuchΝasΝTsarevichΝ

Nicholas or Touson Pasha celebrated the willingness of Western European monarchs to 

shareΝtheΝhumbleΝlodgingsΝofΝordinaryΝseamenΝasΝaΝsignΝthatΝtheyΝdidΝnotΝneedΝtheΝ“paradeΝ

ofΝ state”324 to legitimize their reign. Sometimes, the concerns for hygiene privately 

expressed by royal parents were just as haughty as theΝ littleΝ pashas’Ν exclamations,Ν

though. Especially Crown Princess Victoria had imported a sense of superiority from 

Britain, allegedly the most civilized country in the world, which showed when she was 

judgingΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝaccommodationΝarrangementsΝat the Marineschule in 1877. 

Having inspected the intended rooms, which had been refurbished at the substantial cost 

of 2000 Mark, she expressedΝherselfΝconcernedΝaboutΝtheΝ“deficientΝairΝsupplyΝandΝbadΝ

ventilation”έΝ DoubtsΝ wereΝ raisedΝ whetherΝ aΝ “healthyΝ stay”Ν couldΝ beΝ guaranteedΝ orΝ

whether the prince should not rather move into private accommodation. Two expert 

reports attested that the rooms wereΝ “notΝ aΝ healthΝ hazard”έΝ DueΝ toΝ several deficits 

regarding uncomfortable odours and other safety issues, though, the school as a whole 
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mightΝnotΝmeetΝtheΝ“sanitaryΝrequirements”έ325 Valdemar and Georgios were never even 

supposedΝtoΝboardΝatΝtheΝSeaΝτfficer’sΝSchoolέ 

Safety concerns often hindered the equal treatment of royal princes. Thus, Queen 

Victoria, in her ordersΝregardingΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝfirstΝserviceΝcruises,ΝwishedΝthatΝheΝwasΝ

worked hard, but also that “everyΝproperΝcareΝshouldΝbeΝtakenΝtoΝavoidΝhisΝbeingΝneedlesslyΝ

exposedΝtoΝdanger”έ 326  The fact that they were usually third-in-line to the throne until their 

elder brothers married and had children, or potential regents in the case of a premature 

death, meant that their lives were even more precious. Thus, as late as July 1889, 

Chancellor Bismarck was opposed to sending Prince Heinrich on lengthy journeys, since 

heΝwasΝ“theΝonlyΝprince,Νwho,ΝinΝcasesΝofΝillness […] wouldΝbeΝableΝtoΝassistΝandΝrepresent”Ν

his brother, William II.327 

TheΝconcernsΝforΝtheΝprinces’Νwellbeing,Νmoreover,ΝalsoΝextendedΝtoΝtheirΝsocialΝcontactsέΝ

Queen Victoria, in particular, always personally selected or at least surveyed Prince 

χlfred’sΝfellow-seamen according to her own ideas of respectability. In winter 1862/1863 

herΝcousin,ΝωountΝύleichen,ΝwhoΝhadΝjustΝcommissionedΝχlfred’sΝnextΝserviceΝship,ΝtheΝ

Racoon, was even struggling to assemble a working crew because of the queen’sΝspecialΝ

recommendations. Victoria, often following the applications of higher noblemen with 

relativesΝinΝtheΝnavy,ΝhadΝforcedΝhimΝtoΝputΝmanyΝ“quiteΝsmallΝψoysΝ[who]ΝjustΝenteredΝtheΝ

Service”ΝonΝhisΝmidshipmen’sΝlist. On being sent another name, he confessed to the Prince 

ofΝWales’ΝsecretaryΝSirΝωharlesΝPhippsμΝ“IΝshouldΝpreferΝaΝSub-lieutenant or a Midshipman 

ofΝsomeΝstandingΝinΝtheΝServiceΝtoΝanotherΝYoungsterΝ[…]ΝsomeΝolderΝhandsΝcapableΝofΝ

holdingΝaΝwatch”έ328 ψeΝitΝthoughtlessnessΝorΝtheΝhiddenΝ“snobbishness”ΝofΝaΝsecretlyΝnotΝ

so middle-class queen, Prince Alfred would thus be socialized in the company of 

aristocratic youngsters rather than middle-class officers. Ironically, it was companions of 

this sort who would introduce him to the “fastΝlife”ΝheΝwasΝaccusedΝofΝbyΝtheΝχustralianΝ

press in 1868/69. 

ωonsideringΝallΝtheΝspecialΝarrangementsΝmadeΝforΝthem,ΝcouldΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝinteractΝ

on an equal footing with their (non-aristocratic) peers? The London Journal in 1864 liked 

toΝbelieveΝthatΝPrinceΝχlfred,Ν“demean[ing]ΝhimselfΝasΝaΝnavalΝcadetΝshould”,ΝwasΝinvolvedΝ
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inΝ“allΝkindsΝofΝpracticalΝjokesΝ[…]ΝasΝmischievousΝasΝheΝlikedΝamongΝhisΝshipmates”έ 329 

TheΝ idyllicΝpictureΝSeckendorffΝpaintedΝofΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝ lifeΝamongΝ theΝ“youthfulΝ

flock”Ν on-board HMS Renown in 1878 corresponded to this adventure-book image: 

“όreedΝfromΝhisΝheavyΝ[…]Νworkload,ΝtheΝprinceΝveryΝmuchΝenjoysΝlifeΝaboard and being 

togetherΝwithΝtheΝcadetsέΝ[…]ΝthereΝisΝnoΝlackΝofΝallΝkindsΝofΝinnocentΝjokesέ”330 Prince 

Georgios was remembered by one of his fellow-cadets as a clown on the dance floor whose 

immense body strength also excited the admiration of his peers.331 Prince Valdemar, in 

theΝwordsΝofΝWalterΝωhristmas,ΝwasΝ“theΝbest-behaved of comrades and a brilliant example 

ofΝkindnessΝandΝforbearanceΝtowardsΝtheΝSchool’sΝandΝtheΝcadetΝship’sΝyoungestΝandΝmostΝ

defencelessέ”Ν “ψut”,Ν soΝ ωhristmasΝ alsoΝ conceded,Ν “heΝ wasΝ stillΝ PrinceΝ Valdemar,Ν theΝ

King’sΝSonέΝώisΝeducationΝasΝaΝnavalΝofficerΝshedΝaΝspecial lustre on the cadet school and 

onΝtheΝcorps,ΝthereΝcouldΝbeΝnoΝdenyingέΝEvenΝtheΝmostΝunsnobbishΝpersonΝfeltΝthatέ”332 

It is safe to state that despite their strong identification with the navy, royal princes could 

never fully integrate into their peer groups. The combination of the signs of distinction 

conferred upon them, and the awe – and snobbery – that this as well as the indelible 

knowledge of their special status invoked in their peers, would almost always stand in the 

way. Even if they regarded their comrades as equals, these would probably see more in 

them. As early as August 1859, Queen Victoria dictated a memorandum on this very 

question. It asked how Prince Alfred couldΝliveΝ“uponΝaΝfootingΝofΝgoodΝfellowship”Ν– and, 

“asΝfarΝasΝώisΝRankΝwouldΝpermit,ΝofΝEquality”Ν– withΝhisΝ“brother-officers”,ΝinsteadΝofΝ

beingΝlookedΝuponΝ“asΝoneΝonΝwhoseΝreportΝofΝtheirΝprofessionalΝqualificationsΝmuchΝofΝ

theirΝfutureΝSuccessΝinΝδifeΝmightΝdepend”έΝTheΝsuggestedΝsolutionΝwasΝthatΝheΝshouldΝ

“decline any application he may receive to interfere in any way in the patronage of the 

σavalΝ Service”έ 333 TheΝ referenceΝ toΝ theΝ limitsΝ ofΝ equalityΝ prescribedΝ byΝ hisΝ “Rank”,Ν

however, already exposed the real dilemma. 

χlfred’sΝ treatmentΝon-board – and that of his fellow-princes – demonstrated the wider 

inability – and unwillingness – of their royal families to really and thoroughly adopt 

bourgeois values and lifestyles. In fact, nineteenth-century monarchies were balancing on 

a tightrope. While they were willing to live and dress according to bourgeois fashion, 

leading intimate family lives, espousing modern educational ideals and following the 
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middle-class work ethos, they also knew that complete equality, the abolition of difference 

and the introduction of meritocracy, would have touched on the very essence of the 

aristocratic, the dynastic andΝtheΝmonarchicalΝprincipleέΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwentΝfurtherΝthanΝ

any of their relatives on the tightrope walk towards equality and this daring was celebrated 

as an act of new, democratic empowerment. But with so much royal splendour given 

away, the preservation of rank, legitimacy and power by means of performance and 

distinction became even more important. 

The obsession of royal personalities like Victoria or Frederick William with details of rank 

and ceremony reveals the entire complexity of their attitudes towards the aristocratic and 

theΝ professionalΝ dimensionsΝ ofΝ theirΝ sons’Ν education – as well as the contradictory 

identities that resulted from it. On the one hand, the regulations governing Prince 

ώeinrich’sΝtreatmentΝon-board the Prinz Adalbert, for example, laid down that, due to his 

youth, he did not have to be greeted with the usual honours or saluted as a member of the 

Imperial Family. Yet, on the otherΝ hand,Ν heΝ wasΝ stillΝ toΝ beΝ addressedΝ “YourΝ RoyalΝ

Highness”. And things changed completely as soon as he stepped on-shore.334 Then, the 

young naval officer who fitted into the peculiar hierarchy of the parallel society that was 

the ship transformed into a full-blown prince again, wearing honorary uniforms and 

decorations above his professional rank and representing his entire dynasty, if not nation. 

SuchΝ constantΝ identityΝ shiftsΝ wereΝ characteristicΝ ofΝ allΝ theΝ princes’Ν serviceΝ missionsέΝ

Originally, the training cruises set down in most naval curricula were meant to introduce 

young aspirants, cadets or midshipmen to the authentic environment of operational war 

ships employed at such typical stations as the Mediterranean orΝ theΝχmericasέΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”Νalso tookΝpartΝinΝtheseΝinΝorderΝtoΝacquireΝ“theΝknowledgeΝofΝ[their]Νprofession”έ335 

Their itineraries, however, were often modified for royal purposes, taking them on 

aristocratic grand tours or showing them off to international communities. This meant that 

foreign authorities would usually give them pompous receptions which, though flattering 

the pride of their parents and nations, could also call forth critical reviews in the press.336 

“WhatΝhasΝaΝyoungΝmiddyΝtoΝdoΝwithΝRoyalΝreceptionsΝandΝRoyalΝsalutesΝandΝRoyal fiddle-

faddlesΝofΝeveryΝdescription”ς asked the Times in 1858 when Prince Alfred was touring 

all the major ports of the Mediterranean. While disguise stories where humble naval 

officers were revealed to be royal princes conformed to the ideals held high by the liberal 
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English press, the reverse story where princes were treated as pashas was not appealing. 

The Times thusΝentertainedΝseriousΝdoubtsΝasΝtoΝwhetherΝ“anΝexistenceΝcompoundedΝofΝtheΝ

two ideas of Mr. Midshipman Easy and of the Princely hero of a ωourtΝωircular”ΝcouldΝbeΝ

true.337 

τneΝcouldΝargue,Νthough,ΝthatΝexactlyΝthisΝ“strangeΝanomaly”ΝwasΝanΝadequateΝdescriptionΝ

forΝ theΝ hybridΝ identitiesΝ thatΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν developedΝ asΝ aΝ consequenceΝ ofΝ theirΝ

upbringing in the navy and their status as princes. Their royal and their professional 

identities were like two different masks which they learned to put on and take off with 

astonishing speedέΝτneΝmoment,ΝtheyΝwouldΝbeΝemergingΝfromΝtheΝmachineΝroomΝ“blackΝ

asΝaΝnegro”,ΝasΝtheΝpopularΝstoryΝwentΝandΝPrince Valdemar himself reported home from 

the gunboat Krieger in August 1877.338 The next, they were recognized as princes or 

enjoyedΝtheΝprivilegeΝofΝaΝhotelΝroomΝandΝaΝ“lovely”ΝbathΝinΝEdinburgh,ΝleavingΝtheΝdustΝ

ofΝtheΝsailor’sΝlifeΝbehindΝinΝaΝbathtub,Ν“theΝwater”,ΝasΝValdemarΝmischievouslyΝremarked 

in June 1873,ΝbeingΝ“nearlyΝblackΝwhenΝIΝemergedΝagain”έ339 

Between performance and destiny 

δikeΝtheirΝeverydayΝlife,ΝtheΝcareerΝpatternsΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝalsoΝsubjectΝtoΝtheΝ

demands of equality and professionalism. The positive image of the navy in nineteenth-

centuryΝpublicΝimaginationsΝderivedΝfromΝtheΝbeliefΝthatΝitΝwasΝaΝprofessionΝ“suitableΝforΝ

richΝandΝpoor,ΝrewardingΝspirit,ΝenterpriseΝandΝskill”έ340 Rather than reflecting status and 

wealth, advancement in this branch of the armed forces was supposed to be a sign of 

performance and talent, since an incompetent captain could endanger many lives. This 

was why all naval cadets, independent of their social origin, went through the same 

exacting training,ΝlearningΝbothΝtheΝsailor’sΝcraftΝandΝtheΝcommander’sΝtacticsέΝόollowingΝ

this initial levelling process, they would then ideally be promoted according to ability, 

from “powder-monkeyΝtoΝχdmiral”.341 

This favourable image, originating in the Napoleonic Wars and propagated by naval 

romances,ΝalsoΝinfluencedΝtheΝpopularΝperceptionΝofΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”έΝ

Unlike their aristocratic forbears, who had often occupied high-ranking positions without 

the necessary expertise, the new royal naval officers were supposed to follow ordered 
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careerΝpathsΝuntilΝtheyΝwereΝ“notΝonlyΝnominallyΝbutΝactuallyΝaΝcaptain”έ342 “InΝtheΝnavy”,Ν

the London Journal declaredΝinΝ1κθ4,Ν“promotionΝcannotΝbeΝboughtΝ– it must be reached 

stepΝbyΝstepέΝ[…]ΝχllΝ thisΝ[PrinceΝχlfred]Νwent through with perseverance and energy, 

which,ΝalliedΝtoΝnaturalΝtalentΝofΝnoΝmeanΝorder,ΝenabledΝhimΝtoΝacquitΝhimself” well.343 In 

aΝbookletΝpublishedΝinΝ1λ14,ΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝwasΝlikewiseΝcelebratedΝforΝhavingΝ“climbedΝ

up step by step to his current position,ΝalwaysΝinΝaccordanceΝwithΝhisΝsuperiors’ΝconvictionΝ

thatΝheΝhadΝtheΝfullΝexperienceΝandΝknowledgeΝrequiredΝforΝtheΝnextΝlevelΝupέ”344 

Although they had apparently committed themselves to new professional standards, 

though, the royal sailors seemed to be just as pre-ordained for high-ranking offices as ever. 

Public organs favourably disposed towards the monarchy would account for the 

coincidenceΝbyΝpointingΝtoΝtheΝprinces’ΝnaturalΝabilities,ΝworkΝethosΝorΝspecialΝpreparationέΝ

Thus, Prince Heinrich excelled because of the scrupulous performance of his duties 

according to Hohenzollern tradition; Prince Georgios received important posts because, 

coming from Denmark, he was one of the best-trained officers in the young Greek Navy; 

and Prince Alfred was creditedΝwithΝqualitiesΝ“whichΝwouldΝhaveΝservedΝtoΝgainΝforΝhimΝaΝ

highΝpositionΝevenΝhadΝheΝnotΝbeenΝblestΝwithΝtheΝadvantageΝofΝroyalΝbirth”έ345 More radical 

voices, however, suspected the ongoing practice of privilege and nepotism. When Alfred 

took command of his first ironclad in 1876, the implacably anti-monarchical Reynold’s 

Newspaper askedΝtheΝprovocativeΝquestionμΝ“IsΝitΝonΝaccountΝofΝtheΝserviceΝheΝhasΝseen,Ν

the brilliant deeds he has performed, the searching examinations he has passed[…]? or is 

it because heΝisΝtheΝsonΝofΝaΝQueenς”346 χΝcloserΝexaminationΝofΝtheΝprinces’ΝcareerΝpatternsΝ

and of the major political, societal and institutional forces that shaped them provides 

answers to this worthwhile question. 

χllΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝenjoyedΝsmoothΝcareersΝcloseΝto the higher end of what was possible 

in their respective navies. As detailed above, their parents had decided early on that their 

educations and careers should follow the normal regulations. Soon, it also became clear 

that the princes would continue as serving officers after their basic training. Their careers 

were therefore distinct from those of most of their predecessors in that they were not 

promoted arbitrarily, on land or without actual service, but according to set criteria of 
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performance and seniority. Within these confines, however, they still rose through the 

ranks in a manner deemed fit for their royal station. 

Prince Alfred, who had entered the Royal Navy as a cadet in August 1858 (aged 14), thus 

reached his first few advancements at the earliest ages possible despite several 

interruptions in his career due to his university studies, a major illness and his many other 

engagements as a royal prince: He was promoted midshipman in January 1861 (aged 16), 

lieutenant in May 1863 (at 18) and captain in February 1866 (22). Afterwards, his career 

would normalize, but it still passed as exceptional – with most of his promotions preceding 

those of his best colleagues by at least six or seven years: He became Rear-Admiral in 

December 1878 (at 34), Vice-Admiral in 1882 (39), Admiral in October 1887 (43) and, 

finally, reached the top post of Admiral of the Fleet in June 1893 (at 48).347 

PrinceΝ ώeinrich’sΝ careerΝ proceededΝ evenΝ moreΝ swiftly,Ν especiallyΝ inΝ itsΝ latterΝ stagesέΝ

Starting at the unusually young age of 14, he became lieutenant in October 1881 (aged 

19), captain in January 1889 (26), Rear-Admiral (Konteradmiral) in September 1895 (33), 

Vice-Admiral in December 1899 (37), Admiral in September 1901 (39) and Großadmiral 

in September 1909 (47). For comparison, most of his peers from “Crew 77” were still 

Lieutenants in the 1890s.348 

In the small Danish Navy, the advancement opportunities of officers were stymied by the 

scarcity of posts; a senior officer had to retire for other officers to be advanced. Once 

Prince Valdemar, who had entered the navy at the age of 16, had been promoted second 

lieutenant in August 1879 (aged 20) and premier lieutenant in June 1880 (21), his career 

was thus characterized by long waiting periods. He became captain in December 1889 

(aged 31), commander in January 1898 (39), Rear-Admiral (Kontreadmiral) in March 

1905 (46) and Vice-Admiral in 1911 (53). Only after the end of his active career, in April 

1918, did he receive the purely honorary rank of Admiral.349 This was still more than his 

friend Evers achieved, though, who, although one year his senior, in active service until 

1923 and occupying much more significant posts, was usually promoted five to nine years 

later than Valdemar. 

PrinceΝύeorgios’s career was too broken and international to be comparable with those of 

his fellow-princes or peers. Yet, it was certainly also privileged. After his graduation from 
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theΝDanishΝSeaΝτfficers’ΝSchoolΝinΝSeptemberΝ1κκλΝ(agedΝβί),ΝheΝenteredΝtheΝRoyalΝύreekΝ

Navy as a premier lieutenant. Following two years in Russian service, he returned to be 

promoted lieutenant commander (Hypoploiarchos) in 1892 (23). Shortly before his post 

as High Commissioner of Crete ended his active career in February 1898, he then received 

the honorary title of Vice-Admiral (Antinauarchos) at the incredibly young age of 28. 

After this break, he would only nominally be promoted Vice-Admiral and Admiral of the 

Royal Danish Navy in September 1901 (31) and June 1949 (80), respectively.350 

In additionΝtoΝtheirΝswiftΝrise,ΝallΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝheldΝaΝnumberΝofΝprestigiousΝpostsΝonΝ

land and water which fitted their exalted station and simultaneously demonstrated the 

functionality and patriotism of their royal families. These included the command of 

squadrons of technologically innovative vessels. When the so-calledΝ“torpedoΝcraze”Ν– a 

school of tactical thought which favoured the building of small and comparatively 

inexpensive, but powerful torpedo boats over large battleships –  swept Europe in the 

1880s-1890s, “SailorΝ Princes”Ν thus often stood at the helm. Prince Heinrich was in 

commandΝofΝtheΝόirstΝTorpedoΝψoatΝDivisionΝinΝ1κκι,Ν“attract[ing]ΝmuchΝattention”ΝwhenΝ

theΝflotillaΝattendedΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝύoldenΝJubileeΝReviewΝtheΝsameΝyearέ351 Prince 

Georgios was chief of the Greek torpedo boat flotilla in 1896/7 and thus could be 

dispatched to Crete under the cheers of his countrymen when another revolt was 

threatened to be crushed by the Ottoman forces.352 

Most commonly, though, the princes would hold representative offices in the 

administration or command larger naval units. Thus Prince Alfred was Commander-in-

ωhiefΝofΝtheΝωhannelΝόleet,Νψritain’sΝdefenceΝforceΝinΝherΝownΝhomeΝwaters,ΝfromΝ1κκγΝtoΝ

1884; Commander-in-Chief of the Mediterranean Station, the largest and most prestigious 

ofΝtheΝmanyΝnavalΝstationsΝthatΝsupportedΝψritain’sΝnavalΝsupremacy (1886-1889); and he 

ended his active career as Commander-in-Chief, Plymouth.353 Prince Heinrich was Chief 

of the Baltic Sea Naval Station from 1903 to 1906. He commanded the High Seas Fleet, 

ύermany’sΝ activeΝ battleshipΝ fleet (1906-1909). And he ended his active career by 

becoming Inspector General (1909-18), an office responsible for inspections of the entire 

navy.354 When war broke out in 1914, he was too old for shipboard service. Yet, he was 
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appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Baltic Fleet, a position which, though overseeing a 

secondary theatre of a naval war, had a high symbolic importance.355 Prince Georgios 

became Chairman of the Board of Examiners in 1890, a crucial post during a time of 

educational consolidation in the Greek Navy. Prince Valdemar, finally, a relatively low-

key figure, occupied the post of chief of the mobile defence in Denmark from 1907 to 

1911. 

The question whether the princes had earned their success by professional excellence or 

not cannot be answered in general. Prince Alfred seems to indeed have qualified for a 

command position. Due to his intellectual gifts – and his royal training – he was a perfect 

administrator. Moreover, he earned an almost unrivalled reputation for his fleet tactics and 

was remembered as one of the most efficient admirals of his time.356 Prince Heinrich, on 

the other hand, though often commended for his practical skills and knack for 

technological innovations, lacked the wider vision necessary for senior commands. 

χccordingΝtoΝJannΝεarkusΝWitt,ΝheΝmightΝhaveΝ“madeΝitΝtoΝtheΝcommandΝofΝaΝcruiserΝorΝ

ship-of-the-lineΝ dueΝ toΝ hisΝ nauticalΝ talents”,Ν butΝ “inΝ theΝ faceΝ ofΝ hisΝ limitedΝ operative-

strategicΝskills”ΝheΝwouldΝneverΝhave commanded a larger naval unit.357 Although he was 

“aΝcapitalΝfellowΝasΝaΝhumanΝbeing”,ΝhisΝstaffΝofficerΝχlbertΝώopmannΝconcededΝinΝ1λίκ,Ν

heΝwasΝnotΝ“asΝrootedΝinΝandΝpreoccupiedΝwithΝhisΝprofessionΝ[…]ΝasΝisΝimperativeΝandΝ

necessary for his position. He only kisses the cup where he should drink it to the full and 

only knows the surface, not the depths. This is and always will be the fault of many 

princesμΝtheyΝalwaysΝswimΝonΝtheΝsurfaceέ”358 

Hopmann addressed the old dilemma that princes could never simply be sailors, but were 

often distracted from their duties. The fact that both Prince Alfred and Prince Heinrich 

nevertheless had the same steep storybook careers reveals that a variety of other criteria 

apart from their personal performance governed their promotions. The career patterns of 

“SailorΝPrinces”ΝessentiallyΝdependedΝonΝseveral variables which differed from case to 

case: the constitutional role, self-understanding and relations with the military 

establishment of the respective monarchs; the political and societal parameters of public 

discourseνΝandΝtheΝprinces’ΝownΝagencyέ 
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όirst,ΝtheΝspeedΝandΝnatureΝofΝtheΝprinces’ΝcareersΝdependedΝonΝtheΝroleΝplayedΝbyΝtheirΝ

reigning relatives in the military command structure, both constitutionally and in real 

practice. In the nineteenth century, most monarchs retained the prerogative of supreme 

command over the armed forces. The degrees to which they could – and would – influence 

the professional advancements of their sons varied greatly, though. Personal values played 

a considerable part. 

In Britain, Queen Victoria was nominally still Lord High Admiral. Executive power, 

however, had long passed to the Board of Admiralty. She was therefore unable to appoint 

or promote naval officers without prior approval.359 What looked like an immense check 

on her power, though, did not count for much. For, as demonstrated in Chapter One, 

VictoriaΝperceivedΝherselfΝasΝaΝ“WarriorΝqueen”Νand,ΝthroughoutΝherΝlongΝreign,ΝwasΝeagerΝ

to have her say on army and naval matters. Moreover, although her wishes could be 

denied, they usually carried enormous weight with her Sea Lords. In the 1840s-1870s, the 

command of the armed forces, and especially the Admiralty, was largely in the hands of 

“unprofessional, institutionally weak and politicallyΝ insignificant”Ν “ύentleman-

χmateurs”Ν hailingΝ fromΝ theΝ (higher)Ν aristocracyέΝ TheirΝ relationsΝ withΝ theΝ civilΝ

establishmentΝwereΝcharacterizedΝbyΝinformalΝstructuresΝandΝ“unofficialΝchannels”,ΝwithΝaΝ

small clique of lords and ministers rather than professionals deciding about the 

deployment of ships or staff appointments.360 

Victoria could thus effortlessly determine PrinceΝχlfred’sΝdeploymentsέΝEarly memoranda 

from Admiralty circles also showed a general understanding that the prince would have a 

swift career.361 If things did not go to plan, his promotions could be manipulated 

accordingly. In February 1863, a special Order-in-Council thus allowed Alfred to pass the 

lieutenant’sΝ examinationΝ atΝ theΝ youngestΝ possibleΝ ageΝ (1κ)Ν even though he had only 

gathered four instead of the required five years of sea experience. His royal obligations, 

the cause of his many absences, so the justification, would otherwise have unfairly 

prolonged his qualifying time.362 That these very breaks were themselves an irregularity 

caused by theΝqueen’sΝconstantΝordering-about of her son was neglected. Throughout his 

career,Ν theΝdeploymentsΝofΝχlfred’sΝshipsΝwouldΝbeΝcarefullyΝplannedΝaroundΝhisΝroyalΝ
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engagements.363 As late as 1893, a group of radical MPs publicly attacked his record as 

retiring Commander-in-chief calculating that he had spent 369 out of over 1000 days in 

office away on other duties.364 Although a vote of censure was not passed because most 

otherΝmembersΝacknowledgedΝtheΝprince’sΝobligationΝtoΝattendΝtheΝqueen, this nevertheless 

reveals how little Victoria was inclined to subordinate her personal comfort to the 

professionalism of her son. 

In the German Empire, where, by paragraph 53 of the constitution, the Emperor exercised 

direct command over the navy and appointed all officers, the personal values of the 

monarch were even more decisive.365 William I, though never happy with the career 

choice of his grandson, was a stern adherent to the military ethos. He hardly interfered 

withΝ PrinceΝ ώeinrich’sΝ promotionsΝ orΝ deployments,Ν asΝ longΝ as he regularly attended 

important court festivities.366 Crown Prince Frederick William and Albrecht von Stosch 

vacillated in their attitudes. On the one hand, the two soldiers wanted Heinrich to have as 

professionalΝaΝcareerΝasΝpossibleέΝώeΝwasΝtoΝ“preferably go through all the phases of naval 

service and to get to know the varying branches, so as to be able to independently handle 

the command of the navyΝonceΝheΝhasΝreachedΝmatureΝmanhood”έ367 On the other hand, 

the two men had a common vision for the navy as a symbol of imperial unity directly 

connected with the imperial family which entailed that Heinrich would indeed one day be 

in charge. It was in anticipation of this destiny that he entered the Imperial Navy at 14. 

Stosch’sΝandΝόrederickΝWilliam’sΝlimitedΝ influence after 1883 meant that their utopian 

plans were neverΝputΝintoΝactionέΝWilliamΝII,Νhowever,ΝinheritedΝhisΝfather’sΝvisionΝbothΝ

for the imperial role of the navy and the naval role of his brother. Unhampered by anything 

close to an internalized military ethos, he made full use of his constitutional rights, 

personally managing staff appointments and restructuring the entire naval 

administration.368 Prince Heinrich, whom he regarded as his helping hand, was promoted 

in quick succession after 1889.369 The unsteady,ΝerraticΝnatureΝofΝWilliam’sΝcommandsΝforΝ

hisΝ brotherΝ hinderedΝ hisΝ professionalΝ advancementΝ evenΝ moreΝ thanΝ QueenΝ Victoria’sΝ

matriarchal egotism hurt PrinceΝχlfred’sΝcareerέΝώeinrichΝwasΝconstantlyΝorderedΝtoΝattendΝ

state occasions in Berlin. Moreover, he often received new commandos when his old ones 
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were not yet finished. As early as 1892, Rear-Admiral von der Goltz had therefore warned 

WilliamΝthatΝ“itΝwouldΝbeΝdesirableΝforΝώisΝRoyalΝώighnessΝtoΝoccasionally complete a 

training period of the fleetΝwithoutΝinterruptionsΝcausedΝbyΝtheΝdetachmentΝofΝhisΝshipέ”370 

χsΝχlbertΝώopmann’sΝregretsΝaboutΝώeinrich’sΝlifeΝonΝtheΝsurfaceΝreveal,Νthough,ΝWilliamΝ

never learned to respect his professional interests. 

King George of Greece, per articles 32 and 34 of the constitution, was also supreme 

commander of the armed forces and responsible for the conferral of ranks. Once his 

domestic political power had been curtailed as a consequence of the constitutional conflict 

of 1874/5, this and the conduct of foreign affairs became the two most important royal 

prerogativesΝ andΝ hisΝ dynasty’sΝ mainΝ domainsΝ ofΝ activityέ371 Aware of his precarious 

situation, he used military promotions to create a loyal officer corps. He also sent his sons 

to join the military branches in order to strengthen his control, contribute to the build-up 

of a strong regional force and place the Glücksborgs in the best position for accomplishing 

the Megali Idea. Prince Georgios was destined to head the naval build-up and therefore, 

according to a letter fromΝχprilΝ1κκλ,ΝwouldΝhaveΝ“aΝlotΝdo”ΝonΝhisΝreturnΝfromΝDenmark,Ν

hisΝinfluentialΝtasksΝ“naturally”ΝbeingΝboundΝtoΝ“increaseΝoverΝtheΝyears”έ372 With this end 

in view, King George, an old-school aristocrat, did not hesitate to make full use of his 

rights, regularly promoting him and his brothers in one sweep.373 This was made even 

easier by the fact that the party of Charilaos Trikoupis, the winner of the constitutional 

conflict, willingly distributed favours to the court in return for its loss of political power. 

A law passed in 1887 authorised the government to control the military positions of the 

royal princes per degree, ensuring rapid promotions.374 

The clientelism, exchange of favours and clique-building which governed the relationship 

between the monarchy, the political parties and the armed forces was increasingly resented 

by a growing group of aspiring middle-class officers, though. Disappointed with the 

political establishment, which condoned the royal patronage system, they reacted by 

staging a coup in 1909. It aimed to introduce military reform and a new, more Western-

style military ethos characterized by loyalty to the state and the nation rather than by 

personal ties.375 Prince Georgios was only nominally affected by the Goudi Coup, which 
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resulted in the temporary withdrawal of all royal princes from their military offices. The 

developments leading up to it, though, had also shaped his active career. 

Affairs in Denmark were radically different from this. Although Christian IX was still 

supreme commander of the armed forces by virtue of article 18 of the Danish basic law, 

and although he held the rank of an Admiral by tradition, he exercised hardly any influence 

over naval matters.376 TheΝ earlyΝ centralisationΝofΝnavalΝ educationΝ inΝ theΝSeaΝτfficer’sΝ

School hadΝledΝtoΝtheΝcreationΝofΝaΝ“loyalΝandΝuniformΝofficerΝcorpsΝ[…]ΝindependentΝfromΝ

arbitraryΝroyalΝinfluence”έ377 The fact that positions were so limited in the small Danish 

Navy that officers had to wait for years to be promoted was almost a source of popular 

pride which even the monarchy had to respect.378 Cautious and conscientious, King 

Christian never, as far as we know, tried to interfere with the advancement of his son. The 

constitutional conflict was a question of conservative versus liberal principles rather than 

one of royal power. Even the cruise of the Valkyrie, an unheard-of case of a ship of the 

Danish Navy being sent to East Asia to support the aspirations of a private business 

venture, was not a royal fait accompli. Rather, it was preceded by a constructive debate in 

both parliament and the media, in which conservative and liberal voices favoured Prince 

Valdemar as the commanding captain of a ship on a public-diplomacy mission.379 

TheΝroyalΝrestraintΝevidentΝinΝValdemar’sΝcareerΝwasΝlaudedΝasΝaΝhighly commendable trait 

demonstrating the closeness of the Danish monarchy to the people even when the 

constitutional conflict was still underway. Thus, Illustreret Tidende, in 1885, expressed 

amazement at the fact that the prince had been a premier lieutenant for five years without 

promotionέΝ“SoΝfarΝfromΝtrueΝisΝitΝthatΝtheΝχdmiral’sΝpatentΝwasΝtuckedΝinΝhisΝcradle”,ΝitΝ

pronouncedέΝώeΝsharedΝtheΝfateΝofΝhisΝcomradesΝinstead,Ν“for,ΝasΝitΝis,ΝopportunitiesΝforΝ

advancement are rare in the Danish navy”έΝThatΝValdemar did not escape this through 

specialΝ patronage,Ν “didΝ honourΝ toΝ bothΝ himselfΝ andΝ hisΝ house”έ380 While the public 

perception and actual realities of princely careers were in perfect harmony in Denmark, 

they were more divided elsewhere. If monarchs did not exercise restraint, public voices, 

often in the shape of the press, would step in. In how far they did so, depended on the 

political and societal parameters of public discourse as well as the ideas that national 

publics had about their monarchy and the functionsΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”έ 
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InΝ ύreece,Ν aΝ livelyΝ “crownedΝ democracy”Ν characterizedΝ byΝ aΝ politicizedΝ publicΝ ofΝ

newspaper readers and an influential, partisan press, discourse about the monarchy and 

hence about Prince Georgios was two-pronged.381 Although the Greeks were generally 

critical of their monarchy, the criticism was not necessarily anti-monarchical. Rather, King 

George and his family were often accused of not fulfilling their monarchical functions. 

One strand of public discourse commonly voiced by opposition parties and papers thus 

expressed the hope for a stronger, more involved monarchy.382 ύeorge’sΝsons in particular 

wereΝsupposedΝtoΝactivelyΝ“serveΝtheΝinterests”ΝofΝtheirΝcountryΝandΝ“shareΝ[theΝύreeks’]Ν

aspirationsΝandΝstruggles”έ383 As long as their promotions and positions served the greater 

Greek cause, they were happily accepted. 

There was also a strand of public discourse, though, which monitored any lapses and 

became increasingly critical of royal incompetence and nepotism. Thus, when the Greco-

Turkish war of 1897 ended in disaster and when it became known that the torpedoes 

luckily never used by the torpedo-boat flotilla had actually come without fuse, the papers 

held Prince Georgios responsible. While he had hitherto been thought to be both especially 

attentive and competent, there were calls for him to be removed from his post as chief of 

the torpedo defence.384 These criticisms formed part of a wider discourse on the alleged 

poor performance of the royal princes in the war, which was led by the military opposition 

and would culminate in the 1909 coup. 

InΝψritain,ΝtheΝprintΝmediaΝalsoΝcloselyΝobservedΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝprogressέΝParticularly the 

illustrated and family magazines accepted royal narratives of equality and professionalism 

relatively blindly. Liberal papers such as the Times, satirical papers such as Punch and 

radical papers such as Reynold’s Newspaper, however, took objection to this very press 

“sycophancy”ΝandΝ“flunkeyism”έΝReynold’s even fought a crusade against the courtier-like 

languageΝinΝwhichΝtheΝmonarchyΝandΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝcareerΝwereΝoftenΝdepictedέ385 The 

main thrust of this criticism was not directed against individual persons, but against the 

institutional defects of monarchy as such.386 In particular, Queen Victoria was constantly 

reminded not to repeat the mistakes of her relatives which had held posts in the army or 
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navyΝ beforeέΝ PrinceΝ χlfredΝ wasΝ toΝ avoidΝ theΝ “hop-step-and-jumpΝ processes”Ν thatΝ hadΝ

characterized the advancement of the incompetent Dukes of York and Cambridge.387 In 

1860, the Times wantedΝhimΝtoΝ“learnΝhisΝprofessionΝ– not in a vapid, half-and-half, Royal 

ώighness,ΝkindΝofΝway”,ΝbutΝhopedΝthatΝheΝwouldΝoneΝdayΝbeΝ“inΝcommandΝbecauseΝheΝhasΝ

aΝ rightΝ toΝ command”έΝ IfΝ not,Ν ifΝ theΝ practiceΝ ofΝ nepotismΝ shouldΝ continueΝ for another 

generation,ΝitΝwarned,Ν“theΝresultΝwillΝbeΝthatΝtheΝcountryΝ[…]ΝwillΝceaseΝtoΝcareΝaboutΝthisΝ

youngΝPrinceέ”388 Warnings such as these, threatening to deprive the monarchy of the most 

important source of legitimacy – the interest and respect of the people – were always 

heeded by the queen, no matter how offended she felt. It was thus primarily public 

discourseΝthatΝheldΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝadvancementΝinΝcheckέ 

In Germany, on the other hand, even this kind of criticism was missing. Instead, Prince 

Heinrich’sΝ destinyΝ asΝ aΝ futureΝ headΝ ofΝ theΝ navy was widely accepted. From the very 

beginning, not only his family, but also press and popular literature expected him to 

becomeΝ“Prinz-Admiral”έ389 Petitions addressed to him by young naval enthusiasts hoping 

for his patronage projected unlimited authority onto his person.390 Much has been written 

aboutΝ theΝ “Untertanengeist”Ν thatΝ characterizedΝ WilhelmineΝ ύermany and the 

“feudalizationΝ ofΝ theΝ bourgeoisie”έ391 These phenomena certainly played a part in the 

willing acceptanceΝofΝώeinrich’sΝswiftΝriseΝtoΝtheΝtopέΝτneΝalsoΝhasΝtoΝconcede,Νthough,Ν

that after 1871 the Hohenzollern dynasty came to be widely identified with the German 

nation, its economic success, growing power and world-political aspirations, and that 

some of its members were popular exactly because they struck a chord with the 

contemporary national spirit. Prince Heinrich, who was handed over to the small Imperial 

Navy and the young German nation at the age of 14 and rose to the top as both grew more 

powerful, represented this development. High ranks in the naval establishment, whether 

reached by performance or destiny, befitted him as a representative of the nation. In the 

age of nationalism, similar trains of thought were discernible everywhere alongside the 

much less straightforward discourse on the “democracyΝofΝtheΝsea”. 
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If neither the sovereign nor public discourse exercised discipline, though, was there any 

control force left to ensure the professionalism of royal careers? One could argue that there 

was, inΝtheΝshapeΝofΝtheΝprinces’ΝownΝprofessionalΝidentityΝandΝself-restraint. On the one 

hand, their growing-up in the navy meant that, to varying degrees, all princes absorbed the 

professional ethos of the naval officer and developed a sense of loyalty towards their 

comrades which forbade privileged treatment. On the other hand, both the flattery and the 

envy that they encountered among their fellow-officers made them (painfully) aware of 

their special role in the military apparatus. Exposed to both preferential and discriminating 

treatment throughout his career, Prince Heinrich thus developed a peculiar desire to prove 

his professionalism. When his brother planned to promote him to Admiral on his 29th 

birthday, he refused the premature advancement on the grounds thatΝthisΝ“pushingΝahead”Ν

mightΝharmΝhimΝ“permanentlyΝinΝhisΝmostΝvitalΝinterest,ΝtheΝnavalΝprofession”,ΝwhileΝheΝ

honestlyΝwishedΝtoΝbeΝ“self-actingΝandΝ[…]ΝavoidΝsuperficiality”έ 392 Prince Alfred, in his 

later years, similarly felt that his professional authority had suffered through preferential 

treatment. He therefore cautioned his mother against promoting his nephew, Prince 

George, too early.393  The professionalization of royal naval education, it seems, took place 

between the private arena of monarchical introspection and the open arena of public 

discourse. Most of all, however, it occurred on an individual level, being not so much the 

normative goal than the logical consequence of princely socialization in the navy. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has analysed theΝ educationΝ andΝ careersΝofΝ “SailorΝPrinces”έΝχsΝ hasΝbeenΝ

demonstrated,ΝtheΝnavalΝofficer’sΝuniform,ΝfarΝfromΝbeingΝanΝinvisibilityΝcloak,ΝaddedΝsome 

favourable connotations to their brand: associations of honest toil, middle-class 

professionalism, meritocracy and royal folksiness. The question of how authentic the 

princes’ΝeducationsΝandΝcareersΝwere,Νthough,Νis hard to answer. The “SailorΝPrinces” were 

undoubtedly more dedicated to their professions and more professionally trained for their 

positions than any of the royal admirals before. Their education largely followed standard 

regulations and acquainted them with lives fundamentally different from their own. They 

were career officers who were socialized in the naval environment, formed friendships 

withΝ‘commoners’ΝandΝdevelopedΝaΝstrongΝsenseΝofΝprofessionalΝidentityέΝώowever,ΝtheyΝ

were no commoners and neither were they treated as such by their families or by their 
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colleagues. Countless exceptions were made for them in the different stages of their 

careers. 

Yet,ΝalthoughΝauthenticΝprofessionalismΝwasΝaΝdecisiveΝpartΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince” brand, 

the contradictions between the promises of equality and professionalism on the one and 

the realities of royal distinction on the other hand, were not detrimental to its success. This 

was undoubtedly because many instances of special treatment did not trickle through to 

the public. Others were criticized and then triggered policy changes. Ultimately, however, 

all national publics, even in radically un-aristocratic Greece, more or less accepted that 

princes were different from commoners. 

Maybe this was even the central part of the brand. The popular disguise stories cited at the 

beginning built on the fact that the simple middy was eventually revealed to be a prince. 

Had the middy just been a middy, where would have been the attraction? It was not the 

adoption of a new professional identity or of practiced equality as such that was celebrated, 

but the act of royal condescension – which would have been meaningless if not based on 

a hierarchical social model. Thus, the narrative of equality and professionalism 

surroundingΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝwasΝultimatelyΝaΝ“politicalΝmyth”ΝofΝtheΝkindΝthatΝόrankΝ

δorenzΝεüllerΝseesΝrealizedΝinΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“τurΝόritz”Νfashioned by Crown Prince 

όrederickΝWilliamέΝόrederick’sΝmyth,ΝbyΝ“integrat[ing]ΝapparentΝcontradictionsΝ[suchΝasΝ

hisΝbourgeoisΝfolksinessΝandΝhisΝauraΝasΝaΝroyalΝwarΝhero]ΝthroughΝaΝnarrativeΝprocess”,Ν

contributed to the legitimization of the Prussian Hohenzollern monarchy.394 The myth of 

the prince who becomes a sailor, by integrating the idea of equality with the basic 

assumption of inequality at the heart of the notion of aristocracy, similarly stabilized the 

contradictoryΝpoliticalΝsystemΝcalledΝ“constitutionalΝmonarchy”μΝaΝsystemΝwhichΝdependedΝ

on the belief that the ideas of popular sovereignty and representative government could be 

reconciled with the monarchical and dynastic principle. 

Whether it introduced them to the egalitarian, performance-based life imagined by wide 

sections of society or not, their education in the navy nevertheless meantΝthatΝallΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”ΝwereΝidentifiedΝwithΝtheirΝnationsΝinΝaΝsocialΝsenseμΝtheyΝbecameΝ“oneΝofΝus”ΝorΝaΝ

sort of comrade to the entire nation. Thus inscribed and prepared with the necessary skills, 

they could sail off to connect their monarchies with the nation on yet another level: neither 

on a horizontal timeline between past and future, nor on a vertical scale between aloofness 
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and equality; but on a spatial axis between metropolitan centres and imperial peripheries. 

This will be the subject of the next chapter. 
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3 To the Empire’s ends: Mobility in a globalizing world 

On 5 January 1862, only three weeks after the sudden death of her husband, Prince Albert, 

the grief-stricken Queen Victoria wrote to her long-suffering sister-in-law, Duchess 

Alexandrine of Saxe-Coburg. She sent her a transcript of a letter which she had just 

received. Dated Jamaica, 24Ν DecemberΝ 1κθ1,Ν itΝ openedΝ withΝ theΝ wordsΝ “εyΝ dearestΝ

parents”ΝandΝclosedΝwithΝ fondΝmemoriesΝofΝpastΝ familyΝωhristmasesέΝχsΝsheΝ informedΝ

χlexandrine,ΝitΝwasΝfromΝ“poor,ΝunknowingΝχlfred”ΝwhoseΝshipΝwasΝcurrentlyΝstationedΝ

in the Americas and who had not yet received the tragic news that had cast a shadow over 

the Christmas festivities at home.395 The young midshipman would only be able to return 

toΝ EnglandΝ twoΝ monthsΝ afterΝ hisΝ father’sΝ burialέ396 Almost 50 years later and despite 

considerable developments in the cabling of the world, Prince Valdemar suffered a similar 

blow. He and his three sons were on their way to Siam when they learnt the devastating 

news that their wife and mother, the 44-year-old Princess Marie, had unexpectedly died 

of influenza in Copenhagen on 4 December 1909. The men were completely unprepared, 

since her last telegram had reported her to be perfectly well. Although they abandoned 

theirΝtravelΝplansΝimmediately,ΝtheyΝdidΝnotΝreturnΝinΝtimeΝforΝεarie’sΝfuneralέΝεonthsΝ

later, as one German diplomatΝnoted,ΝValdemarΝwasΝstillΝ“closeΝtoΝtearsΝwhenΝheΝdescribedΝ

theΝimpressionΝthatΝtheΝemptyΝpalaceΝhadΝmadeΝonΝhimΝuponΝhisΝreturn”έ397 

InΝthisΝrespect,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝcertainlyΝsharedΝtheΝgeneralΝfateΝofΝtheirΝnineteenth-century 

fellow-professionals. For long stretches of time they were separated from their homes. 

While away, they depended on the slow speed of overseas news and on the pure luck of 

whetherΝmailsΝorΝtelegramsΝwouldΝreachΝthemΝinΝthisΝharbourΝorΝtheΝnextέΝTheyΝhatedΝ“theΝ

beastly leave-taking”,ΝasΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝcalledΝit398, because they could never be sure 

whetherΝtheΝ“fatefulΝlifeΝandΝsuddenΝdrama”ΝofΝaΝsailor’sΝexistenceΝwouldΝnotΝpreventΝthemΝ

from ever seeing their loved ones again.399 TravellingΝtheΝworld’sΝoceans,ΝtheyΝwereΝoftenΝ

conspicuously absent from family events, leaving a void in group pictures or court 

circulars. 

This, however, did not mean that they were irrelevant to their dynasties or national publics 

while they were away. On the contrary: this chapter argues that the princes’Ν physicalΝ
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absence from the core of their families and from the metropolitan public stage was merely 

theΝflipsideΝofΝaΝremarkableΝmobilityΝwhichΝenhancedΝtheΝmonarchy’sΝprofileΝinΝtheΝχgeΝ

of Empire. Almost as unprecedented as their social mobility, this mobility of movement 

soΝintegralΝtoΝtheΝsailor’sΝtradeΝenabledΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝtoΝroamΝseaborneΝcolonialΝempiresΝ

and a globalizing world. While life cycles, seasons and day-to-day business ran their 

course at home, the princes would depart on journeys along the spatial axes which 

connected urban centres with national and colonial peripheries. They were strikingly 

present at the ends of empire and beyond, on the international and interimperial stage, 

communicating with diverse audiences. There, in Jamaica or Siam, they performed some 

of their most important functions,ΝincreasingΝtheΝmonarchy’sΝvisibilityΝandΝrelevanceΝatΝaΝ

time when great changes affected the conceptualization of states, the culture of travel and 

global-power thinking. 

“[τ]neΝofΝtheΝmostΝinveterate”ΝtraditionsΝofΝlateΝancien regime monarchies, according to a 

Times editorialΝfromΝεarchΝ1κθί,ΝhadΝbeenΝ“theΝimmobilityΝofΝRoyalty”έΝTheΝeighteenth-

century kings of England, France orΝSpainΝhadΝpreferredΝtoΝ“remainΝhabituallyΝwithinΝaΝ

certain radiusΝofΝ[their]Νcapital,ΝandΝneverΝgoΝbeyondΝitέ”ΝχsΝgeneralΝtravelΝhabitsΝchanged,Ν

though, in the age of locomotion and increasing mass tourism, so did royal custom.400 

Facilitated by private railway carriages and state-of-the-art royal yachts, monarchs were 

increasingly able to explore new ways of legitimizing their rule. The politically 

emancipated middle-class publics of nineteenth-century constitutional monarchies 

demanded visibility and approachability from their reigning sovereigns as well as the 

diligent performance of relevant functions. In many European countries, the medieval 

concepts of the peripatetic monarchy and the royal progress were therefore re-invented 

andΝenhancedΝbyΝ“civicΝpublicness”έΝεonarchsΝwouldΝtravelΝtheir countries to garner vital 

displays of public approval. They would perform new, low-key symbolic practices to 

prove their diligence to their industrious and sociable audiences: receiving addresses, 

laying foundation stones and opening buildings. They would anxiously distribute their 

favours across the different provinces of their realm, thus integrating individual parts into 

grander national units. And the integrative role they adopted in the context of nation-

building was finally underlined by the theatrically staged state visits during which the 
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membersΝofΝEurope’sΝfamilyΝofΝkingsΝincreasinglyΝrepresentedΝtheirΝnationsΝtoΝeachΝotherΝ

after 1814.401 

While they learned the craft of local and state visits, integrating their nations and 

cultivating international alliances, most nineteenth-century monarchs remained 

comparatively stationary, though, in the context of imperial expansion and the 

globalization of the world. From the 1840s onwards, most European states, influenced by 

ideas about global economy, human resources and great-power status, began to strengthen 

their ties with existing colonies or worked towards carving up the remaining parts of the 

world into spheres of interest to create their own competitive empires. Monarchies in 

search of new functions and continued relevance soon found their place at the centre of 

these projects of imperial integration and empire-buildingέΝSinceΝ“neitherΝsovereignsΝnorΝ

heirsΝ apparentΝ [could]Ν beΝ veryΝ greatΝ roamers”402 as a result of their general 

indispensability, their often advanced age and sometimes their gender, they were usually 

sparedΝtheΝstillΝconsiderableΝhazardsΝofΝoverseasΝtravelέΝ“SailorΝPrinces”,Νhowever,ΝaΝfewΝ

pegs further down in the line of succession and already used to the strains of a seafaring 

life, were mobile enough to extend their dynasties’Νreachέ 

This chapter investigates how the princes enacted royal progresses on an imperial scale 

andΝthusΝamplifiedΝtheΝmonarchy’sΝrepertoireΝofΝintegrativeΝsymbolicΝpracticesέΝTheΝroyalΝ

sailors, it argues, united disparate colonial settlements, (in)formally penetrated colonies 

and diaspora communities into larger imperial units by strengthening feelings of 

belonging. Their sphere of activity, moreover, transcended imperial boundaries: they also 

transferred the practice of royal state visits to the inter-imperial and intercultural sphere, 

servingΝasΝtheirΝnations’Νgood-will ambassadors to far-off places like America or Asia or 

staking rival power claims. 

WhileΝtheΝpreviousΝchapterΝfocusedΝonΝshipboardΝlifeΝandΝonΝtheΝprinces’ΝinnerΝjourneysΝ

towards manly naval professionalism, the principal setting and frame of reference in this 

chapter, consequentially, is the ocean and the oceanic world of empires. This has become 

a lively field of study. While traditional historiography has clearly divided between 

national histories, between metropolitan and colonial histories, between the world on this 
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side and on the other side of the ocean, more recent scholarship has discovered the in-

betweenΝspacesΝandΝtheirΝinhabitantsέΝScholarsΝofΝ“τceanic”ΝandΝ“TransatlanticΝhistory”Ν

haveΝbegunΝtoΝstudyΝtheΝdifferentΝseasΝofΝtheΝworldΝasΝ“liquidΝcontinents”ΝwhichΝconnectedΝ

rather than separated adjacent states or maritime empires. They examine “seascapes”ΝasΝ

routes of transport and communication for humans, goods and ideas. They seek to capture 

the people lost between the coarse meshes of national historiography by focusing on 

ocean-crossers – merchantmen, sailors, emigrants or slaves. χdherentsΝofΝ“coastalΝhistory”Ν

particularly scrutinize the places where the maritime and the land-based world intersected. 

They explore the waterfronts and bustling ports where ships spit out and swallowed 

passengers as lively “culturalΝcontactΝzones” for hybrid ocean-travellers. Students of the 

“postcolonialΝturn”,Νfinally,ΝhaveΝdrawnΝattention to the many interdependencies between 

the so-calledΝ“centres”ΝandΝ“peripheries”ΝofΝseaborneΝcolonialΝempires,ΝbetweenΝEuropeΝ

and overseas. They study the encounters between the colonizers and the colonized and 

how they influenced both colonial and metropolitan popular cultures.403 

“SailorΝ Princes”Ν wereΝ professionalΝ travellersΝ well-acquainted with this oceanic and 

imperial world. They often left behind their national territory to cross the Atlantic, the 

Pacific or the Indian Ocean as well as the continents that bordered them. The huge 

distances they covered can be gauged from the time it took them to receive important news 

or to travel home when tragedy struck. Their identities, as we have already seen, were just 

as hybrid, if not amphibious, as those of any ocean-crosser. They were sailors aboard and 

hadΝaΝcosmopolitanΝknowledgeΝofΝtheΝworld’sΝcoastalΝcontactΝzonesέΝψutΝtheyΝwereΝalsoΝ

representatives of their dynasties and nations and members of a family of kings who 

transformed into courted guests whenever their feet touched foreign ground. The study of 

their travels to the ends of empire therefore highlights a unique intersection between the 

history of the imperialization of monarchy and royal diplomacy on the one, and the new 

inquiry into the formation and negotiation of transnational, transoceanic and imperial 

identities on the other hand. 
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Imperial webs 

Edinburgh of the Seven Seas on the island of Tristan da Cunha in many ways exemplifies 

whatΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν couldΝ andΝ didΝ achieveΝ inΝ theΝ contextΝ ofΝ national and imperial 

integrationέΝItΝwasΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝoddestΝeverΝlandingΝatΝaΝcostalΝcontactΝzoneΝthatΝgaveΝ

this tiny settlement its name. The Duke of Edinburgh, as he was then officially known, 

had left London in February 1867 to circumnavigate the world as the captain of HMS 

Galatea. On its journey from Rio de Janeiro to the Cape, the ship drifted off course and 

came so close to the island group in the South Atlantic Ocean that he decided to land on 

the morning of 5 August. Tristan da Cunha was the most remote part of the British Empire 

and, in fact, the most remote inhabited archipelago in the world, lying 3,000 miles from 

Cape Horn and 1,500 miles from the Cape of Good Hope. A mere volcanic speck in the 

ocean, it had been occupied by British forces in 1815 and although it had long ceased to 

be a military post, there was still, in 1867, a tiny settlement of Scottish origin and Creole 

influence. The 53 inhabitants remained remarkably composed when they discovered 

Galatea’s ensign to be the royal standard. They sent a delegation which helped to pilot a 

small boat to the coast. Drenched by a wave, the visitors hastily leapt out and some were 

even carried on the backs of their welcoming committee. Then Prince Alfred inspected the 

curious settlement, distributing gifts of tobacco, tea and sugar before returning to his ship. 

Inconspicuous as it seemed, the surprise visit had a deeper meaning. On the one hand, an 

account penned by Galatea’s chaplain caused great excitement in the English press, as it 

provided the first update on the situation in Tristan da Cunha in 16 years. It reminded the 

metropolis that even this lonely Robinson Island belonged to their globe-spanning network 

ofΝcoloniesέΝτnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝtheΝeventΝalsoΝstrengthenedΝtheΝislanders’ΝsenseΝofΝnational 

identity. They spoke English, formed part of the commercial orbit of the Cape, and 

occasionally a British ship-of-the line passed their island. But the visit of a British prince 

on his royal tour demonstrated like nothing else that, isolated as they were, they belonged 

toΝtheΝψritishΝEmpireέΝTheΝTristoniansΝnamedΝ theirΝmainΝsettlementΝ“EdinburghΝofΝ theΝ

SevenΝSeas”ΝinΝmemoryΝofΝtheΝoccasionΝandΝinΝhonourΝofΝtheirΝωaledonianΝrootsΝwhichΝtheΝ

Duke epitomised so well.404 

Visits such as these, though usually less improvised,ΝwereΝtheΝeverydayΝbusinessΝofΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”έΝThey all undertook land and sea voyages designed to integrate remote provinces, 
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disparate colonial possessions or diaspora settlements into (virtual) national and imperial 

systems. The reason why they could have such a cohesive effect was that as a result of 

both their royal and their professional identities they embodiedΝtwoΝoverlappingΝ“imaginedΝ

communities” 405: the homeland and the empire. 

As princes, they participated in the status of the monarchy as an important symbol of the 

nation. As discussed in the first two chapters, monarchs such as Queen Victoria or King 

Christian devised a range of strategies by which they could avoid their redundancy in an 

age when dynastic realms transformed into nation-states glued together not by personal 

rule but by common ethnicity, culture or citizenshipέΝψyΝ“performingΝtheΝnation”ΝinΝsmallΝ

or grandiose new rituals or by aligning with “symbolsΝ ofΝ togethernessΝ andΝ emotionalΝ

loyalty” in their media representation they would eventually themselves become emotive 

symbols on which nationalisms could be centred.406 

The need for such emotive embodiments of the abstract nation increased with distance 

from the political centre. Thus,ΝtheΝmonarchyΝoftenΝstoodΝ“at the heart of the narratives of 

belonging”ΝbyΝwhichΝdiasporas, settler communities or colonial subjects negotiated their 

(multiple) national identities. The popular imperial monarchism that evolved around 

sovereignsΝasΝcelebratedΝ“mothersήfathersΝofΝempire”ΝservedΝtoΝsustainΝandΝuniteΝdisparateΝ

colonial systems. Nothing better epitomised the intimate connection between 

mother/father/homeland and distant communities than the royal tours which princes 

undertook as “buildingΝblocksΝofΝanΝempire of common feeling”έ407 

As the direct progeny of their august parents “SailorΝPrinces” represented the monarchical 

nation more than any governor could. For through their genetic closeness to the royal 

“mothersήfathersΝ ofΝ empire”Ν theyΝ providedΝ bothΝ aΝ likenessΝ andΝ aΝ directΝ conduit of 

communicationΝ toΝ theΝ monarchέΝ “χlfred!Ν Victoria’sΝ type!Ν InΝ theeΝ weΝ hail”,Ν one poet 

welcomedΝtheΝDukeΝofΝEdinburghΝonΝhisΝvisitΝtoΝIndiaΝinΝ1κθλ,Ν“τurΝεonarch’sΝabsenceΝ

hereΝweΝoftΝbewail!ήΝτurΝSov’reignΝdearΝweΝne’erΝcanΝhopeΝtoΝsee,ήΝχΝcomfortΝ‘tis! We 

traceΝthatΝόaceΝinΝthee!”408 ProfitingΝfromΝtheΝbenefitsΝofΝaΝ“familyΝonΝtheΝthrone”,Ν“SailorΝ
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Princes”ΝwouldΝenhanceΝtheΝvisibilityΝofΝtheΝmonarchyΝbyΝphysicallyΝreplicatingΝbothΝtheΝ

monarch’sΝ “bodyΝ politic”Ν (theirΝ authority)Ν andΝ theirΝ “bodyΝ natural”Ν (their individual 

traces).409 What distinguished them from their siblings, moreover, was their 

unprecedented mobility. While heirs to the throne could at best only perform a small 

number of carefully stage-managed royal visits during their time-in-waiting,Ν “Sailor 

Princes”ΝwereΝdeployableΝaroundΝtheΝglobeΝand,ΝasΝnavalΝprofessionals,ΝdidΝnotΝneedΝstateΝ

occasions of the first order.410 They could stumble on an island like Tristan da Cunha 

without further ado. 

TheΝprinces’ΝconnectionΝwithΝtheΝnavyΝneverthelessΝlinked them to a vital second unifying 

force and marker of imperial/national identity. Jan Rüger has analysed this institution as 

anΝ“agentΝofΝψritishness”ΝandΝύermannessΝasΝwellΝasΝanΝimportantΝtoolΝforΝtheΝnegotiationΝ

of conflicting (regional, national and imperial) identities. Within the nation, the navy, 

throughΝtheΝsymbolicΝchoiceΝofΝships’ΝnamesΝorΝtheΝliturgy of ship launches, was used as 

“anΝarenaΝforΝtheΝprojectionΝofΝnationalΝinclusionΝandΝunity”. In the imperial context, these 

symbolic practices were complemented by the transformation of fleet reviews into 

“imperialΝfestivals”Νand,ΝmoreΝimportantly,ΝtheΝincreasingΝfrequencyΝofΝimperialΝcruiserΝ

voyages which physically united empires.411 For the peripheries of archipelagic kingdoms, 

global diasporas and colonial empires, the navy was not only a mediated symbol of unity 

representing the historically evolved and socially structured nation. It was also a very real 

and experienced vector of unity bridging the physical divides of the ocean. Tristan da 

Cunha epitomised perfectly how the sea could be an almost insurmountable barrier: the 

island’sΝinhabitantsΝwouldΝleadΝaΝself-sufficient community life for months on end. At the 

same time, however, the sea, in the shape of whalers or occasional ships-of-the-line, was 

theirΝgatewayΝtoΝtheΝworldέΝTheΝnavy,ΝinΝutilizingΝthisΝbridgeΝandΝ“annihilat[ing]ΝoceanΝ

spaces” thusΝ functionedΝ asΝ anΝ importantΝ “lifeline”Ν betweenΝ theΝ imperialΝ centreΝ andΝ itsΝ

satellites.412 Its battleships, symbolizing protection and prestige, were welcome guests in 

diaspora settlements and colonies since they imparted a sense of belonging and, as 

“travellingΝ exhibitions”Ν ofΝ theirΝ nation’sΝ technologicalΝ andΝ globalΝ success,Ν inspiredΝ

spectators with pride or respect.413 
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Of royal blood and socialized in the national-imperialΝ institutionΝ ofΝ theΝ navy,Ν “SailorΝ

Princes”ΝparticipatedΝinΝtheseΝimperialΝcruisesΝandΝgaveΝthemΝanΝirresistibleΝroyal touch. 

Like spiders sailing through the air, they reached out to the ends of both nation and empire, 

connecting them with one another and with the metropolitan centre via fine threads and 

leaving in their wake an imperial web of strengthened feelings of unity and belonging. The 

bodies thus woven together were diverse entities. The British Empire was a vast 

conglomerate of navalΝstations,ΝformalΝandΝinformalΝcoloniesΝwhichΝfacilitatedΝψritain’sΝ

undisputedΝ positionΝ asΝ theΝ world’sΝ superpowerνΝ yet,Ν inΝ theΝ 1κηίs-1860s, many 

metropolitan politicians considered it a costly enterprise.414 The Danish Empire, on the 

other hand, was a disintegrating collection of provinces and colonial possessions scattered 

around the Atlantic; therefore, it has hardly been studied as an empire at all for the period 

1848-1914.415 The German colonial empire, for its part, was primarily a virtual empire, 

builtΝonΝhugeΝ“colonialΝfantasies”ΝofΝequalityΝwithΝEurope’sΝmajorΝimperialΝpowers; yet, 

in reality, it merely consisted of large diaspora communities in the New World as well as 

a few leftover spoils from the final race for colonies in Africa and Asia that started in the 

1880s.416 The Greek Empire, finally, was also an empire of the mind, but one spurred by 

theΝ“ύreatΝidea”ΝofΝunitingΝallΝtheΝύreeksΝandΝallΝtheΝύreek-inhabited areas of the Levant 

and Balkans region into one nation state; therefore, it has usually been termed an irredentist 

rather than imperialist enterprise.417 Diverse as they were, though, and despite the varying 

nomenclatures, all empires could profit from the integrative effect of royal tours. By 

tracingΝtheΝtravelsΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝoneΝcan visualize the shape and extent of even the 

most virtual systems, highlighting the visions that contemporaries had for them as well as 

the surprising similarities between some of these. 

If we imagine all empires as imperial webs, the first and core threads spunΝbyΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”Ν wereΝ usuallyΝ thoseΝ linkingΝ metropolitanΝ centresΝ withΝ peripheralΝ regions,Ν

provinces or kingdoms of the nation-state itself. Here, they performed the classic dynastic 

function of geographical integration by way of titles and residences. That the Tristonians 

associated Prince Alfred with their Scottish homeland was therefore not a coincidence. 

For before the prince arrived at their island, he had already been entrusted with 
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symbolizingΝtheΝmonarchy’sΝspecialΝconnectionΝwithΝtheΝinhabitants of this northern part 

of the British Isles. ωhallengedΝ toΝ accommodateΝ theΝ conflictingΝ loyaltiesΝ ofΝ theΝ “fourΝ

nations”ΝthatΝconstitutedΝtheΝUnitedΝKingdom,ΝQueenΝVictoriaΝhadΝarrangedΝforΝherΝthreeΝ

eldest sons to represent and thereby reconcile England’sΝso-calledΝ“ωelticΝfringe”μΝTheΝheirΝ

to the throne was to embody Wales (as Prince of Wales); her third son, Arthur Patrick (!), 

Ireland (as Duke of Connaught); and Alfred, by receiving the title of Duke of Edinburgh 

in 1866, Scotland.418 In this dynastic mission,ΝheΝfollowedΝinΝhisΝparents’ΝfootstepsέΝόorΝ

the lifelong love that Victoria and Albert felt for the Highlands and expressed via their 

many Highland tours or their purchase of Balmoral Castle was not only a whim 

reflecting Scotland’sΝ romanticΝ revival. It was also part of a policy of emotional 

integration.419 

PrinceΝχlfred’sΝstudiesΝatΝtheΝUniversityΝofΝEdinburghΝinΝ1κθγ/64 and his subsequent 

title would further gratify the Scots’ pride in their national tradition. They fostered a 

mutualΝbondΝbetweenΝtheΝcountryΝandΝtheΝprince,ΝwhoΝwouldΝ“alwaysΝ[be]ΝdelightedΝwithΝ

anything that can connect me more with […]ΝScotland”ΝandΝwhoΝfeltΝ“asΝifΝIΝwereΝmoreΝ

of a Highlander than belonging to theΝSouthέ”420 His contribution to the integration, or 

“internalΝcolonization”, of Scotland, moreover, also extended to those members of the 

fourth British nation who were involved in the British imperial enterprise abroad.421 

Throughout his imperial tours, the prince would meet white-settler communities like the 

Tristonians who could connect with him on multiple levels of regional, national and 

imperial identity.422 His special bond with Scotland even sustained a very personal form 

of imperial integration. Thus, the Duke, equipped with a list of names compiled by his 

mother, actually spent part of his time in Australia and New Zealand in 1867/69 looking 

forΝ ScottishΝ emigrantsΝ relatedΝ toΝ theΝ royalΝ family’sΝ ώighlandΝ friendsΝ andΝ servantsέΝ

Making his enquiries throughΝtheΝpolice,ΝheΝwouldΝbeΝableΝtoΝlocateΝpeopleΝsuchΝasΝ“JohnΝ

ψrown’sΝbrother”ΝorΝ“όarquharson’sΝuncle”,ΝreportingΝhomeΝtoΝhisΝmotherΝhowΝtheyΝhadΝ

preservedΝtheirΝ“thoroughΝnationality” in the colonies. ByΝdoingΝ“allΝforΝthemΝIΝcould”Ν

and by telling them “thatΝitΝwasΝespeciallyΝatΝyourΝdesireΝwhichΝpleasesΝthemΝmoreΝthanΝ

anythingΝasΝtheyΝallΝknowΝtheΝinterestΝthatΝyouΝtakeΝinΝallΝyourΝsubjects”ΝheΝwouldΝbeΝ
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able to plant a loyalty to the crown in the hearts of these citizens that was just as unending 

as their loyalty to their Scottish home.423 

Prince Heinrich was also involved in a project of emotional integration. Following its 

political unification in 1871, the German Empire was challenged to integrate not only 

four nations, but 25 federal states and their regional loyalties into one national, Prussian-

dominated whole. TheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝwasΝdestinedΝtoΝwinΝoverΝSchleswig-Holstein, a 

trickyΝcaseΝinΝpoint,ΝsinceΝasΝPrussia’sΝnorthernmostΝprovinceΝthisΝregionΝalsoΝhadΝtoΝbeΝ

incorporated into the Hohenzollern orbit. The once Danish duchies had been annexed by 

Prussia in 1866 despite their wish to form an independent federal state. While their sense 

of belonging to the German nation had been strong before, the Schleswig-Holsteiners 

therefore still had to become loyal Prussians. χΝprogrammeΝofΝ“ψorussification”ΝthroughΝ

education was initiated.424 Just as important for their identity, though, was the economic 

upturnΝbroughtΝaboutΝbyΝtheΝImperialΝWarΝώarbourΝKielΝandΝtheΝώohenzollerns’ΝpolicyΝofΝ

reconciliation associated with it. William II, who had already married Princess Augusta 

Victoria of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Augustenburg in 1881, would frequently 

honourΝtheΝregion’sΝcapitalΝtoΝinspectΝhisΝfleetΝorΝtakeΝpartΝinΝtheΝannualΝKielΝregattaέΝEvenΝ

more lasting than these loyalty-evokingΝ sojournsΝwasΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝ installationΝ inΝ

Kiel’sΝ cityΝ palace. Not only did this meet the demands of his professional career by 

stationing him close to the navy, but it also turned the city into a sort of royal residence 

with all the economic benefits and glamour attached. Together with his wife, the prince 

would carry out numerous welfare functions spanning the entire north of Germany and 

including the proud Hanseatic cities. In taking this coastal region as his anchor point, the 

“SailorΝPrince”ΝconnectedΝtheΝώohenzollernsΝwithΝύermany’sΝtraditionalΝ“seaΝfolk”έ 

The thread-spinning skills of a royal sailor became even more important in archipelagian 

kingdoms where single provinces were cut off from the mainland by the ocean. How the 

“crownedΝ middy”Ν KingΝ ύeorgeΝ ofΝ ύreece,Ν inΝ theΝ firstΝ yearΝ ofΝ hisΝ reign,Ν wasΝ ableΝ toΝ

undertake a major royal progress through his realm of scattered islands has already been 

discussedΝ inΝ theΝ firstΝ chapterέΝ InΝ ύeorge’sΝ homeΝ countryΝ Denmark,Ν hisΝ fatherΝ King 

Christian could do with the help of Prince Valdemar. At its heyday in 1800, the composite 

Oldenburg Monarchy had been a small, but commercially powerful colonial empire with 

colonies and trading stations on four continents. In the wake of the Napoleonic Wars 
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and the Schleswig-Holstein conflict this empire had to sustain considerable losses of 

territory both in Europe and in overseas. Norway, Schleswig, Holstein and Lauenburg 

were conceded in 1814 and 1864, respectively. The colonies of Tranquebar and 

Frederiksnagore in India, the Nicobar Islands and the forts established at the African 

“ύoldΝωoast”ΝwereΝallΝabandoned between 1845 and 1849.425 After that, Denmark was 

a truncated state, but it nevertheless retained the island provinces (bilande) Iceland and 

the Faroe Islands as well as the Atlantic colonies Greenland and the Danish West Indies. 

Originally elected to secure the territorial integrity of the composite Danish monarchy, but 

robbed of their raison d'être in 1864, King Christian and Queen Louise henceforth 

regarded it as their special mission to keep these remaining parts of the empire together.426 

Prince Valdemar contributed decisively to their policy of integration by providing the 

invaluable link with the navy, an institution whose main peacetime tasks included station 

service in the North Atlantic as well as annual cruises to the tropics.427 

During one of his first naval apprentice cruises, in July-August 1874, the young prince 

already accompanied his father on a visit for the celebration of the millennial anniversary 

of Icelandic settlement meant to contain the centrifugal forces of Icelandic and Faroese 

nationalism. Iceland and the Faroes were the Ireland and Scotland of the Danish Kingdom. 

Inhabited by the descendants of Norse settlers, the two countries had passed from 

Norwegian to Danish suzerainty during the Kalmar Union and had stayed with Denmark 

after the loss of Norway in 1814. In the nineteenth century, they developed peculiar forms 

of nationalism based on their proud cultural heritage and memories of medieval 

independence. They successfully fought against Danish trade monopolies, lobbied for the 

control of their own internal affairs and, in the wake of the revolutionary period 1830-

1848, were allowed to re-establish consultative assemblies (the Althing and the 

Lagting).428 In 1874, King Christian was the first reigning sovereign to visit these remote 

parts of his kingdom. He used the festivities at Thingvalla (their old, mystic assembly 

grounds) to present the Icelanders with a constitution that had been promised to them in 

1848, and he stopped at the Faroes along the way. The constitution, which merely granted 

limited legislative and budgetary power, disappointed Icelandic nationalists. Christian and 
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his son, however, were able to engender some feelings of loyalty and affection through 

the symbolic act of honouring the proud dependencies with a visit and through showing 

their appreciation for their long history, culture and stunning landscapes.429 

In a song performed during the royal reception in Thorshavn, the Faroese thanked King 

ωhristianΝforΝtheΝbraveryΝheΝhadΝshownΝinΝ“chang[ing]Ν[his]ΝpalaceΝforΝtheΝship’sΝdeck”Ν

andΝtravellingΝtoΝtheirΝislandΝ“buriedΝwideΝoutΝinΝ theΝocean”έ430 Iceland and the Faroes 

were indeed as far as any (reigning) member of the Danish royal family had ever gone. 

όorΝfurtherΝroyalΝvisits,ΝitΝneededΝaΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝusedΝtoΝtheΝhazardsΝofΝoceanΝtravelέ 

PrinceΝValdemar’sΝnextΝtaskΝduringΝtheΝfirst decade of his naval service therefore was to 

convey a sense of belonging, appreciation and social order to the ethnically diverse 

colonies of Greenland and the West Indies. In 1886, he ventured north to Greenland aboard 

the cruiser Fylla in a mission whichΝ matchedΝ Denmark’sΝ generalΝ paternalistic-

humanitarian attitude towards this Inuit-inhabited island. Since the eighteenth century the 

DanishΝ“colonizers”ΝhadΝpursuedΝaΝpolicyΝofΝtradeΝmonopoliesΝandΝhadΝalsoΝsentΝscientificΝ

expeditions to study and preserveΝtheΝprimitiveΝ“StoneΝχge”ΝcultureΝofΝ theΝ Inuit.431 In 

keepingΝwithΝthisΝpolicy,ΝValdemar’sΝcruiseΝwasΝmeantΝtoΝdefend the Greenlandic fishing 

grounds against American trespassers, to perform zoological and botanical studies and 

also “toΝwinΝoverΝtheΝpopulation through friendliness and thereby tie them more closely to 

theΝmotherlandέ”432 

EvenΝbeforeΝthat,ΝtheΝprinceΝhadΝalreadyΝreachedΝoutΝtoΝtheΝempire’sΝsouthernmostΝendΝinΝ

a similarly significant mission. The cruise of the corvette Dagmar to the Danish West 

Indies in 1879 was supposed to calm social unrest after the suppression of a major 

workers’Νrevolt the year before. Once a lucrative part of the triangular trade, the economy 

of the Danish islands St Thomas, St Croix and St Jan had declined following the abolition 

of first the slave trade (1792) and then of slavery (1849). The continuation of a system of 

economic exploitation and of unsatisfactory employment contracts, however, led to 

frequentΝunrestΝamongΝ theΝ“freeΝcoloured”ΝsugarΝplantationΝworkers, with a temporary 

climax in 1878.433 TheΝnavy’sΝpresenceΝandΝtheΝprince’sΝvisitΝwereΝclearlyΝdesignedΝtoΝ
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appease the workers, support governor J.A. Garde and the plantation owners in the name 

of Premier J.B.S. Estrup’sΝconservativeΝgovernment and to strengthen a general feeling of 

belonging with the Danish state.434 

In doing so, Prince Valdemar performed a second vital function of seafaring princes: By 

spinning more substantial threads not only to (archipelagic) provinces, but also to overseas 

colonies, the princes extended the radius of the imperial web, tying scattered possessions 

to the metropolitan centre and providing vague imperial systems with both a clear-cut form 

andΝ aΝ stabilizingΝ frameέΝ Valdemar’sΝ travelsΝ thusΝ wereΝ likeΝ anΝ inventoryΝ ofΝ the late-

nineteenth-centuryΝDanishΝEmpireέΝχndΝhisΝdynasty’sΝcolonialΝengagementΝanticipatedΝaΝ

wider political school which would soon dedicate itself to the renovation of a more official 

imperialist agenda. In 1904, following a number of unsuccessful attempts at selling the 

West Indies to the US, a small group of businessmen and intellectuals founded the Danish 

Atlantic Isles Association (Forening De Danske Atlanterhavsøer). It aimed to tie all 

Atlantic possessions closer to the motherland and focused particularly on the economic 

development, social reform andΝ “Danification”Ν ofΝ theΝ WestΝ IndiesέΝ The royal family 

eagerly participated in this ambitious project by organizing specialized welfare work or 

by promoting the West Indies in commissioned art.435 One could argue, though, that the 

ύlücksborgsΝ hadΝ realizedΝ longΝ beforeΝ thatΝ Denmark’sΝ remainingΝ colonialΝ possessionsΝ

provided a means of retaining international prestige as well as a bridge to the wider 

world across which a kind of cosmopolitan rather than provincial identity could be 

constructed.436 Prince Valdemar, by systematically visiting all the provinces and 

colonies, had accessed this resource for them. 

PrinceΝχlfred’sΝroyalΝtoursΝalsoΝrepresentedΝaΝvitalΝroyalΝstrategy,Νalbeit at the dawn of a 

period of imperial expansion rather than at the end of an era of “dis-imperialization”έ437 

Building on arguments made by Theo Aronson and Miles Taylor, one could say that the 

prince’sΝentireΝitineraryΝofΝearlyΝseaΝvoyages,ΝfromΝhisΝtourΝtoΝtheΝωapeΝωolonyΝinΝ1κθίΝ

through to his world cruise in 1867-71 was part of a wider project of creating an 

“ImperialΝmonarchy” by tightening a hitherto loosely-knit web of empire.438 
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In the mid-Victorian period, the British Empire, much like the Royal Navy, was actually 

stagnating and taken for granted. Most (liberal) politicians advocated the semi-

independence of the white-settler colonies and they regarded the empire as a costly 

enterprise after the Indian Rebellion of 1857. Prince Albert, however, always attentive 

to the essential characteristics of Britishness, realized that the monarchy could gain new 

relevanceΝbyΝbecomingΝaΝsortΝofΝmagneticΝcentreΝ forΝψritain’sΝscatteredΝcoloniesΝandΝ

their freely-floating loyalties. TwentyΝyearsΝafterΝVictoria’sΝcoronation,Νhe sent his two 

eldest sons, the Prince of Wales and Prince Alfred, on simultaneous visits to British 

North America and South Africa, respectively. In a speech given at Trinity House in 

June 1860, Albert stressedΝtheΝ“importantΝandΝbeneficent”Νpart given to the British royal 

family “to act in the development of those distant and rising countries, who recognize in 

the British crown and their allegiance to it, their supreme bond of union with the mother 

countryΝandΝwithΝeachΝotherέ”439 TheΝtwoΝbrothers’Ν“triumphalΝandΝpeacefulΝprogress,Νin 

suchΝveryΝoppositeΝpartsΝofΝtheΝglobe”,ΝasΝVictoriaΝmusedΝinΝherΝjournal,ΝprovedΝaΝgreatΝ

success.440 It was repeated in autumn 1861, when Alfred visited the British West Indies, 

and in 1867-1871, when he toured virtually the entire empire, particularly the new white-

settler colonies the Cape, Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand andΝ theΝ “jewelΝ ofΝ theΝ

crown” India.441 

InΝ manyΝ ways,Ν theseΝ activitiesΝ anticipatedΝ theΝ “ύreaterΝ ψritain”Ν schoolΝ ofΝ politicalΝ

thought of the early 1870s. Its representatives would envision a closely integrated 

imperialΝfederationΝunitedΝbyΝcommonΝloyaltyΝtoΝtheΝ“iconographicΝorderΝofΝψritain”μΝaΝ

set of emotive national symbols such as the Union Jack, the constitution, or Britannia 

ruling the waves headed by theΝ“patriotΝqueen”έΝTheΝύreater-Britain thinkers suggested 

that the queen’sΝsons,ΝsimilarΝtoΝtheirΝdynasticΝdistribution of tasks in the four-nations 

context, should occupy the posts of colonial governors.442 Prince Alfred, though 

frequently discussed as King of Australia, never took up such a post. By sailing around 

theΝ worldΝ andΝ dischargingΝ hisΝ navalΝ duties,Ν however,Ν theΝ “SailorΝ Prince”Ν becameΝ

somethingΝmoreμΝtheΝ“pureΝandΝspotlessΝrepresentativeΝofΝtheΝgrandΝideaΝweΝhaveΝformedΝ

ofΝaΝmightyΝempire”,ΝasΝtheΝCape Monthly Magazine observed in 1861, and a “pioneerΝ
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of that ψritishΝImperialism”Νof the 1880s-90s in the words of an obituary in 1900.443 His 

cruisesΝ precededΝ ψenjaminΝ Disraeli’sΝ ωrystalΝ PalaceΝ speechΝ (1κιβ),Ν theΝ PrinceΝ ofΝ

Wales’sΝvisitΝtoΝIndiaΝ(1κιη),ΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝproclamationΝasΝEmpressΝofΝIndiaΝ(1κιθ)Ν

and many other milestones of British New Imperialism by several years. 

While PrinceΝ χlfredΝ andΝ PrinceΝ ValdemarΝ heightenedΝ theΝ monarchy’sΝ relevanceΝ byΝ

integrating already existing empires with clear territorial borders, Prince Heinrich and 

Prince Georgios did so by spinning even finer threads. Their primary function was to 

connect with the large but elusive German and Greek diasporas as well as to bring two 

symbolic additions into the folds of Greater Germany and Greater Greece. 

As a national and imperial latecomer, the German Empire could not boast of substantial 

colonial possessions. Surprisingly, Prince Heinrich never visited any of the few colonies 

that it did acquire in Africa and the Pacific between 1884 and 1899 (German East, South 

West or West Africa, New Guinea, Micronesia or Samoa). ByΝreachingΝoutΝtoΝύermany’sΝ

emigrant and merchant-diaspora communities, though,ΝandΝbyΝparticipatingΝinΝtheΝnation’sΝ

mostΝprestigiousΝcolonialΝprojectΝinΝEastΝχsia,ΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince” traced the outlines of an 

imaginary realm much larger and much more fabulous thanΝύermany’sΝterritorialΝempireμΝ

a virtualΝempireΝcalledΝtheΝ“widerΝόatherland”έ 

One of the main hubs of this dream kingdom, which the prince visited during a number of 

major voyages, were the Americas. Around 90% of the approximately five million 

Germans who left the country between 1830 and 1914 migrated to the growing economy 

of the US. Another 5% believed that pots of gold would wait for hardworking farmers in 

the sunny, fertile regions of Latin America.444 They were accompanied by the exotic 

dreams and colonial phantasies of those Germans who stayed behind, with the Wild West 

and the tropics becoming some of the most popular settings of nineteenth-century 

adventure fiction.445 From the 1840s onwards, however, there was also a political 

discourse which evoked fears that Germany might lose vital manpower in a competitive 

world. One suggested remedy which simultaneously would have helped the nation to gain 

the colonial territory generally associated with great-power status was a policy of targeted 
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emigrationΝand,Νultimately,Ν theΝbuildingΝofΝaΝ“Neu-Deutschland”Νoverseasέ446 The idea 

became most influential after 1880, when the unified German Empire, now formally 

participating in the imperial game, re-conceptualizedΝitsΝemigrantsΝasΝ“ύermansΝabroad”Ν

(“Auslandsdeutsche”)μΝmembersΝofΝanΝ ineradicableΝnational community of culture and 

language which transcended territorial borders. Emigrants like the German-Americans, 

who tended to quickly assimilate into the mainstream culture of the US – an emerging 

rival – were encouraged to follow the example of the agricultural settlements in Latin 

America, which usually preservedΝaΝcomparativelyΝhighΝlevelΝofΝ“ύermanness”έ447 

During his many travels to the region, Prince Heinrich would communicate with both 

kinds of diaspora communities, honouring their continued loyalty to the homeland or 

inviting them to cultivate it. In 1878-1880 he visited Uruguay, Chile and Peru; in 1882-

1884 the Caribbean, Venezuela and Brazil; in 1902 the United States; and in 1914 again 

Argentina, Brazil and Chile. As the first member of the newly-created imperial family to 

travelΝ thisΝ farΝheΝ evokedΝ feelingsΝofΝ sentimentalΝ “attachment”έΝχsΝ aΝ figureheadΝofΝ theΝ

youngΝnavyΝheΝelicitedΝ“prideΝinΝaΝnewΝandΝstrongΝhomeland”ΝandΝPan-German Empire 

which the emigrants, who had taken a keen interest in the Wars of Unification, could feel 

part of.448 

An even more symbolic focal point of German dream imperialism was the colony of 

Kiautschou. Long before 1871, German trading companies had already been busy all over 

the world, claiming, for example, a significant and expandable share in Chinese trade. As 

early as the 1840s, national economists had therefore called for a fleet strong enough to 

secure these business activities and thus to contribute to the creation of an integrated 

economic empire comparable to the British.449 After 1871, the German navy worked hard 

to project an image of itself as the main sourceΝ ofΝ protectionΝ forΝ ύermany’sΝ globe-

spanning trade and shipping companies. Leading men such as Stosch even lobbied for 

formalΝ “protectorates”, because these would necessitate patrol cruises, which, in turn, 

would provide the navy with just the missions it needed to increase its reputation and 

justify its further build-up.450 In 1897/98, this policy of self-promotion, brought to a new 
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level by Admiral von Tirpitz and combined with the ideology of world power championed 

by William II, led to the establishment of a naval base in Kiautschou Bay. The German 

Empire exploited the assassination of two Catholic missionaries as well as the Chinese 

Empire’sΝgeneralΝweaknessΝafterΝtheΝSino-Japanese War (1894-95) as an opportunity to 

enterΝ theΝ“scrambleΝforΝωhina”ΝandΝ to occupy the strategically important area near the 

seaport Tsingtau. To seal the act, William sent an improvised naval unit, the East Asia 

Squadron, and he stressed the intimate connection between the imperial project, the navy 

and the monarchy by putting his brother in command.451 Heinrich, who would return in 

1912, oversaw building works, explored the region, connected with Germany’sΝ eliteΝ

diaspora in Asia and paid official visits to the bordering powers. He thus identified the 

monarchyΝwithΝύermany’sΝ“modelΝcolony”ΝandΝleastΝtaintedΝcolonialΝprojectέ 

PrinceΝύeorgios’s activities, in many ways, mirrored those of his German counterpart, 

although they generally ran under a different header. As the Cypriot-born historian 

Andrekos Varnava has recently stressed, most scholars tend to use the term “irredentism”Ν

for Greek territorial ambitions after 1832. By unquestioningly doing so, he argues, they 

actually adopt the terminology of those who espoused these ambitions, buying into their 

claimΝthatΝύreekΝexpansionΝwasΝdifferentΝfromΝotherΝimperialismsΝ“becauseΝtheΝύreeksΝ

soughtΝtoΝliberateΝthoseΝύreeksΝunderΝτttomanΝtyranny”έ Varnava remarks, though, that 

“borderΝexpansionΝatΝtheΝexpenseΝofΝanother polity is de-factoΝimperialism”νΝthatΝmanyΝ

Greeks under Ottoman rule, particularly those of Cyprus and Anatolia, identified not the 

Greek state, but the Ottoman Empire as their homeland; and that even if they could be 

classified as ethnic Greeks, they lived scattered among other ethnicities (sometimes even 

claimed by other Balkan irredentisms) rather than as homogenous majorities in one 

territory.452 By aiming to integrate both the people and the landΝintoΝaΝ“ύreaterΝύreece”Ν

of Byzantine dimensions, the Greeks thus, at least between 1880 and 1920, clearly bought 

into the imperialist ideology of the age. 

LikeΝ theΝ ύermanΝ “widerΝ όatherland”,Ν “ύreaterΝ ύreece” remained a virtual empire of 

“transterritorialΝcharacter”ΝforΝmuchΝofΝtheΝnineteenthΝcentury,Νthough. It comprised three 

groups of inhabitants, of which only one and initially the smallest resided within the 

borders of the independent state. Some portions ofΝtheΝsecondΝgroup,ΝtheΝ“unredeemed”Ν
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Greeks of the Ottoman Empire and Aegean Sea area, would gradually join Greece (the 

Ionian Islands in 1863, Epirus and Thessaly in 1881, Crete in 1898-1908). But others, like 

Macedonia or Asia Minor, remained outside until the Balkan Wars, let alone the large 

Greek diaspora in Western Europe and the Near East.453 In the eyes of most of their 

contemporariesΝtheΝύlücksborgΝdynasty’sΝmissionΝwas,ΝonΝtheΝoneΝhand,ΝtoΝworkΝtowardsΝ

territorial expansion by diplomatic and military means. On the other hand, they were 

meant to effect theΝ integrationΝofΝ theΝ archipelago’sΝdifferentΝparts,Ν especiallyΝ theΝ laterΝ

acquisitions, into one comprehensive, secular nation-state as well as one Hellenic 

imagined community including the Greeks living outside Greece.454 

Prince Georgios contributed significantly to both projects. First, he connected with some 

ofΝύreece’sΝmajorΝtransterritorialΝcommunities during his journey on-board the Russian 

armoured cruiser Pamiat Azova in 1890/91. This cruise, essentially a grand tour to the East 

which he undertook together with his cousin, Tsarevich Nicholas of Russia, led the prince 

first to Egypt and later to America. In Egypt, he was able to address the large Greek 

diaspora community consisting of many prosperous entrepreneurs who had settled there 

under Muhammed Ali as well as a few thousand construction workers who had been 

engagedΝinΝtheΝbuildingΝofΝ theΝSuezΝωanalέΝ InΝtheΝ“goldenΝageΝofΝ theΝύreekΝdiaspora”Ν

(1880-1930), this community flourished and few of the successful expatriates were 

inclined to return to the economically lagging Greek state. The Greek government, 

however, tried to influence the ideological, political and economic life in the area. This 

was because, for one thing, it depended on the patriotic philanthropism of wealthy 

businessmen such as Emamnouil Benakis or Georgios Averoff, whose generous donations 

funded numerous cultural and military institutions in Greece.455 On the other hand, there 

was a general desire to tie the loyalties of the diaspora more closely to the homeland. The 

majority of expatriates identified as belonging to the wider Greek nation; but, vacillating 

between sentimental attachment to Greece, loyalty to the new political authorities and a 

general sense of cosmopolitanism, they did not necessarily support the Greek nation-state 
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and its policies.456 The presence of a Greek prince, enthusiastically celebrated in all the 

visited ports, re-activated national feeling and could clarify priorities.457 

InΝ χmerica,Ν meanwhile,Ν ύeorgios’s visit supported the comparatively young Greek-

American diaspora, which was still in need of organizational structures. His arrival there 

was a convenient coincidence. Originally, he had been supposed to accompany his cousin 

all the way back to St Petersburg. Following the famous attack on the Tsarevich by a 

deranged policeman in the Japanese town of Otsu, however, some embarrassed members 

ofΝhisΝcousin’sΝentourageΝhadΝconspiredΝagainstΝtheΝύreekΝprinceΝbecauseΝheΝhadΝbeenΝtheΝ

onlyΝEuropeanΝcomingΝtoΝσicholas’sΝrescue.458 Georgios was expelled from the tour and 

had to travel home alone via the US. His unexpected visits to San Francisco and New York 

brought hundreds of Greek emigrants onto the streets to welcome him. In New York, the 

Greek community, according to some sources, even realized for the first time how large it 

hadΝbecomeέΝItsΝleadingΝmembersΝwouldΝsubsequentlyΝfoundΝ“TheΝώellenicΝψrotherhoodΝ

ofΝχthena”,ΝanΝassociationΝwhich,ΝunderΝ theΝhonoraryΝpresidencyΝofΝ the prince, would 

work for the establishment of the first Greek-Orthodox church in the US.459 

ύeorgios’s most important contribution to the Greater Greek cause, though – his 

relationship with Crete – resulted from a planned dynastic strategy rather than an 

accidental route change. Next to Macedonia, the large and populous island in the Aegean 

Sea formed one of the most symbolic bones of contention of nineteenth-century Greek 

irredentist imperialism. Mainly inhabited by ethnic Greeks but still under Ottoman rule, it 

wasΝ caughtΝ inΝ aΝ “viciousΝ cycle”Ν ofΝ oppression, revolt, suppression and greater 

oppression.460 King George managed to position himself as a champion of the Cretan 

Cause. With every new revolt, however, the pressure grew for him to actually achieve the 

ultimate goal of territorial unity. By 1897, his dynasty’sΝreputationΝhadΝreachedΝsuchΝanΝ

all-time low that he dispatched the Greek torpedo-boat flotilla under the command of his 

sailor son to win back some trust.461 
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ThoughΝnothingΝmuchΝcameΝofΝtheΝ“dramaticΝshow”Ν– for the intervening great powers 

kept him from doing anything in Crete – Prince Georgios would continue to be his 

dynasty’sΝbestΝassetΝ inΝ theirΝ attemptΝ toΝ alignΝwithΝ theΝύreaterΝύreekΝcause. Following 

ύreece’sΝhumiliatingΝdefeatΝbyΝ theΝτttomanΝ forcesΝ inΝ theΝύreco-Turkish War, he was 

elected High Commissioner of the newly semi-autonomous Cretan state in 1898.462 Initial 

hopes that he might bring about complete unity with the Greek homeland were soon 

thwarted. Georgios certainly cut as fine a figure as he could in negotiating his different 

tasks: He brought stability to the troubled area, thus satisfying the great powers; he 

successfully improved Muslim-Christian relations and remained a conscientious servant 

of the Ottoman sultan, thus easing Turkish concerns. But by keeping true to his mandate, 

he inevitably failed to fulfil the Cretan/Greek wish for a complete transfer of sovereignty. 

χsΝaΝconsequence,ΝtheΝprince’sΝinitialΝ“messianic”ΝauraΝgraduallyΝfaded,Νand,ΝbecomingΝ

more of a burden than an asset, he was finally dropped by the powers. It would eventually 

be Eleftherios Venizelos, the Cretan republican who started a major insurrection against 

ύeorgios’sΝ “unfortunateΝ regime”Ν inΝ 1λίη,Ν rather than the Glücksborg dynasty who 

achievedΝωrete’sΝunityΝwithΝύreeceέ463 

σevertheless,Ν theΝ prince,Ν styledΝ “PrinceΝ ofΝ ωrete”Ν inΝ commonΝ parlance,Ν had,Ν forΝ aΝ

considerable time, been the living embodiment of one of the most powerful dreams of the 

Greek nation. Thus, Georgios had performed a vital final function common to many 

“SailorΝPrinces”έΝόorΝtheΝfineΝthreadsΝthat they spun to connect metropolitan centres with 

peripheral provinces, colonies or diaspora communities ultimately also tightened the 

emotional community of the nation at home. How closely the empire-building project was 

connected with the nation-building project is best illustrated by the German case. 

Significantly, the vessel on which Prince Heinrich sailed to Kiautschou in 1897 was called 

SMS Deutschland. The name conveyed an important message: By circling the imagined 

territory of a virtual empire aboard a vessel representing the German state,Ν theΝ“SailorΝ

Prince”Ν wasΝ notΝ onlyΝ unitingΝ aΝ “widerΝ όatherlandΝ overΝ theΝ oceans”έΝ In taking many 

Germans on imaginary journeys with him, he was also unitingΝtheΝ“narrowΝόatherlandΝatΝ

home”ΝaroundΝtheΝideaΝofΝaΝseaborne colonial empire.464 
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Royal go-betweens 

TheΝimperialΝwebsΝthatΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝhelpedΝtoΝconnectΝwere not floating in a vacuum, 

but were surrounded by and interacted with other empires. During their travels, the princes 

permanently crossed the international waters of the world. Even if their journeys were not 

planned as grand tours, the necessities of seaborne travel meant that they often had to call 

at ports and coaling stations belonging to other (colonial) empires. The diasporas to which 

they reached out were, by definition, scattered among foreign peoples. In the age of 

globalization and New Imperialism, when the different parts of the world grew closer 

together and the subsequent impression of a shrinking world ushered in a last phase of 

frenzied imperialΝexpansion,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝthusΝautomaticallyΝperformedΝanotherΝvitalΝ

function: by becoming go-betweens between empires as well as go-betweens between 

metropolitan centres and colonial peripheries they stabilized their respective empires from 

the outsideΝasΝwellΝasΝfromΝtheΝinsideέΝτnΝtheΝoneΝhand,ΝtheyΝrepresentedΝtheirΝnations’Ν

imperial power claims to other European or transoceanic powers. On the other hand, they 

cultivatedΝ friendlyΝ relationsΝwithΝ theseΝpowersΝ inΝorderΝ toΝ furtherΝ theirΝ countries’ΝownΝ

economic and geopolitical interests. 

Just as in the intra-imperial case, the princes were perfectly equipped to carry out these 

diplomatic functions because they had access to the symbolic arsenals of the monarchy 

andΝtheΝnavyέΝχsΝEurope’sΝmonarchsΝnationalized in the course of the nineteenth century, 

theyΝalsoΝmorphedΝintoΝ“personifiedΝrepresentativesΝofΝnationalΝprestige”έΝThe pompous 

state visits that they paid each other as the public faces of their nations could be read as 

assertions of national honour and power in the context of increasing international 

competition.465 “SailorΝPrinces”ΝenteredΝthisΝshowΝrunΝonΝanΝinter-imperial level, and they 

clearly also profited from the dazzling imagery of court etiquette. 

The language of royal ceremonial, moreover, was underscored by the messages of 

“gunboatΝdiplomacy”έΝψetweenΝ1κ14ΝandΝ1λ14,ΝEurope’sΝexpandingΝnaviesΝwereΝrarelyΝ

used as weapons, but often as instruments of diplomatic coercion. Countries like Britain 

or Germany frequently despatched gunboats to European or overseas trouble spots to 

demonstrate their readiness to resort to hard-power measures.466 “SailorΝPrinces”Ν alsoΝ

often travelled aboard such prestigious vessels and as part of imposing naval squadrons. 
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This helped them to inspire national pride amongst their home audiences and to impress 

orΝintimidateΝrivalΝpowersΝbyΝ“appear[ing]ΝasΝdauntingΝasΝpossible”έ467 

At the same time, the princes possessed the ideal prerequisites to ease the tensions of 

national-imperialΝ rivalryέΝ όorΝ althoughΝ Europe’sΝ monarchsΝ slowly moved towards 

becomingΝmereΝrepresentativesΝofΝ theirΝnations’Ν interestsΝandΝchauvinistΝattitudes,Ν theyΝ

were still members of the world-wide family of kings. Their dynastic connections and 

corresponding mindsets transcended borders and enabled them to project images of 

international harmony.468 “SailorΝPrinces”ΝsharedΝthisΝ“dynasticΝinternationalism”μΝtheyΝ

wereΝallΝrelatedΝwithΝeachΝotherΝandΝwithΝEurope’sΝotherΝmajorΝdynastiesΝeitherΝbyΝdescentΝ

or by marriage; they had enjoyed the benefits of a cosmopolitan education; and they 

participated in transnational event calendars. These qualities gave them access to doors 

which remained closed to other diplomats. 

As naval officers, moreover, they also belonged to a group of professional cosmopolitans 

with a knack for intercultural diplomacy. The navies of nineteenth-century Europe were 

not only instruments of hard power, but also soft-power tools used to carry out many 

peacetimeΝtasksΝasΝwellΝasΝtoΝshowcaseΝtheirΝnations’ΝtechnologicalΝandΝeconomicΝprowessΝ

to foreign societiesέΝTheΝofficersΝthatΝcommandedΝthemΝwereΝregardedΝasΝ“ambassadorsΝin 

blue”έΝ TheirΝ globe-trotting lives and everyday acquaintance with multinational crews, 

foreign cultures and all kinds of other empire roamers (diplomats, colonial administrators 

or trade agents) rendered them ideal interpreters and negotiators in the trans-oceanic world 

of empires. Many naval commanders would therefore perform vital diplomatic functions 

especially prior to the establishment of embassies.469 “SailorΝPrinces”Νwere no exception. 

EncountersΝ withΝ exoticΝ “others”Ν wereΝ partΝ ofΝ theirΝ professionalΝ portfolioΝ asΝ theyΝ

commanded their ships and visited the heterogeneous societies that constituted their own 

and other empires.470 This ease distinguished them from their less mobile relations. 

Equipped with the urbane manners, cosmopolitanism and power tools of royal princes and 

naval officers, they were perfect ambassadors for the Age of Empire. 

The fact that they did not have political or diplomatic mandates in the strict sense was an 

asset rather than a disadvantage. Royal contributions to inter-imperial diplomatic relations 
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have so far received little attention due to the general misconception thatΝbecauseΝEurope’sΝ

constitutional monarchs lost or conceded most of their governing powers to ministerial 

elites or representative assemblies in the course of the nineteenth century, they had scant 

influence on foreign policy. Yet, most sovereigns clung fiercely to their special 

prerogative. By 1900, royal diplomacy might no longer have been able to sideline 

parliaments and governments or to overcome conflicts of national interest and feeling; but 

it could still play an important part in European international relations.471 Even though 

royal state visits were mainly acted out on a level of symbolic communication rather than 

political negotiation, their effects on home and foreign audiences should not be 

underestimated. It was in this atmospheric realm that “SailorΝPrinces”ΝmainlyΝactedέ Their 

travels were often arranged as cost-effective goodwill tours with no clear-cut political or 

economic objectives. Yet, they were never without consequence. 

When Prince Heinrich embarked on his famous state visit to the United States in 1902, 

Chancellor Bernhard von Bülow instructed him that he was not expectedΝtoΝ“bringΝbackΝ

anyΝtangibleΝpoliticalΝresult”ΝfromΝtheΝjourney. The prince was not even to talk politics 

withΝPresidentΝTheodoreΝRooseveltέΝRather,ΝheΝshouldΝ“winΝoverΝtheΝχmericans”ΝinΝmoreΝ

general terms and convince them of German sympathies. The journey formed part of a 

wider public-relations campaign initiated by William II to test the mood and maybe also 

bringΝaboutΝaΝrapprochementΝbetweenΝtheΝtwoΝempiresΝfollowingΝconflictsΝoverΝύermany’sΝ

colonial acquisitions in the South Seas as well as the Spanish-American War of 1898.472 

ItΝwasΝ exactlyΝ thisΝ “a-political”Ν character,Ν though,ΝwhichΝ turnedΝ theΝvisitΝ intoΝ aΝmajorΝ

successΝ inΝ termsΝ ofΝ friendlyΝ relationsΝ andΝ whichΝ generallyΝ madeΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν soΝ

suitable for diplomatic tasks. Neither William nor his Chancellor had much faith in 

ώeinrich’sΝpoliticalΝjudgementνΝtheΝprinceΝwasΝconsideredΝsuperficialΝandΝnaïveέ473 Yet, he 

possessed an ability to win over people that his brother lacked completely. The political-

industrial elites and wider society of the States were enthralled by the authentic language 

and easy-going manners of the royal sailor as well as the not at all snooty “spirit in which 

[he] met unconventional Uncle Sam”. The entire republic was swept away by 

“χristomania”έ474 
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Equally,ΝtheΝprinces’Νunpretentious dignity and the notion that they somehow stood above 

the nitty-gritty of the expansion-driven politics of their governments as well as the ulterior 

motives of two-faced colonial agents, helped them to win the confidence of their 

suspicious Asian hosts. In a characteristic conversation with a Hong Kong pilot aboard the 

Valkyrie inΝ1κλλ,ΝPrinceΝValdemarΝ calmedΝ theΝωhineseΝman’sΝworriesΝ thatΝ theΝDanesΝ

mightΝhaveΝ“comeΝtakeΝpieceΝcountryς”ΝlikeΝallΝtheΝotherΝEuropeanΝpowersέΝώeΝsmilinglyΝ

replied in fluent pidginμΝ“σoΝtakeΝpieceΝcountry,ΝweΝcomeΝlookΝsee!”475 The semi-touristic 

character of the princely goodwill tours convinced other powers of the peaceful intentions 

and disinterested motives of their countries. Thus, Prince Heinrich, during his stay in East 

Asia, also worked to refute rumours that Germany was looking for further territorial 

aggrandizementέΝώeΝ“str[ove]ΝtoΝconvinceΝpeopleΝthatΝthisΝisΝnotΝatΝallΝourΝintentionΝandΝ

thatΝtheyΝshouldΝcontinueΝtrustingΝus”έ476 

The cultivation of friendly relations via royal-naval diplomacy was so cost-effective that 

major players like the British could even extend it to such minor states as the Kingdom of 

Hawaii. In July 1869, Prince Alfred visited the archipelago in the South Pacific Ocean as 

part of his Galatea world cruise. Britain and Hawaii had enjoyed good relations ever since 

the first Hawaiian king, Kamehameha I, had put himself under British protection and his 

dynasty had adopted Britain as its constitutional role model. From 1860, when Queen 

Emma had introduced the Anglican Church to the isles, Queen Victoria had even kept 

closeΝ contactsΝ withΝ theΝ royalΝ familyέΝ PrinceΝ χlfred’sΝ visitΝ wasΝ meantΝ toΝ assureΝ theΝ

ώawaiiansΝofΝherΝongoingΝfriendshipΝandΝofΝψritain’sΝcontinuedΝsupport. It was one of a 

series of honours by which the queen convinced the otherwise little respected kings of the 

house of Kamehameha and later Kalakaua that they could rely on her personal agency for 

their protection from US-American annexationism. When these fears materialized in 

1893, though, Victoria cared little and Britain did not jeopardize her relations with 

America by intervening.477 The a-political character of royal diplomacy meant that princes 

could be obliging without the slightest commitment. 

The friendly atmosphere that cost so little to create yielded great dividends, though. For 

the hidden long-termΝagendaΝbehindΝtheΝprinces’ΝgoodwillΝ toursΝwas naturally to work 
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towardsΝaΝfriendlyΝenvironmentΝforΝtheirΝcountries’ΝgeopoliticalΝandΝeconomicΝinterests. 

Powered by their belief in the unbounded American and Asian markets, the trading and 

export nations of the West all competed over economic outlets and spheres of influence. 

Without directly contributing to the negotiation of formal treaties, princely visits could 

still pave the way for informal imperialist penetration. Thus, Britain profited from its good 

relations with Hawaii because the strategically convenient islands functioned as a supply 

base for British traders and whalers in the Pacific. Prince Heinrich and Prince Valdemar 

exploredΝtheirΝcountries’ΝbusinessΝopportunitiesΝinΝtheΝχmericasΝandΝtheΝόarΝEastέΝTheyΝ

actedΝasΝilluminatingΝexamplesΝofΝwhatΝoneΝmightΝcallΝ“cooperativeΝimperialism”,ΝaΝwin-

win partnership between smaller or aspiring European powers seeking influence and 

small, non-European states seeking to defend their independence through accommodating 

them. 

One European method of getting a foot in the door of formally independent markets such 

as Latin America or East Asia was military aidΝforΝ“developing”ΝcountriesέΝψyΝthe fin-de-

siècle, most of the states which had managed to remain autonomous in the face of 

imperialist aggression had realized that their best chance of survival was to cooperate with 

and learn from their potential enemies. Challenged to open up to the West and/or intent on 

becoming regional hegemons or global players themselves, countries as diverse as the 

Ottoman, Persian or Japanese Empires, the Kingdom of Siam or the republics of 

Argentina, Bolivia and Chile made a virtue of necessity and opted for programmes of 

“modernization”Ν accordingΝ toΝ EuropeanΝ standardsέΝ InΝ εeijiΝ Japan,Ν almostΝ theΝ entireΝ

constitutional, political, legal, educational and military systems were reformed along 

Western lines. In Siam, the programme was more restricted, mainly to military build-up. 

All states, however, recruited advisors from abroad and they learned to distribute their 

favoursΝ carefullyέΝ TheΝ logicΝ ofΝ imperialΝ rivalryΝ meantΝ thatΝ Europe’sΝ powersΝ viedΝ forΝ

invitations to send advisors and army or naval missions because these reflected their 

(military) prestige in the world and could serve as stepping stones for further economic, 

cultural or political influence.478 

χsΝ militaryΝ professionalsΝ withΝ aΝ friendlyΝ aura,Ν “SailorΝ Princes”Ν oftenΝ actedΝ asΝ

representatives or promoters of these military relations. This was particularly true for 

PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝvisitsΝtoΝJapanΝinΝ1κλκή1912 and to Argentina, Brazil and Chile in 1914. 
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While Britain was an undisputed leader in naval matters, the German Empire, after 1871, 

had quickly overtaken post-Napoleonic France as a role model for the organization of land 

forcesέΝTheΝύermanΝgovernmentΝandΝtheΝ“military-industrialΝcomplex”ΝaroundΝtheΝKruppΝ

Company soon learned to take advantage of the high prestige of Prussian militarism. 

Sought-after military missions and arms deliveries to Turkey or South America were used 

as instruments of Weltpolitik thatΝwereΝmeantΝtoΝimproveΝtheΝyoungΝempire’sΝotherwiseΝ

weak position in the imperial game. While William II travelled to Constantinople himself 

in 1889, his brother represented the German military establishment as well as the 

economic interests of the arms industry in further removed regions. The parades and troop 

inspections that he attended in Japan or Chile gave him a unique opportunity to show his 

welcomeΝ appreciationΝ ofΝ theΝ countries’Ν militaryΝ institutionsέΝ ParticularlyΝ inΝ ωhile,Ν theΝ

“PrussiaΝ ofΝ δatinΝ χmerica”,Ν ώeinrich’sΝ visit made a favourable impression on the 

Germanophile officer corps, which consolidated ύermany’sΝposition as a military partner 

and thus constituted a real advantage over the other European powers active in the 

region.479 

Even the comparatively small naval power Denmark was able to carve out a niche as a 

military model and subsequently economic partner of an up-and-coming Asian nation with 

the assistance of royal-naval diplomacy. Imitating Japan, the enlightened absolutist King 

Chulalongkorn of Siam pursued a clever policy of preventing direct colonial rule – and of 

bolsteringΝhisΝdynasty’sΝundisputedΝposition – by creating a partly modernized, unified 

nation-state centred on the throne and by cooperating with a range of advanced European 

nations to this end. Some of the highest positions of trust in the kingdom were occupied 

by Danish militaries seeking their fortunes abroad, since Denmark could not be considered 

a threat. The naval lieutenant Andreas du Plessis de Richelieu became a close confidant 

of Chulalongkorn and was entrusted with the build-up of the Siamese navy; Major Gustav 

Schau entered the Royal Bodyguard and later formed the Siamese provincial gendarmerie; 

and the sailor H.N. Andersen was allowed to establish a highly successful shipping and 

teak business in Bangkok. The personal contacts of these men paved the way for many 

other Danish immigrants and businesses as well as for more formal economic and 

diplomatic relations between the two kingdoms personified by the two royal families. 

During his tour of Europe in 1897, King Chulalongkorn befriended Prince Valdemar and 

his wife. Especially the business-savvy Marie subsequently embracedΝχndersen’sΝprojectΝ
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of creating an East Asiatic Company dedicated to shipping between Europe and the Far 

East as a patriotic endeavour putting Denmark on an equal footing with other European 

powers. A few years before, the foundation of the Great Northern Telegraph Company, 

dedicated to the cabling of Russia and the Far East, had already established the small 

nation as a global provider of communication infrastructures. In 1899, Prince Valdemar, 

supported by business and banking circles, journalists and ultimately also the parliament, 

went on an official naval visit to the Far East to assist both enterprises. Three additional 

visits in 1906/7 (together with Prince Georgios), 1909 and 1911/12 were meant to further 

strengthenΝtheΝtiesΝwithΝSiamΝandΝtoΝbolsterΝtheΝEχω’sΝpositionΝasΝitΝexpandedΝintoΝtheΝ

myth-invested China market.480 

χsΝ becomesΝ obviousΝ fromΝ PrinceΝ Valdemar’sΝ visitsΝ toΝ Siam,Ν PrinceΝ χlfred’sΝ stayΝ inΝ

ώawaiiΝorΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝsojournsΝinΝωhile and Japan, the so-calledΝ“cultivation”ΝofΝ

royal potentates, influential politicians or militaries via the conferment of special honours 

was another, complementary strategy for gaining military, economic or political influence 

inΝ “exotic”Ν countriesέ481 HereΝ again,Ν “SailorΝ Princes”Ν asΝ easilyΝ deployableΝ agentsΝ inΝ

command of the symbolic language of court etiquette and the cultural knowledge of the 

naval globetrotter were right for the task. 

Antony Best, one of only a few historians who have studied intercultural royal diplomacy, 

has stressed how symbolic communication and the concept of the family of kings were 

able to overcome the racial dividesΝbetweenΝEurope’sΝimperialΝpowersΝandΝtheirΝ“τriental”Ν

counterpartsΝbyΝ creatingΝ “mutualΝ respectΝ andΝ aΝ senseΝofΝ equality”έ482 Best focused on 

changesΝinΝψritain’sΝrelationsΝwithΝJapanΝduringΝtheΝcoming-about of the Anglo-Japanese 

alliance in 1901/2. One can safely say, though, that the potential utility of court diplomacy 

was realized much earlier – byΝ“SailorΝPrinces”έΝThus,Ν itΝwasΝactuallyΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝ

reception at the Japanese Imperial Court in 1869, the first of its kind, which marked the 

beginning of the cautious rapprochement between Britain and Meiji Japan on the brink of 
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theΝancientΝempire’sΝpolicyΝofΝ“leavingΝχsia”έ483 PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝfirstΝvisitΝtoΝTokyoΝtenΝ

years later representedΝ theΝ “culminationΝ point”Ν ofΝ aΝ famedΝ “goldenΝ eraΝ ofΝ ύerman-

JapaneseΝrelations”ΝbetweenΝ1κιίΝandΝ1κληέ484 In their quest to modernize and be accepted 

as part of the international community,Ν“exotic”ΝmonarchiesΝsuchΝasΝJapan,ΝSiamΝorΝώawaiiΝ

adopted the Westphalian model of diplomacy, European court etiquette and sometimes 

also European habits.485 Any sign of recognition by Western monarchs was counted as 

symbolic capital able to legitimize dynastiesΝorΝbolsterΝpowerΝclaimsέΝ“SailorΝPrinces”Ν

were travelling treasurers holding this symbolic currency at their fingertips. Their visits 

alone were signs of distinction. In addition, they would usually exchange carefully 

selected, cost-effective decorations with their hosts. On the death of Emperor Meiji in 

1912, Britain and Germany would even compete over which power could confer the more 

prestigious order on the new emperor. By picking Prince Heinrich, a naval professional 

used to the strains of long-distance travel even at short notice and familiar with the 

Japanese court from previous visits, the German Emperor gained an unassailable time 

advantage.486 

Most of the few other studies of intercultural royal encounters such as the state visits of 

oriental potentates like the Shahs of Persia to fin-de-siècle Europe have focused on aspects 

of royal spectacle or culture clashes.487 They justly point to the asymmetrical nature of 

mutual relations. What has been overlooked, though, is the bridge-buildingΝroleΝofΝ“Sailor 

Princes”έΝThey were often the first when it came to returning the visits of foreign princes; 

and they would also receive and accommodate them during their stays in Europe. Thus, 

PrinceΝ χlfredΝ wasΝ selectedΝ asΝ PrincessΝ δiliuokaniΝ ofΝ ώawaii’sΝ escortΝ during the 

celebrationsΝofΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝύoldenΝJubileeΝinΝ1κκιέ488 Prince Valdemar hosted King 

Chulalongkorn in Copenhagen during his two educational tours through Europe in 

1897/1907; he visited the King in Bangkok in 1899/1900 and 1906/7; and he and the entire 

Danish royal family treated his sons, who were almost all educated in Europe, like family 
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members.489 Prince Heinrich, likewise, returned King Chulalongkorn's state visit to 

Potsdam in 1900; he was twice received by Emperor Meiji in 1879 and 1899 and once by 

his successor Taisho in 1912; and he frequently hosted Japanese princes studying or 

receiving their military training in Germany, who would then often be his escorts in 

Japan.490 

WhileΝψritain,ΝpriorΝtoΝtheΝdisastrousΝψoerΝWarΝandΝJapan’sΝimpressiveΝvictories in the 

Sino-/Russo-Japanese Wars, was renowned for ignoring the tacit rules of intercultural 

diplomacy, it was particularly smaller or latecomer powers like Germany or Denmark 

which profited from these soft-power benefits of cosmopolitan royals.491 For them, the 

“moralΝ conquests”Ν madeΝ byΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν both as representatives of their Western 

model nations and as distinguished individuals honoured for the respect they showed to 

their hosts were a much-needed competitive advantage.492 

Thus, Prince Heinrich, by never concealing the fact that he had fallen in love with the 

beautiful landscape and culture of Japan during his first visit as a naval cadet, even 

obtained some very material gains for his country. His one-year-stay in 1879/80 had been 

a triumph of hospitality on the part of the Meiji court, and when he returned to the region 

twenty years later on his mission to Kiautschou, he would not rest until he was allowed to 

“refresh”ΝhisΝmemoriesΝinΝthisΝ“onlyΝtrueΝrecreationalΝspotΝinΝtheΝEast”έ493 He would visit 

ancient places like Kyoto, admire Shinto temples, learn the art of Japanese archery, attend 

theatre plays or Japanese tea ceremonies and always soak up his experiences in a 

surprisingly appreciative spirit.494 In his reports to his brother, Heinrich declared that the 

JapaneseΝ wereΝ aΝ “serious,Ν forward-strivingΝ people”Ν andΝ advocatedΝ “friendlyΝ courtesy”Ν

towards them.495 

This connoisseurship of Japanese culture and his favourable view of the Japanese did not 

go unnoticed by the Meiji court. The gratified Tenno treated Heinrich with unprecedented 

kindness and tuned his gifts (valuable ancient Samurai armour) to his taste.496 Japanese 

newspapersΝcelebratedΝtheΝprince’sΝkindΝpersonalityνΝandΝwhenΝheΝembarkedΝonΝhisΝthirdΝ

visitΝforΝεeiji’sΝfuneral,ΝJapaneseΝofficials declared their open satisfaction with the choice 
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of a royal delegate.497 χsΝ aΝ specialΝ bonusΝ reflectingΝ theΝ court’sΝ highΝ esteemΝ forΝ him,Ν

Heinrich was even allowed to inspect ports like Lassebo which were otherwise closed to 

foreigners, thus generating valuable insights into the state of the Japanese navy.498 Prince 

Valdemar, meanwhile, by cultivating a close personal friendship with the Siamese royal 

family involving intimate correspondences and lengthy visits, even contributed to the 

acquisition of economicΝ concessionsΝ whichΝ byΝ farΝ exceededΝ Denmark’sΝ strategicΝ

importance for Siam..499 He remainedΝtheΝpublicΝfaceΝofΝhisΝcountry’sΝpeculiarΝimperialism 

until the 1920s. 

There was a great need for conciliatory intermediaries of this kind. By accessing the 

interculturalΝdiplomaticΝarenaΝofΝtheΝχgeΝofΝEmpire,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝenteredΝaΝminefieldΝ

of world-politicalΝtensionsέΝThus,ΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝarrivalΝinΝJapanΝinΝ1κθλΝoccurredΝonlyΝ

oneΝyearΝafterΝtheΝεeijiΝrestoration,ΝwhenΝtheΝcountry’sΝportsΝhadΝbeenΝopenΝforΝjust a few 

months and civil war was still raging. In order to demonstrate his willingness to allow 

Western influence into his country, the young enlightened Emperor Mutsuhito had to 

override tradition and treat the English prince as an equal instead of inferior. The Chinese 

government refused to give the prince a similar reception, forcing him to travel incognito. 

It was only in 1899, following the disastrous Sino-Japanese War, that this rigid policy 

changed and Prince Heinrich became the first European royal to be presented at the 

Chinese Imperial Court.500 ώeinrich’s visit to Japan in 1879, meanwhile, marked the 

heyday of German-Japanese relations. Yet, an unfortunate shooting trip during which he 

and his entourage were mobbed by Japanese farmers and subsequently involved in a 

disputeΝwithΝtheΝlocalΝauthoritiesΝrevealedΝunderlyingΝtensionsΝstemmingΝfromΝEurope’sΝ

policy of unequal treaties.501 

ύermany’sΝ participationΝ inΝ theΝ so-called Triple Intervention of 1895, which deprived 

Japan of its territorial gains from the Sino-Japanese War, and the subsequent seizure of 

Kiautschou at the Chinese east coast, finally, cast doubt on the country as a cooperative 

partner. Though France and Russia were equally involved in both the intervention and the 
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scramble for China, the Japanese were particularly disappointed by the Germans.502 Thus, 

when Prince Heinrich wanted to visit Japan during his next stay in the region in 1898-

1900, public xenophobia had reached such extremes that, for some time, the situation was 

deemed too dangerous for him to travel.503 Not without reason: for the so-called Otsu 

incident of 1891, the assassination attempt by a Japanese policeman on the Russian 

TsarevichΝ σicholas,Ν hadΝ alertedΝ Europe’sΝ foreignΝ officesέΝ TheΝ firstΝ attack on a royal 

personality on JapaneseΝsoilΝwasΝluckilyΝthwartedΝbyΝtheΝresoluteΝactionΝofΝσicholas’ΝtravelΝ

companion, Prince Georgios, among others. Nevertheless, it became a major diplomatic 

incident.504 

EmperorΝεeiji’sΝresponsesΝtoΝSuitaΝandΝτtsuΝ– on both occasions he officially apologized 

to his guests, the second time even by travelling to Nicholas in person – reveal how highly 

he and the Japanese public valued foreign opinion and how much they feared that Japan 

might be considered a barbarous rather than civilized nation. χsia’sΝmonarchsΝwere all 

highly sensitive to the slightest nuances of favourable treatment, jealous of distinctions 

and desiring the accordance of equal status with European sovereigns.505 Thus, the 

Japanese court, in 1898, was nonetheless eager to secure a second visit by Prince Heinrich 

despite the security issues. In view of his entrées in Japan and China, the King of Siam 

couldΝalsoΝnotΝhideΝhisΝdisappointmentΝatΝtheΝnewsΝthatΝώeinrich’sΝcallΝatΝψangkokΝhadΝtoΝ

be postponed in early 1899. When the prince finally managed to attend ten months later, 

Chulalongkorn faced the uncomfortable dilemma of a simultaneous visit by Prince 

Valdemar. Not wanting to divide his attention – and knowing that the Danish prince would 

receive a more cordial welcome than his German cousin – he pleaded for a slight alteration 

of itineraries. Luckily, Heinrich understood and only arranged for a private meeting 

betweenΝ“SailorΝPrinces”μΝa small dinner on-board his ship in the Gulf of Siam.506 

Cosmopolitan nationalists 

As the last episodeΝ shows,Ν “SailorΝ Princes”Ν wereΝ representativesΝ andΝ agentsΝ of inter-

imperial tension and rivalry just as much as they worked towards friendly international 

relations. They travelled the same waters and visited the same regions of the world – 
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sometimes even at the same time or shortly after each other. Their closeness was noted by 

foreign observers such as the Maharaja of Johore, who relatedΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝ1κκίΝvisit 

toΝthatΝofΝhisΝuncleΝχlfredΝinΝ1κθλΝhopingΝthatΝ“theΝtwoΝnaviesΝinΝwhichΝtheΝscionsΝofΝtwoΝ

such illustrious and so closely related royal houses are serving”ΝwouldΝjointlyΝcontributeΝ

to the benefit of the world.507 The common understanding that the princes were 

professional and dynastic kin suggested naval cooperation and even a sort of imperialist 

solidarity between their nations. Yet, the princes also participated in the struggle over who 

would secure the biggest slice of the imperial pie. They were both cosmopolitans and 

nationalists. 

όorΝsmallΝandΝaspiringΝnationsΝlikeΝDenmarkΝandΝύreeceΝ“cooperativeΝimperialism”ΝinΝtheΝ

sense not only of cooperation withΝ“exotic”Νstates,ΝbutΝalsoΝofΝcooperationΝwithΝmajorΝ

European powers was essential. Both piggybacked on the diplomatic infrastructures 

createdΝbyΝ otherΝpowersΝ connectedΝ toΝ themΝbyΝdynasticΝ linksέΝDenmark’sΝ commercialΝ

interests in the Far East, for example, were protected by Russia until 1912. The Danes 

establishedΝtheirΝownΝlegationΝinΝtheΝRepublicΝofΝωhinaΝonlyΝonceΝRussia’sΝpositionΝhadΝ

changed following its conflicts with Japan.508 Prince Georgios of Greece undertook his 

two major cruises to the Far East as a travel companion first of his cousin, the Tsarevich, 

and then his uncle, Prince Valdemar. 

For Britain and Germany, the situation was more complicated, as the two powers were 

geographically and dynastically close to each other, yet increasingly became imperial 

rivals. As high-ranking officers, Prince Alfred and Prince Heinrich initially represented a 

project of Anglo-German naval rapprochement (1871-1890).509 When his uncle attended 

theΝKielΝfleetΝreviewΝinΝ1κκ1,ΝώeinrichΝwelcomedΝhimΝasΝtheΝ“representative of a mighty 

nation,Ν onΝ friendlyΝ termsΝ withΝ andΝ relatedΝ toΝ theΝ ύermanΝ nation”έ510 Just as British 

historians had done with regard to Denmark in the 1860s, so many Germans in the 1870s-

80s construed a special relationship between Britain and Germany based on the idea of 

racial affinity, dynastic intermarriage and the hope that the younger naval power might 

becomeΝtheΝ“junior-partner”ΝofΝthe maritime super-power. Following two naval visits early 
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inΝhisΝreign,Νhowever,ΝWilliamΝII’sΝendeavoursΝtoΝstrengthenΝexisting ties were thwarted 

by his own impertinent behaviour.511 

PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝlaterΝyearsΝwereΝcharacterizedΝbyΝaΝlove-hate relationship with Britain. 

During his missions to the Far East, he would enjoy the company of British naval officers 

and officialsέΝ InΝhisΝ lettersΝ toΝhisΝmotherΝ fromΝShanghaiΝ inΝ1κλκ,ΝheΝ rejoicedΝ thatΝ“theΝ

ψritishΝandΝύermanΝsubjectsΝoutΝhereΝcouldΝnotΝbeΝonΝbetterΝterms”νΝandΝheΝwishedΝhe 

“couldΝgiveΝmanyΝofΝourΝnarrow-mindedΝcountryΝmenΝatΝhomeΝanΝideaΝofΝύreatΝψritain’sΝ

position onΝthisΝglobeΝofΝours!”512 Overwhelmed by British colonial sociability, the prince 

wasΝ evenΝ disposedΝ toΝ believeΝ inΝ theΝ ideaΝ ofΝ aΝ “ύerman-English-Japanese-American 

alliance!ς”ΝwhichΝRear-Admiral Lord Charles Beresford expanded before his eyes as an 

antidote to RussianΝimperialistΝaggressionΝinΝωhinaέΝ“εayΝ[…]ΝtheΝdayΝnotΝbeΝtooΝfarΝoff,Ν

on which we may see the greatest sea power and the greatest continental power friendly 

unitedΝforΝtheΝsakeΝofΝcommerce,ΝpeaceΝandΝcivilization”, Heinrich wrote to his mother. 

Yet,ΝeventuallyΝheΝwasΝdisappointedΝbyΝtheΝ“double-tongued”Νψeresfordέ513 

Naïve as he sometimes was, the prince nevertheless also displayed all the signs of a 

nationalist-chauvinist worldview. While he admired the British nation, he did so with a 

wish to emulate British success and establish Germany as an independent world power.514 

χndΝwhileΝheΝ“triedΝtoΝmakeΝfriendsΝwithΝtheΝEnglish”,ΝheΝneverΝstoppedΝsuspectingΝulteriorΝ

motives,ΝdeclaringΝthatΝ“shouldΝIΝfind,ΝthatΝtheyΝintendΝharmingΝusΝinΝanyΝwayΝoutΝhere,ΝIΝ

shallΝstopΝthatΝpolicyΝofΝmineέ”515 Ultimately,ΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”,ΝbyΝoccupying a central 

positionΝ inΝ ύermany’sΝ navalΝ iconographyΝ andΝbyΝ systematicallyΝ touringΝ theΝ imaginedΝ

realm of Greater Germany, represented that fateful naval-imperial challenge which his 

nation posed to Britain in the 1890s-1900s. In the hostile environment of a competitive 

rather than cooperative state system this rivalry became one of the many long-term causes 

for the outbreak of war in 1914. 

DespiteΝ theΝpotentialΝ ofΝdynasticΝ internationalism,Ν allΝ “SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝultimatelyΝ

viewed – and viewed themselves – as figureheads and promoters of their own country’s 

nationalΝinterestsΝasΝopposedΝtoΝtheΝinterestsΝofΝothersέΝWhileΝ“exotic”ΝpotentatesΝviedΝforΝ

theirΝpresence,ΝtheirΝglobalΝitinerariesΝwereΝcriticallyΝeyedΝbyΝEurope’sΝforeignΝofficesέΝτnΝ

his mission to KiautschouΝinΝ1κλλ,ΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝfeltΝsureΝthatΝ“ύermanyΝ[was]ΝindeedΝ
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beingΝwatched”ΝbyΝtheΝψritishέΝχtΝtheΝsameΝtime,Νhowever,ΝύermanΝdiplomatsΝinΝPeking,Ν

ψangkokΝorΝωopenhagenΝwereΝcloselyΝandΝjealouslyΝmonitoringΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝeveryΝ

move in the East. They repeatedly speculated about the purpose of his travels: whether 

theyΝwereΝprivateΝ“commercialΝtrips”,Ν“globetrotterΝenterprises” or pointing towards more 

substantial joint ventures between Denmark, Russia, France and Siam. The degrees of 

warmth with which the prince was welcomed by his Asian hosts were read like a 

barometerέΝWorriedΝobserversΝnotedΝwithΝsatisfactionΝthatΝbothΝtheΝcoldnessΝofΝValdemar’sΝ

receptionΝinΝShanghaiΝ“inΝcomparisonΝwithΝHRH PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝfrequentΝstays”ΝandΝ

theΝ“insignificance”ΝofΝDanishΝinterestsΝ inΝtheΝregionΝmeantΝthatΝthereΝwasΝnoΝneedΝforΝ

concern.516 

“SailorΝ Princes”Ν activelyΝ contributedΝ toΝ thisΝ hostile climate prevalent between the 

European powers. Prince Alfred, for example, resented the expanse of the French colonial 

empire,Νψritain’sΝmainΝrivalΝinΝtheΝmid-Victorian period. In 1862, he reported home from 

χlgiersΝhowΝ“theΝcharacterΝofΝtheΝplaceΝisΝmuchΝspoiledΝbyΝtheΝpresenceΝofΝtheΝόrench”έ517 

PrinceΝώeinrich,Ν onΝ hisΝ travelsΝ toΝ theΝ όarΝEast,Ν advocatedΝύermany’sΝ foreign cultural 

policyΝtoΝcreateΝandΝthenΝ“utilizeΝtheΝfavourableΝconditionsΝforΝus”έΝLike many other men-

on-the-spot, he tried to move imperial peripheries like Kiautschou into the centre of 

attention of the German government to counter or pre-empt the real or imagined (soft-

power) influence of competing powers like Britain, Russia or the USA.518 Even Prince 

Valdemar, the prime representative of Danish cooperative imperialism in all its meanings 

viewed his activities in the light of (economic) competition. He was convinced that the 

“DanishΝ interests”Ν inΝ ψangkok,Ν thatΝ isΝ theΝ manyΝ privateΝ businessesΝ whichΝ hadΝ beenΝ

established there with the help of Admiral Richelieu, were so vital for the small power that 

theyΝ“ha[d]ΝtoΝbeΝsupportedΝfromΝhome”έΝόorΝifΝKingΝωhulalongkorn’sΝagingΝconfidantΝ

should retire andΝnotΝ haveΝ beenΝ replacedΝ byΝ anotherΝ “niceΝDanishΝ navalΝ officer”,Ν “anΝ

EnglishmanΝw[ould]ΝsurelyΝbeΝtakenΝinstead”ΝandΝthusΝendΝtheΝgoldenΝperiodΝofΝDanish-

Siamese relations.519 Prince Georgios, finally, like many members of the Glücksborg 

dynasty, maintained an open hostility towards the German Empire. In July 1895, he even 

persuaded his father not to send a naval delegation to the opening of the Kiel Canal, since 
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its construction would enable ships to sail from the North to the Baltic Sea without passing 

the Danish Straits, which wasΝ“cleanΝantidanishΝ(sic)”έ520 

χsΝtheseΝexamplesΝshow,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”, like many empire and diaspora roamers of the 

Age of Empire, were ultimately “cosmopolitanΝnationalists”έ Undoubtedly, they displayed 

signs of cosmopolitanism: they shared many of the practices and attitudes of people at 

home in the world and open to or even appreciative of cultural difference and diversity.521 

However, they were also and probably more importantly nationalists who were guided by 

aΝblindΝdevotionΝtoΝtheirΝnationΝandΝwhoΝputΝtheirΝnation’sΝinterestsΝbeforeΝeverythingΝelse. 

As scholars of globalization, migration history or postcolonial studies stress, the global 

interconnectedness experienced by many Europeans in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries did not necessarily lead to the disappearance of concepts of national and racial 

difference; rather, it increased and intensified the mechanisms of delimitation.522 

Chauvinist nationalism evolved parallel to – or even as a result of – the growing-together 

of the world; and the people who crossed the borders of this globalizing and nationalizing 

world responded to their experiences by cultivating not only cosmopolitan or 

internationalist, but also nationalist mindsets.523 “SailorΝPrinces”ΝsharedΝtheΝtransnationalΝ

lifestyles of uprooted diaspora communities and colonial societies as well as the 

bewilderment and disconcertion that came with it. Their experiences widened their 

horizonsέΝ“τnceΝinΝtheΝόarΝEast”,ΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝwroteΝtoΝhisΝmotherΝinΝ1κλκ,Ν“theΝworldΝ

looks very very different from what it does in Berlin, London orΝόriedrichshof!”ΝψutΝtheΝ

experienceΝofΝdifferenceΝcouldΝalsoΝtriggerΝdefensiveΝmechanismsέΝ“τutΝhere”,ΝώeinrichΝ

reported to his brother from TsingtauΝinΝ1λ1β,Ν“oneΝfeelsΝaΝcertainΝapprehensiveness,ΝnotΝ

to say a certain non-comprehension of East Asiatic affairs, which cannot be measured in 

ourΝdomesticΝtermsέ”524 

One defensive mechanism which sustained nation-building projects and nationalist 

mindsetsΝ inΝEurope,Ν butΝ alsoΝ reassuredΝ theΝ “civilized”ΝWestΝ inΝ itsΝ contactsΝwithΝ those 

cultures subjected to (informal) colonial expansion,ΝwasΝ theΝprocessΝofΝ“othering”ΝandΝ

stereotyping: By defining themselves in contrast to (non-)EuropeanΝ“others”ΝwithΝfixed,Ν

usuallyΝ negativeΝ characteristicsΝ (forΝ exampleΝ “barbarity”)Ν EuropeansΝ wereΝ ableΝ toΝ
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construct and support a positive self-image justifying their hegemonic aspirations. In his 

seminalΝworkΝonΝ“τrientalism”,ΝEdwardΝSaidΝinterpretedΝtheΝEuropean way of perceiving 

and depicting Eastern cultures as inherently inferior as such a strategy of self-

affirmation.525 His cultural criticism has been modified, though, by scholars who prefer 

the less one-sided term exoticism: It refers to, on the one hand, the general curiosity and 

fascination which widening circles of European societies felt for all kinds of exotic things 

(not just the Oriental); on the other hand, it describes the intellectual/art movement whose 

members, dissatisfied with European modernity, actually longed for semi-imaginary 

“exoticΝcounter-worlds”έ526 ωhrisΝψongieΝdistinguishedΝbetweenΝ“imperialistΝexoticism”,Ν

aΝsortΝofΝ“τrientalist”ΝmindsetΝwhichΝ“affirm[ed]ΝtheΝhegemonyΝof modern civilization 

overΝlessΝdeveloped,ΝsavageΝcountries”ΝandΝwasΝdirectedΝtowardsΝimperialΝconquestνΝandΝ

“exoticizingΝexoticism”,ΝanΝattraction to what was different from the civilized West.527 

TakenΝtogether,ΝtheseΝtwoΝprocessesΝofΝ“othering”ΝcanΝprobably best explain the Janus-

facedΝattitudesΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝtowardsΝtheirΝnon-European hosts. 

δikeΝmanyΝofΝtheΝculturedΝelitesΝofΝEurope,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝ“exoticizingΝexoticists”Ν

in the sense that they took an aesthetic or even nostalgic pleasure in what was perceived 

asΝ“exotic”έΝTheirΝfriendlyΝattitudesΝtowardsΝtheΝKingdomsΝofΝώawaiiΝandΝSiamΝorΝtheΝ

Japanese Empire were partly based on general trends in their societies. Prince Alfred, for 

example, shared the fascination of his contemporaries for the tropical islands of the South 

Seas. French and British travelogues and literary fictions from the late eighteenth century 

hadΝlaunchedΝaΝpervasiveΝmythΝofΝtheΝislandsΝofΝtheΝSouthΝPacificΝasΝ“veritableΝEdens,Ν

inhabited by noble savages and beautiful and sexuallyΝavailableΝwomen”έ528 When the 

princeΝvisitedΝTahitiΝinΝJulyΝ1κθλ,ΝheΝwasΝthusΝenthralledΝbyΝ“allΝthatΝtropicalΝbeautyΝofΝ

scenery,Ν amongstΝ theΝmostΝpeacefulΝandΝcharmingΝ inhabitants”έΝώeΝgaveΝhisΝmotherΝ aΝ

detailed account of the charming Tahitians withΝtheirΝ“wreathsΝofΝleavesΝandΝflowers”529, 

because he knew her own love of exotic lands and handsome foreigners. It was also the 

queen’sΝexoticismΝfarΝmoreΝthanΝherΝroyalΝsolidarityΝwhichΝinducedΝherΝtoΝsingleΝoutΝtheΝ

kings of Hawaii as the recipients of her special graciousness.530 
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PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝenthusiasm for Japanese warfare, sports and craftsmanship, meanwhile, 

reflected the pan-European trend of Japonism. Japan was recognized as an ancient, 

advanced civilization in Europe and Japanese art not only commandedΝaΝhighΝcollector’sΝ

value, but its aesthetics also influenced Western art schools. The Land of the Rising Sun 

was increasingly imagined as an idyllic Arcadia characterized by majestic mountains and 

cherry blossoms, inhabited by tiny, cultivated people and erotic Geishas. Like many 

European tourists, Prince Heinrich perceived its ancient costumes and traditions as 

refreshingly different from European modernity and, to a certain extent, wished them to 

stay the way they were.531 He declared that European churches could not compete with 

JapaneseΝShintoΝtemplesΝ“asΝfarΝasΝsceneryΝandΝarchitectureΝareΝconcerned”νΝheΝregrettedΝ

thatΝ“ourΝWesternΝcivilizationΝdoesΝnotΝadmitΝsimilarlyΝinnocentΝpleasures”ΝasΝJapaneseΝteaΝ

ceremonies; and though he admired the Westernization of the Imperial Court, he admitted 

thatΝ“naturallyΝthisΝisΝnotΝexactlyΝwhatΝyouΝlookΝforΝinΝJapanέ”532 At the same time, his 

admiration for the speedy modernization of the country reflected a wider feeling of kinship 

entertained by many Germans forΝ “EastΝ χsia’sΝ Prussia”έΝ Japan,Ν whichΝ combinedΝ aΝ

fascinatingly exotic culture with a progressive profile closely modelled on Germany, 

functionedΝ asΝ aΝ “mirrorΝ image”Ν inΝ whichΝ they could admire their own remarkable 

success.533 

This mirror function of exoticism isΝalsoΝreflectedΝinΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝattitudesΝtowardsΝ

the East. His close relations with the kingdom of Siam can be viewed as a late illustration 

ofΝwhatΝElizabethΝτxfeldtΝhasΝtermedΝ“σordicΝτrientalism”έΝχccordingΝtoΝher,ΝtheΝmanyΝ

(fictional) encounters with the exotic that characterized nineteenth-century Danish literary 

andΝpopularΝcultureΝ(eέgέΝώέωέΝχndersen’sΝ fairy-tales or the entertainment park Tivoli) 

helped the Danish nation-state to construct a cosmopolitan rather than provincial identity 

afterΝ1κ14ή1κθ4έΝόromΝthisΝperspective,ΝValdemar’sΝactivitiesΝcontributedΝtowardsΝaΝwiderΝ

project of nation-building which set Denmark in relation to other Orientalist powers such 

as France.534 Ebbe Volquardsen has stressed, however, how little exotic and how 

fundamentallyΝωopenhagenishΝstoriesΝlikeΝχdamΝτehlenschlaeger’sΝAladdin really were. 

RatherΝthanΝconstructingΝthemΝasΝanΝ“other”,ΝtheΝDanesΝwereΝidentifyingΝwithΝtheirΝexoticΝ
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counterparts and establishing a sort of romantic kinship between North and East.535 In 

surprisingΝ congruityΝ withΝ theΝ literaryΝ fictions,Ν PrinceΝ Valdemar’sΝ accountsΝ ofΝ EasternΝ

cultures display a mix of curiosity and empathy. His first description of the Siamese Court 

even reads like an Andersen/Oehlenschlaeger tale. For just as the two national bards 

clothed their own society in Oriental clothes, so the cheeky Valdemar translated the exotic 

women’sΝ costumesΝ ofΝ theΝ SiameseΝ ωourtΝ (trousers!) to Amalienborg Palace: He 

“imagin[ed] the ladies at home in this costume, what [they] would say, if they met like this 

atΝtheΝSundayΝdinnerΝtable”έ536 InΝthusΝ“exotifying”ΝtheΝDanish, the Danes established a 

familiarity which helped them to understand or even incorporateΝ theΝ “other”έ537 For 

Denmark’sΝempireΝroamersΝtheΝ“exotic”ΝwasΝaΝmirrorΝinΝwhichΝtheyΝspotted the image of 

theΝ“nobleΝDane”,ΝanΝadventurousΝχladdinΝwhoseΝsuccessΝstoryΝinΝtheΝτrientΝdifferedΝfromΝ

that of the other imperialists because he did not conquer by force, but by kindness.538 

Europe’sΝeasternΝborderΝstates, finally, were even torn themselves between their Eastern 

andΝ WesternΝ identitiesέΝ Thus,Ν TsarevichΝ σicholas’sΝ grandΝ tourΝ onΝ whichΝ heΝ wasΝ

accompanied by Prince Georgios represented a turn towards the East which influenced 

intellectual and political life in fin-de-siècle Russia. Disappointed with the intellectual-

politicalΝdevelopmentΝofΝWesternΝEuropeΝandΝdisillusionedΝaboutΝRussia’sΝprospectsΝofΝ

ever catching up with its material progress, Russian intellectuals and nationalists such as 

σicholas’sΝtutor Esper Ukhtomsky fell in love with the concept of Asianism. Seeking not 

only a counter-world,ΝbutΝalsoΝtheirΝownΝselfΝinΝtheΝτrientalΝ“other”,ΝtheyΝbeganΝtoΝbelieveΝ

thatΝbothΝRussia’sΝrootsΝandΝherΝfutureΝlayΝinΝχsiaέΝTheΝTsarevich,ΝinspiredΝbyΝUkhtomsky, 

openly praised Eastern culture as unsullied by European influence. That he was joined by 

Georgios made complete sense. For the Greeks, who yearned to be accepted as a 

“civilized”ΝcountryΝbyΝtheΝEuropeanΝgreatΝpowersΝbecauseΝofΝtheirΝancientΝheritageΝalsoΝ

knew how it felt to be at the receiving end ofΝEurope’sΝ“othering”ΝculturalΝimperialismέΝ

Gradually, therefore, they would embrace their Eastern, Byzantine heritage as a 

complementary source of pride.539 
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EvenΝσicholas’sΝχsianismΝ andΝύeorgios’s Byzantinism, however, included visions of 

hegemonic expansion towards the East and ended in more or less fateful military 

campaigns. All “SailorΝPrinces” wereΝultimatelyΝalsoΝ“imperialistΝexoticists”ΝinΝtheΝsenseΝ

that they entertained a Eurocentric sense ofΝsuperiorityΝoverΝtheirΝexoticΝ“others”ΝwhichΝ

implicitly justified imperialist domination or exploitation. Thus, Prince Valdemar, though 

he would come to epitomize the Danish break with provincialism, also represented 

Denmark’sΝpaternalisticΝattitudesΝtowards the Greenlandic Inuit as well as the ex-slave 

population of the West Indies.540 Prince Alfred was well-versed in the art of receiving and 

courting the native tribes and princes of Africa, Australia or India and, to some extent, 

personified the idea of theΝracialΝandΝculturalΝequalityΝofΝtheΝ“greatΝwhite”Νqueen’sΝsubjectsέΝ

However, he was also renowned for his penchant for treating royal tours as big game 

safaris emblematic of the seigneurial attitudes of white-settler colonialism as well as 

amorous escapades emblematic of the shadowy sides of the European grand tour.541 His 

enraptured account of the Tahitian beauties, moreover, was preceded by a contemptuous 

accountΝ ofΝ theΝεaorisΝ ofΝσewΝ Zealand,Νwhom,Ν againstΝ hisΝ expectations,Ν heΝ foundΝ “aΝ

cringing, talking,Νdeceitful,ΝbarbarousΝnationΝandΝIΝdon’tΝthinkΝthereΝwillΝeverΝbeΝpeaceΝinΝ

σewΝZealandΝuntilΝtheyΝareΝquiteΝgotΝridΝofέ”542 

ωontemporaryΝracistΝstereotypesΝcanΝbeΝfoundΝinΝallΝprinces’ΝaccountsΝofΝtheirΝ“others”έΝ

Particularly the great losers of the imperial game in the East, the Chinese, were considered 

aΝ“vile”ΝpeopleΝlivingΝinΝ“filthy”ΝconditionsΝandΝ“mostΝcruelΝ[…]ΝtoΝtheirΝownΝcountrymenΝ

andΝfellowΝcreatures”έΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝlearnedΝtoΝbeΝdifferentiatingΝaboutΝthemέΝThus,Νhe 

thoughtΝ thatΝ “aΝ well-trained Chinaman accustomed to European ways and modes of 

thinking”ΝcouldΝbeΝ“aΝperfectΝman”έΝψutΝhisΝappreciativeΝlanguageΝresembledΝthatΝofΝaΝdogΝ

breederΝ andΝheΝblindlyΝ adoptedΝstereotypesΝ suchΝasΝ theΝ “deceitfulness”ΝofΝ theΝωhineseΝ

upper classes notwithstandingΝtheΝEuropeanΝpowers’ΝownΝshadowyΝpoliticsέ543 

“Deceitfulness”Ν wasΝ alsoΝ oneΝ ofΝ theΝ manyΝ stereotypesΝ aboutΝ theΝ JapaneseΝ despiteΝ theΝ

progressive image that they managed to cultivate in the West. Even here, every 

appreciative remark made by Heinrich about the “littleΝJaps”ΝwhoΝwereΝ“veryΝclever”ΝandΝ

hadΝ“somethingΝconfidentΝinΝtheirΝyellowΝfaces”ΝcarriedΝchauvinist,ΝracistΝundertonesέ544 

On closer inspection, the prince admired Japanese culture and court life not so much for 
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their singular features, but for their degree of Westernization and particularly for their 

adoption of German influences.545  This very strength that caused the respect of the West 

eventually alsoΝcreatedΝaΝnewΝ“disquietΝaboutΝJapaneseΝintentionsΝandΝaggression”ΝwhichΝ

was channelled into the spectreΝofΝtheΝ“yellowΝperil”Νconjured up by William II, among 

others.546 

σeitherΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝnorΝanyΝotherΝ“SailorΝPrince”Νdid much to counter the processes 

of delimitation or the climate of suspicion which prevailed in their era of accelerated 

globalization. Their privileged view of the world sparked cosmopolitan and exoticist 

mindsets which enabled them to negotiate the minefields of international diplomacy. But 

being children of their time rather than visionaries, they also entertained aggressively 

chauvinist, Orientalist attitudes which induced them to put their skills in the service of 

imperial expansion. The distinction between in- and outgroups limited the possibilities of 

cooperative imperialism. Within their national-imperial systems, however, they 

strengthened togetherness on yet another level. 

Conclusion 

ThisΝ chapterΝ hasΝ exploredΝ theΝ functionsΝ performedΝ byΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν asΝ mobileΝ

representatives of their monarchies. As has been demonstrated, their hybrid identities as 

sailors and princes on the move made them ideally suited to help their dynasties to position 

themselves in the complex world of oceanic empires. This world was characterized by a 

multiplicity of imperial systems, some large and expanding like the British, some 

disintegrating like the Danish and yet others lacking precise territorial borders like Greater 

Germany or Greater Greece. By spinning fine threads of belonging around disconnected 

coloniesΝandΝdiasporaΝcommunities,ΝlittleΝbyΝlittle,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”Νhelped to transform 

these systems into comprehensive imperial webs centred on the imperial crown. 

Sometimes, the imperial projects that they thus catalysed preceded wider, societal-political 

awareness (for example the Greater-Britain thinkers or the Danish-Atlantic-Isles 

Association). At other times, they followed national imperatives, for example in Germany 

or Greece, where the empire-building project was a logical extension or even a decisive 

part of the nation-building process. At all times, however, the princes increased their 

monarchies’Ν perceivedΝ relevanceΝ inΝ aΝ periodΝ ofΝ intensifiedΝ globalization. For by 

embodyingΝtheΝmonarchicalΝnationΝandΝbyΝcarryingΝitΝtoΝtheΝempire’sΝends,ΝtheyΝnotΝonlyΝ
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united hitherto loosely-knit or entirely imagined wider homelands into at least virtual 

units, but they also unified their narrower homelands around the idea of a seaborne 

colonial empire. The conviction that such empires were essential resources of economic 

and human capital, great-power status and prestige was one of the guiding believes of the 

fin-de-siècle. By demonstrating that navy, nation, empire and monarchy were inseparable, 

the monarchy made itself indispensable. 

The imperial systems within which the princes moved about and the fine threads that they 

were spinning crossed with other imperial webs and other fine threads spun by other 

princes, thoughέΝInΝthisΝdeepΝwebΝofΝwebs,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”Νwere still skilled and privileged 

go-betweens who could negotiate friendly relations as a basis for economic, political and 

cultural cooperation, informal penetration or white-imperialist solidarity. The language of 

royal diplomacy and the cosmopolitanism of the naval officer helped them to bridge 

culture gaps and interact on an equal footing with the elites of countries as diverse as 

Hawaii, Japan or Siam. In their missions the princes were, moreover, supported by the fact 

that, though they were somehow responsible to their home governments, they did not have 

explicit political agendas; they were professionals or royal tourists who happened to have 

access to the highest circles of their host societies. Their hybrid identities which put into 

question the myths of meritocracy and professionalism thus proved a unique asset in the 

hybrid world of empires. However, this hybridity also manifested itself in torn attitudes 

towardsΝtheΝ“other”ΝtypicalΝof late-nineteenth-century empire roamers. The princes were 

“cosmopolitanΝ nationalists”Ν andΝ “exoticizing”Ν orΝ evenΝ “imperialistΝ exoticists”Ν whoΝ

ultimately viewed the world from a Eurocentric, nationalist perspective of competition and 

an all-legitimizing superiority over their European and particularly non-European 

“others”έ 

This shows that, although their mobility enabled them to connect with the peripheries, the 

princes were still and predominantly agents of the imperial centre. They reached out to 

colonial subjects and alien royal courts, but their journeys were ultimately staged for the 

eyes of their audiences at home. As such agents, the princes fit nicely with the 

“postcolonialΝturn”ΝinΝhistoriography, which has drawn attention to the interdependencies 

between Europe’s metropolises and their colonial peripheries. Postcolonial scholars 

address not only the question of how colonial rule impacted on colonial societies, but also 

howΝ encountersΝ withΝ theΝ exoticΝ “other”Ν inΝ imperialistΝ contexts were reflected and 
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represented in metropolitan everyday life.547 “SailorΝPrinces”ΝactivelyΝparticipatedΝinΝtheseΝ

interchanges. They embodied the exotic dreams and colonial fantasies, the racist 

stereotypes and imperialist schemes of their home societies, imposing colonial rule on 

their foreign hosts. And, as travellers commanding huge publicity, they brought the empire 

back home from their journeys, re-shaping and often re-enforcing those mindsets as well 

as representing intoxicating power fantasies. 

Johannes Paulmann has drawn attention to the fact that the physical omnipresence of 

nineteenth-century monarchs facilitated by royal progresses and international state visits 

was accompanied by an omnipresence in the media and the consumer market – which 

discovered the marketing opportunities of mass spectacles and royal celebrities.548 The 

royalΝtoursΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝundoubtedlyΝsomeΝof the most exotic, adventurous 

and entertaining spectacles which the monarchy had to offer. They were therefore ideally 

suited not only to extend the monarchy’sΝmobilityΝandΝvisibilityΝtoΝtheΝendsΝofΝempireΝandΝ

beyond, but also to reach a mass audience at home. The frequent physical absences of 

“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝthusΝaccompaniedΝbyΝaΝstrikingΝomnipresenceΝinΝtheΝmediaΝandΝtheΝ

popular imagination, as will be shown in the last chapter. 
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4 Princes living on the edge: Celebrity and the markets 

One day, while stationed on-board HMS St George in the North Sea in the summer of 

1862, Prince Alfred disembarkedΝatΝYarmouthΝ“withΝtheΝintentionΝofΝplayingΝaΝquietΝgameΝ

ofΝcricket”έΝχsΝheΝreportedΝhome,ΝheΝwasΝ“noΝsoonerΝonΝshoreΝthanΝinΝaΝsimpleΝlanguageΝIΝ

was mobbed by the whole of the population of Yarmouth and half that of Norwich who 

had come down by train”έΝTheΝprinceΝeventuallyΝhadΝtoΝtakeΝrefugeΝinΝaΝfriend’sΝhouseέΝ

“[T]heΝcrowdΝremainedΝbeforeΝtheΝdoor”,Νthough,ΝandΝevenΝwhenΝheΝescapedΝ“theΝbackΝ

way”,ΝhisΝfreedomΝdidΝnotΝlastΝlongέΝχfterΝaΝshortΝstrollΝthroughΝtown,ΝheΝandΝhisΝcompanyΝ

wereΝ“discoveredΝagain”ΝandΝfinallyΝ“bravedΝtheΝcrowd”έ549 An even more bizarre situation 

occurred at the same time in Norwich where the false rumour of an incognito visit by the 

princeΝsentΝ“hundreds”ΝofΝcitizensΝtoΝtheΝωathedralΝ“inΝtheΝdelusiveΝhopeΝofΝfindingΝhimΝ

there”έ550 

40 years later, Prince Heinrich travelled to the US aboard the Kronprinz Wilhelm, a brand-

new ocean liner of the North German Lloyd shipping company. His passage aboard an 

ordinary express mail steamer provided the other approximately 1000 passengers with a 

rare opportunity to experience a royal personage up close. As the journalist Victor 

δaverrenzΝnoted,ΝaΝ“gentleΝsiege”ΝonΝtheΝpartΝofΝtheΝfemaleΝtravellersΝensuedέΝTheΝladiesΝ

would follow the easy-goingΝprinceΝtoΝtheΝsmokingΝroomΝandΝaΝ“veritableΝcult”Νdeveloped 

around him. Even more than by ordinary citizens, though, Heinrich was surrounded by a 

crowd of journalists and illustrators from both sides of the Atlantic who became bolder 

with every passing day. Initially, they discreetly drew their sketches under the table. As 

they realized the cooperative spirit of the prince, however, they began to take open 

sessions. Only when an intrusive photographer crossed the boundaries of decency by 

placing his giant camera close to the princely table and producing an uncomfortable cloud 

of smoke, did the long-suffering prince rebuke this impertinent intruder.551 

χsΝtheseΝepisodesΝ indicate,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝdefinitelyΝcelebritiesέΝWhereverΝ theyΝ

appeared – even if only rumour had it – people gathered to see them. Their activities 

attracted the attention of the news-hungry (mass) media and their journeys became major 

media events. 

At first glance, this is easy to explain. As members of their respective royal families, the 

princes formed part of what Chris Rojek has termedΝ“ascribedΝcelebrity”μΝtheyΝbelongedΝ
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to a select group of people who enjoy a status of automatic fame by lineage. For centuries, 

monarchs and their families had been undisputed centres of public attention. In the 

nineteenth century, their gradual emergence from arcane seclusion and the growing 

curiosity of a widening reading public even meant that the most trivial details of royal 

everyday life could reach the news in the court circular sections of the press. In this 

scenario, princes were public attractions and media stars not because they had done 

anything special, but simply because they were princes.552 

ώowever,ΝoneΝcouldΝalsoΝargueΝthatΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝbelongedΝtoΝaΝsecondΝgroupμΝthoseΝ

whoΝhadΝ“achievedΝcelebrity”έΝThereΝhadΝalwaysΝbeenΝmenΝwhoΝwereΝnot famous from 

birth, Rojek explains, but who had won public acclaim through their personal 

“accomplishmentsΝ […]Ν inΝopenΝcompetition”Ν (soldiers,Ν authors,Νartists)έΝχsΝ theΝmiddleΝ

classes rose to power, modern societies democratized and the expanding mass-media and 

consumerΝmarketsΝcravedΝmoreΝfood,ΝthisΝgroupΝofΝ‘meritocratic’ΝcelebritiesΝgrewΝinΝsizeΝ

and increasingly challenged the traditional elites to compete for the centre of attention.553 

In the second part of the nineteenth century, the publicity achieved by revolutionary heroes 

such as Giuseppe Garibaldi, musicians such as Richard Wagner or scientists such as 

Charles Darwin equalled or even surpassed that of Queen Victoria or Emperor William 

II.554 Monarchs thus had to learn to speak to their audiences in new ways in order to retain 

the public attention which had once been taken for granted and which increasingly became 

a sign of continued relevance. As public discourse began to question the newsworthiness 

of court circulars and the worthiness of princes in publicΝoffice,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝaddedΝaΝ

newΝlustreΝofΝ“achievedΝcelebrity”ΝtoΝtheΝmonarchyέΝTheirΝmeritocraticΝprofessionalismΝ

and connection with cutting-edge naval technology, the ways in which they mingled with 

the crowd, but most of all their dangerous lives at sea and their exotic world tours all 

seemedΝtoΝentitleΝthemΝtoΝpublicΝattentionΝinΝtheirΝownΝrightέΝ“TheΝprinceΝisΝnotΝaΝprince”,Ν

remarkedΝ oneΝ excitedΝ χmericanΝ journalistΝ aboutΝ PrinceΝ ώeinrich,Ν “ώeΝ isΝ aΝ capitalΝ

fellow!”555 

It is the central argumentΝofΝthisΝchapterΝthatΝ“SailorΝPrinces”,ΝbyΝachievingΝaΝcelebrityΝ

which complemented and enhanced the celebrity ascribed to them by their birth, made a 
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decisive contribution to the public portfolio of the monarchy as the one kind of celebrity 

became eclipsed by the other. Over recent years, a number of innovative studies have 

investigated the ways in which nineteenth-century monarchs positioned themselves in the 

emerging mass media society. The gist of their findings is that while many monarchs 

increased their immediate visibility, were attentive to their media representation and 

indeed learned how to harness modern communication strategies, there were also a range 

of European sovereigns who misjudged the importance of public relations or were unable 

to find an up-to-dateΝapproachΝtoΝtheirΝaudiences’Νexpectationsέ556 Eva Giloi, for example, 

hasΝdetectedΝaΝ“communicationΝgap”ΝinΝtheΝmediaΝstrategiesΝofΝEmperorΝWilliamΝII,ΝwhoΝ

isΝ oftenΝ consideredΝ aΝ quintessentialΝ “mediaΝ monarch”έΝ χccordingΝ toΝ her,Ν thereΝ wasΝ aΝ

markedΝ discrepancyΝ betweenΝ William’sΝ ownΝ autocraticΝ self-representation and the 

sentimental projections of his subjects.557 Lucy Riall even considered the entire 

monarchical establishment of Europe unable to produce a royal equivalent to the dashingly 

romantic adventure heroes of the kind epitomised by Garibaldi that became so widely 

popular in the period.558 τneΝcouldΝargue,Νthough,ΝthatΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”Ν

was exactly the dynastic response that the monarchy needed in order to cater for the wishes 

of the mass market. It bridged the gaps which naturally arose between the self-

representation of single monarchs and the diverse expectations of their many audiences. 

EspeciallyΝtheΝprinces’ΝdangerousΝlivesΝatΝseaΝandΝtheirΝjourneysΝtoΝexoticΝlandsΝaddedΝa 

dimension of romantic adventure to the dynastic portfolio which seems very Garibaldian 

indeed. 

ThisΝchapterΝexaminesΝhowΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝwasΝmoulded,Νreceived,Ν

appropriated, and (re-)invented by a series of agents and audiences. First, it analyses how 

theΝ figureΝ ofΝ theΝ seafaringΝ princeΝ fittedΝ intoΝ theΝ culturalΝ environmentΝ ofΝ theΝ “χgeΝ ofΝ

χdventure”,Ν whenΝ maritimeΝ andΝ colonialΝ adventureΝ novelsΝ invadedΝ theΝ popularΝ printΝ

markets of Europe. How did the narratives and media of this cutting-edge genre mould the 

representation of the princes? In a second step, the chapter enquires into the ways in which 

the monarchy and its PR-advisors actively shaped and influenced this popular 

representation and how they interacted with other mediators to this end. Were royals 

passive, almost reluctant celebrities as the Yarmouth episode suggests – or did they 
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actively promote themselves through subtle cooperation with the press as indicated in the 

anecdote about Prince Heinrich? To gauge the true extent of monarchical agency, a 

particular focus has to be put on the many co-designersΝofΝtheΝmonarchicalΝbrandΝ“SailorΝ

Prince”μΝtheΝjournalists,Νartists,Νentrepreneurs,ΝandΝordinaryΝcitizensΝwhoΝwereΝinvolvedΝinΝ

its creation and re-invention either by explicit invitation or on their own initiative. What 

wereΝtheirΝguidingΝmotivesΝandΝstrategiesςΝόinally,ΝtheΝchapterΝinvestigatesΝhowΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”,ΝlikeΝmanyΝotherΝcommercializedΝpopularΝheroesΝandΝpersonalityΝbrandsΝofΝtheΝ

Age of Empire, helped to convey subtle ideological messages to their diverse audiences. 

How, if at all, did they help to popularize the navalist vision, the imperialist mission, and 

the monarchical idea? And did they thus contribute to the stabilization of the political 

system? 

Underlying all of these inquiries is the issue of the popular reception of the phenomenon 

“SailorΝPrince”έΝTheΝquestionΝofΝhowΝweΝcanΝmeasureΝtheΝpopularΝappealΝofΝmonarchyΝinΝ

general or of individual royal personalities in particular for periods predating the advent 

of the opinion poll has long puzzled historians. One possible criterion would be the 

immediate turnout at royal events. While some scholars are convinced that there is a 

relation between mass attendance and mass allegiance559, others have conceded, though, 

that it is virtually impossible to draw any reliable conclusions from public practices vis-à-

vis the crown.560 The crowds that stalked Prince Alfred could have been motivated by all 

kinds of impulses, from curiosity to entertainment, without being monarchists. This study 

takes into account this ambiguity of popular attitudes. Another possible criterion of 

popularity is, of course, the frequency and nature of appearances in the print media. 

Newspaper commentaries and illustrations are certainly the most frequently used basis for 

this kind of assessment. Historians have pointed to the discrepancies between published 

and public opinion, though, and drawn attention to the tendentiousness and sycophancy of 

the press resulting from the varying conditions within which it operated.561 This study 

does not suggest a naïve deduction of popular attitudes from published texts. What it does, 

though, is acknowledge the many ways in which sales-oriented media and self-confident 

readers interacted with each other and thus contributed to the creation of common 

“imaginativeΝlandscapes”562. To arrive at a more nuanced picture of these landscapes, this 
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chapter finally focuses on a variety of further media which reached circles beyond the 

average literate middle-class adult man: family magazines,Νchildren’sΝliteratureΝandΝtheΝ

illustrated penny press, cinematography and exhibitions, consumer goods, advertising and 

“fanΝmail”έ563 

What emerges from this multi-layeredΝanalysisΝisΝaΝcomplexΝpictureΝofΝtheΝ“imaginativeΝ

landscapes”ΝofΝEuropeanΝsocietiesΝin the Age of Empire and of the ways in which the 

monarchy featured within them both as an agent and object. It is a picture which avoids 

simple top-to-bottom accounts of public opinion. Yet, it also acknowledges that seafaring 

adventure princes, by drawing on the stately pomp and colourful imageries of empire, by 

representing the navy in all its splendour and lofty possibilities, and by keeping up the 

hierarchical political order, were centrally involved in a series of late-nineteenth-century 

projects which carried within them both reason for unbounded optimism and the seeds of 

future destruction. 

Ad-ventures of empire 

When the Dublin University Magazine, in January 1869, published its remark about the 

“royalΝprince,ΝwhoΝisΝalsoΝaΝsailor”ΝcitedΝinΝtheΝintroduction of this study, it was actually 

commentingΝonΝaΝbookΝwhichΝwasΝwidelyΝreviewedΝinΝtheΝψritishΝpressΝthatΝwinterέΝ“The 

cruise of HMS Galatea”,Ν authoredΝ byΝ theΝ navalΝ chaplainΝ JohnΝ εilner,Ν wasΝ generallyΝ

considered a monotonous account of the first part ofΝ PrinceΝ χlfred’sΝ worldΝ cruiseέΝ ItΝ

tediously detailed endless receptions and lacked the royal insights that many of its readers 

had been looking for.564 As the magazine wittily observed, though, it also held the 

potential of what one might call an adventure novelέΝ“χndΝwhatΝloyalΝψriton,ΝofΝeitherΝsex,Ν

wouldΝleaveΝunreadΝaΝnarrativeΝinΝwhichΝEngland’sΝsailorΝPrinceΝplaysΝtheΝpartΝofΝsoleΝ

hero!”ΝitΝremarkedΝandΝthenΝcitedΝtheΝthreeΝmostΝexcitingΝincidentsΝfromΝtheΝbookμΝόirst,Ν

thereΝisΝtheΝ“roughΝweather”Νwhich every sailor must brave and which, in the Galatea’s 

case,ΝisΝepitomizedΝbyΝ“aΝnastyΝengagementΝwithΝaΝcyclone”έΝThenΝthereΝisΝtheΝprince’sΝ

“royalΝlikingΝforΝsportΝofΝallΝkinds”ΝwhichΝbecomesΝmostΝdramaticΝduringΝanΝelephantΝhuntΝ

whenΝχlfredΝreservedΝ“his fire until the formidable beast is close upon him. Will not that 
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thrillΝtheΝheartsΝofΝloyalΝψritishΝmaidsΝandΝmatrons,ΝespeciallyΝwhenΝtheyΝfindΝtheΝstoryΝtoldΝ

overΝagainΝbyΝtheΝDukeΝinΝhisΝownΝwordsς”Νόinally,ΝthereΝ“comesΝtheΝnarrowestΝescapeΝofΝ

all, whenΝtheΝassassin’sΝpistolΝisΝdeliberatelyΝpointedΝcloseΝtoΝtheΝDuke’sΝback”έ 

What the University Magazine was doing in this review was to draw attention to some of 

the most popular aspects of nineteenth-centuryΝ “SailorΝ Princes”έΝ “The cruise of HMS 

Galatea”Νwas probably the dreariest in a range of works whose sales figures profited from 

the priceless combination of royal hero and adventurous plot. In the period following the 

Napoleonic Wars, adventure stories featuring terrible shipwrecks, exotic animals, and all 

kinds of combat scenes gained such widespread appeal in the popular literature of Europe 

thatΝtheΝnineteenthΝcenturyΝhasΝjustlyΝbeenΝcalledΝtheΝ“χgeΝofΝχdventure”έ565 Editions and 

translationsΝ ofΝ DanielΝ Defoe’sΝ “RobinsonΝ ωrusoe”,Ν JamesΝ όennimoreΝ ωooper’s 

“δeatherstocking”ΝorΝJulesΝVerne’sΝ“βίέίίίΝleaguesΝunderΝtheΝsea”ΝsoldΝlikeΝhotΝcakesΝallΝ

over the continent, just as did melodramatic romances or colportage novels which met the 

sensationalist tastes of the audience. The narrative structure of the adventure novel – 

departure, danger, proving oneself – and its motifs, both gripping and reassuringly familiar 

– dangerous travels, exotic encounters – particularly appealed to the increasingly literate 

and affluent middle and working classes. For the propertied bourgeoisie, they provided a 

thrilling contrast to their secure lives, for the less well-off a quick escape from the 

monotony of their working existence.566 

The language and imagery of adventure were so influential that they reached the entire 

popular print-market including news stories and scientific reports.567 Even the most 

serious – and tedious – travelogues could not escape this appeal. Thus, the news coverage 

andΝ publicΝ receptionΝ ofΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν wereΝ automaticallyΝ framedΝ inΝ correspondingΝ

terms. Both the commissioned chroniclers of their voyages and the journalists and readers 

who participated from a safe distance tended to jump at any exciting, romantic episode 

from their seafaring lives which could be moulded into an adventure narrative. In 

Germany, there even appeared a number of novels for young people featuring Prince 

ώeinrichΝasΝaΝheroέΝThroughΝtheirΝdangerousΝandΝexoticΝlives,ΝallΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrinces”Ν

couldΝsatisfyΝtheirΝaudiences’ΝinterestΝinΝtheΝextraordinaryΝinΝtheΝsenseΝofΝbothΝascribed 
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(royal) and achieved (adventurous) celebrity – and this at a time when their royal relatives, 

byΝmeetingΝ theΝdemandsΝofΝ“civicΝpublicness”ΝandΝ“embourgeoisement”, had arguably 

become too ordinary to generate excitement. It was the hint of adventure that sold the 

“Cruise of the Galatea”Ν despiteΝ itsΝ literaryΝ shortcomingsέΝχndΝ thereΝwereΝmanyΝotherΝ

books, goods and ideas that adventure helped to sell as well. 

TheΝmainΝfeatureΝwhichΝlinkedΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝandΝadventureΝwasΝdefinitelyΝtheΝtheme of 

travel. According to Margaret Cohen, the nineteenth-century adventure novel was a 

“travellingΝgenre”ΝinΝmoreΝthanΝoneΝsenseέΝτnΝtheΝoneΝhand,ΝitsΝplotsΝwereΝessentiallyΝtravelΝ

narratives which translocated their protagonists to the ends of the known world (to the sea, 

to transoceanic continents and exotic wildernesses, to space or to the parallel worlds of 

scienceΝfiction)έΝEverΝsinceΝώomer’sΝ“muchΝsufferingΝmasterΝmariner”Ντdysseus,ΝseaborneΝ

travel was especially closely associated with adventure: with the risks incurred by ship 

owners, passengers and crews when putting to sea and with the dangers lurking in the deep 

whichΝhadΝtoΝbeΝovercomeΝbyΝmeansΝofΝnauticalΝskillsέΝItΝwasΝfromΝmariner’sΝyarnsΝandΝ

voyagers’Ν reportsΝ thatΝ fictionalΝ seaΝ novelsΝ andΝRobinsonadesΝ emerged, which in turn, 

together with picaresque and historical novels, formed the immediate ancestry of the 

modern adventure novel.568 

τnΝtheΝotherΝhand,ΝtheΝ(sea)ΝadventureΝnovelΝwasΝalsoΝaΝ“travellingΝgenre”ΝinΝtheΝsenseΝthatΝ

it spread all over Europe from the 1κβίsΝonwardsέΝJamesΝόenimoreΝωooper’sΝ“TheΝPilot”,Ν

ωaptainΝόrederickΝεarryat’sΝandΝEugèneΝSue’sΝnavalΝromancesΝwereΝtheΝfirstΝofΝaΝseriesΝ

of modern, mass-produced takes on an ancient theme which ushered in a craze for 

adventure fiction. Starting from the maritime nations Britain, France and the US, (sea) 

adventure novels invaded the popular literatures of all of Europe, first in the shape of 

translations in literary magazines or book series, then in independent, national-language 

versions.569 In Germany, adventure authors such as Friedrich Gerstäcker or Charles 

Sealsfield were widely successful as early as the 1840s. In Denmark and Greece, English 

and French adventure novels were likewise devoured from the 1840s and 1870s, 

respectively. It was only in the 1880s, though, that Niels Juel Hansen began to write 

RobinsonesqueΝnovelsΝandΝonlyΝ inΝ theΝ1λίίsΝthatΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝcolleagueΝWalterΝ

Christmas became the first Danish serial adventure author. In Greece, Penelope Delta 
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started out even later (from 1909), althoughΝ oneΝ couldΝ countΝ DimitriosΝ Vikelas’Ν

autobiographicalΝnovelΝ“δoukisΝδaras”Ν(1κιλ)ΝasΝaΝmaritimeΝadventureΝofΝsortsέ570 

As professional travellers whose blueprint had spread through Europe not unlike the 

adventureΝnovel,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝfittedΝremarkably well with this travelling genre. Their 

media representation was largely modelled on adventure plots. As detailed in the first two 

chapters, their public image built on the cultural re-invention of naval officers as 

courageous gentleman heroes and epitomes of national virtue which had been catalysed 

by the maritime novels of Captain Marryat. Despite their noble origins, the princes were 

imagined as participating in the egalitarian, meritocratic world of the ship that naval 

romances liked to depict. Like the cabin boys of popular fiction, they had to endure every 

possible hardship, live within the colourful microcosm of shipboard society, face all kinds 

of challenges, and only once their true skills had been tested, could they climb the famous 

ladder from cadet to admiral. 

What the princes shared with adventure fiction was not only naval romance and the myth 

ofΝtheΝmariner’sΝcraft,Νthough,ΝbutΝalsoΝtheΝexoticΝnatureΝofΝtheirΝtravelsέΝχsΝdiscussedΝinΝ

chapter three, strange places, animals and people exerted a strong fascination on popular 

audiences all over Europe for reasons ranging from self-reassurance to simple curiosity. 

The thirst for pleasing sensations of difference or for more knowledge about the world 

was met by a variety of media ranging from travel books, illustrated papers and family 

magazines (some with an explicitly geographic-ethnographic focus such as Über Land 

und Meer) to world exhibitions or human zoos.571 Adventure novels also often took their 

readers to foreign places imagined as wild and less civilized, where the imagination could 

roam freely: the Wild West, the Orient, or South America. To separate themselves from 

the gory tastes of trashy literature, many colportage novelists (such as Karl May) 

interspersed their gripping narratives with historical or ethnographic excursions on the 

visited places which were meant to underline the didactic worth of their books.572 The 

lines between travel literature adopting adventure themes and adventure literature 

adopting ethnographic elements thus became blurred. It was within this grey zone that the 

coverageΝofΝ“SailorΝPrincely”ΝtravelsΝwasΝlocatedέ 
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The travel books, magazine serials, and adventure novels written about the princes all 

dwelt on the exotic encounters which they made during their journeys. Thus, a nine-part 

serial in Über Land und Meer coveringΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝ firstΝworldΝcruiseΝfeaturedΝaΝ

peculiar trade exchange with the natives of the Chilean Tierra del Fuego described as 

hairy, tattooed fiends clad in loose animal skins.573 χlexanderΝSvedstrup’sΝbookΝaboutΝ

PrinceΝValdemar’sΝfirstΝcruiseΝtoΝχsiaΝinΝ1κλλή1λίίΝandΝtheΝten-part serial report published 

in the family magazine Illustreret Tidende contained numerous drawings and photographs 

of exotic people with a particular focus on Arab and East Asian cities and women.574 One 

of the best-lovedΝ themesΝ fromΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝworldΝ tour,ΝwhichΝ evenΝmadeΝ itΝ toΝ theΝ

working-class Penny Illustrated Paper and the German illustrated ethnographic journal 

Globus, was a Coroborree dance which the nativeΝinhabitantsΝofΝχustraliaΝ(calledΝ“theΝ

blackΝchildrenΝofΝtheΝwild”)ΝperformedΝbeforeΝtheirΝ“picaninnyΝprince”ΝoneΝdarkΝnightέ575 

Exotic animals also exerted considerable fascination on the British readership: Thus, 

Jacko, the pet monkey of HMS Galatea who was drowned on the journey to Australia, 

“Tom,ΝtheΝDukeΝofΝEdinburgh’sΝelephant”ΝwhoΝwasΝbroughtΝtoΝδondonΝbyΝtheΝprinceΝfromΝ

India, and the Australian kangaroos, emus and Wonga-Wonga pigeons which Alfred gave 

to his brother the Prince of Wales all made it to the headlines of illustrated papers or 

children’sΝ magazinesέ576 The scenes of marine life and exotic encounters were then 

seasoned with whatever could be used as classical adventure narratives. 

According to Bernd Steinbrink, probably the most important maxim of nineteenth-century 

adventureΝ fictionΝwasΝ theΝ themeΝofΝ “livingΝonΝ theΝ edge”Ν (“gefährlich leben”)έΝTypicalΝ

adventure plots consisted of endless dangerous challenges which the protagonists had to 

master on their way to fame and fortune. Motifs like ships in distress, shipwrecks, survival 

in the wilderness, close encounters with death on precipitous mountain edges or in ambush 

attacks followed in quick succession.577 Dolf Sternberger has interpreted this general 

fascination with threatening themes as an expression of both the pioneering spirit and 

insecurity felt by many middle-classΝcitizensΝinΝEurope’sΝ“Gründerzeit”έΝInΝhisΝessayΝonΝ

“Stormy Seas and Shipwreck”ΝasΝanΝ“epoch-making image of the Gründerzeit”ΝheΝanalysedΝ

how one of the central motifs of adventure fiction functioned as an emblem of crisis (and 
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its overcoming) in a period when many small-scale businessmen constantly faced the 

spectre of entrepreneurial shipwreck. Much more than a real danger, though, adventurous 

shipwrecks also represented a genre which carried the fascinating counter-world of the 

“completelyΝ different”Ν intoΝ theΝ livingΝ roomsΝofΝ theΝ civilizedΝ andΝ securedΝ bourgeoisieέΝ

χdventureΝnovelsΝprovidedΝaΝ“peepholeΝintoΝtheΝdangerousΝlife”ΝotherwiseΝclosedΝtoΝtheirΝ

readers.578 An escapism of a slightly different kind was also the prime motif of lower 

middle-class and working class authors and readers for writing and buying cheaply 

produced adventure fiction. For them, the familiar and gripping stories of individual 

heroes who travel to far-off exotic places, survive all kinds of dangerous challenges and 

finally make their fortune were a means of escaping the monotony of their everyday 

working existence. Sales-orientedΝserialΝauthorsΝlikeΝKarlΝεayΝcateredΝforΝtheseΝ“fantasiesΝ

ofΝoutbreak”Νwhile simultaneously realizing their own.579 

TheΝmaritimeΝtravelsΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝalsoΝprovidedΝaΝconvenientΝ“peepholeΝintoΝtheΝ

dangerousΝlife”έΝχsΝsailorsΝengagingΝwithΝtheΝelementsΝandΝwithΝallΝkindsΝofΝexoticΝothers,Ν

the princes fulfilled the wishes of their various readers for adventure heroes to identify 

with. Yet, as princes they also represented two alternatives to bourgeois shipwreck and 

lower-class escapism. On the one hand, they were superior adventure heroes who mastered 

the dangerous life at sea and abroad and thus embodied the saviour figure Sternberger 

termedΝtheΝ“manΝatΝtheΝhelm”έ580 On the other hand, they were heroes of the establishment 

who could counteract the subversive effects of lower-classΝ “escapologists”Ν

(Ausbruchshelden). As adventure became a genre increasingly addressed to young 

readers,ΝsocialΝreformersΝandΝideologuesΝcriticalΝofΝtrashyΝliteratureΝ(“Schund”)ΝbeganΝtoΝ

tryΝandΝrealizeΝitsΝeducationalΝpotentialέΝTheyΝwroteΝaboutΝtheΝ“realΝadventures”ΝofΝ“SoldierΝ

ώeroes”ΝlikeΝδordΝKitchener or other great men of empire like the German Emin Pascha 

who represented bourgeois, patriotic or Christian virtues rather than the 

antiauthoritarianism of colportage.581 TheΝtravelsΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝformedΝpartΝofΝthisΝ

canon of literature aimed at channelling the popular appetite for sensational reading. As 

the University Magazine observed, their mildly exciting, edifying adventures could thrill 

everyΝ“loyalΝψriton”,Ν“maidsΝandΝmatrons”,ΝinΝshortΝallΝages,ΝsexesΝandΝclassesέΝόorΝtheyΝ

were dashing modern knight errands contributing to the legitimization of the monarchical 
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establishment; yet the occasions on which they proved their courage lacked the bloodshed 

of combat which had once formed a mainspring of monarchical legitimacy, but which 

might have hurt the delicate feelings of some readers. 

There were essentially three adventure scenarios which the press, literature, popular song 

andΝpoetryΝlikedΝtoΝdepictΝwithΝregardΝtoΝ“SailorΝPrinces”,ΝallΝcleverlyΝdescribedΝbyΝtheΝ

University Magazine. The first and most popular was that of the ship in distress epitomised 

byΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝ“nastyΝengagementΝwithΝaΝcyclone”έΝχlmostΝeveryΝroyalΝnavalΝjourneyΝ

entailed at least one or two occasions when the princes and their crews were challenged to 

cope with adverse weather conditions. Reports of these would promptly reach the daily 

and weekly newspapers, reappear in travel books and reviews, and then be reinterpreted 

in the romanticizing, if not apotheosizing language of popular poetry and fiction. Thus, 

the Illustrated London News reportedΝ aboutΝ theΝ “violentΝ cycloneΝ […],Ν orΝ revolvingΝ

hurricane”Ν whichΝ theΝ ώεSΝ Galatea “fellΝ inΝ with”Ν onΝ herΝ passageΝ fromΝ theΝ ωapeΝ toΝ

Australia as early as January 1868, accompanying its matter-of-fact description with a 

giant, two-page engraving of a tiny ship tossed about by wind and waves.582 The scene 

alsoΝfeaturedΝinΝεilner’sΝ“Cruise of the Galatea”ΝandΝitΝprobablyΝinducedΝtheΝauthorΝofΝ

oneΝpopularΝsongΝtoΝextollΝ“ourΝPrinceΝwhoΝnoblyΝbravesήwildΝleapingΝwaters,ΝfoamΝcrestΝ

waves/the dangers ofΝ theΝ deep”έ583 Part seven of the sequel published about Prince 

ώeinrich’sΝ firstΝ worldΝ tourΝ inΝ Über Land und Meer likewise featured a colourful 

descriptionΝofΝaΝtyphoon,Ν“thatΝworstΝofΝstorms”,ΝencounteredΝbyΝώεSΝPrinz Adalbert on 

the way to Yokohama, together with another engraving of a small ship in violent weather 

as well as a two-page depiction of sailors and officers working on-board a vessel severely 

listing.584 The most symptomatic and influential scene, however, was an episode from 

ώeinrich’sΝsecondΝworldΝcruiseΝwhenΝtheΝprince,ΝonΝwatchΝduringΝaΝstormΝinΝtheΝψayΝofΝ

Biscay, saved his ship, the HMS Olga, from capsizing by quickly leaping to the helm 

when the helmsmen were washed overboard. The episode was taken up by the semi-

official Prussian Provinzial-Correspondenz in November 1882. From there, it made its 

wayΝ toΝ adventureΝ fiction,Ν mostΝ notablyΝ ωέVέΝ Derboeck’sΝ Prinz Heinrich in Central-

Amerika, where the storyline was colourfully expanded. Around 1900, the second stanza 

ofΝaΝfamousΝpopularΝsongΝstillΝcommemoratedΝtheΝsceneΝaskingΝ“Who,ΝasΝwatch-keeping 

officer/leaps down to the helm/when the helmsmen one stormy night/have been washed 
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overboardΝbyΝaΝbreakerς”ΝTheΝriddleΝwasΝsolvedΝinΝtheΝrefrainμΝ“It’sΝPrinceΝώeinrich,Ν[…]Ν

theΝKaiser’sΝχdmiral!”585 InΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝcase,ΝtheΝmostΝfamousΝdangerΝsceneΝwasΝ

not a tempest, but a major fire on the island of St Croix during which the prince proved 

his heroic qualities by daringly leading a naval rescue squad. He was afterwards celebrated 

by all the papers of the Danish West Indies.586 

Next to the elements, wild animals were the most popular challenges of adventure princes. 

Big-game hunting was one of the favourite pastimes of all (royal) empire travellers, and it 

was also a newspaper attraction for readers back home. Both as a topos of exoticism and 

as an enactment of European superiority, the shooting of exotic animals fitted into 

contemporary imperialist discourse. As becomes obvious from the University Magazine’s 

terminologyΝ(“sportΝofΝallΝkinds”),ΝtheΝactΝofΝhuntingΝwasΝvaluedΝasΝaΝphysicalΝactivityΝ

where white men could prove their bravery, athleticism, and manliness.587 PrinceΝχlfred’sΝ

greed for hunting trophies therefore provided unending food for the press. An account of 

the famous elephant hunt in South Africa where he waited until the last moment until he 

fired his shot circulated around the London newspapers as early as November 1867, 

together with a series of detailed engravings.588 The episode recurred in The Cruise of the 

Galata, where it was generally acknowledged as the best piece of the entire book because 

Milner had managed to insert a rare first-person narrative by the prince himself. The 

widespread appeal of animal hunts and the particular interest of the lower classes were 

further illustrated by the coverage the Galatea voyage received in the Penny Illustrated 

Paper. This cheap, mass-circulation weekly which copied the success of the Illustrated 

London News focused almost exclusively on hunting scenes. Apart from the elephant hunt, 

featured in two editions in 1867 and 1868, the paper published a lengthy account of the 

hunting trips undertaken by the prince in Australia. The detailed descriptions and 

illustrations of a kangaroo- and an emu-hunt were marked by both a strong fascination 

with the act of killing and by an admiration for the fast and intelligent creatures which 

nevertheless had to succumb to the superior skills of the hunters.589 

The final adventure scenario,Ν epitomisedΝ byΝ “theΝ assassin’sΝ pistol”Ν inΝ theΝ University 

Magazine,ΝwasΝthatΝofΝambushΝattacksΝmadeΝonΝtheΝprinces’ΝlivesΝbyΝ“wild”ΝpeopleέΝWhenΝ
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theΝ όenianΝ activistΝ τ’όarrellΝ shotΝ PrinceΝ χlfredΝ inΝ theΝ backΝ inΝ SydneyΝ inΝ 1κθκ,Ν theΝ

phenomenon of politically motivated terrorism which would plague the latter part of the 

nineteenth century was still in its infancy.590 Yet,ΝtheΝnewsΝofΝtheΝ“criminalΝattempt”ΝbyΝaΝ

“cold-bloodedΝ murderer”Ν attractedΝ considerableΝ mediaΝ attention,Ν withΝ detailsΝ ofΝ theΝ

progression of eventsΝ asΝwellΝasΝofΝ theΝprince’sΝwoundsΝ fillingΝ theΝnewsΝ forΝdaysΝandΝ

countless (amateur) poets contributing their share.591 The so-called Otsu incident of 1891, 

when Prince Georgios saved the life of the Russian Tsarevich following a sword attack by 

a Japanese policeman, attracted even wider media attention. Not only Greek papers, but 

the entire (sensational) press of Europe reported about it. Colourful lithographs depicting 

Georgios in the act of hitting the assassin, some rather accurate, others clearly influenced 

by the imaginative landscape of adventure, circulated through the papers.592 Even the 

satirical Athenian magazine Asty published a fairy-tale account of events accompanied by 

a giant front-page drawing of the prince.593 By the fin-de-siècle, assassinations of famous 

personages had become an everyday realty and the figure of the secret agent entered the 

adventure scene. Thus, the German juvenile fiction author Major von Krusow could frame 

his novel The Travels and Adventures of Tsarevich Nicholas of Russia as an adventure 

plot in which the Japanese villain was hired by Russian anarchists.594 

The attraction and selling potential of adventure, of naval romance, exotic encounters and 

danger plots evidenced by these episodes did not stop with the news media and literary 

fiction, though. As a number of post-colonial scholars have stressed, mass papers and 

adventure novels formed part of a wider mass commercial culture which was heavily 

infused with elements of popular colonialism. The themes of travel, transport technology 

and exploration, of exotica and suspense were also exploited to raise the sales figures or 

improve the brand image of all kinds of consumer goods, (service) businesses or 

associations.595 Through its extensive use of visual and material culture, of advertisements, 

billboards, almanacs, special packagings, themed cigarette cards, memorabilia or toys, the 

expanding consumer industry of the nineteenth century was able to both respond to and 
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create popular tastes. The used strategies helped to stimulateΝpeople’sΝdesireΝtoΝbuyΝandΝ

simultaneously contributed to the proliferation of a variety of imageries. Collectibles, 

posters and wrappings depicting famous personages or imperial heroes, stirring military 

or exploratory events, modern vessels or exotic peoples conveyed romantic, adventurous 

associations and, at the same time, manufactured encounters with the extraordinary even 

for those who could not read or afford to buy papers, books or other luxury goods.596 

Europe’sΝmonarchsΝwereΝanΝessentialΝpartΝofΝthis consumer culture both as sought-after 

associations and as brands in their own right. Like adventure, empire and navy, their 

images enhanced the value of certain products and at the same time these products 

provided free promotion for them.597 The relationship between public consumption and 

public opinion was not always as clear-cut as in Athens, where, according to the travel 

journalistΝWilliamΝεiller,ΝphotographsΝofΝ theΝroyalΝfamilyΝ“disappearedΝfromΝtheΝshopΝ

windows”Ν duringΝ timesΝ ofΝ crisisΝ onlyΝ toΝ beΝ “carefully hidden away by time-serving 

tradesmenΝ inΝ theΝdrawersΝofΝ theirΝ counters”ΝuntilΝ “theΝnextΝ turnΝ inΝ theΝ tideΝofΝpopularΝ

opinion”έ598 Nevertheless, we can draw some wider conclusions on the popular reach and 

general brand image of royal personae from their appearance in the shops. 

By combining the well-known insignia of the naval officer with elements of naval-colonial 

adventureΝandΝexoticism,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝnotΝonlyΝbecameΝpopularΝcelebritiesΝinΝtheΝnews,Ν

but also some of the most recognizable and widespread monarchical brands of the period. 

σextΝtoΝtheΝroyalΝcoupleΝandΝtheΝPrinceΝofΝWales,ΝPrinceΝχlfredΝinΝsailor’sΝsuitΝwasΝoneΝofΝ

the favourite subjects of Staffordshire porcelain figures in the late 1850s-1870s.599 

Especially during the Galatea voyage – which partly coincided with the climax of the 

sheet-music boom – he featured in several popular songs600 as well as on a number of 

commemorative medals and other patriotic ephemera.601 PrinceΝ ύeorgios’s likeness 

adorned picture postcards of Crete as well as stamps, coins, and medals. 

Prince Heinrich, finally, was a veritable marketing phenomenon in Wilhelmine Germany. 

Particularly from the late 1880s, the prince was depicted on countless picture postcards 

surrounded by such typical elements as impressive state-of-the-art naval vessels, waving 

sailors, wind-swept seas, seagulls, anchors and oars. German consumers could buy Prince 
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Heinrich cigars, cigarettes or knives adorned with similar iconographies. From 1887 to 

1916, at least 15 ships (among them several mail steamers of the North German Lloyd or 

Hamburg-America line) as well as at least 29 taverns, restaurants and hotels all over 

Germany were named after the prince or his wife. His travels to East Asia, the US or to 

South America were particular marketing boosters. Thus, a veritable host of 

commemorative ephemera like medals, cups, pins or postcards were put on the market on 

both sides of the Atlantic in 1902. In 1900, the Berlin department store N. Israel dedicated 

its entire promotional calendar, called Album 1900,ΝtoΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝstayΝinΝEastΝχsiaέΝ

There were also a number of collectible cards, most notably two sets about Prince 

Heinrich’s journey to China and Prince Heinrich’s America cruise published by the 

chocolateΝ companyΝ “Aulhorn’s Nähr-Kakao”Ν andΝ theΝ children’sΝ stoneΝbuildingΝblocksΝ

companyΝ“F.A.D. Richter & Cie.”,ΝrespectivelyέΝTheseΝsix-part series resembled graphic 

versionsΝ ofΝ travelΝ books,Ν focusingΝ onΝ adventurousΝ orΝ exoticΝ scenesΝ likeΝ “The steamer 

Kronprinz Wilhelm inΝaΝstorm”,ΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝspecialΝtrainΝpassingΝaΝgroupΝofΝworkersΝ

sittingΝaroundΝaΝWildΝWestΝfire,ΝtheΝlandingΝofΝaΝnavalΝbattalionΝinΝKiautschou,ΝorΝ“PrinceΝ

ώeinrich’sΝaudienceΝwithΝtheΝωhineseΝEmperor”έΝTheyΝdemonstrate the widespread nature 

ofΝtheΝ“imaginativeΝlandscape”ΝofΝroyalΝadventureέ602 

Thomas Nicklas has recently labelled the monarchs who emerged from the House of Saxe-

ωoburgΝ asΝ perfectlyΝ castΝ forΝ theΝ “theatrical”Ν nineteenthΝ centuryμΝ RestrictedΝ inΝ theirΝ

sovereign power,Ν theyΝ becameΝ consummateΝ “KingsΝ ofΝ theΝ Imaginary”Ν pleasingΝ theirΝ

subjects-turned-citizensΝwithΝpowerfulΝ“appealingΝimages”έ603 This verdict could also be 

appliedΝtoΝtheΝotherΝroyalΝfamiliesΝofΝthisΝstudyέΝόorΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝthatΝ

theyΝproducedΝwasΝcertainlyΝanΝ“appealingΝimage”έΝInΝtheΝ“χgeΝofΝEmpire”,ΝwhenΝrationalΝ

persuasion, according to Eric Hobsbawm, no longer sufficed to create political allegiances 

but had to be supplemented by emotional, enticing elements, the princes posed as 

admirable adventure heroes in the print media and as accessible bic-a-brac objects on the 

mantelpiece. They thus helped the monarchy to adapt to the styles of the emerging mass 

media and advertising industries, which, as Hobsbawm observed, also catered emotions 

for the masses and therefore served as an inspirational model for all kinds of public 

institutions.604 As intimated in the introduction, though, a number of scholars have 

queried whether the majority of nineteenth-century monarchs really were such famed 
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“KingsΝofΝtheΝImaginary”ΝasΝσicklasΝandΝothersΝwouldΝhaveΝthemΝtoΝbeέΝTheΝprinces’Ν

coverage in the print media and in material culture has to be reviewed once more to find 

outΝwhoΝwereΝtheΝtrueΝauthorsΝofΝtheΝmythΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝasΝanΝadventure hero 

and brand. 

The making of a brand 

Scholars of modern monarchy have been torn regarding the question how much influence 

the sovereigns of the nineteenth century had over their public image. Some of the leading 

studies agree that there was at least a large element of active self-promotion involved in 

the media representation and branding of prominent monarchs: Both Margaret Homans 

and John Plunkett take the view that Queen Victoria was an active agent of her 

representation as a bourgeois family queen through the employment of paintings, 

photographs and court circulars which spread the word about her civic engagements.605 

Frank Lorenz Müller has drawn attention to the astonishing media awareness of Crown 

Prince Frederick William of Prussia and the many strategies of visual art and public 

performanceΝthatΝheΝusedΝtoΝfashionΝtheΝpopularΝiconΝ“τurΝόritz”έ606 Martin Kohlrausch 

has demonstrated how Emperor William II became a media star around 1900 through the 

cultivation of his prominent looks and his never-ending, heavily publicized activities, 

although the media attention that he invited eventually overpowered him.607 Daniel 

Unowsky, finally, has illustrated the degree to which even the Austro-Hungarian 

government were able to guard the public image of Emperor Francis Joseph during the 

popular celebrations and despite the massive merchandizing surrounding his golden 

jubilee in 1898.608 On the other hand, Eva Giloi has argued that the entire Hohenzollern 

dynasty failed to develop a proactive stance towards truly popular political myths or 

commemorative ephemera.609 All scholars, moreover, agree that it was virtually 

impossibleΝforΝEurope’sΝsovereignsΝtoΝcontrolΝtheΝsocial,ΝpoliticalΝandΝcommercialΝforcesΝ

that shaped their public manifestations or the ways in which they were received and 

appropriatedΝbyΝtheΝmassesέΝψyΝstudyingΝhowΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝturnedΝintoΝpopularΝ

adventure heroes and brands – and by whom – we can shed some new light on the question 

of monarchical agency. 
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Defining the various agents involved in the making of popular myths, heroes and brands 

is a complex undertaking. Myths often cannot be reduced to one single origin; they evolve, 

are shaped by their political and cultural environments, are re-interpreted, embellished and 

manipulated by varying agents and media.610 ώeroesΝcanΝbeΝ“self-fashioningΝsubjects”Ν

who use their looks, clothes and all kinds of media to promote themselves, but also 

“objectsΝ ofΝ contemporaryΝ [orΝ posthumous],Ν politicalΝ andΝ culturalΝ dynamics”Ν likeΝ theΝ

nineteenth-century personality cult, the sensationalist tastes of the mass media or 

nationalism’sΝneedΝforΝgraspableΝembodimentsΝofΝtheΝnationέ611 Brands, finally, evolve in 

a complex system of supply and demand. They are designed to sell something, but they 

also have to be bought, which gives consumers unique power over their form and content. 

TheΝquestionsΝofΝagency,ΝofΝbuyerΝandΝsellerΝthusΝbecomeΝblurredέΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝ

certainly products – and sometimes themselves agents – of a complex system of dialectical 

processes. Their public personae were shaped by and neatly fitted into a number of 

contemporary cultural trends, such as the lure of the sea or the adventure craze. Yet, they 

were also positioned in this environment by a number of distinct agents: There were 

monarchs and court advisors who anticipated popular trends, launched pictures and stories 

and cooperated on them with a range of middle-class professionals such as editors, 

journalists or illustrators. There were authors, entrepreneurs and ideologues who used the 

royal aura, naval romance, exoticism and adventure to sell their own works, products and 

messages. They all shaped the tastes of their audiences, who in turn projected their wishes 

onto the monarchy and onto the mass (media) market. The following pages contain an 

analysis of the motives, methods and interactions of these various agents. 

As mentioned before, all sovereigns of this study used a range of classic public staging 

andΝmediaΝstrategiesΝtoΝmarketΝtheirΝsons’ΝcareersέΝTheyΝstagedΝtheΝprinces’ΝembarkationsΝ

as festive giving-away ceremonies and issued paintings, drawings or, as a more modern 

option, carte-de-visite photographs of their youthful offspring in naval uniform. Apart 

from these comparatively traditional representations, there were also a number of other, 

literary, pictorial, museal or news projects which, by responding to popular cultural trends 

andΝbyΝgrantingΝmoreΝintimateΝviewsΝofΝtheΝprinces’ΝexoticΝjourneys,ΝhelpedΝtoΝfashionΝtheΝ

image of adventurous celebrities. 
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First of all, there was what one might call officialΝroyalΝtravelΝliteratureέΝχsΝtheΝfirstΝ“SailorΝ

Princes”ΝcircledΝtheΝworld,ΝtheirΝroyalΝparents’ΝneedΝtoΝhaveΝtheirΝ(teenage)Νsons’ΝextensiveΝ

travels documented was increasingly complemented by the realization that self-confident 

citizens felt entitled to participate in the lives of royal personages and that this public 

attentionΝ wasΝ worthΝ toΝ beΝ cultivatedέΝ QueenΝ Victoria’sΝ publicationΝ ofΝ herΝ “Highland 

Journals”ΝinΝ1κθκΝasΝwellΝasΝherΝcommissionΝofΝbooksΝonΝ“The early years”Ν(1κθι)ΝandΝ

“Life of the Prince Consort”Ν(1κι4-80) are generally considered some of the first instances 

of a carefully crafted personal opening-up to the public. Her bid for the power of 

interpretation was also supported by the advent of the royal travel book as epitomized by 

“The cruise of HMS Galatea”Ν(1κθλ)έ 

TheΝideaΝofΝpublishingΝaΝvolumeΝonΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝvoyageΝaroundΝtheΝworldΝ– which 

fitted well with a large market of travel writing – probably came from his naval chaplain 

John Milner. In 1867, Milner had already managed to publish a widely acclaimed account 

of χlfred’s visit to Tristan da Cunha in the magazine Good Words. His success would be 

repeated by other careerist courtiers, for example the Reverend John Dalton, who penned 

an account of the world tour undertaken by his two charges, Prince Albert Victor and 

Prince George of Wales, in 1886.612 Milner was almost certainly acting in the royal 

family’sΝinterest,ΝthoughέΝόorΝheΝwasΝableΝtoΝobtainΝallΝtheΝrequiredΝinformationΝfromΝtheΝ

people responsible and not only was he allowed to cite from the letters and journals of 

ordinary sailors, but also from one letter written by the prince himself. From among the 

documents originally destined for the eyes of the royal family only, his compilation 

included a number of chromolithographs and graphotypes from sketches taken on the spot 

byΝ τswaldΝ ψrierlyέΝ ThisΝ famousΝ marineΝ painter,Ν whoΝ hadΝ attractedΝ QueenΝ Victoria’sΝ

attention through the sketches he had drawn of the 1856 Spithead naval review, had 

actually been engaged to undertake the private documentation of the journey. Together 

with the Australian illustrator Nicholas Chevalier, who accompanied Alfred on the second 

part of his voyage, he compiled a considerable collection of drawings, which the queen 

could inspect with her son on his return.613 The recognition that the artists wanted to 

exhibit their works, though, and that there was a widespread interest in the cruise led to 

their inclusion into the travelogue and a public exhibition, respectively. 
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A similar constellation was also at the heart of the early travel reports about Prince 

Heinrich. When the prince went on his first world cruise in autumn 1878, he was 

accompanied by the marine painter Carl Saltzmann, whose recent exhibition of a number 

of naval paintings had attracted the attention of the crown princely couple.614 The artist 

was engaged to produce drawings of the long journey, but apparently for financial reasons 

he was also encouraged to contact some illustrated papers regarding the occasional 

publication of his drawings as well as his remunerationέΝTheΝeditorialΝstaffΝofΝ“Über Land 

und Meer”Ν eagerlyΝ acceptedΝ theΝ proposalΝ andΝ whatΝ emergedΝ wasΝ theΝ nine-part serial 

mentioned above. The first instalmentΝwasΝwrittenΝbyΝtheΝpaper’sΝeditor-in-chief, Emil 

Dominik, while the subsequent texts were composed by an anonymous participant of the 

voyageέΝχsΝώeinrich’sΝgovernorΝSeckendorffΝremarkedΝtoΝύeneralΝvonΝStosch,ΝtheΝarticlesΝ

wereΝmeantΝ toΝ“respondΝ toΝ theΝ interestΝ feltΝ forΝ theΝcruiseΝ[…]Ν inΝwideΝcircles”έ615 The 

armchair traveller Stosch realized as early as 1875 that “landlubbersΝloveΝtoΝoccupyΝtheirΝ

idleΝ fantasyΝ withΝ theΝ worldsΝ acrossΝ theΝ ocean,Ν withΝ ourΝ emigrantsΝ andΝ theΝ like”. This 

induced him to propose a more forceful naval and colonial propaganda to his friend and 

public-relations advisor Gustav Freytag.616 In 1878, the Chief of the Admiralty still meant 

to harness the propaganda potential of exotic colonial fantasies. Both he and Seckendorff 

were also anxious, however, that the articles about the royal world cruise should “avoidΝ

any official appearance”ΝandΝthatΝtheyΝshouldΝ“neverΝhaveΝanyΝpersonalΝcontent”έ617 

This mixture of popularizing purpose and worries about the image of the monarchy 

explains both the largely ethnographic focus of the magazine articles and the tedious 

logbook style of The Cruise of the Galatea. By the mid-nineteenth century, most royal 

families still justified their opening-up to the public by their mission to make their 

exclusive experience of the world available to wider audiences. Didactic aspects thus stood 

in the foreground, although it was often exotic and personal details which enticed their 

readers to buy. This trend is also visible in the second form of modern monarchical 

representationsΝevolvingΝfromΝtheΝworldΝcruisesΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”μΝmusealΝexhibitionsέΝ

The nineteenth century was characterized by the advent of public museums as 

institutionalized memories of the material history of the nation and as meeting places for 

the bourgeoisie seeking instructive leisure pursuits. While royal reformers such as Prince 
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Albert made huge contributions to the sector, measures like the opening-up of palaces and 

parks or projects focusing on the monarchy such as the Hohenzollern museum remained 

rare, though.618 The exhibitions of private souvenir collections from the journeys of 

“SailorΝ Princes”Ν representΝ earlyΝ andΝ rareΝ examplesΝ ofΝ glimpses into royal curiosity 

chambers. 

The first exhibition of this kind was opened in the South Kensington Museum on 24 

JanuaryΝ1κιβΝandΝfeaturedΝbothΝnumerousΝwatercoloursΝofΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝGalatea world 

cruise as well as countless artefacts collected by the prince himself. Like most of his royal 

navalΝ colleagues,Ν χlfredΝ enjoyedΝ gatheringΝ “curiosities”Ν whichΝ heΝ couldΝ showΝ toΝ hisΝ

family.619 As The Graphic remarkedΝinΝitsΝcritiqueΝofΝtheΝ“DukeΝofΝEdinburgh’sΝεuseum”Ν

inΝεarchΝ1κιβ,ΝheΝhadΝusedΝtheΝadvantageΝofΝhisΝexaltedΝstatusΝ(thatΝ“theΝbestΝandΝrarestΝ

ofΝeverythingΝisΝwithinΝhisΝreach”)ΝtoΝbringΝhomeΝ“anΝunrivalledΝcollection”έΝTheΝprinceΝ

distinguished himself from other privileged travellers, though, by offering this collection 

to the museum co-foundedΝbyΝhisΝfatherΝ“inΝorderΝthatΝhisΝstay-at-home countrymen might 

partakeΝinΝhisΝenjoyment”έ620 Prince Albert had used the revenues generated by the Great 

Exhibition in 1851 to initiate the building of a large museum complex in central London 

dedicated to public instruction. It was here that for two months in early 1872 members of 

δondon’sΝmiddle- and working-classes, enticed by free admissions and late opening hours, 

couldΝinspectΝtheΝcollectionΝofΝtheΝPrinceΝωonsort’sΝsonέΝItΝmixedΝdidacticΝelementsΝwithΝ

adventurous pleasures, displaying the impressive marine subjects of Oswald Brierly 

(including the Galatea inΝdistress),ΝσicholasΝωhevalier’sΝ excitingΝdrawingsΝofΝhuntingΝ

scenes, foreign costumes and landscapes, as well as countless exotic state gifts and natural 

history items.621 TheΝ exhibitionΝ subsequentlyΝ movedΝ toΝ DublinΝ andΝ partsΝ ofΝ χlfred’sΝ

collections were later given to a variety of public institutions in the duchy of Saxe-

Coburg.622 Prince Heinrich likewise lent a number of Asian model ships to the Deutsche 

Schiffbau-Ausstellung hosted in Berlin in 1908. The valuable samurai armours he had 

received from the Japanese Emperor were eventually given to the Schleswig 

Landesmuseum.623 
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While guarded self-promotion on the part of the monarchy and exoticist curiosity on the 

part of the audience merged with educational purposes in the case of museal exhibitions 

and travelogues, the intentional launching of private letters in the press provided still more 

intimateΝviewsΝofΝtheΝprinces’ΝtravelsΝandΝmoreΝclear-cut means to fashion a heroic image 

forΝ themέΝ χsΝ mentionedΝ before,Ν PrinceΝ χlfred’sΝ grippingΝ first-person account of an 

elephant hunt in South Africa was one of the best-loved episodes from The Cruise of the 

Galatea. There were at least two further prominent occasions when the monarchy used 

theΝopportunityΝtoΝactivelyΝmarketΝtheΝprinces’ΝadventurousΝagencyέΝThe famous story of 

PrinceΝώeinrich’sΝhelmsmanshipΝ inΝ theΝψayΝofΝψiscayΝ thusΝ actuallyΝ originatedΝ fromΝaΝ

private report filed by his governor Seckendorff as captain of HMS Olga. In a matter-of-

factΝlanguageΝandΝinΝ“completeΝobjectivity”,ΝtheΝnavalΝofficerΝinformed the emperor, the 

crownΝ princelyΝ coupleΝ andΝ StoschΝ onΝ 11Ν σovemberΝ 1κκβΝ ofΝ theΝ “prowess”Ν andΝ

“instantaneous,ΝenergeticΝaction”ΝdisplayedΝbyΝtheΝprinceέΝτnlyΝtwoΝdaysΝlater,ΝprobablyΝ

onΝStosch’sΝinitiative,Νthe letter was published in the Provincial-Correspondenz, a semi-

official newspaper supplement distributed across the entire Prussian provinces, in a 

slightly, but significantly altered version. Its nautical language was translated into more 

general terms and the agency of the prince was enhanced by the omission of the remark 

thatΝheΝwasΝrespondingΝtoΝtheΝshoutedΝcommandΝ“QuickΝtoΝtheΝhelm!”έ624 This press article 

provided the template for all further versions of the story. 

In May 1891, the Glücksborgs likewise shaped the popular perception of the so-called 

Otsu incident. A couple of days after the event, Berlingske Tidende, a Copenhagen daily 

close to the conservative government, published a letter sent by Prince Georgios to his 

father, King George, giving a detailed and personal account of the attempt on the life of 

hisΝcousinΝ“σicky”έΝTheΝnarrative,ΝwhichΝprovidedΝtheΝfirstΝtestimonyΝofΝaΝEuropeanΝeye-

witness and simultaneously moved the focus more decisively on the agency of the Greek 

prince, was taken up by many other European papers, which celebrated theΝ “pluckyΝ

rescue”έΝTheΝunexpurgatedΝdepictionΝofΝ theΝRussianΝTsarevichΝrunningΝawayΝ fromΝtheΝ

aggressor may also have been one of the reasons why Georgios was subsequently banned 

fromΝhisΝcousin’sΝentourageέ625 

ψyΝtheΝtimeΝofΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝtravelsΝtoΝEastΝχsiaΝ(1κλλ)ΝorΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝvisitΝtoΝ

America (1902), cooperation with the press had become the norm. Thus, Alexander 

Svedstrup and Henrik Cavling, two journalists closely associated with the advent of exotic 
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travel reportages around 1900, were allowedΝtoΝtravelΝaboardΝPrinceΝValdemar’sΝship,ΝtheΝ

Valkyrie, and aboard the accompanying EAC cruiser Assam, respectively. Their articles 

and books would decisively shape the public perception of the enterprise. In 1902, a 

number of major German papers, among them the Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger, Der Tag, Die 

Woche, the Illustrirte Zeitung and the Morgenpost, even sent special correspondents on-

board the Kronprinz Wilhelm. They received unique opportunities for close-up coverage 

and preferred treatment by Prince Heinrich. The extensive coverage of the journey to the 

US in the press – includingΝadventurousΝdrawingsΝbyΝtheΝchildren’sΝbookΝillustratorΝWillyΝ

Stöwer, up-to-dateΝphotographsΝofΝtheΝprince’sΝencountersΝwithΝtheΝnewΝworld,ΝandΝtheΝ

novel medium of moving pictures shown in a selection of Berlin music halls – even 

inducedΝmediaΝhistorianΝIrisΝKronauerΝtoΝcallΝthisΝtheΝ“firstΝ[ύerman]ΝpoliticalΝmediaΝeventΝ

ofΝtheΝtwentiethΝcentury”έ626 

The willing cooperation of all the men and media mentioned above can be explained by a 

variety of reasons. Particularly for the writers and artists directly engaged by the 

monarchy, the royal connection could bring immediate career advantages. Thus Carl 

Saltzmann would go on to become the personal art teacher and travel painter of William 

II before he was eventually offered the first German professorship in marine art at the 

Berlin Academy.627 Oswald Brierly was appointed marine painter to Queen Victoria and 

the Royal Yacht Squadron in 1874.628 

Apart from these personal benefits, theΝ manyΝ reportsΝ aboutΝ theΝ princes’Ν adventurousΝ

journeys in the press also served a number of publishing interests and journalistic 

purposes. First of all, editors and journalists would win the trust of the monarchy through 

their favourable coverage. Especially in countries like Germany, where the press was 

closely monitored and where Emperor William carefully selected those correspondents 

who were given access to royal events, this confidence could translate into a unique selling 

feature. The papers would proudly advertise the exclusivity of their coverage and thus 

distinguish themselves from their competitors.629 

The emerging mass-media market was fiercely contested. To woo their audiences away 

from their competitors, the growing number of family magazines, illustrated papers and 

mass dailies that sprouted in Europe in the latter part of the nineteenth century also utilized 
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royal sailors to attract attention. Ethnographic reports about the exotic places visited by 

the exalted travellers satisfied the curiosity, thirst for knowledge and colonial phantasies 

of the national-liberal bourgeoisie.630 Moreover, the adventure scenarios with which they 

were sprinkled added an extra touch of the sensational. Especially in Britain and France, 

the increasingly commercialized illustrated mass press (epitomized by competing papers 

such as the Illustrated London News, the Graphic, or Le petit journal) depended on a quick 

flow of exciting news and spectacularΝpicturesΝwhichΝcouldΝattractΝandΝkeepΝtheΝreaders’Ν

interest alive. Wars (like those connected to the Eastern Question), crimes (like the 

Whitechapel murders), massacres (like the Bulgarian atrocities), and all kinds of 

catastrophes (like shipwrecks) were the favourite subjects of newspaper sensationalism.631 

Royal events, celebrities, impressive new technologies and exotic themes also sold, 

though,ΝespeciallyΝwhenΝcombinedέΝ“SailorΝPrincely”ΝadventuresΝwereΝthereforeΝdefinitelyΝ

newsworthy items. The proliferation of sensational depictions of the Otsu incident in the 

European press illustrates how the different national media markets adapted to these novel 

influences and thereby converged. In Denmark, the journalists surrounding Prince 

Valdemar and the media-savvy Princess Marie were especially closely associated with 

this process of modernization along Anglo-French lines. Henrik Cavling in particular has 

been credited with revolutionizing the Danish media landscape by turning papers such as 

the liberal Politiken into modern-style news-papers instead of political organs. Both he and 

Alexander Svedstrup had been war correspondents during the Greco-Turkish War (1897) 

and they were famous for their exotic travel reporting with a special focus on the Near and 

Far East.632 

Despite the seeming de-politicization of the mass press around 1900, publishers and 

journalists also sought to sell political messages withΝtheΝhelpΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”έΝψothΝ

Cavling and Svedstrup, for example, were advocates of the new expansive policy of long-

distance trade supported by Prince Valdemar and his circle of friends. Through their serial 

reports and travel books about the Valkyrie cruise they sought to throw the most favourable 

light on the enterprise.633 Likewise, the German publisher August Scherl, whose illustrated 

mass papers Der Tag and Die Woche were centrally involved in the massive media 
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marketingΝofΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝjourney to the US, was an eager supporter of Admiral von 

Tirpitz’ΝnavalΝpolicyέΝώisΝcoverageΝofΝtheΝprincelyΝtourΝwasΝmeantΝtoΝderiveΝanΝeconomicΝ

benefit from the public interest in naval matters as well as promoting Tirpitz’ΝambitiousΝ

fleet-building programme.634 

The same mixture of economic and ideological interests also applied to the producers of 

children’sΝfictionΝandΝconsumerΝgoodsέΝEspeciallyΝinΝψritainΝandΝύermany,ΝthereΝwereΝaΝ

range of authors, often retired naval officers, soldiers or fortune hunters, who meant to 

make a profit from edifying literature for the children of the affluent middle-classes by 

speakingΝ toΝ theirΝ parents’ΝpatriotismέΝTheirΝ portfoliosΝusuallyΝ includedΝeverythingΝ thatΝ

would be bought as a Christmas present or distributed as prizes by public schools: 

historical romances, popular biographies and instructive adventures in naval and colonial 

settingsΝ(“Marine- and Kolonialromane”635). These novels were generally suffused with 

a language of patriotic enthusiasm which, combined with lively tales, was likely to inspire 

a love of fatherland and the willingness to serve its naval and colonial missions in young 

readers. Sometimes, the profit stood in the foreground, but there were also some authors 

who were primarily motivated by their own ideological backgrounds (for example their 

allegiance to the Navy League). One particularly dignified version of these books was the 

Prince Heinrich literature. 

It was arguably Carl von der Boeck, a retired soldier, adventurer and prolific writer of the 

1880s,ΝwhoΝfirstΝcameΝupΝwithΝtheΝideaΝofΝappropriatingΝtheΝprince’sΝtravelsΝforΝtheΝseaΝ

adventureΝgenreέΝInΝhisΝdecorativeΝbooksΝaboutΝώeinrich’sΝtwoΝworldΝcruisesΝinΝ1κικ-80 

and 1882-84, the author merged the detailed itineraries, maritime scenes and ethnographic 

reports already known from official travel literature and the press with embellished 

versions of real and imagined adventures encountered by the prince and his (fictitious) 

companions. The most emblematic scene was probably his version of the storm in the Bay 

of Biscay, which was almost literally based on the article in the Provincial-

Correspondenz. Boeck stretched it over several pages by introducing the boatswain Bruns, 

aΝlikeableΝoldΝfellowΝwhoΝspinsΝaΝsailor’sΝyarnΝaboutΝaΝgiantΝtsunamiέΝτtherΝauthors would 

introduce cabin boys as main or auxiliary heroes to create emotional identification. Thus, 

Konrad Fischer-Sallstein,ΝinΝhisΝnarrativeΝaboutΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝjourneyΝtoΝKiautschouΝ

(1λίί),ΝputΝtheΝadventurousΝcadetΝvonΝψorlitzΝatΝtheΝprince’sΝside, who arouses his special 

interestΝandΝbecomesΝanΝexclusiveΝwitnessΝofΝύermany’sΝcolonialΝventureέΝτttoΝElster,Ν
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anotherΝprolificΝauthorΝofΝtheΝ1κλίsή1λίίs,ΝinventedΝ“Klaus Erichsen, Prince Heinrich’s 

sailor boy”ΝasΝhisΝprotagonistμΝaΝyoungsterΝwhoΝisΝsaved by the prince during a shipwreck, 

is trained in the navy with the prince’sΝhelp, and, in the course of his steep career and many 

adventures,ΝhasΝseveralΝfurtherΝencountersΝwithΝtheΝroyalΝ“deus ex machina”έΝTheΝrecipeΝ

for success was further repeated by two teachers-cum-authors, one Dr. Rothenberg and 

one Dr. Friedrich Netto. The latter even admitted in his introduction to an instructive, but 

completely fictitious travel report that he had chosen a princely journey as his subject 

because these tended to be bestsellers. Indeed, the travel books often went into several 

editions and some remained in print until the 1930s. 636 

It was the remarkable mix of royal, naval and colonial themes by which one could 

demonstrateΝone’sΝownΝpatrioticΝspiritΝandΝatΝtheΝsameΝtime entice likeminded consumers 

which also induced many manufacturers and entrepreneurs to seek the association with 

“SailorΝPrinces”έΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝprivateΝarchivesΝcontainΝaΝlargeΝnumberΝofΝrequestsΝ

fromΝtradespersonsΝ (men’sΝoutfitters,ΝwineΝ traders,Νpublicans or ship owners), but also 

from choral or sports societies asking for permission to hold his royal warrant or bear his 

name and picture.637 The association was meant to confer some of the popular royal 

sailor’sΝ prestigeΝ ontoΝ businessesΝ andΝ toΝ advertise their products. As the individual 

motivational letters reveal, the prince was often chosen simply because he was a 

representativeΝofΝ theΝ corporateΝbrandΝofΝ theΝmonarchyΝ (thatΝ “augustΝ rulingΝ dynastyΝ ofΝ

ώohenzollern”ΝwhichΝenjoyedΝ “loveΝ andΝpopularityΝ […] not only within the narrower 

όatherland,ΝbutΝalsoΝfarΝbeyondΝitsΝborders”)έΝψutΝheΝwasΝalsoΝperceivedΝasΝaΝpersonalityΝ

brandΝinΝhisΝownΝrightΝ(thatΝ“braveΝandΝnobleΝώohenzollernΝprinceΝ[…]Νwho,ΝasΝleaderΝofΝ

the German military forces at sea, is destined to carry the fame of our Fatherland to all the 

distantΝ worlds”)έ638 As such a double brand, the prince with his easily recognizable 

trademarksΝ(captain’sΝbeard,ΝnavalΝuniform,ΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝcap)ΝwasΝconsideredΝlikelyΝtoΝ

enhance the market value of other brands and goods. The mechanism by which this 

association worked was visible on board the steamer Kronprinz Wilhem, where, according 

to Victor Laverrenz, the lady-travellers who followed Prince Heinrich about made a habit 

ofΝorderingΝglassesΝ“ofΝexactlyΝtheΝsameΝbeer”ΝthatΝtheirΝroyalΝfellow-passenger had just 

consumed.639 
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TheΝcorrespondenceΝfoundΝinΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝprivateΝarchivesΝshows that the prince was 

a careful brand custodian who applied restrictive rules to his brand-endorsement. The 

association with charitable organisations and events was also in the interest of the 

monarchy, which, in the nineteenth century, had to demonstrate its active commitment to 

theΝgeneralΝwelfareέΝTherefore,ΝallΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝacceptedΝaΝconsiderableΝnumberΝofΝ

presidencies, patronages and honorary memberships offered to them by the countless 

friendlyΝsocieties,ΝclubsΝandΝfairsΝwhichΝEurope’sΝsociableΝmiddle-classes were happy to 

organize. The princes were especially responsible for the maritime sector of royal welfare 

work. Thus Prince Alfred became chairman of the committee on naval pension reform, 

acted as an advocate of the life boat cause or gave his patronage to the Royal Naval 

Exhibition in 1891.640 Prince Valdemar headed the Danish Seaman Association. And 

Prince Heinrich lent his name and support to institutions as varying as the German 

Maritime Search and Rescue Service, the Aid Committee for East Asia, the Flying and 

χutomobileΝωlub,ΝaΝvarietyΝofΝchildren’sΝhospitalsΝandΝaΝrangeΝofΝsmallerΝnaval,ΝsportsΝandΝ

choral clubs.641 The relevant causes and involved persons were always carefully 

scrutinized, though. 

This was even more the case with non-charitable enterprises and consumer goods. Both 

Prince Heinrich and his advisors were anxious to protect the monarchy, its dignity and 

brand value from negative associations, commercialization or slander. An ancient tradition 

of secured brand-endorsement which simultaneously conferred special honours on trusted 

tradesmen existed in the form of royal warrants. These were exclusively granted to 

businesses actually purveying to members of the royal family. As the consumer market 

changed, though, and many other businesses also sought to benefit from the prestige of 

the monarchy, new strategies had to be developed. While the British monarchy had almost 

noΝlegalΝmeansΝatΝallΝtoΝinterfereΝwithΝtheΝcommercialΝuseΝofΝQueenΝVictoria’sΝimageΝandΝ

while the Austro-Hungarian monarchy regulated the issue through detailed legislation, the 

Hohenzollerns adopted a middle course: Businesspeople seeking permission to use the 

name of royal personages had to conform to the standards decreed in an 1887 instruction 

manual regarding the conferral of royal warrants. The envisaged commodities had to pass 

a substantial quality control and local police offices had to issue clearance certificates 
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regarding the moral conduct and economic background of the individual entrepreneurs.642 

Only fifteen, usually larger shipping and steamship companies out of 25 applicants were 

thereforeΝgrantedΝtheΝrightΝtoΝgiveΝPrinceΝώeinrich’s name or those of his family members 

to their ships. Only 29 out of 41 inns, restaurants and hotels obtained similar permissions, 

the continued use of the name being conditional on the economic success of the 

enterprises. Regarding commodities, finally, only three out of nineteen recorded requests 

were accepted, all of them respectable luxury goods: cigars (produced by the tobacco 

company Geber), cigarettes (produced by the company Adler) and a brand of table water 

calledΝ“PrinceΝώeinrichΝόountain”Νsourced from a well near Rüdesheim. The association 

with inappropriate products like sparkling wines, beers, pastilles, sardines, chairs or 

fountain pens was rejected, even though some of the applicants went to great lengths to 

create attractive packaging designs.643 

TheΝ popularΝ consumptionΝ ofΝ theΝ “SailorΝ Prince”Ν wasΝ impossibleΝ toΝ control,Ν thoughέΝ

Although the right to bear a royal name could be withdrawn, the monarchy did not have 

the legal instruments to sanction unauthorised uses or abuses, especially not outside 

Germany. Moreover, the laws of the Kaiserreich allowed retailers to depict the images of 

famous personalities without even asking for their permission.644 While the monarchy 

tried to guard its exclusive, regal aura, its image could thus be appropriated and shaped to 

any desired purpose by entrepreneurs and consumers. As Eva Giloi has demonstrated, 

German picture-postcard designers, for instance, far from merely buyingΝintoΝWilliamΝII’sΝ

baroque, martial self-representation, also used the techniques of photomontage to create 

idyllic family portraits which met the public demand for intimate views and sentimental 

themes. This unauthentic, but appealing world of cheaply available images would shape 

the imaginative landscapes of wide sections of society just as much as authorized 

photographs. It fostered the illusion of an emotional proximity which even induced some 

children to actually send letters to the purported family man.645 

Prince Heinrich was also subjected to a range of appropriation practices, from 

unauthorized inn or ship names through to postcards and the popular imagination. Letters 

addressed to the prince on the occasion of his mission to East Asia in 1897-98 reveal how 
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stronglyΝtheΝpublicΝperceptionΝofΝtheΝ“Prince-χdmiral”ΝwasΝinfluencedΝbyΝhisΝadventurized 

and exoticized representations in the press, in juvenile fiction and in consumer industry. 

In the over 140 congratulatory telegrams, letters and occasional poems that he received 

from patriotic associations and individual citizens in the fortnight before his embarkation, 

the senders imagined the prince in all kinds of dramatically inflated scenes: He would face 

the “dangersΝofΝtheΝdeep,ΝofΝclime andΝmaybeΝwar” inΝ“distantΝseas”,Ν“inΝstormy,Νraging,Ν

infuriatedΝseas”,Ν“inΝstormΝandΝbadΝweather”,ΝbutΝheΝwouldΝbraveΝthemΝ“withΝaΝfearlessΝ

countenance”έΝInΝtheΝformulaicΝstyleΝofΝpopularΝsongsΝandΝseaΝshanties,ΝtheΝexcitedΝmenΝ

andΝ womenΝ sawΝ himΝ venturingΝ forthΝ “toΝ ωhina’sΝ shores”Ν “forΝ ύermany’sΝ gloryΝ andΝ

honour”ΝandΝtheyΝwereΝsureΝthatΝheΝwouldΝ“returnΝasΝaΝZollernΝhero”έ646 

In thus addressingΝ“their”Νhero,Ν theΝ letter-writers engaged in a practice which Edward 

ψerensonΝ hasΝ termedΝ creatingΝ “intimacyΝ atΝ aΝ distance”έΝ EverΝ sinceΝ theΝ adventΝ ofΝ theΝ

modern personality cult in the Romantic era and particularly in the age of mass culture, 

ordinaryΝcitizensΝfeltΝanΝincreasingΝ“senseΝofΝentitlement”ΝtoΝparticipateΝinΝtheΝlivesΝofΝtheΝ

celebrities created by mass press and mass commercialization. By sending fan mail, they 

soughtΝ “emotionalΝ connection”Ν andΝ hopedΝ toΝ seeΝ “theΝ worldΝ throughΝ theirΝ [heroes’]Ν

eyes”έ647 They also appropriated the celebrities to their own wishes, however, and 

participated in the construction of public personae which had little to do with the real 

persons. Thus, Prince Heinrich, was almost apotheosized into an omnipotent High 

Commander of the German fleet, who, in the emblematic words of one Milly Reinhardt 

fromΝόuldaΝseekingΝaΝnavalΝcareerΝforΝherΝbrother,Ν“justΝha[d]ΝtoΝsayΝoneΝword”ΝandΝtheΝ

doors would open for every willing recruit.648 

Beliefs such as theseΝwereΝ clearlyΝ inspiredΝ byΝ cabinΝboyΝ storiesΝ suchΝ asΝτttoΝElster’sΝ

“Klaus Erichsen”έΝ TheyΝ hadΝ nothingΝ toΝ doΝ withΝ PrinceΝ ώeinrich’sΝ realΝ powersΝ orΝ

intentions, though. The prince could show remarkable generosity if his philanthropy was 

required, for example byΝstandingΝgodfatherΝforΝmoreΝthanΝfortyΝbabiesΝfromΝworkers’ΝtoΝ

aristocrats’ΝfamiliesΝbetweenΝ1κκβΝandΝ1λ1κέ649 Those seeking careers and advancements 

in the navy, however, were generally referred to the relevant recruitment bureaus if they 

had no previous connections. The countless delegations, telegrams and letters he received 

onΝhisΝmissionΝtoΝEastΝχsia,Νfinally,ΝevenΝmetΝwithΝώeinrich’sΝderisionΝandΝangerέΝ“PeopleΝ
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pesterΝmeΝwithΝtelegramsΝandΝlettersΝallΝdayΝlongΝandΝitΝwantsΝanΝangel’sΝpatΝtoΝstandΝall 

this!”ΝheΝconfidedΝtoΝhisΝmotherΝonΝ14ΝDecemberΝ1κλιέΝ“[…]ΝψesidesΝIΝhadΝtoΝreceiveΝ

numerous idiotic people who came as deputations, meant very well but thought it a 

tremendousΝdeedΝmyΝgoingΝtoΝωhina!ΝψlessΝthereΝ(sic)Νhearts,ΝbutΝtheyΝareΝ“asses”!”650 His 

sober, professional view of his duties did not correspond with the romantic visions of his 

audience.651 

TheΝotherΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝsimilarlyΝreluctantΝcelebritiesΝwhoΝfeltΝpesteredΝratherΝthanΝ

gratifiedΝ byΝ theΝ attentionΝ theyΝ receivedέΝ PrinceΝ χlfred’sΝ main concern when he was 

mobbedΝbyΝtheΝpeopleΝofΝYarmouthΝinΝ1κθβΝwasΝthatΝthisΝ“entirelyΝfrustratedΝtheΝgameΝofΝ

cricket”ΝheΝhadΝlookedΝforwardΝtoέΝχndΝPrinceΝύeorgiosΝdidΝnotΝhaveΝaΝhighΝregardΝforΝ

“thoseΝconfoundedΝnewspapers”Νwhich put the royal families of Greece and Denmark on 

their title pages.652 Many of the princes and their advisors were really more responsive 

than proactive in their approach to popular media and commodities, trying to safeguard 

their corporate and personality brands from brand dilution. The public personae they might 

create for themselves sometimes differed considerably from those constructed by 

journalists, authors, entrepreneurs and consumers, and there were hardly any instruments 

to control them. 

One could argue, though, that this discrepancy between self-fashioned and appropriated 

images was not altogether as detrimental to the popular perception of the monarchy as Eva 

Giloi has proposed. In her view, the growing communication gap between Emperor 

WilliamΝII’sΝregalΝself-stylization and the sentimental tastes of his audience as epitomized 

by romantic picture postcards eventually led to a certain disillusion about the 

Hohenzollern monarchy and to its eventual demise.653 InΝtheΝcaseΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”,Ν

however, the romantic image of the youthful adventure hero or the omnipotent deus ex 

machina was really just a gradual development of the image of the noble professional 

scrupulously and competently performing his duty that the princes and their royal families 

liked to convey themselves in travel books, museal exhibitions and inspired letters. The 

wishful thinking and imaginative spirit of their audiences-cum-co-designers thus played 

into the hands of the monarchical establishmentέΝτneΝcouldΝevenΝsayΝthatΝtheΝprinces’ΝownΝ

attitude to the media and to the popular mass market did not matter much at all. For as 

long as they graciously accepted the remarkably willing help offered to them by the many 
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middle-class co-designers who happily tuned their image to popular taste, the monarchy 

was in little risk to lose its appeal. Only where this cooperation was missing – for example 

in Greece, where the Glücksborgs were unable to harness the support they gained in 

Denmark, Russia or Britain – did this indicate a wider stability problem. 

Of course, the way in which journalists, authors andΝ entrepreneursΝ styledΝ theΝ “SailorΝ

Princes”ΝasΝheroes,ΝtheΝzealΝwithΝwhichΝreadersΝdevouredΝtheΝnewsΝaboutΝtheirΝadventuresΝ

in illustrated papers, travel books andΝchildren’sΝfiction,ΝtheΝexcitementΝwithΝwhichΝtheΝ

audiences attended embarkations, disembarkations, or film screenings, and the enthusiasm 

with which individual citizens wrote to their idols were not simply expressions of their 

patriotism or love of the royal family. The various, overlapping motivations for these 

practices included competitive economic thinking, ideological missions or the demands of 

genres and markets on the part of writers and businessmen. Sensationalism, exoticism and 

escapism, curiosity, passion for technological innovations and a general fascination with 

what was special, new or exciting: these were some of the leading motives of the broader 

audience. The letter-writers, finally, were also guided by the wish to be recognized by a 

famous individual, to enhance their personal and professional advancement or to gain 

financial support. 

Yet,ΝtheΝconclusionΝcanΝneverthelessΝbeΝdrawnΝthatΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝoccupiedΝaΝcertainΝ

placeΝinΝtheΝ“centreΝofΝattention”,ΝthatΝvitalΝrealmΝover which the monarchy increasingly 

had to compete with other contestants. They were deemed worthy of news, of attracting 

huge crowds and of being addressed in petitions, qualities no longer taken for granted. 

Moreover, in the imaginative communication that ensued as a result of all of these 

practicesΝ andΝ interactionsΝwithΝ theΝprincelyΝ celebrities,Ν “aΝ greatΝmanyΝpeople”,Ν toΝ cite 

EdwardΝ ψerenson,Ν alsoΝ “attachedΝ themselvesΝ to”Ν theΝ monarchy,Ν theΝ navyΝ andΝ “theirΝ

countries’Νempire”έ654 

Winning hearts and minds 

All of the media studied above – children’sΝnovels,ΝtravelΝbooks,ΝillustratedΝpapers,ΝpictureΝ

postcards, cinematography, advertisements and consumer goods – have been associated 

with the spread of popular myths and ideologies in nineteenth-century Europe. In ways 

much subtler and therefore much more pervasive than political speeches, pamphlets or 

journalistic commentaries, these softer media with their often rich visual elements reached 
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even the remotest corners of society, all genders, ages and classes, and infused them with 

their easily graspable, emotionalized imageries and world views.655 As their protagonists, 

“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝalsoΝinvolvedΝinΝcomplexΝprocessesΝofΝknowledgeΝproductionΝandΝ

propaganda. The three central themes of their adventurous depictions – sea travel, exotic 

encounters and royal life on the edge – served as platforms and screens for the proliferation 

and projection of three interlinking ideological complexes: navalism, imperialism and 

monarchism. First, the princes represented prominent prisms for the mediation of the 

maritime world and of navalist projects pursued by their seafaring nations. Second, they 

opened up new views onto the transoceanic world and the grandiose imperial futures to be 

found there. And third, their new type of adventurous heroism could be placed in a 

metaphoric landscape fit for the legitimization of monarchy in the modern era. In many 

ways, the princes thus contributed to the stabilization of the political systems in place at 

the time. 

On a first level, the public personaΝ“SailorΝPrince”,ΝbyΝtappingΝintoΝtheΝpopularΝthemeΝofΝ

sea travel, contributed to the dissemination of – ideologically flavoured – knowledge about 

maritime life and the naval forces. The travel reports and adventure novels written about 

theΝprinces’Νjourneys as well as the imageries that accompanied them usually introduced 

their audiences to the excitement of shipboard life and the many tasks and functions of the 

navy. Almost every report started with virtual tours of the usually state-of-the-art vessels 

on which they travelled. HMS Galatea, the Valkyrie or the ocean liner Kronprinz Wilhelm 

were all more or less brand new, elegant, efficient and luxuriously equipped examples of 

whatΝ ψerndΝRiegerΝ hasΝ termedΝ “modernΝwonders”μΝ technologicallyΝ innovativeΝ vessels 

which inspired their audiences with awe and the wish to experience them up-close.656 By 

taking their readers with them to the excitingly different world of the ship, by introducing 

them to masts, riggings and engine rooms and acquainting them with the nautical life, the 

reports gratified this wish. And they shed a favourable light on their subject. Ships were 

representedΝasΝ“swimmingΝfortresses”,ΝsailorsΝasΝ“splendid-looking figures tanned by sun 

andΝweather”,ΝofficersΝasΝsuperiorΝmenΝcombiningΝ“knowledge of the world, prudence, 

presenceΝofΝmindΝandΝfearlessness”έ657 By thus elevating the navy and its men, the books, 
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illustrations and all other media helped to arouse interest and pride in the navy as a 

profession and as a symbol of national strength. 

This could mean that public attention was drawn to the possibilities of a substantial 

maritimeΝ presenceΝ inΝ theΝ firstΝ placeέΝ ωarlΝ vonΝ derΝ ψoeck’sΝ earlyΝ novelsΝ aboutΝ PrinceΝ

ώeinrich,ΝforΝexample,ΝexplicitlyΝembeddedΝtheΝprince’sΝserviceΝmissionsΝintoΝtheΝwiderΝ

duties of the Imperial Navy in order to legitimize the existence of the young institution in 

a predominantly land-based nation. On the first few pages, he informed his readers that 

theΝnavyΝwasΝsupposedΝtoΝ“enforceΝύermany’sΝprestigeΝinΝdistantΝcountries”ΝorΝtoΝ“assistΝ

ύermanΝoverseasΝtradeΝbothΝbyΝprotectingΝandΝbyΝsupportingΝit”έ658 Alexander Svedstrup 

andΝώenrikΝωavlingΝalsoΝusedΝtheirΝpublicationsΝtoΝadvertiseΝDenmark’sΝnavalΝinterestsέΝ

As early as 30 November 1897, Cavling had used the front page of Politiken to call for a 

strongerΝ presenceΝ ofΝ “TheΝ DanishΝ flagΝ onΝ theΝ sevenΝ seas”έΝ ώeΝ regrettedΝ thatΝ despiteΝ

growing business interest in East Asia no Danish ship-of-the-line had visited that area for 

the past 27 years. The cruise of the Valkyrie, which he accompanied on board the East 

Asiatic Company’s ocean liner Assam and which he vividly reported about in both a series 

of articles and a travelogue enticinglyΝentitledΝ“The Orient”,ΝwasΝmeantΝtoΝstartΝaΝnewΝeraΝ

of Danish naval activities.659 InΝhisΝtravelΝbookΝ“Path of the Dane”,ΝSvedstrupΝequallyΝ

formulatedΝaΝprogrammeΝforΝDenmark’sΝresurgenceΝasΝaΝmarineΝpowerέΝTheΝnation,ΝheΝ

argued, had almost forgotten its seafaring and trading past. Yet the success of many 

individual Danes in foreign services proved that the small country was still able to join the 

ranks of the great nations. The cruise of the Valkyrie wasΝmeantΝtoΝusherΝinΝ“aΝnewΝcentury,Ν

aΝnewΝfutureΝforΝDenmark”ΝbyΝ“directingΝtheΝnation’sΝattentionΝ[…]ΝoutΝtoΝtheΝsea”έ660 

A second concern linked to this general seaward turn was the wish to reach and recruit 

especially young people. InΝ “The Orient”,Ν ώenrikΝ ωavlingΝ blamedΝ theΝ lamentableΝ

reluctance of young merchant sons to represent Denmark abroad on their education, which 

failedΝ toΝ “arouseΝ theΝ boys’Ν interestΝ in foreignΝ climes”Ν andΝ toΝ “broadenΝ theΝ child’sΝ

horizons”έ661 Throughout the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries, it would be the 

special mission much more of juvenile literatures and the toy industry than of the 

classroom to win the hearts of the young for the naval profession and for colonial 

enterprisesέΝTheΝ figureΝ ofΝ theΝ adventureΝ princeΝwasΝoneΝmeansΝmakingΝ “youngΝheartsΝ
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beatήtoΝmanΝtheΝόleet”,ΝasΝoneΝpopularΝsongΝaboutΝPrinceΝχlfredΝputΝitέΝTheΝdashingΝprincesΝ

who willingly took on the hard and dangerous life of seamen either functioned as role 

models themselves, or, in the case of adventure novels about Prince Heinrich, were 

accompanied by cabin boys and other identification figures whose quick rise through the 

ranks would encourage middle-class boys to join the navy.662 

In the period of New Navalism between 1890 and 1914, the romantic, adventurous and 

exotic aspects about naval life which enhanced the sales figures of books, journals and 

consumer goods were finally also used by the advocates of larger-scale fleet-building 

programmes to gain some ground on the competitive political mass market. As the 

ideology of sea power spread throughout Europe, it induced decision-makers to expand 

their naval policies to an almost irrationally competitive level. Public pressure groups such 

as the British or German Navy Leagues (founded in 1894 and 1898, respectively) or 

institutions such as the so-called news office (Nachrichtenbureau) founded by the chief of 

the Reichsmarineamt, Admiral von Tirpitz, in 1897, were dedicated to the task of 

“enlightening”ΝtheΝwiderΝpublicΝaboutΝtheΝmanyΝfunctionsΝofΝtheΝnavyέΝTheΝultimateΝgoalΝ

was to convince both the parliament, in possession of substantial budgetary rights, and the 

generalΝpopulationΝofΝψritain’sΝandΝύermany’sΝneeds for decisively expanded fleets as 

envisaged by the Naval Defence Act of 1889 or the Naval Laws of 1898-1912. The 

institutions skilfully took up the strategies of the mass consumer market by publishing 

lavishly illustrated books or journals, distributing impressive pictures or organizing major 

showpiece cruises. They were also able to enlist editors, journalists, authors and 

entrepreneurs for their purposes, thus fanning the flames of an already existing public 

fascination with all things maritime into a new naval enthusiasm.663 

With his career effectively over by 1890, Prince Alfred could not be called intimately 

connected with the spirit of new navalism emerging in Britain after 1889. On the three 

occasions when he engaged in the navalist cause, during the jubilee naval reviews of 

1887/1897 and the Royal Naval Exhibition of 1891, he did so merely as one of the 

members of the royal family.664 Prince Heinrich, however, was a central personality brand 

within the German navalist campaign. The promotional calendar distributed by the Berlin 
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department store N. Israel in 1900 provides a good illustration of how the propaganda 

machinery and the consumer industry worked hand in hand to enhance his image and that 

of the navy. This richly illustrated booklet handed out to costumers tapped into the public 

fascinationΝwithΝtheΝprince’sΝexoticΝmissionΝtoΝEastΝχsiaέΝItΝalsoΝspreadΝtheΝwordΝaboutΝaΝ

cruise, though, which could be understood as a promotional tour of the Imperial Navy, 

showing its relevance for global politics.665 

This view is underscored by the fact that the text was composed by Hans Graf Bernstorff, 

one of a number of retired naval officers who had enlisted as public speakers and authors 

for the Pan-German and Navy Leagues. The propagandists, among them also Reinhold 

Werner, used mini-biographiesΝandΝ traveloguesΝofΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝ journeysΝorΝotherΝ

adventure stories published as cheap or free booklets to support the institutional interests 

of the navy.666 Together with all the other novels and trinkets produced to commemorate 

theΝprince’sΝjourneys,ΝtheyΝhelpedΝtoΝinstallΝώeinrichΝasΝaΝwidelyΝrecognizedΝfigureheadΝofΝ

the German navalist movementέΝχlthoughΝtheΝprince’sΝhigh-profile role as Protector of the 

German Navy League was a rather passive one, the American journalist Frederic Wile 

wasΝthereforeΝrightΝinΝproclaimingΝώeinrichΝtoΝbeΝ“actively identified with the propaganda 

by which the innermost recesses of the Fatherland have been converted to naval 

enthusiasm”έ667 

As can be gauged from the language of most propagandists, the navalist and imperialist 

causes were closely interwoven. Men like Bernstorff and Werner were even working for 

both the Navy League and its colonialist counterpart, the Pan-German League. It is no 

wonder,Νtherefore,Νthat,ΝonΝaΝsecondΝlevel,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝandΝtheΝadventurousΝprintΝandΝ

consumer culture surrounding them also contributed to the propagation of the imperialist 

idea. 

Travelogues, adventure novels and consumer goods not only took readers and consumers 

on-board majestic vessels, but also on exclusive virtual tours around the world. Every 

instalment, chapter or collectible card would offer another glimpse of excitingly exotic 

foreignΝcultures,ΝwildlifeΝorΝnaturalΝphenomenaέΝPublicationsΝlikeΝεilner’sΝCruise of the 

Galatea or the 1871 South Kensington Exhibition clearly had primarily didactic 

aspirations. Magazines like Über Land und Meer orΝchildren’sΝnovelsΝlikeΝthose of von 

derΝψoeckΝaimedΝtoΝmeetΝtheΝpublicΝdesireΝforΝanΝearlyΝversionΝofΝ“edutainment”έΝYetΝtheΝ
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knowledge and amusement thus provided was accompanied by a range of more 

tendentious messages. By expanding the great wide world before the eyes of their 

audiences,Ν Europe’sΝ popularΝ printΝ andΝ consumerΝ marketsΝ alsoΝ helpedΝ toΝ promoteΝ theΝ

prospects of imperial expansion. They familiarized their readers with ideas of a justified 

Western domination and with notions of national interest which superseded all other 

concerns. 

Thus, Prince Alfred, though not a figurehead of New Navalism, was certainly recognized 

toΝbeΝ aΝ “pioneerΝ ofΝ […]ΝψritishΝ imperialism”ΝbyΝ theΝ timeΝofΝ hisΝdeathΝ inΝ1λίίέ668 By 

providing canonized versions of his grand tours around the British Empire, his public 

representations in the period 1858-1874 contributed to the popularization of the imperial 

programme envisioned by his royal parents. They fostered a broad awareness of the 

continuedΝrelevanceΝandΝneedsΝofΝψritain’sΝneglectedΝcoloniesΝlongΝbeforeΝtheΝadventΝofΝ

“σewΝ Imperialism”έΝ ώenrikΝ ωavlingΝ andΝ χlexanderΝ SvedstrupΝ likewiseΝ advocatedΝ

imperial integration and increased informal imperialist engagement for which a stronger 

naval presence was only a stepping stone. Before 1899, Cavling had already become 

famous for his reportage on the Danish community in America and on the West Indies. In 

1899-1901, the close friend of the businessman H.N. Andersen hoped to support the East 

Asiatic Company’s interests and to contribute to a new spirit of informal imperial 

enterprise through his vivid descriptions of (Danish) life in the exotic East particularly 

addressed at Danish youths.669 Both he and Alexander Svedstrup believed that Denmark, 

whichΝwasΝ“notΝsuchΝaΝsmall”ΝcountryΝ“ifΝyouΝcountΝinΝtheΝsea”,ΝcouldΝbecomeΝgreatΝagainΝ

throughΝ“theΝnew,ΝpeacefulΝconquests”ΝofΝtradeέ670 

While the Danish journalists hoped to entice their readers with an exoticizing depiction of 

East Asia, most other sources applied even more self-reassuringly Eurocentric, latently 

racistΝyardsticksέΝEspeciallyΝ theΝlaterΝnovelsΝandΝbooksΝaboutΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝtravelsΝ

were replete with common stereotypes about national character or hygiene. The hybrid 

attitudesΝ ofΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν asΝ “cosmopolitanΝ nationalists”Ν whoΝ couldΝ appreciateΝ andΝ

condemn foreign cultures did not trickle through to the general public. Instead, the popular 

representation of the princes invited their home audiences to engage in the one-sided 

practiceΝ ofΝ whatΝ oneΝ mightΝ callΝ “negativeΝ armchairΝ tourism”μΝ TheΝ encountersΝ withΝ

excitinglyΝdifferent,ΝbutΝultimatelyΝnegativelyΝevaluatedΝ“others”ΝfabricatedΝbyΝtheΝpopularΝ
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print and consumer market helped European publics to build up positive images of 

themselves as modern, civilized peoples whose superiority legitimized colonial 

exploitationΝ andΝ imperialΝ expansionέΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν wereΝ partΝ ofΝ aΝ rowΝ ofΝ

commercialized imperial heroes who vividly personified this superiority through their 

dashing looks and daring exploits as well as their exalted status. And just as the princes 

themselves increasingly put the national interests of their home countries before their own 

dynastic internationalism, so their popular representations focused on their role as national 

figureheads pitted against other European powers. The (informal) colonization of the 

remaining few areas of the world was justified by the superior character traits and 

administrative or entrepreneurial skills displayed by the princes and by their countrymen. 

Thus, Konrad Fischer-Sallstein and Hans Bernstorff, through their accounts of Prince 

ώeinrich’sΝ journeyΝ toΝ EastΝ χsia,Ν contributedΝ toΝ theΝ widespreadΝ representationΝ ofΝ

Kiautschou as a flagship colony. Their descriptions of the benevolent diplomat-prince and 

the exemplary administration of the protectorate suggested that Germany should continue 

its beneficial imperial expansion. 

This interlinking navalist and imperialist propaganda centred on the public persona of the 

“SailorΝPrince”ΝdidΝnotΝfailΝtoΝhaveΝan effectέΝToΝdrawΝonΝPrinceΝώeinrich’sΝprivateΝarchivesΝ

again, the letters the prince received on his departure for East Asia from many ordinary 

citizensΝareΝfilledΝwithΝenthusiasticΝexpressionsΝofΝpatriotism,ΝdocumentingΝtheΝwriters’Ν

love of the fatherland, their belief in the German naval forces and their conviction of the 

righteousness of the Kiautschou cause. The lawyers, merchants, teachers and clerks who 

believedΝthemselvesΝtoΝbeΝrepresentativesΝofΝ“manyΝύermanΝmen”Νcelebrated Heinrich as 

aΝ“ύermanicΝwarrior”ΝgoingΝforthΝtoΝdefendΝ“theΝόatherland’sΝinterestsΝinΝtheΝόarΝEast”Ν

andΝtheΝ“ύermanΝhonourΝinΝωhina”έΝ“όullΝofΝenthusiasmΝforΝPan-ύermanyΝinΝtheΝόarΝEast”Ν

andΝ sometimesΝ evenΝ explicitlyΝ referringΝ toΝ theΝ “fleetΝ lectures”Ν presentedΝ byΝ theΝ Pan-

German League, they hailed “aΝnewΝeraΝforΝύermany’sΝmightΝandΝpower”έ671 Many young 

people, moreover, asked the prince to advocate their entry into the naval forces or give his 

financialΝsupportέΝTheyΝexplainedΝtheirΝdesireΝbyΝpointingΝtoΝtheΝ“attraction”ΝwhichΝtheΝ

“beautifulΝword”ΝnavalΝofficerΝ“exercisesΝonΝtheΝyoung”ΝorΝbyΝtheΝloveΝtheyΝfeltΝ“forΝourΝ

ύermanΝnavy”ΝfromΝtheirΝ“firstΝschoolΝyears”έΝThisΝnavalistΝenthusiasmΝandΝtheΝideaΝthatΝ

PrinceΝ ώeinrichΝ couldΝ makeΝ everythingΝ happenΝ byΝ simplyΝ “issue[ing]Ν aΝ decree”Ν was 

particularly and surprisingly strong in those federal states which were further removed 
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from the sea, showing a clearly mediated, ideological rather than direct, social or 

geographical influence.672 The cruise of the Valkyrie andΝ ώenrikΝ ωavling’sΝ appealΝ at 

Danish youths were likewise subject to lively debates in the Copenhagen Stock Exchange. 

The period between 1901 and 1920 would indeed be characterized by an increased 

economic involvement of many young businessmen in the East – who liked to see 

themselvesΝ asΝ “nobleΝ Danes”Ν althoughΝ theyΝ wereΝ alsoΝ interestedΝ inΝ makingΝ quickΝ

fortunes.673 

The navalist and imperialist programmes of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries have been interpreted as stabilization strategies by a variety of scholars. 

Particularly for the German case, they have been studied as diversionary tactics by which 

the political and social establishment tried to disguise the incomplete political and social 

modernization of German society. The politically disadvantaged and diverse middle- and 

working-classes were rallied behind a self-assertive foreign policy meant to distract them 

from their domestic impotence, to win their support for an autocratic ancien regime and 

to unite them behind one common national goal.674 More recent scholarship has 

complemented this thesis by pointing out that naval-colonial enthusiasm was not simply 

theΝresultΝofΝtargetedΝpropagandaΝ“fromΝabove”,ΝbutΝratherΝofΝaΝcomplex,ΝmultidirectionalΝ

processΝmergingΝgovernmentΝinculcationΝwithΝtheΝ“self-mobilization of theΝmasses”έ675 In 

this revised version, the thesis seems to be all the more applicable to other countries as 

well: to the class-ridden society of late-nineteenth-century Britain, to a Greece that was, 

in the 1880s to 1900s, plagued by political instability and bankruptcy, or to Denmark 

duringΝ theΝ constitutionalΝ conflictΝ andΝ theΝ systemΝ shiftέΝ χlmostΝ everywhere,Ν “SailorΝ

Princes”ΝparticipatedΝinΝaΝgeneralΝeffortΝtoΝachieveΝsystemΝstabilizationΝbyΝpromotingΝtheΝ

enticingΝ “futureΝ projects”Ν ofΝ navalismΝ andΝ imperialism and utilizing them for the 

popularization of the monarchy as demonstrated in Chapter One. 

Yet,ΝtheΝprinces’ΝdepictionΝasΝadventureΝheroesΝalsoΝcontributedΝtoΝtheΝstabilizationΝofΝtheΝ

monarchical and general political system in a much more direct sense. For on a third and 

final level, it is hard to imagine any more widely popular, novel, and exciting way of 

spreading the word about the institutions of monarchy and dynasty and their claims to 
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continued relevance than the themes and imageries of adventure. The adventure story was 

both an ancient and strikingly modern genre whose plots, as we have seen, were travel- 

and action-based and full of challenges to be overcome by heroes which combined the 

performance-oriented skills of the middle-classes with the idea of the innate superiority of 

theΝmedievalΝknightΝ errandέΝψyΝ representingΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝasΝadventureΝheroes,Ν theΝ

popular media studied in this chapter automatically reinforced the qualities already 

inherent in the concept: its curious combination of ancient and modern, meritocratic and 

aristocratic, cosmopolitan and national themes. 

The popular media did not only contribute to the creation of a political myth that 

reconciled a row of contradictory forces discussed throughout this study, though. By 

particularlyΝfocusingΝonΝtheΝprinces’ΝagencyΝinΝtheΝfaceΝofΝdanger,ΝtheyΝalsoΝtappedΝintoΝaΝ

rich metaphoric landscape of its own. From Antiquity onwards, political philosophers and 

theologians liked to think of political communities and the Christian church as passengers 

on a ship sailing through time, led by Christ or his spiritual and secular representatives on 

this fearful journey.676 This ancient idea of the ship as a social microcosm and metaphor 

of church and state obtained a new political meaning in the Age of Navalism, when the 

ideology of sea power indeed gave rise to the impression that the future of all nations 

rested on their ability to build and maintain large fleets. Although monarchs like Emperor 

William II liked to adopt the imagery of the captain forΝthemselves,ΝitΝwasΝ“SailorΝPrinces”Ν

asΝprofessionallyΝtrainedΝnavalΝofficersΝactuallyΝinΝchargeΝofΝimpressiveΝ“modernΝwonders”Ν

whoΝcouldΝbestΝembodyΝtheirΝdynasties’ΝclaimsΝtoΝmetaphoricalΝmarineΝleadershipέ 

TheΝprinces’ΝdepictionΝasΝseaΝadventureΝheroes essentially achieved three connected feats. 

όirst,ΝitΝmergedΝtheΝprinces’ΝpublicΝpersonaeΝwithΝtheΝexistingΝmythicalΝfigureΝofΝtheΝ“manΝ

atΝtheΝhelm”,Νwhich,ΝaccordingΝtoΝDolfΝSternberger,ΝrepresentedΝaΝpopularΝcounter-motif 

to the Gründerzeit theme of shipwreck. Next to stormy seas and ships in distress, 

Sternberger identified the image of the rescuer – the man who keeps his calm during the 

storm, takes charge of the helm or clings to the sinking mast and thus, with almost 

superhuman powers, saves shipwrecked crews or fainting maidens – as one of the best-

loved themes of nineteenth-century popular art and literature.677 As demonstrated above, 

thisΝwasΝalsoΝaΝpopularΝtropeΝinΝtheΝrepresentationΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”,ΝparticularlyΝPrinceΝ

Heinrich. In a symptomatic rescue scene from the novel Klaus Erichsen, Otto Elster 
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describedΝ“theΝslimΝandΝsuperiorΝ figureΝofΝ theΝyoungΝcaptain”ΝstandingΝonΝtheΝconningΝ

bridgeμΝ“hisΝblueΝeyesΝlookedΝfirmlyΝoutΝintoΝstormΝandΝweatherνΝheΝdidΝnotΝflinchΝasΝtheΝ

lightning bolts came down; his feet did not waver at the rolling and pitching of the ship; 

and he gave his orders in a fresh, manly, clearΝandΝsharpΝvoiceέ”678 

χlreadyΝaΝsellingΝpointΝinΝitsΝownΝright,ΝthisΝrepresentationΝofΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝasΝbornΝ

heroes and natural commanders served two additional ideological functions. It propagated 

state-patriotic virtues and a sense of God-given hierarchy. Because of the state-ship 

metaphor the hierarchical order of the navy could be understood as a replication of the 

social order at large or vice versa. By inviting their audiences to participate imaginatively 

in the exciting shipboard life, adventure stories thus also encouraged them to adopt the 

hierarchical values of the navy. As Carl von der Boeck informed his readership, in the 

navyΝ“everyΝ individual”ΝhadΝ toΝ“fulfilΝ theirΝpreciselyΝprescribedΝduties”ΝandΝobserveΝaΝ

“discipline”ΝandΝ“obedience which precludes contradiction”έ679 

This idea was finally complemented by the implicit proposition that the monarchy and the 

ruling dynasty rightfully stood at the top of this social order and chain of command. Often, 

theΝprinces’ΝactsΝofΝrescueΝ(bothΝwhenΝtheyΝrescued others and when they were rescued 

themselves) were embedded into a religious context of divine grace. Von der Boeck even 

citedΝ aΝ superstitionΝ amongΝ PrinceΝ ώeinrich’sΝ colleaguesΝ thatΝ theΝ planksΝ onΝ whichΝ heΝ

travelled would never go down. Such heavenly favour naturally invited subjects to flock 

around their divinely ordained royal families. It is no wonder, therefore, that many 

monarchsΝlaunchedΝnewspaperΝstoriesΝwhichΝdepictedΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝasΝsaviourΝfiguresέΝ

It is also no wonder that the letters received by Prince Heinrich were almost always not 

only full of enthusiastic effusions about the naval-imperial destiny of the German 

Fatherland, but also brimming with excited declarations of love for the throne, the emperor 

and the Hohenzollern dynasty. The prince was frequently linked to his father and 

grandfather as another representative of the heroic spirit of the Zollerns. And his subjects 

didΝnotΝtireΝofΝdeclaringΝhowΝtheyΝwouldΝ“standΝtrueΝtoΝempireΝandΝthrone”,ΝtoΝ“EmperorΝ

WilhelmΝandΝhisΝhouseέ” 
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Conclusion 

ThisΝchapterΝhasΝexploredΝhowΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝcomplementedΝandΝexpandedΝtheΝpublicΝ

portfolio of the monarchy in the age of beginning mass democracy. As has been 

demonstrated,ΝtheΝprincesΝaddedΝaΝpeculiarΝlustreΝofΝ“achievedΝcelebrity”ΝtoΝtheirΝdynasties’Ν

arsenals of appealing images which helped them to stay competitive in the increasingly 

contested public mass market. Apart from their meritocratic careers and diplomatic 

functions,Ν itΝ wasΝ particularlyΝ theΝ princes’Ν adventurousΝ livesΝ whichΝ earnedΝ them the 

continued attention of wide readerships and consumer circles. Their sea travels, exotic 

encounters and heroic exploits fitted well with the imaginative landscape of adventure that 

took Europe by storm from 1820 onwards. The dangers they encountered at sea, in big-

game safaris or ambush attacks distinguished the princes favourably from their 

“bourgeoisified”Ν stay-at-home relatives. And it provided an exciting peephole into a 

completely different world for men, women and children from the (lower) middle and 

working classes. One could argue that it was the ability of the institution of dynasty to 

produce such a diversified cast of actors that helped nineteenth-century monarchies to 

defend their place at the centre of public attention. 

Yet, as we have also seen, the popular image of the adventure prince only partly originated 

withΝ theΝ monarchyΝ itselfμΝ inΝ theΝ shapeΝ ofΝ travelΝ accounts,Ν exhibitionsΝ andΝ “inspired”Ν

newspaper stories. Much more significantly, the heroic figure was moulded, reinforced 

and appropriated by many (un-)commissioned co-designers and mediators who acted from 

a variety of motives. It was in this public sphere, tossed about by editorial interests and 

market forces, influenced by considerations of personal gain and propaganda and coloured 

in byΝtheΝimaginationsΝofΝdiverseΝaudiencesΝthatΝtheΝpopularΝbrandΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”Ν

really took shape. Scholars like Eva Giloi have taken this exposure to public appropriation 

asΝ aΝ signΝofΝ theΝmonarchy’sΝ limitedΝ abilityΝ toΝ controlΝ itsΝ imageΝ andΝ theΝ discrepancies 

between royal self-representation and popular reception as an indicator of monarchical 

decline. One could argue, though, that as long as there were imaginative landscapes that it 

fitted into and as long as there were co-designers willing to adapt its image to the prevalent 

cultural tastes, the monarchy stood in little danger of abolition. It is impossible to know 

exactly why Prince Alfred or Prince Heinrich were stalked in Norwich and aboard the 

Kronprinz Wilhelm – but it was certainly not because they were irrelevant to their 

audience. 
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There remains, of course, the question of how relevant the princes really were considered 

in relation to the wider mass-media and consumer market. Once we zoom out, our stars 

might be reduced to starlets in comparison to other heavenly bodies. A detailed 

comparison with other celebrities of the period (Bismarck, Garibaldi, Sarah Bernhardt) 

would exceed the confines of this chapter. A few concluding remarks can be made, though, 

regarding the popular reach of individualΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝinΝrelationΝtoΝeachΝotherΝasΝwellΝ

as unravelled on a chronological timeline. 

χllΝ“SailorΝPrinces”ΝhadΝtheirΝpersonalΝcelebrityΝ“heydays”,ΝlongerΝorΝshorterΝperiodsΝwhenΝ

they featured prominently in the news, usually centred around their entry into the navy, 

their major world tours and diplomatic missions or their most prestigious offices. Prince 

Alfred enjoyed unmitigated popularity in the early years of his career, became a special 

darling of the newspapers during his Galatea world cruise (1867-71), but then increasingly 

failed to create a dignified mature image for himself. Prince Valdemar, on the other hand, 

rose to particular public prominence only through the Valkyrie enterprise (1899-1901), but 

then – despite his comparatively low-key profile – kept a steady level of popularity with 

the Danish public until his death. Prince Georgios experienced a series of ups and downs: 

he had a short moment of (international) fame in 1891 and then again at the start of his 

High Commissionership of Crete; afterwards, he increasingly faded into the background. 

Prince Heinrich, on the other hand, trumped all his colleagues through a remarkably 

steady, if not steadily rising career as a media darling. Every mission, from Kiautschou to 

America increased hisΝ popularΝ imageΝ asΝ figureheadΝ ofΝ ύermany’sΝ naval-imperial 

aspirations. In 1913, the journalist Frederic Wile thus even remarked that while the 

ύermansΝhadΝhadΝ“fewΝnationalΝidolsΝsinceΝψismarck”ΝPrinceΝώeinrichΝwasΝ“oneΝofΝthem”μΝ

theΝ“χdmiralΝRoyalΝholds a place in the affections of his Fatherland almost second to 

noneέ”680 As late as 1914-1918, when Heinrich was merely overseeing a secondary theatre 

of naval warfare in the Baltic, he was still accorded such a high symbolic importance that 

people could read onΝpropagandaΝpostcardsΝforΝtheΝnavyμΝ“Wir durchkreuzen alle Welt/mit 

Prinz Heinrich, unserm Heldέ”ΝItΝisΝthisΝuniqueΝlongevityΝandΝwidespreadΝappeal, together 

with the remarkable size and accessibility of his archives, which explains why Heinrich 

has featured so prominently in this chapter. He exemplifies par excellence the ability of 

“SailorΝPrinces”ΝtoΝspeakΝtoΝlargeΝandΝdiverse audiences over a long period of time. 
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Heinrich also embodies the propaganda potential of the royal sailor in the Age of Empire 

more than anybody else. His increasing popularity can be explained by the spread of the 

ideologies of navalism and new imperialism, which he himself helped to popularize 

through his royal aura and brand-endorsement. At the dawn of the twentieth century, 

sensationalist newspaper journalism, the genre of adventure fiction and a wide range of 

colourfully packaged consumer goods both profited from the adventurous and exotic 

connotations of naval and colonial themes and subtly carried them into the hearts and 

minds of their diverse audiences. The spread of these new media and styles across borders 

led to a certain unification of tastes in European mass culture. Yet, mass papers, adventure 

novels and consumer goods also contributed to the proliferation of national stereotypes 

and ideologies of national-imperialΝgreatnessΝwhichΝseemedΝtoΝpitΝEurope’sΝpowersΝagainstΝ

each other in a fierce struggle for naval supremacy and global dominance at the cost of so-

calledΝinferiorΝracesέΝUltimately,Ν theΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝbrandΝ thus also contributed to the 

spread of a competitive, hostile climate of international and inter-imperial rivalry. 
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Conclusion: A brand enters series production 

In February 1900, Munsey’s Magazine, the first mass-market weekly in the United States, 

publishedΝ anΝ articleΝ entitledΝ “SailorΝ PrincesΝ ofΝ today”έΝ ItΝ providedΝ aΝ richlyΝ illustratedΝ

overviewΝofΝaΝrangeΝof,ΝasΝtheΝsubtitleΝstated,Ν“RoyalΝboysΝwho may one day command 

some of the navies of the world, from the great armadas of Britain to the petty squadron 

ofΝSiam”. The children and teenagers covered included Prince Edward, the eldest son of 

the Duke of York, Prince Adalbert of Prussia, the third son of Emperor William II, Prince 

Wilhelm, the second son of the Swedish Crown Prince, and Prince Charkabron of Siam, 

to name but a few. 

InΝmanyΝways,ΝtheΝarticleΝconfirmedΝtheΝsuccessΝofΝtheΝmonarchicalΝbrandΝ“SailorΝPrince”Ν

in the long nineteenth century. First of all, it documented that, by 1900, the naval education 

ofΝyoungerΝroyalΝprincesΝhadΝbecomeΝaΝtraditionέΝTheΝconceptΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝhadΝ

become an established term. Secondly, the article laid open the global reach of the myths 

and tropes encapsulated in the phenomenon. Not only had the monarchs of countries as 

diverse as Britain, Sweden or Siam decided to align with their respective national navies 

and thus with the virulent ideology of sea power. The ideas conveyed by the naval 

uniforms of the royal youngsters also appealed to a people as deeply republican as the 

Americans. Many democrats, the author of the article, Fritz Morris, explained, were 

convincedΝ“thatΝroyaltyΝisΝanΝobsoleteΝinstitution,ΝandΝthatΝtheΝroyalΝfamiliesΝofΝEuropeΝareΝ

physicalΝdegenerates”έΝYet,Ν“SailorΝPrinces”ΝwereΝ“aΝremarkably lively lot of little fellows”Ν

provingΝtheΝoppositeμΝ“ψloodΝwillΝtell”έΝTheyΝwere,ΝthisΝisΝtheΝthirdΝandΝfinalΝobservationΝ

to be drawn from Munsey’s Magazine, one of the most cogent arguments in favour of the 

institution of monarchy.681 

This study has soughtΝtoΝexplainΝhowΝtheΝtrademarkΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝbecameΝsoΝsuccessfulΝ

inΝhelpingΝEurope’sΝmonarchiesΝtoΝassertΝthemselvesΝinΝtheΝincreasinglyΝcontestedΝpoliticalΝ

mass market. To this end it has analysed four of the first fully-fledged prototypes of the 

series: Prince Alfred, Prince Valdemar, Prince Heinrich and Prince Georgios. Essentially, 

these princes were national variants of one Europe-wide phenomenon. Their public 

personae emerged in response to a variety of converging cultural and political trends of 

the nineteenth century: nationalism, imperialism and navalism, the rise of the middle 

classes, the beginning of mass democracy and the emergence of the popular mass market. 

By educating their sons in the navy and thus laying the foundation for a powerful 
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monarchicalΝbrand,ΝEurope’sΝroyalΝfamiliesΝwereΝableΝtoΝadaptΝtoΝtheseΝtrendsΝbothΝonΝaΝ

general and on a nation-specific level. To comprehend this process, a primarily panoramic 

approach was chosen. The case studies have not simply been examined comparatively 

according to a set schema. Rather, they have been treated as discrete illustrations of a wider 

phenomenon. Sometimes, some or all of them were subjected to an additional comparative 

analysis (for example, when naval careers were examined). At other times, the 

transnational relations between the different royal figures, nations and empires stood in 

the foreground (for instance, in the case of dynastic hand-me-down strategies or the 

travelling adventure genre). Primarily, however, the four princes were presented as part of 

a kaleidoscopic panorama with all its asymmetries and incongruences. Brought together 

in a synoptical confrontation, the four individual personae merged to reveal one underlying 

ideal-type pattern. 

The end result is a reconstructed assembly plan of sorts involving four essential steps or 

constituentΝmythsέΝόirst,ΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝwasΝcentredΝonΝaΝcoreΝbrandΝ

message of national identity. It aligned foreign or transnational dynasties with the glorious 

mythologies and traditions of their seafaring nations as well as with the manifold hopes 

for the future that their contemporaries in the age of nationalism and navalism placed in 

seaborne trade and colonial expansion. To this was added a second brand promise: social 

identity. By adopting a profession associated with middle-class ideals of honest toil, 

meritocracyΝ andΝ professionalism,Ν “SailorΝ Princes”Ν demonstratedΝ thatΝ theyΝ andΝ theirΝ

aristocratic families were willing to transcend the barriers of class and to become one with 

their people in an age of nascent mass democracy. That their brand was not merely 

decorative,ΝbutΝfunctional,Ν thirdly,ΝwasΝprovenΝbyΝtheΝprinces’Ν travellingΝactivityέΝThey 

united disparate colonial empires and diaspora communities and represented their nations’Ν

interests in the globalizing world of empires. All of these brand features were finally 

wrapped up in the colourful packaging of the imaginative landscapes of sea adventure, 

exoticism and celebrity consumerism. Within the shopping window of the political mass 

market,Ν thisΝ “bling-bling”Ν couldΝ attractΝ theΝ attentionΝ ofΝ wideΝ audiencesΝ andΝ consumerΝ

circles both for the corporate brand monarchy and for other brands. 

What is brand success, though, and how do we measure it? One could simply argue that 

theΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝbrandΝwasΝsuccessfulΝbecauseΝitΝprovidedΝtheΝmonarchy with a suitable 

tool for repositioning itself strategically in a changing world. On the one hand, it increased 

theΝmonarchy’sΝsymbolicΝrelevanceΝbyΝpresentingΝroyalΝfamiliesΝasΝsymbolsΝofΝthe nation, 

as symbolic centres of the empire and as symbolic heads of the ship-of-state in symbolic 
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alliance with the middle classes. On the other hand, it also augmented the actual power 

and influence of individual sovereigns and their dynasties by strengthening their hold on 

traditional prerogatives such as foreign policy and the military forces, by enabling them to 

participate actively in current discourses on national defence and colonial expansion or by 

opening up new fields of activity such as private commercial enterprise. 

How, though, do we know that these possibilities inherent in the brand were also 

successful in the sense that they convinced newly-empowered citizens of the continued 

relevance of the monarchy? Another possible measurement of brand success would be 

longevity. As Munsey’s Magazine indicated,ΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝbrandΝquicklyΝenteredΝ

series production. ψothΝPrinceΝ ώeinrich’sΝ sonΝWaldemarΝ andΝPrinceΝ Valdemar’sΝ sonsΝ

Aage and Axel became naval officers. Naval education also became a tradition for other 

youngerΝ royalΝprincesΝ andΝevenΝ crownΝprincesέΝThus,ΝPrinceΝχlfred’sΝ nephewsΝχlbertΝ

Victor, Duke of Clarence, and George, Duke of York, the oldest sons of the Prince of 

Wales, both received their basic training in the Royal Navy, with George continuing as a 

professionalΝnavalΝofficerΝand,Νeventually,ΝasΝaΝ“SailorΝKing”έΝPrinceΝωarl,ΝtheΝsecondΝsonΝ

of the Danish Crown Prince Frederik (VIII), likewise trained in the navy before he was 

elected King Haakon VII of Norway in 1905. Prince Adalbert, the third son of Emperor 

WilliamΝII,ΝwasΝdestinedΝforΝaΝnavalΝcareerέΝInΝύreece,ΝbothΝKingΝύeorgeΝI’sΝyoungestΝsonΝ

ωhristopherΝandΝωrownΝPrinceΝωonstantine’sΝthirdΝsonΝPaulΝfollowedΝinΝPrinceΝύeorgios’s 

footsteps. This suggests that the public persona continued to speak to wide audiences. 

How, though, did these audiences respond? This study has analysed a range of sources – 

fromΝnewspaperΝcoverageΝtoΝchildren’sΝfiction,ΝconsumerΝproductsΝandΝfanΝmailΝ– to assess 

the popular reception and appropriation of “SailorΝ Princes”έΝ χwareΝ ofΝ theΝ futilityΝ ofΝ

retrospective opinion polling, it has approached the subject mainly through relating it to 

theΝquestionΝofΝagencyέΝWhoΝwereΝtheΝagentsΝinvolvedΝinΝtheΝcreationΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”Ν

brand? 

Royal personages like Prince Albert, King Christian, Crown Prince Frederick William or 

King George , who shared the basic assumptions of their age, chose to adapt to foreign 

countries or new political configurations and remodelled the tradition of royal military 

service. None of these, however, really intended lifelong middle-class professions for their 

sons nor could they truly anticipate the hype that would surround them. There were also 

the princes themselves, who chose to join the navy, grew into self-professed career officers 

and interacted with their audiences at home and abroad. Some of them were charismatic 
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figures, but none actively sought the publicity they received. The study has also focused 

on the supporting agents of royal families – men like Stosch, Seckendorff or Cowell, who 

oversaw and marketed the professionalization of their charges, or the many artists and 

literaryΝmenΝwhoΝwereΝengagedΝtoΝdocumentΝtheΝprinces’ΝjourneysέΝTheyΝwereΝcertainlyΝ

foremen on the assembly line. Yet, this is the striking end result, the most valid reasons 

forΝtheΝsuccessΝofΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝbrandΝwereΝtheΝmanyΝwillingΝhandsΝthatΝco-designed 

it: the non-commissioned journalists and authors, middle-class entrepreneurs and 

tradespeople, ordinary spectators, readers, consumers etc. who, for varying reasons from 

economic self-interest to ideological commitment, contributed to the creation, 

multiplicationΝandΝretailΝofΝtheΝproductΝbrandέΝItΝwasΝtheΝmonarchies’ΝabilityΝtoΝenlistΝtheseΝ

costumer-audiences – the YouTubers of yesterday – to do the marketing for them that is 

the best measurement of their success. 

When did this success end then? Strolling through Vienna shortly after the end of the 

ώabsburgΝmonarchyΝinΝ1λ1κ,ΝtheΝjournalistΝχlfredΝPolgarΝobservedΝhowΝ“theΝKέΝandΝkέ”,Ν

the imperial-royal initials which had been omnipresent in the Austro-Hungarian consumer 

world,ΝwereΝ “vanishingΝ from theΝ cityscape”μΝ “TheΝ royalΝpurveyorsΝ coverΝ theirΝ formerΝ

glory, once resplendent in its gold letters, with bashful pieces of paper. And the bronze, 

wood or plaster double eagles that used to decorate house facades and company signs fall 

down to the pavementΝasΝifΝshotΝinΝtheΝheart”έ682 The First World War has generally been 

citedΝasΝtheΝoneΝforceΝwhichΝbroughtΝtoΝanΝendΝEurope’sΝlastΝmonarchicalΝageΝwithΝallΝitsΝ

consumerist trappings. In the view of many historians, this was even a natural process. To 

them, the Habsburg monarchy was only the most prototypical of a range of anti-modern 

and anachronistic regimes which, after one last burst of splendid revival, eventually 

succumbed to a process of modernization and democratization which had started in 

1789.683 

This studyΝhasΝalreadyΝarguedΝthat,ΝcontraryΝtoΝthisΝinterpretation,ΝEurope’sΝmajorΝroyalΝ

houses stood their ground rather well in the nineteenth century: through the employment 

of their dynastic personnel, through a combination of up-to-date myth-making and media 

strategies and through the help of wide circles of society. Neither the monarchies that 

vanished in the prelude, turmoil and aftermath of the Great War nor the institution of 
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monarchy as such were doomed to failure prior to 1914.684 Moreover, neither the reformed 

corporateΝ brandΝ ofΝ theΝ monarchyΝ norΝ theΝ monarchicalΝ brandΝ “SailorΝ Prince”Ν

comprehensively lost their appeal after 1918. Rather, it was merely the citizens of those 

countries on the losing side of the war who, after reassessing the functionality of the 

institution, cancelled their cooperation with the monarchy and demolished all the signs of 

their political and commercial partnership. Everywhere else, the success story of the 

monarchicalΝbrandΝ“SailorΝPrince”Νcontinuedέ 

Thus it was actually Prince ώeinrich,Ν onceΝ theΝ mostΝ popularΝ “SailorΝ Prince”,Ν whoΝ

experienced the steepest downfall. The prince who had been welcomed by a giant 

procession of the citizens of Kiel on his return from East Asia in February 1900 had to 

leave the city under the gunfire of the mutinous sailors whose rebellion ushered in the end 

of the Hohenzollern monarchy in November 1918.685 As the war was inevitably lost and 

as the monarchy increasingly stood in the way of a successful peace treaty, its functionality 

had gone. Although initially turned into a public scapegoat, Heinrich would eventually 

regain a high level of popularity, though, compared with other Hohenzollerns. 

InΝtheΝotherΝcountriesΝaddressedΝbyΝthisΝstudy,ΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝphenomenonΝwasΝnotΝ

dealt an abrupt blow. The history of the Greek monarchy after 1918 was certainly 

turbulent, especially since King Constantine eventually failed to establish a Greater Greek 

Empire during the Asia Minor campaign (1919-1922). Although the functionality of the 

monarchy – which had largelyΝrestedΝonΝitsΝabilityΝtoΝachieveΝthisΝ“ύreatΝidea”Ν– gradually 

faded, King Paul I (1947-1964), could still garner some public support from his role as a 

“SailorΝKing”έΝ InΝψritain,ΝtheΝ“SailorΝKing”ΝύeorgeΝVIΝ(1λγθ-1952) – and his brother, 

George, Duke of Kent – were even more certain of public approval for their profession 

and corresponding demeanour. King Frederik IX of Denmark (1947-1972) greatly 

surpassed the popularity of any of his predecessors from the Glücksborg dynasty by 

becoming an approachable, open-mindedΝ“SailorΝKing”ΝwhoΝpubliclyΝespousedΝhisΝnavalΝ

identity.686 

As these examples show, some of the major parameters of the long Age of Empire which 

hadΝledΝtoΝtheΝcreationΝandΝwidespreadΝpopularityΝofΝtheΝpublicΝpersonaΝ“SailorΝPrince”ΝdidΝ

not vanishΝafterΝtheΝόirstΝWorldΝWarέΝEurope’sΝnavies,ΝwhichΝhadΝseenΝlittleΝactionΝdespiteΝ
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their high symbolic importance, might have lost their status as the most prestigious 

military forces of the age. They made way for new military technologies such as the air 

force or for new elite units of often amphibious character. Yet, for island and archipelagic 

nations such as the British, the Danish and the Greek, the sea, the sailors and the navy 

remained strong symbols of national identity. It was as late as 1956 that King Frederik IX 

coinedΝtheΝtermΝ“seaΝfolk”ΝtoΝaddressΝhisΝpeopleέΝImperialismΝmightΝhaveΝstoppedΝtoΝbeΝaΝ

Europe-wide driving force of foreign policy by 1918. Yet, Britain and Denmark retained 

major parts of their colonial empires or at least established close ties with those colonies 

that left for independence. Royal visits to (former) colonies and Commonwealth states as 

well as international diplomacy would continue to be some of the primary functions of 

mobile royal personages.687 In 1930, the Danish revue singer Osvald Helmuth thus regaled 

his audiences with a hugely popular song about the official visits that Crown Prince 

Frederik, his sailor brother Knud and his sailor cousin Axel paid to Siam, China and Japan 

aboardΝ theΝEχω’sΝ shipΝFionaμΝ “ThreeΝdashingΝprincesΝ fromΝ theΝ farΝσorth”Ν (Tre raske 

prinser højt fra Nord).688 In many ways it tapped into the jolly image of the sailor that 

prevailed in the fiction, musical theatre and film industry of the 1930s-1950s epitomised 

by the Popeye cartoons. By then, Europe’sΝmiddleΝclassesΝwereΝnoΝlongerΝtheΝonlyΝsocialΝ

group whose social-political values had to be accommodated by monarchical regimes. 

TheirΝquestΝtoΝappealΝtoΝtheΝaspiringΝworkingΝclassesΝmeantΝthatΝEurope’sΝroyalΝfamiliesΝ

could gladly fall back on the image of the sailor as a skilled labourer as well as middle-

class professional.689 

Only gradually did royal naval education become replaced by training in other, often 

airborne military branches. InΝtoday’sΝde-militarized societies, military careers for royal 

princes no longer suffice to guarantee public success. Rather than presenting a sign of the 

monarchy’sΝmodernity,ΝtheΝemploymentΝofΝPrinceΝώarryΝinΝtheΝψritishΝχrmyΝχirΝωorpsΝor 

of Crown Prince Frederik in the elite Danish Frogman Corps represent a very traditional 

ideaΝ ofΝ royalΝ serviceΝ toΝ theΝ nationέΝ Europe’sΝ remainingΝ monarchiesΝ haveΝ notΝ tiredΝ ofΝ

producing new, up-to-date brands, though. One could even argue that many of the popular 
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aspectsΝonceΝembodiedΝbyΝtheΝ“SailorΝPrince”Ν– honest toil and meritocracy, modernity 

and celebrity – have moved on to the sports sector. 

εostΝ ofΝ theΝ “SailorΝ Princes”Ν ofΝ thisΝ studyΝ wereΝ alreadyΝ associatedΝ withΝ newΝ sportsΝ

movements such as athleticism, car racing or yachting.690 As the twentieth century 

progressed, royal participation in national sports cultures and international sporting events 

became even more important. Since 1896, several royal princes and princesses have 

served on Olympic organizing committees.691 The number of royal contestants – usually 

in yachting and riding events – is even more astonishing, ranging from King Constantine 

II of Greece (1960) to King Felipe of Spain (1992) or Prince Albert of Monaco (1988-

2002). The focus has shifted from modern professionalism to amateurism. Yet, the 

monarchy has proven its continued ability to make full use of its dynastic personnel and 

toΝcraftΝnewΝbrandsΝatΝtheΝintersectionΝofΝdynasticΝtraditionΝandΝmodernityέΝTheΝ“SailorΝ

Prince”ΝwasΝoneΝofΝtheΝfirstΝsuchΝbrandsέ 
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